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My dissertation demonstrates the importance of an examination of the literary

works included as part of the curriculum in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century English

grammar schools both for understanding the instruction of generations of schoolchildren

and for reading the Middle English literature created and read by those trained in these

schools. As Chapter 1 explains, thirty-four extant manuscripts used in an educational

context in late medieval England, listed with their contents in the Appendix, suggest the

identification of seven literary works that appear to have been taught most often: Disticha

Catonis, Stans puer ad mensam, Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus, Liber Parabolarum, and

Ecloga Theoduli. Considering these schoolbooks both individually and as a group reveals

their usefulness for teachers and the instruction that they share: an emphasis on epistolary

conventions, an awareness of the malleability of selves and social hierarchies, and the
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prioritization of ordinary human experience. As this project shows, the influence of the

lessons of the grammar classroom pervades the production of vernacular literature and

the reading practices of contemporary audiences. In Chapter 2, a reading of Chaucer’s

Troilus and Criseyde informed with a knowledge of the formal features of letter writing,

particularly the attention to audience stressed in the grammar schoolbooks, reveals

Criseyde’s control of both the story’s ending and the responses of readers through her

final letter to Troilus. Chapter 3 offers a reexamination of The Book of Margery Kempe

that argues against Kempe’s presumed illiteracy and demonstrates how she utilizes

classroom teachings on self presentation in both her lived experience and the writing of

her Book to manipulate her reception by her contemporaries and readers of the text. The

final chapter turns to the works of John Lydgate to show how he incorporated the

schoolroom’s emphasis on the diversity of ordinary human experience into his influential

Fall of Princes, thereby spreading grammar school lessons to new audiences.

Appreciating the teachings of the literary schoolbooks thus enables not only a better

understanding of the grammar curriculum that shaped schoolchildren for two centuries

but also a recognition of schoolbooks’ profound effect on authors and audiences in late

medieval England.
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Introduction

The first-century rhetorician Quintilian outlined the principles for the education of

a Roman youth: “As soon as the boy has learned to read and write without difficulty, it is

the turn for the teacher of literature [grammatici].”1 For Quintilian and his audience, the

topics covered by the grammaticus encompassed training in correct speech and great

literature, along with writing, interpretation, and criticism, all of which served not only as

the basis of future study but also as the entrance into civilized life:

For the art of writing is combined with that of speaking, and correct
reading precedes interpretation, while in each of these cases criticism has
its work to perform. . . . Unless the foundations of oratory are well and
truly laid by the teaching of literature, the superstructure will collapse. The
study of literature is a necessity for boys and the delight of old age, the
sweet companion of our privacy and the sole branch of study which has
more solid substance than display.2

Quintilian recognized the necessity of a strong educational foundation and therefore

cautioned against viewing this elementary education as mere child’s play:

1 “Primus in eo, qui scribendi legendique adeptus erit facultatem, grammatici est locus.”
Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, 1.4.1.

2 “Haec igitur professio, cum brevissime in duas partes dividatur, recte loquendi
scientiam et poetarum enarrationem, plus habet in recessu quam fronte promittit. Nam et
scribendi ratio coniuncta cum loquendo est, et narrationem praecedit emendata lectio, et
mixtum his omnibus iudicium est; . . . quae nisi oratoris futuri fundamenta fideliter iecit,
quidquid superstruxeris, corruet; necessaria pueris, iucunda senibus, dulcis secretorum
comes et quae vel sola in omni studiorum genere plus habeat operis quam ostentationis.”
Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, 1.4.2–3, 5.
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The elementary stages of the teaching of literature must not therefore be
despised as trivial. It is of course an easy task to point out the difference
between vowels and consonants, and to subdivide the latter into
semivowels and mutes. But as the pupil gradually approaches the inner
shrine of the sacred place, he will come to realize the intricacy of the
subject, an intricacy calculated not merely to sharpen the wits of a boy, but
to exercise even the most profound knowledge and erudition.3

Although his Institutio oratoria in its entirety was not widely available in the Middle

Ages, Quintilian’s definition of grammar survived, and grammatical studies retained their

centrality in the minds and schools of late medieval England. In a fifteenth-century

Oxford ledger, an anonymous scribbler echoed Quintilian: “What is grammar? It is the art

of writing and speaking correctly, containing the interpretation of the poets.”4 In the

Foundation Deed of Winchester College, dated October 20, 1382, William of Wykeham

defined grammar as “the foundation, gate and source of all the other liberal arts, without

which such arts cannot be known, nor can anyone arrive at practising them,” cautioning

“that some students in other sciences, through default of good teaching and sufficient

learning in grammar, often fall into the danger of failing where they had set before

themselves the desire of success.” Yet grammar had not deteriorated into a simple

prerequisite for study of the remainder of the trivium and quadrivium; instead, it had

become an essential element of the development of civilization. Wykeham believed that

3 “Ne quis igitur tanquam parva fastidiat grammatices elementa, non quia magnae sit
operae consonantes a vocalibus discernere ipsasque eas in semivocalium numerum
mutarumque partiri, sed quia interiora velut sacri huius adeuntibus apparebit multa rerum
subtilitas, quae non modo acuere ingenia puerilia sed exercere altissimam quoque
eruditionem ac scientiam possit.” Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, 1.4.6.

4 Pantin, Register, 408.
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“by the knowledge of grammar justice is cultivated and the prosperity of the estate of

humanity is increased.”5 In the charter for God’s House, a college in Cambridge devoted

to training grammar masters for grammar schools founded in 1439, grammar is defined as

giving “‘an understanding of Latin necessary for dealing with the laws and other difficult

business of the realm and also for mutual communication and conversation with strangers

and foreigners.’”6 While to the twenty-first–century student, the study of grammar

commonly evokes thoughts of mere word usage—the typical reference to correcting

one’s grammar or grammar books focusing on word choice and punctuation—the topics

covered under this subject area in the Middle Ages were not so limited in scope.

Medieval educators understood grammar to involve all aspects of the study of

Latin: the construction of the language (including spelling and morphology), reading

comprehension, pronunciation, “conversational” Latin, basic penmanship, disputation,

the composition of both prose and verse, stylistics, and the study of literature. This

definition of grammar allies more closely with that of “English” in our own educational

system in that the title encompasses a similarly wide variety of subjects, including

Language Arts, Creative Writing, Public Speaking, and Literature. Like our modern

5 “Gramatica fundamentum ianua et origo omnium liberalium arcium aliarum existit, sine
qua artes huiusmodi sciri non possunt nec ad earum prosecucionem quisquam poterit
peruenire; Considerantes preterea quod per litterarum scienciam iusticia colitur et
prosperitas humane condicionis augetur quodque nonnulli studentes in scienciis aliis
propter defectum bone doctrine sufficientis eciam litterature in Gramatica in deficiendi
plerumque incidunt periculum ubi proficiendi posuerant appetitum.” Leach, Educational
Charters, 320–21.

6 Leach, Educational Charters, xli. Leach does not print this document.
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equivalent, the study of grammar inducted students into the literate world’s ideas and

codes.

It is the memory of this grammar school experience that William Langland fondly

recalls in Piers Plowman: “When y ȝut ȝong was, many ȝer hennes, / My fader and my 

frendes foende me to scole” (C.5.35–36).7 For him, the years spent in primary school

were a time of peace and community:

For if heuene be on þis erþe, and ese to any soule,
It is in cloistre or in scole, by manye skiles I fynde.
For in cloistre comeþ no man to carpe ne to fiȝte 
But al is buxomnesse þere and bokes, to rede and to lerne.
In scole þere is scorn but if a clerk wol lerne,
And great loue and likyng for ech loweþ hym to ooþer. (B.10.305–10)8

In Langland’s reminiscences, grammar school creates a kinship of clerks—thousands of

students in late medieval England—joined by love for learning and for each other.

Langland is not the only Middle English author to conjure up recollections of his

grammar school days, for it is this world that Chaucer, himself thought to have attended

the school at St. Paul’s Cathedral, evokes for his audience in The Nun’s Priest’s Tale.9

With this tale, as Peter W. Travis has shown, Chaucer transported his contemporary adult

readers back to the primary classroom by compiling and imitating the genres and

7 Citations of the C version of Piers Plowman are from the edition by George Russell and
George Kane.

8 Citations of the B version of Piers Plowman are from the edition by George Kane and
E. Talbot Donaldson.

9 On Chaucer’s education, see Pratt, “Karl Young’s Work” and “Importance of
Manuscripts,” and Rickert, “Chaucer at School.”
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assignments they would have encountered in the grammar schools of their youth to

encourage a reading and decoding of his text.10 The indelible experience of the classroom

and its schoolbooks shaped the reading, writing, and interpreting skills of its students,

remaining influential even in their adulthoods.

Yet the reputation of the schoolbooks studied in the fourteenth- and fifteenth-

century grammar school has suffered since they were eliminated from the curriculum in

the sixteenth century, in part because of their association with religion. Francis Bacon, for

example, in The Advancement of Learning (1605) spoke of the “degenerate learning” of

“the Schoolmen” who with “their wits being shut up in the cells of a few authors . . . as

their persons were shut up in the cells of monasteries and colleges . . . did out of no great

quantity of matter and infinite agitation of wit spin out unto us those laborious webs of

learning which are extant in their books.”11 The prominent historian of medieval English

schools Nicholas Orme ascribes the popularity of the schoolbooks read in the late

medieval grammar school to the influence of Christianity, at the same time misleadingly

conflating the modernity of these works with simplicity: “During the thirteenth century,

. . . tastes in western Europe moved away from the classics towards poetry that was more

Christian and therefore more moral, more recent and therefore more easily understood.”12

Moreover, the learning produced by the teaching of these works has been derided for

hundreds of years. John Milton wrote in 1644 in his pamphlet Of Education of “the

10 See “The Nun’s Priest’s Tale as Grammar-School Primer.”

11 Francis Bacon, 140.

12 Medieval Schools, 100.
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Scholastick grosnesse of barbarous ages.”13 In 1747, Samuel Johnson described

sixteenth-century humanism’s conquest of the medieval curriculum: “When Learning’s

Triumph o’er her barb’rous Foes / First rear’d the Stage, immortal Shakespear rose.”14 In

the last century, in his widely cited European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, Ernst

Robert Curtius calls the later schoolbooks the “cloudy lees of the medieval curriculum.”15

Nevertheless, for at least two centuries near the end of what we call the Middle

Ages, teachers and students found much to value in the grammar school curriculum.

However, the long-standing resistance to the elementary schoolbooks has kept most

modern scholars from appreciating what students in late medieval England would have

been learning from the texts they read in grammar school. Too often the supposed overtly

religious content of the elementary schoolbooks has relegated them to a position outside

the interests of modern educational and literary scholars, despite their overwhelming

popularity for the education of generations of students. These primary school texts also

are overlooked because elementary education fails to attract the same attention as

advanced and university studies, and yet it is their elementary nature that makes their

study essential to our understanding of late medieval culture. Because these works were

encountered very early in the life of a schoolboy, they were studied not only by those

who eventually became university students, but more importantly by a much larger group

who never advanced to the study of higher education and became part of secular society.

13 “Of Education,” 374.

14 Prologue, image 2.

15 European Literature, 27.
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By examining the late medieval English schoolbooks both individually and as a

group of texts, we can begin to understand the instruction that took place in the

classroom. More importantly, we may be able to appreciate the lessons made possible by

the use of the schoolbooks and therefore better understand the adults these grammar

schools produced. For, as Marjorie Curry Woods has aptly phrased it, “school texts are

among the most important barometers of cultural values and attitudes.”16 That we

understand the attitudes transmitted by elementary books is especially important at that

point in history, when ideas were spread to greater numbers of people throughout the

social strata along with the rise in literacy. Furthermore, our failure to understand these

works is especially detrimental to literary scholars, given that most of the major authors

of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries first learned to write in the classroom. As Tony

Hunt laments in his study of thirteenth-century manuscripts used to teach Latin in

England, “Regrettably little has been done to investigate the links between the

characteristics of literary production in the Middle Ages and the nature of reading and

exposition which were taking place in the schools.”17 Citing the need for such a study,

Ralph Hexter says that the

study of the auctores is undeniably central to the history of Latin in the
Middle Ages—both language and literature, because the medium itself
was learned in the schools. It is evident that the authors with whom a
schoolboy would become familiar and the means by which these authors
were presented would have a profound effect on his literary tastes,
attitudes, and values for the rest of his life. This was doubly true when the

16 “Medieval Rhetoric Goes to School,” 55.

17 Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:59.
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authors were read not only for literary culture but primarily (at first, at
least) for instruction in grammar. Given the importance of the educational
system for at least the lettered of medieval society, particular insights in to
the study of auctores are valuable for a general appreciation of medieval
Latin culture.18

Ian Thomson and Louis Perraud echo his sentiment: “A comprehensive study of these

anthologies [of the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century classrooms] remains to be done, and

would be a valuable contribution.”19

Literary scholars have begun to recognize this gap in our understanding of late

medieval England, and the studies of Jill Mann and Christopher Cannon are the most

significant answers to this call. Mann considers how some of the schoolbooks read in the

late medieval English classroom resurface in The Canterbury Tales and Piers Plowman;

her work focuses mainly on the identification and role of specific lines of text, especially

the proverbs associated with grammar school, and the recurrence of particular scenes that

would have been familiar to students from their studies.20 A larger study “exploring the

relationship of the grammar school and grammar school texts to the practices and habits

of thought of Middle English writers” currently is being undertaken by Christopher

Cannon.21 Two early publications of this work indicate the direction of his research. In

one, he collects a group of manuscripts of English schoolbooks, mainly of the fourteenth

18 “Latinitas in the Middle Ages,” 76.

19 Ten Latin Schooltexts, 27.

20 See “‘He Knew Nat Catoun.’”

21 “Langland’s Ars Grammatica,” 1.
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century, demonstrating his interest in the emergence of English in their texts and

exercises, especially as students create their own English verses from Latin prompts.22 In

the second preliminary publication of his work thus far, by tracing specific references to

and citations of grammar school texts, Cannon explores how The Tale of Melibee and

Piers Plowman evoke the instructional setting of grammar school.23 Piers Plowman

draws upon not only the recollection of schoolbooks but also, as Cannon demonstrates,

the commentaries, formal categories, images, translation exercises, and topics of primary

school. Cannon reminds us of the important yet often overlooked point that quotation

itself, whatever the source, is a schoolroom practice, and thus the rhetorical training of

the grammar school casts a long shadow over most medieval literature, even when a

quotation originates from a source extraneous to the school setting.24

My own research contributes to this field with a different approach in order to

address another effect of the study of the auctores. I work to accomplish two intersecting

aims in “Telling Tales out of School”: to identify and contextualize the works read and

studied as literature in the late medieval English grammar school and to consider how the

lessons of these texts influenced the creation and reception of Middle English literature.

While I share Cannon’s commitment to a better understanding of the relationship

between the grammar schoolbooks and the composition practices of authors writing in the

22 “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.”

23 “Langland’s Ars Grammatica.”

24 “Langland’s Ars Grammatica,” 25.
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vernacular, my study differs from his and the earlier work of other scholars in significant

ways.

My focus in this study is on the classroom texts that were read as literature

supplementing language instruction, rather than on grammatical treatises and

vocabularies or on schoolroom exercises, in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century English

grammar schools. These schoolbooks, traditionally, have been the most neglected part of

the curriculum. Therefore, I begin by studying the contents of thirty-four manuscripts

associated with grammatical study in England at this time; these volumes are listed

chronologically with their full contents in the Appendix. While the evidence of

schoolroom use of certain texts previously has been argued based on the contents of some

of these manuscripts, the compilation of this material along with the contents of

additional volumes connected to language instruction is gathered here to my knowledge

for the first time. This assemblage enables both a confirmation of earlier findings often

based on a smaller number of manuscripts and a fuller understanding of when texts

moved into the curriculum and in what combinations they were taught.

My observations concerning the literature read in the late medieval English

grammar school, based on the examination of these manuscripts, are presented in Chapter

1, “The Experience of Schoolbooks in Late Medieval England.” There I discuss the

literary works as individual texts, suggesting the features that may have led to their long-

standing popularity among educators. The schoolbooks are contextualized by a historical

comparison with both the earlier and the later works read in the classroom and by a

geographical comparison with the typical curriculum of the contemporary schools of
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continental Europe. The chapter also provides an overview of grammar school education,

situating the schoolroom literature within the overall curriculum, and the school

experience, with attention to the pupils and the foundations themselves.

The identification and study of the schoolbooks in Chapter 1 provides a

foundation for the remainder of “Telling Tales out of School.” Whereas the first chapter

examines the literary school texts individually, the following chapters consider how the

books function as a group both within and outside the classroom. Most earlier studies of

grammar school influence trace the reemergence of specific, identifiable parts of a school

text, commentary, or exercise and thus necessarily concentrate on single schoolbooks.

My work instead explores the concerns of form and subject shared by the various literary

works of the classroom. The objection certainly could be raised that many of the

manuscripts listed in the appendix contain only a partial grouping of the literary works

popular in grammar schools rather than the collection as a whole.25 However, the absence

of a text from a manuscript does not presuppose that it was not taught in a school.

Furthermore, my reading of these schoolbooks reveals that they share consistent

emphases. Thus, regardless of whether the collection of literary works was read in part or

in full, medieval teachers would have been able to offer similar instruction in the broader

lessons of these texts.

25 Cannon’s is the most recent voice urging against the monolithic idea of a consistent
medieval curriculum, preferring instead the term “canon” (see “Middle English Writer’s
Schoolroom,” 25, 33–34). While his reminder that instruction varied over place and time
is of course correct, certain texts remained popular with teachers, and my research
therefore concentrates on the works that appear most consistently in the manuscripts.
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It is to these teachings that my study responds in each of the next three chapters as

I reconsider works of Middle English literature in light of the lessons of the schoolroom.

In the second chapter, I identify in the literary schoolbooks an awareness of the formal

conventions of the letter as taught through the medieval art of letter writing, or ars

dictaminis. While rhetorical training in composing letters would have occurred at a more

advanced level of study, the texts of the grammar school demonstrate basic

characteristics of epistolary form, particularly an awareness of addressing one’s audience,

the most important element of letter writing. In “Learning by Letters: Epistolary

Convention and Authorial ‘Entente’ in Troilus and Criseyde,” I read the formal letter

written by Criseyde, the “Litera Criseydis,” with the understanding of epistolary practice

shared by those who attended grammar school. As I will show, the letter manipulates the

conventions of epistolary form to complicate its reception by those both inside and

outside of Chaucer’s poem.

The subject of the third chapter of this study may come as a surprise, given our

traditional notions of literacy in late medieval England. Yet “Reading Society, Writing

Selves: Education and Authorship in The Book of Margery Kempe” argues that by

acknowledging the lessons of the schoolroom we can recognize their influence in

unlikely places. My reading of the schoolbooks in this chapter concentrates on their

emphasis on self presentation and explores the schoolroom’s related focus on social

hierarchies; I will demonstrate that these subjects combine in a preoccupation with

manipulation of the social order. Through these lessons, writers including Margery

Kempe, whether they attended traditional grammar schools or not, learned to manipulate
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representations of characters and selves, controlling how they are received by various

audiences. Understanding Kempe’s use of these lessons enables a reading of The Book

that accounts for, rather than dismisses, its perceived divisions and disruptions.

Chapter 4 turns to one of the most popular authors of his day, John Lydgate, in an

effort to better understand his wide appeal and influence; like the schoolbooks

themselves, Lydgate is held in low regard by most modern scholarship and suffers from a

lack of critical attention, despite his preeminence in the fifteenth century. This chapter

contrasts the late medieval schoolbooks with those read in grammar schools in earlier

centuries in order to reveal a shift in subject matter from the exploits of gods to the

mundane activities of humans. In “Revising Expectations: John Lydgate and the

Exemplarity of the Ordinary,” we see not only how Lydgate’s work exemplifies the

classroom’s prioritization of humans but also how he combines this lesson with those on

self fashioning and audience to transform both literary and real-world expectations. Often

criticized as long-winded and dull, Lydgate nevertheless defies traditional strictures and

puts his education to revolutionary use in his poetry.

The authors of the literature examined here demonstrate the extent of the

influence of grammar school, for they represent different social classes—civil servants,

tradespeople, and clergy—and even different genders. The literature influenced by

grammar school training also exceeds generic restrictions, for this study reveals its

imprint on romance, autobiography, and de casibus tragedies. Furthermore, the works of

Middle English literature discussed here, despite their dissimilarities, illustrate related

lessons that affect presentations and receptions of character and manipulations of social
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roles and hierarchies. The teachings of grammar school education, as I will show,

pervade the vernacular writings of late medieval England and would have shaped the

reading practices of the contemporary audience. It is to the beginnings of education, the

schoolbooks themselves, that we now turn.
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Chapter 1: The Experience of Schoolbooks in Late Medieval England

MANUSCRIPT EVIDENCE OF GRAMMAR SCHOOL READING PRACTICES

Although no written curricula survive before the 1528 statutes of Ipswich and

Eton,1 we know from manuscript evidence and from contemporary testimony that young

schoolboys across England received markedly similar educations in the Middle Ages.

Grammatical textbooks and supplementary works of Latin literature were read aloud and

explained by the teacher; the words of the auctores were then memorized by the students,

who gained a respect for the books’ authority as they mastered their Latin. The Latin

literary works read by students in the grammar curriculum of the medieval schoolroom

served several purposes: they supplemented and reinforced grammatical lessons in the

Latin language, they introduced students to good literature, they served as models for

literary style, and they imparted moral lessons that shaped students’ thinking. The

fourteenth-century statutes for Oxford grammar schools emphasize that teachers were

responsible for shaping ethics: “They are bound not only to train them in knowledge, but

also to form good morals according to the place and time, since it is required for each

person to deliver an account of the flock entrusted to him in the presence of the terrible

1 On the earliest surviving school curricula, see Orme, Medieval Schools, 382, n. 145.
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judge on the day of tribulation and affliction.”2 Through the study of Latin literature,

students learned the principles of conduct and developed a moral conscience, attitudes

and values carried into adult life along with the knowledge gleaned from school lessons.

Based on manuscript evidence, we know that, earlier, in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, students in England and on the Continent read a collection of literary texts

referred to as the Auctores sex or Six Authors.3 This group consists of the Disticha

Catonis (Distichs of Cato), the Ecloga Theoduli (Eclogue of Theodulus), the Fabulae or

fables of Avianus, the Elegies of Maximian, De raptu Proserpinae (The Rape of

Proserpine) by Claudian, and the Achilleis by Statius, usually read in that order.4 By

1300, this supplementary literature had begun to be replaced by a new group of texts. On

the Continent, this change resulted in the collection read until the early sixteenth century

2 “Nec solum tenentur eos in doctrina instruere, set eciam bonis moribus pro loco et
tempore informare, cum oporteat singulos pro sibi commisso grege coram tremendo
Iudice racionem reddere in die tribulacionis et miserie” (Gibson, Statuta Antiqua, 21).
The translation is my own. While Gibson dates this statute to before 1350, Pollard redates
it to “before 1313” (“Oldest Statute Book,” 91).

3 This group of texts is often called the Liber Catonianus, or Book of Cato; however, this
designation may cause confusion because after this collection fell out of favor, the
Disticha Catonis continued to be read as part of a new group of texts, which also
sometimes is called the Liber Catonianus. For the sake of consistency, I refer to the
earlier group as the Auctores sex and the later Continental group as the Auctores octo. For
an overview of the development of this reading collection from the ninth through the
thirteenth centuries and descriptions of English manuscripts that include this collection,
see T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:59–79, especially 67–69.

4 See Boas, “De Librorum Catonianorum Historia.” For manuscripts of the Auctores sex,
see Sanford, “Use of Classical Latin Authors.” Clogan, “Literary Genres,” provides a
useful discussion of these texts and the way they may have been used in the classroom.
Gillespie’s “Literary Form” examines the formation of this collection and the texts
themselves (66–71).
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and known as the Auctores octo or Eight Authors, retaining the Disticha Catonis and the

Ecloga Theoduli and introducing Facetus (meaning “Polite” or “Courteous”), Cartula

(“Page”), Tobias, Liber Parabolarum (The Book of Proverbs),5 the Fables of Aesop, and

Floretus (“Flower”).6 The codification of these works into a set collection is attested by

numerous printed editions, with the initial printing by John des Pres of Lyons in 1488.7

England’s schools took up a somewhat different group of texts, read widely but in

a less consistent group and order.8 Brother Bonaventure’s 1961 study was the first to

5 Pepin explains that in medieval Latin the plural word parabolae is more accurately
translated as “proverbs,” as even the Biblical book of Proverbs was known as Parabolae
(English Translation, 150). Thomson and Perraud define it as a technical rhetorical term
for a comparison (Ten Latin Schooltexts, 287). As both definitions make clear, a reader
should not expect a book of parables in the Biblical sense.

6 For a discussion of the texts of the Auctores octo and their replacement of those of the
Auctores sex, along with a consideration of those works particular to English schools, see
Gillespie, “Literary Form,” 72–85, and Woods and Copeland, “Classroom and
Confession.” The collection as it appears in the edition published by Matthias Bonhomme
at Lyon in 1538 has been translated by Pepin in English Translation. Orme notes that
printed copies of the Auctores octo from the Continent occasionally “made their way to
England and may have been used in schools: e.g., one of about 1493–5, which belonged
to John Sowthe, yeoman, of Lincolnshire, in the mid sixteenth century, and another of the
same date belonging to an early sixteenth-century Dominican friar, William Dakke”
(“Schools and School-Books,” 453). However, the Auctores octo does not appear to have
enjoyed widespread use in England.

7 Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 29.

8 The introduction of these other reading texts to late medieval English classrooms does
not preclude the reading of the Auctores sex. The older manuscripts already present in
personal and school libraries may have continued to be used by teachers. As revealed by
Edith Rickert’s study of the fourteenth-century will of the schoolmaster of the Almonry
School of St. Paul’s Cathedral, the works of the Auctores sex remained in school libraries
(“Chaucer at School,” 266, 268). The copying of the earlier Auctores sex persisted as
well, perhaps, as suggested by Thomson and Perraud, because of the comparative ease of
copying versus compiling (Ten Latin Schooltexts, 26–27). For example, Worcester,
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investigate these later Latin readers.9 Of the twenty-five manuscripts used to teach Latin

in late medieval England considered by Bonaventure, fourteen contain particular literary

works that appear consistently alongside grammatical textbooks used to teach Latin.

Additional manuscripts were described thirty years later by Tony Hunt in his examination

of manuscripts containing Anglo-Norman glosses, while David Thomson’s Catalogue of

manuscripts containing Middle English grammatical texts brings to light another six

manuscripts in which these readers occur.10 The majority of the manuscripts uncovered

by these studies date from the end of the thirteenth century or at some point in the

fifteenth century, a clumping that results because Hunt’s work focuses on the thirteenth

century and Anglo-Norman glosses while the English treatises studied by Thomson do

not appear until 1400.11 In order to correct this deficiency, Christopher Cannon

deliberately focuses on the fourteenth century in his recent work on manuscripts used in

grammar schools, providing a fuller picture of late medieval education in England.12 The

manuscripts examined in these studies, along with several additions made possible by

tracing the appearances of the individual school texts and by widening our concept of the

Cathedral Library, MS F. 147, written in the fourteenth century, contains De raptu
Proserpinae and Achilleis (see the entry for this manuscript in the Appendix).

9 See Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin.”

10 See T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:59–79, and Thomson, Catalogue.

11 While G. L. Bursill-Hall’s Census encompasses the period from 1050 to 1500, it lists
only the grammatical texts found in the manuscripts rather than the complete manuscript
contents.

12 See “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.”
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educational setting to include less formal instruction occurring, for example, in

monasteries and abbeys, are presented along with their contents in the Appendix; this

listing brings the total number of manuscripts that attest to the reading practices in late

medieval English schools to thirty-four. The use of these works in the classroom is

corroborated by their presence alongside other grammatical materials and the frequent

presence of vernacular glosses used as teaching aids. The manuscripts range in date from

the late thirteenth to the early sixteenth centuries and show use from all over England:

Winchester, Oxford, Exeter, Battlefield near Shrewsbury, Beccles in Suffolk, St. Alban’s,

London, Eton, and as far away as Wales; two have their origins in Ireland. They vary in

their use, from students’ notebooks to teachers’ copies to volumes belonging to the

school itself.

Significantly, these thirty-four manuscripts reveal a body of texts that served as

auctores for generations of schoolchildren.13 While students of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries still studied the Disticha Catonis and the Ecloga Theoduli, their

studies now were supplemented by more recent, Christian texts: Cartula, Liber

Parabolarum, and a slightly different version of Facetus, beginning “Est nihil utilius”

13 These works make up the most elementary collection read in schools. Susan Gallick
suggests, based on the contents of both English and Continental manuscripts, that more
advanced students were taught rhetoric, albeit infrequently, using Cicero’s De Inventione
and the pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica ad Herennium, along with a group of auctores:
Matthew of Vendome’s Ars Versificatoria, Horace’s Satires and Epistles, Alan of Lille’s
Anticlaudianus, Boethius’s De consolatione philosophiae, and Virgil’s Bucolics
(“Medieval Rhetorical Arts,” 76, especially n. 18, and 78). See also Rand, “Friend of the
Classics.”
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(“There is nothing more beneficial”)14—all three of which also were taught on the

Continent—along with Stans puer ad mensam (“Boy, standing at the table”) and Peniteas

cito (“Repent soon”). These seven books were not the only literary works read in

grammar schools, as the manuscript contents make clear; for example, Tobias, commonly

used as a schoolbook on the Continent, appears in three manuscripts.15 Yet the Disticha

Catonis, Stans puer ad mensam, Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus, Liber Parabolarum, and

the Ecloga Theoduli certainly enjoyed the widest popularity, each appearing in one-third

to one-half of the thirty-four volumes listed in the Appendix.16 They continued to be read

in English grammar schools throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Gradually,

between 1480 and 1520, they were eliminated in favor of pagan classical authors; the list

included fewer simple medieval texts and focused instead on works such as the Fables of

Aesop, Lucian’s Dialogues, the comedies of Terence, Horace’s Epistles, Ovid’s

14 On the different versions of Facetus, see Orme, Medieval Schools, 380–81, n. 67. The
version usually found in England is Walther, Initia, no. 5777. Continental texts of
Facetus begin “Cum nihil utilius” (no. 3692). The two poems are identical beyond the
opening line. Nicholls, Matter of Courtesy, 181, notes that Walther, Initia, nos. 4683 and
12093 are fragments of Facetus. Two other, very different poems are also known as
Facetus: Doctrine vivum (no. 4683) and Moribus et vita (nos. 11220 and 14438).

15 The infrequence with which it is included in the manuscripts is not the only factor
suggesting that Tobias was not a common schoolbook in fourteenth- and fifteenth-
century England, for the three manuscripts in which it does make an appearance are
exceptional in their date, place of origin, or contents. Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Auct.
F. 5. 6 is from the late thirteenth century, and Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby 26
was written in Portugal and later used in England. The third, Oxford, Bodleian Library
MS Auct. F. 1. 17, presents a fairly atypical collection of reading texts.

16 While the medieval schoolteacher obviously was unconstrained by a set curriculum and
had the freedom to select the literature of his classroom from a wide variety of authors,
the seven books on which I concentrate in this study appear to have had the broadest use
and thus the widest influence.
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Metamorphoses, Virgil’s Eclogues and Aeneid, Cicero’s De Officiis, Mantuan’s

Eclogues, and Erasmus’s Colloquies. The Ecloga Theoduli and Peniteas cito were not

printed after 1515, and the Liber Parabolarum was last printed in 1525. Only the

Disticha Catonis continued to be taught in Tudor schools.17

For this study, the contents of Cambridge, Trinity College MS O.5.4 are

especially revealing; this manuscript, dating from the early fifteenth century, is thought to

have been a royal gift to the College of St. Mary Magdalen in Battlefield, near

Shrewsbury, at its founding in 1410.18 The contents of this manuscript may therefore

reflect those texts considered the ideal for a grammar school education, whereas other

manuscripts that have survived might include only what a teacher or student felt

necessary to write down, rather than all that was taught. In the Trinity manuscript,

alongside numerous grammatical texts appear, in the following order, the Disticha

Catonis, Stans puer ad mensam (these two works are separated by the vocabulary Os

facies mentum), Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus, Liber Parabolarum, and the Ecloga

Theoduli. Here we have, it appears, an example of the complete curriculum taught in the

late medieval English grammar school. And while scholars commonly state that the

reading texts of the late medieval classroom were not taught in a set order, as were those

of the Auctores sex, the Trinity manuscripts presents a coherent reading program that

17 For the effect of humanism on the selection of schoolbooks, see Orme, Medieval
Schools, 122–24.

18 See the Appendix for a description and the full contents.
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begins with simple, short works and then increases in complexity of both language and

subject matter.

The five schoolbooks introduced to the classroom in the fourteenth century, Stans

puer ad mensam, Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus, and Liber Parabolarum, all of which

are in verse and were written in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, demonstrate a

movement away from classical pagan works to more modern, Christian texts.19 It is this

religious aspect that has received the most attention from modern scholars, with even the

most recent translator of many of these texts stressing their “strong moral, didactic

tone.”20 Others concur, emphasizing that “the grim religiosity of these collections is

intensified by the inclusion of works seldom or never used as school texts in the

thirteenth century. The Chartula . . . sternly denounces the world, the flesh and the devil.

The Parabolae of Alain de Lille treats contempt for the world and other moral and

religious themes in a series of labored verse comparisons.”21 Furthermore, scholars have

accepted without question that the new elementary schoolbooks were chosen by teachers

merely on the basis of their Christian content and perspective and for the purpose of

19 A similar shift is demonstrated by Oxford’s ban on the Ars Amatoria and Pamphilus in
the statute dated by Thomson to the mid-fifteenth century (his dating is explained in n.
118 of this chapter). See Gibson, Statuta Antiqua, 173.

20 Pepin, English Translation, 1.

21 Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 28–29. Similarly, Tony Hunt remarks,
“These texts introduced a more unambiguously Christian tone” than their predecessors
(Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:70).
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inculcating religious belief.22 The focus of scholarship too often has been on what was

lost in the medieval classroom when the pagan literature of the earlier Auctores sex was

eliminated. Vincent Gillespie, commenting on the “removal of Ovidian material from

these [school] collections,” remarks that in the later Middle Ages, “fourteenth-century

writers such as Chaucer” were “liberated . . . in their reactions to these works. In the later

Middle Ages, the moral challenges and ethical dilemmas of classical literature had to be

confronted elsewhere in the academic curriculum, and, increasingly often, outside of the

curriculum altogether.”23 Yet rather than only dwelling on what was lacking in the

medieval classroom when the Auctores sex was replaced by this newer literature, in order

to understand the culture of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, we should also

confront these new works by asking what students learned from them and why they were

so popular in so many schools. The remainder of this chapter works to answer these

questions by considering the textbooks individually and by placing them within the

context of the late medieval English schoolroom; the following chapters reveal the

lessons offered by these new schoolbooks as they are presented in combination with each

other, just as medieval teachers may have utilized them in the classroom.

22 Pepin, for example, assumes that “the search for suitable Christian moral texts [that]
increased in the schools of the 1200’s” led to the change in schoolbooks (English
Translation, 2).

23 “From the Twelfth Century to c. 1450,” 160.
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STUDYING THE SCHOOLBOOKS

The Disticha Catonis was the first literary work encountered by grammar school

students dating at least as far back as the Carolingian era and continuing into Tudor

schools.24 This text, like many of the schoolbooks, was known by a variety of names:

Liber Catonis (Book of Cato), Ethica Catonis (Ethics of Cato), Dicta Catonis (Sayings of

Cato), and Distichs of Cato. It is found in most of the manuscripts studied in the

Appendix, appearing in every time period and with a variety of other texts. Despite the

attribution to “Cato,” the collection probably was written by an anonymous author

between 117 and 324; by the fifth century, the name “Cato” had become attached to the

work, with the forename “Dionysius” added mistakenly in the fifteenth century.25 The

“Cato” of the title probably refers to Cato the Censor (245–149 B.C.), who wrote a lost

work called De moribus; however, even writers of the Middle Ages question the

attribution to him.26

24 Pepin, English Translation, 5, and Orme, Medieval Schools, 98. The standard edition is
Disticha Catonis: Recensuit et Apparatu Critico Instruxit, edited by Marcus Boas and H.
J. Botschuyver. All citations of this volume will be noted parenthetically by distich
number. The distichs have been translated by Chase in The Distichs of Cato: A Famous
Medieval Textbook; Chase’s translation is based on an 1881 edition, which he reprints
(Chase’s translation is criticized by Pepin, English Translation, 7–8). The Disticha have
also been translated in Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 58–80, and in Pepin,
English Translation, 9–24. All parenthetical citations of the English translations are to the
page and distich number, when appropriate, from Thomson and Perraud’s edition; I have
selected this translation because it is based on Boas’s critical edition.

25 Distichs, ed. Chase, 2.

26 See Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 51–52.
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The Disticha is a collection of short moral sayings offering proverbial wisdom. Its

advice covers a wide range of topics, including the value of education, the management

of one’s wife, the importance of friendship, and the worth of virtuous living; its precepts

thus combine the abstract with the concrete and topics pertinent to student life with

subjects relevant in adulthood. The text was divided into two parts, which frequently

circulated independently of one another, the first prose section sometimes being called in

the manuscripts the parvus or small Cato and the second verse part the magnus or great

Cato.27 It is possible that the prose and verse sections were composed by two different

people and that the first book of the magnus Cato was once preceded by a verse preface

that was lost. The prose Cato, also labeled “Cato Minor” in some manuscripts, begins

with a preface, followed by between fifty-six and fifty-eight one-line maxims, many of

which are only two words long, such as “Love your spouse” (59, Prose Maxims, 20),

“Get angry over things that matter” (59, Prose Maxims, 30), and “Be present for court

proceedings” (59, Prose Maxims, 32).28 The next section, the “Cato Maior,” consists of

four books, each of which includes aphorisms in hexameter couplets and, excepting the

first, is preceded by a short verse introduction. Offering similar advice to the prose

maxims, the Cato Maior also presents reasons for its teachings: “When you have children

and no money, then instruct them in the arts, so they can ward off a life of poverty” (64,

1.28), “Play the fool when circumstances demand it; to fake stupidity at the right time is

27 For these appellations, see Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 51, 53.

28 “coniugem ama” (Breves sententiae.20). “irascere ob rem” (Breves sententiae.30). “in
iudicium adesto” (Breves sententiae.32).
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the height of good sense” (69, 2.18), “Mix your business with occasional pleasure, so you

can endure any labor with good cheer” (72, 3.6).29

In the introduction to their translation of the Disticha, Ian Thomson and Louis

Perraud explain the appeal that this work would have had as a linguistic introduction to

Latin, crediting its “bald and repetitious” style and “predictable” grammatical structure.30

Moreover, the two-part structure of the work would have assured its usefulness as the

student’s comprehension improved. The prose maxims provide a simple starting point for

the beginner, while the longer precepts then would have given the student a solid

grounding in Latin that would well prepare him for longer, more complicated texts.

The Disticha Catonis is quoted extensively by the literature of late medieval

England in a variety of contexts. In perhaps the most famous example, much of The

Nun’s Priest’s Tale concerns a debate over a distich on dreams: “Do not worry about

dreams, for what the human mind desires it hopes for when awake, but actually sees in

sleep” (70, 2.31).31 While most schoolbooks receive very little critical notice, quotation

and use of the Disticha Catonis by late medieval authors, especially Chaucer, has drawn

much scholarly attention. For example, the conclusion of The Manciple’s Tale has been

29 “Cum tibi sint nati nec opes, tunc artibus illos / instrue, quo possint inopem defendere
vitam” (1.28). “Insipiens esto, cum tempus postulat ipsum, / stultitiam simulare loco,
prudentia summa est” (2.18). “Interpone tuis interdum gaudia curis, / ut possis animo
quemvis sufferre laborem” (3.6).

30 Ten Latin Schooltexts, 52–53.

31 “Somnia ne cures, nam mens humana quod optat, / dum vigilat, sperat, per somnum
cernit id ipsum” (2.31). In Pertelote’s recollection, Cato’s precept becomes “‘Ne do no
fors of dremes’” (7.2941).
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shown by Richard Hazelton to be a parody of the distichs, for it amplifies Cato’s

admonitions praising brevity and, like Cato, makes frequent reference to “mi sone.”32

While Chaucer parodies this schoolbook, Gower instead quotes Cato deferentially in his

Mirour de l’Omme.33 Langland alludes to Cato at least a dozen times in Piers Plowman;

for example, he makes Cato the knave of Reason (B.4.16–17) and laments priests who

“can nat construe catoun ne clergialiche reden” (C.7.34).34 The most elementary of the

schoolbooks was not regarded as trivial by those who studied it but rather as the

foundation of all knowledge.

Stans puer ad mensam, the next reading text found in the Trinity codex, is also

listed in the manuscripts as Liber urbanitatis (“The Book of Good Manners”), Liber

facessie (“The Book of Cleverness”), De civilitate morum (“Concerning the Habits of

Politeness”), and Liber stans puer ad mensam.35 It appears in over one-third of the thirty-

four manuscripts listed in the Appendix and is particular to English schools. The poem is

very short, only forty-three lines, and therefore would have been an appropriate

32 “Chaucer and Cato,” 377–79. Hazelton’s detailed study includes examinations of
Chaucer’s reliance on the Latin distichs along with their glosses and the Middle English
translation of the Disticha Catonis in The Canterbury Tales and Troilus and Criseyde.

33 Hazelton, “Chaucer and Cato,” 370.

34 Langland’s references to and quotations of Cato are listed by Alford in Piers Plowman:
A Guide to the Quotations, 26.

35 Gieben, “Robert Grosseteste,” 48. Stans puer ad mensam is Walther, Initia, no. 18581.
The poem, along with a facing-page English translation, appears on pp. 30–33 of Part II
of Furnivall’s Babees Book; a critical edition has been prepared by Gieben in “Robert
Grosseteste,” 57–58. All parenthetical citations of this work are to line numbers in
Gieben’s edition and Furnivall’s translation. For manuscripts and editions, see Nicholls,
Matter of Courtesy, 184–85.
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elementary reading text. Like those of the Disticha Catonis, the short precepts in each

line of Stans puer could have been studied individually as students developed their

reading skills. Moreover, the topic, table manners, would have introduced a wide variety

of vocabulary, from food to animals to body parts (the last of these having been included

in the vocabulary Os facies mentum that precedes this work in Trinity O.5.4). The text

offers a student practical advice for polite behavior at the table: “While thou speakest, let

fingers, hands, & feet be at peace” (2), “Thou shalt never laugh nor speak with thy mouth

full, / Nor shalt thou make a noise with thy dish by too much stuffing” (22–23), “Beware

of touching ever at the table what may offend your companions, / Of stroking ever the cat

& the dog” (32–33).36 Such candid precepts provide a vivid, sometimes humorous picture

of a late medieval dining hall and the social conventions required for its navigation by

young boys.

The poem probably was written by Robert Grosseteste; it is ascribed to him in

nine of the eleven manuscripts of the poem identified by Servus Gieben.37 Grosseteste (c.

1175–1253), elected Bishop of Lincoln in 1235, was renowned for his courtesy.38 Of him,

Matthew Paris said, “He was . . . the instructor of clerks, the support of scholars. . . . At

the table of bodily refreshment he was hospitable, eloquent, courteous, pleasant, and

36 “Dum loqueris, digitique manus in pace pedes sint” (2). “Numquam ridebis nec faberis
ore repleto. / Nec disco sonitum nimium sorbendo patrabis” (23–24). “Quod noceat
sociis, in mensa ne refer umquam. / . . . / Mensa mureligum caveas palpare canemque”
(37, 44).

37 “Robert Grosseteste,” 56.

38 For an evaluation of the life and thought of Robert Grosseteste, see McEvoy, Robert
Grosseteste.
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affable. At the spiritual table, devout, tearful, and contrite. In his Episcopal office he was

sedulous, venerable, and indefatigable.”39 Grosseteste’s work was translated into English

verse three times, one of these by John Lydgate, whose version retains its Latin title and

was printed by Caxton in 1476.40

Cartula, which follows Stans puer in the Trinity manuscript, is also known as De

contemptu mundi (“On Contempt of the World”), Cartula contemptus mundi, Contemptus

mundi minor, and Carmen paraeneticum (“Poem of Exhortation”).41 It was written in the

second half of the twelfth century by an unknown author; most manuscripts fail to

provide an attribution, although others unconvincingly suggest John of Garland, Stephen

Langton, Bernard of Clairvaux, and Bernard of Cluny, among others.42 This poem on the

theme of contempt for the world appears to have been an early addition to the grammar

school reading collection, appearing in the thirteenth century. This long work—almost

39 Quoted in McMahon, Education in Fifteenth-Century England, 7.

40 Orme, Table Manners, 7–8. Orme has issued a facsimile edition of Caxton’s 1476
printing, along with a translation into Modern English. Lydgate’s work is not a proper
translation beyond the first four stanzas, after which he introduces his own material. See
Orme, Table Manners, 10. Lydgate’s version appears after the Latin Stans puer in
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson D 328.

41 Walther, Initia, no. 2521. The text is printed as “Carmen Paræneticum ad Rainaldum”
in the edition by Migne; unfortunately, Migne prints only the short version of the work,
which ends with the prayer for the reader. Despite its popularity in the late medieval
classroom, no modern Latin edition of the complete work exists. Parenthetical citations,
therefore, are to the column and section indicators in Migne’s edition when available. All
parenthetical citations to the translation are to the page numbers in Pepin, English
Translation, 58–77, which prints the longer work.

42 Bultot, “La Chartula,” 802, 805–7, and Pepin, English Translation, 55. Pepin
conjectures that it originated in a monastic community because of the direct address to
“Frater” throughout the poem.
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900 lines—is actually one 374-line poem, beginning “Chartula nostra tibi mandat Dilecte

salutes” (“This page of ours sends greetings to you, Beloved”) and ending with a prayer

for the reader, followed by several other poems. Adding to the textual confusion is the

fact that some manuscripts entitle it Carmen paraeneticum and replace the “Dilecte” of

the first line with “Rainald.”43

The repetitiousness of the Cartula comes from its origin as a composite poem;

this aspect, however, may have been part of the appeal for medieval teachers, as it would

reinforce their lessons. Also, the Latin of this work is more complicated than what

students have encountered thus far if they followed the order laid out in the Trinity

manuscript. Ronald E. Pepin remarks that it “is replete with puns and various forms of

wordplay.”44 Despite its precepts exhorting the reader to shun the transient glories of this

world, it is “ornamentally written, with rhymes within each line,” as Nicholas Orme

observes.45 A sample of its Latin verses describing the Son of God’s willing death exhibit

the poem’s characteristic repetition and alliteration that also demonstrate forms of

conjugation and declension:

Insuper et multos voluit sufferre labores,
Atque dolore suo nostros auferre labores,

43 Pepin, English Translation, 55. Scholars do not yet understand the relationship
between the two parts of Cartula. On the division of the poem, see also Hamilton,
“Theodulus,” 171, n. 7; and Bultot, “La Chartula,” 802–3, 807. Bultot adopts the name
Chartula I for the short version and Chartula II for the long version. It is the long version
that normally is printed as part of the Auctores octo.

44 English Translation, 56.

45 Medieval Schools, 102.
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Sponte sua moriens mortem moriendo peremit,
Et sic perpetua miseros a morte redemit.
Quod non debebat persolvens, fons pietatis
Succurrit nobis mortali peste gravatis.
Pondera nostra ferens, penitus nos exoneravit,
Et quidquid crimen vetus abstulerat, reparavit.
Nam de morte pia consurgens ut leo fortis,
Restituit vitam, prostrato principe mortis. (1312 A)46

The ornamentation of such lines, particularly the repetition and transformation of the

noun “mors” and the verb “morior,” functions to make them memorable to the student

expected to memorize them while reinforcing more structural grammar lessons.

The intense religiosity of this work and its dire predictions for those who indulge

in worldly behavior might lead to the assumption that it would be unappealing to

schoolboys. But such an evaluation merely plays into the common notion that Christian

texts are sober and boring, which has led to their dismissal by scholars for years. On the

contrary, this treatise is full of expressive imagery. For example, when the author tries to

promote eating in moderation, he says, “It is for a pig to grow large and then to be

devoured” (75). His description of hell is especially animated: “Snakes are there spewing

flames from their mouth,47 shapeless, black, but not slow to scourge. They never grow

46 “Moreover, He was willing to undergo many hardships and to take away our sorrows
by His own suffering. By willingly dying He destroyed death and thus redeemed
wretched mankind from everlasting death. By so paying a debt He did not owe, the Fount
of mercy aided us who were burdened by this deadly plague. Bearing our burdens, He
freed us completely, and He renewed whatever the ancient offense had taken away. For
rising from this dutiful death like a strong lion, He restored life when the Prince of death
had been laid low” (63).

47 Here Pepin’s translation inserts a passage not in Migne: “they have deadly fangs and
savage throats from whose breath the souls of the wretched perish. Tormentors more
horrid than snakes are there”
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weary but are forever refreshed for flogging. They are wickedly fervent and fresh for

torments. They are forever glum and forever ready to strike. They are forever inflamed;

they neither cease nor rest” (61).48 The end of the world presents students with a

gruesome sight: “After tombs have been broken and wholly thrown open, the bodies

which are shut up within will struggle to rise” (77). Medieval rhetoricians recognized that

the unusual is more memorable than the routine and therefore recommended the use of

shocking, often violent images to aid in memorization.49 Part of Cartula’s appeal for

teachers and students alike therefore may have been the indelible impressions left by its

descriptions of savage snakes and writhing dead bodies. Adding to the interest of the

work for students is a challenge issued by the author: “Perhaps I seek in vain to impart to

you, a boy, that sermon, this doctrine you do not grasp” (65).50 Voicing doubts about a

child’s ability to learn the book’s lessons may have been just the provocation needed to

ensure the student’s success. That Cartula’s repetitious yet highly ornamented style and

colorful content succeeded in being a memorable tool of classroom instruction is evident

from Piers Plowman, in which this challenging text is quoted by Langland.51

48 “Sunt ibi serpentes flammas ex ore vomentes, / Deformes, nigris, sed non ad verbera
pigri: / Nunquam laxantur, sed semper ad haec renovantur, / Et male ferventes sunt ad
tormenta recentes, / Semper tristati, semperque ferire parati, / Semper inardescunt, non
cessant, nec requiescunt” (1310 B).

49 See Carruthers, Book of Memory, especially 134, 137, and 142.

50 “Fortassis puero tibi frustra mittere quaero / Istum sermonem, quia non capis hanc
rationem” (1314 B).

51 Alford, Piers Plowman: A Guide to the Quotations, 26.
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Peniteas cito, also referred to as Liber Penitencialis (“The Book of Penitence”),

was composed at end of the twelfth or the beginning of thirteenth century.52 It is probably

the work of William de Montibus (c. 1140–1213), chancellor of Lincoln Cathedral.53

Peniteas cito originally may have been part of William’s Tractatus metricus de septem

sacramentis ecclesie, as all of the verses in the Peniteas cito can be found in this longer

treatise; it appears that Peniteas cito itself then was split up and became part of William’s

Versarius.54 Most medieval readers, however, attributed the poem to an anonymous

author.

Peniteas cito is a brief work, like many of the school texts, and no version of it is

longer than 150 lines.55 In it are discussed sin, confession, repentance, punishment, and

the role of the confessor. Given the extreme length of Cartula and the brevity of Peniteas

cito, we might expect them to have been taught in reverse order to aid in the

comprehension of the fledgling Latinist reading them for the first time. The order given

in the Trinity manuscript, however, makes their lessons more memorable to the student,

52 Walther, Initia, no. 13564. The work has been edited by Migne. More recently it
appeared on pp. 116–38 of Goering’s William de Montibus; this critical edition includes
the rubrics that appear in most early copies of the work, along with an early commentary
probably written by William himself. All parenthetical citations to this work indicate the
line numbers of Goering’s text. No translation has been printed, but I am grateful to
Cathryn Meyer and Marjorie Curry Woods for allowing me to cite their unpublished
translation.

53 MacKinnon, “William de Montibus,” 40–44.

54 Goering, William de Montibus, 49, 112. MacKinnon proposes the opposite course, that
the Versarius was written first and the Peniteas cito extracted from it, which appears less
likely (43).

55 Goering, William de Montibus, 107.
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as he first in Cartula learns the vices to which he can fall prey and then in Peniteas cito is

shown how he can be redeemed through penance. This work, which was not read in

Continental schools, was extremely popular in England.56 The list of manuscripts in the

Appendix reveals Peniteas cito to have been an early addition to the changing school

curriculum, with three copies appearing in the thirteenth century and twelve overall.

Although the poem begins with four lines of elegiac couplets, the rest is in

dactylic hexameter, which H. MacKinnon notes would have been “easier” for students.57

This work, too, could have been broken up into smaller parts in order to make it simpler

for students to learn; in fact, “it is not a poem at all but a collection of discrete units of

didactic verse assembled ad hoc to form a kind of textbook of penitential doctrine.”58

Sections of Peniteas cito repeatedly illustrate specific grammatical rules, making the

work useful for reinforcing lessons in the Latin language. For example, when describing

the nature of a confession, the poem says it should be: “Vera sit, integra sit, et sit

confessio munda. / Sit cita, firma, frequens, humilis, spontanea, nuda, / Propria, discreta,

lacrimosa, morosa, fidelis” (21–23).59 In three lines, the student is taught a variety of

56 Goering has identified over 150 manuscripts and at least fifty-one printed editions
between 1485 and 1520 (William de Montibus, 107). Orme notes that many of these were
school manuscripts (Medieval Schools, 101).

57 “William de Montibus,” 40–44.

58 Goering, William de Montibus, 107.

59 “It should be true, it should be complete, and it should be a clean confession. It should
be quick, strong, frequent, humble, spontaneous, naked, particular, discrete, tearful,
morose, faithful.”
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adjectival forms. In a slightly longer example, the text provides numerous verbs

conjugated in the first person singular tense:

Vestio, poto, cibo, tectum do, uisito, soluo,
Commodo, compatior, conuerto, dono, remitto,
Arguo, consulo, supplico, do quodcumque talentum.
Flecto genu, uigilo, ieiuno, laboro, flagellor,
Vestio dura, pedes nudor, tero cor, peregrinor.
Peniteo, lego, ploro, precor, caro sic maceratur. (136–41)60

The repetition in these lines is striking, and such passages may have worked as a sort of

drill for the student practicing forms of declension and conjugation.

Facetus, the next work in Trinity O.5.4, has been characterized as a “versified

book of manners.”61 Written at the end of the twelfth century, it is also known as

Urbanus parvus (“Small Refined One”) and Supplementum Catonis (“Supplement of

Cato”) as it states its intention to address issues not considered in the Disticha Catonis:

“Since I believe that nothing is more beneficial to human welfare than to know the proper

measure of things and how to use proper manners, I shall furnish what the teaching of

wise Cato did not address, according to my own ability through the counsel of reason”

60 “I dress, I drink, I eat, I give shelter, I visit, I unbind, I serve, I have compassion, I
convert, I forgive, I remit, I declare, I reflect, I supplicate, I give whithersoever sum of
money. I bend the knee, I keep vigil, I fast, I labor, I am whipped, I wear harsh things, I
unclothe the feet, I rub the heart, I wander. I repent, I ordain, I lament, I beg, the flesh is
made weak.”

61 Pepin, English Translation, 41. Facetus has been edited by Schroeder and by
Morawski. It has been translated by Pepin in English Translation, 43–54. Parenthetical
citations to the Latin text will be to the line numbers in Morawski’s edition, and those to
the translation will be to page numbers in Pepin’s volume. For manuscripts and editions,
see Nicholls, Matter of Courtesy, 181–82.
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(43).62 While a thirteenth-century manuscript attributes the poem to a “Joannes Facetus”

and others claim him to have been a Cistercian monk who taught at Paris, the authoring

of Facetus by John of Garland is impossible given the date of composition.63 Despite the

poet’s anonymity, the poem likely originated in a school setting.

“Facetus” could mean both witty and polite or courteous, and works on the

subject were very popular in the late Middle Ages. In her study of courtesy literature,

Mary Theresa Brentano explains that the genre of Facetus literature offers, usually in

verse couplets, practical lessons for external conduct, rather than general considerations

of culture, and teaches virtues and moral advice applicable across social classes and

careers.64 Our poem, which consists of rhymed hexameter distichs, covers a range of

topics: religious instruction, table manners, travel advice, and lessons on maintaining

relationships with a variety of people, including wives, children, and neighbors. Because

the Disticha Catonis is an ancient text and thus does not include religious instruction,

precepts on Christian practice are the first concern of Facetus; for example, “Believe in

one God, always adore the God in whom you believe, and whatever you do, glorify that

62 “Cum nichil utilius humane credo saluti / Quam morum novisse modos et moribus uti, /
Quod minus exequitur morosi dogma Catonis / Supplebo pro posse meo, monitu rationis”
(1–4). For a discussion of the date of composition, see Nicholls, Matter of Courtesy, 146–
49. For the titles of the work, see Gieben, “Robert Grosseteste,” 51, n. 6. These alternate
monikers, coupled with the fact that other poems are also called Facetus, make it
extremely difficult to identify accurately from manuscript catalogues. Modern editors
often call it “Facetus in hexameters.” Brentano clarifies that the name Urbanus is a
feature found only in English manuscripts; see Relationship of the Latin Facetus
Literature, 38–39.

63 See Brentano, Relationship of the Latin Facetus Literature, 16–17.

64 Relationship of the Latin Facetus Literature, 2.
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which pertains to Him” (43).65 But Facetus’s teachings are not limited to devotional

instruction. Its advice on table manners supplements the rules of Stans puer ad mensam:

“Do not dry your dripping hands on the clothing which covers you, and do not clean your

teeth and running eyes with your napkin” (48).66 Surprisingly, Facetus does not teach the

misogyny common to other medieval texts: “Never say bad things about the female sex,

but respect whatever woman you see as much as you can” (46).67 While many of his

directions are practical and specific, the author of Facetus offers general proverbial

wisdom in the vein of Cato: “If you want to know the course of things hidden, the

drunkard, the fool and children will tell you the truth” (46).68 Although Pepin finds “the

style of Facetus . . . unappealing,”69 the work evidently was very popular in the medieval

classroom; it appears in about one third of the manuscripts studied here.70 In Facetus, the

65 “Solum crede Deum; quem credis, semper adora, / Et quicquid spectas, quod ad ipsum
spectat, honora” (13–14).

66 “Qua tegeris, non veste manus siccato madentes, / Nec mappa tu terge manus
oculosque fluentes” (111–12).

67 “Femineo nunquam de sexu prava loqueris, / Sed quamcumque vides pro posse tuo
venereris” (85–86).

68 “Si secretarum seriem vis noscere rerum, / Ebrius, insipiens, pueri dicent tibi verum”
(75–76).

69 Pepin, English Translation, 42.

70 Bonaventure records an additional two appearances of this work. However, Thomson
clarifies that the work in Cambridge, University Library MS Additional 2830 is “A series
of 71 grammatical expositions with verses of sentences about a schoolmaster and his
pupils, not based on any of the three works usually called Facetus” (Descriptive
Catalogue, 169). The copy of Facetus appearing in Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby
26 begins Moribus et vita and therefore is a different text. For this work, see n. 14 above.
Attesting to the popularity of our Facetus is the fact that it was influential in the
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lessons of the other individual schoolbooks could be reinforced to students through its

mix of rules for external conduct (as in Stans puer ad mensam) and proverbial wisdom

(like the Disticha Catonis) alongside religious teachings (taught by Cartula and Peniteas

cito).

The most famous reference to this schoolbook in Middle English literature fails to

cite it properly. In The Canterbury Tales, Chaucer’s Miller characterizes the carpenter of

his story as so ignorant that he does not even know the basic rule of Cato that cautions

against marriage between unequals:

He knew nat Catoun, for his wit was rude,
That bad man sholde wedde his simylitude.
Men sholde wedden after hire estaat,
For youthe and elde is often at debaat. (1.3227–30)71

Yet this precept comes from Facetus rather than from the Disticha Catonis: “Take a

spouse who is comely and like you in habits if you want to lead a life complete with

composition of similar works. Both the Babees Book and the Sloane Courtesy Book
borrow lines from Facetus (Nicholls, Matter of Courtesy, 166–67). Gieben presents a
work found in Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Bodley 832 and introduced as Liber
Convivii. The section labeled “De facessia circa mensam” begins with two lines from
Facetus (not the first two lines), then continues with Stans puer ad mensam, without its
first line and “enriched with rhymes” (63); the poem then continues with 122 additional
lines “almost entirely taken from the Facetus.” See Gieben, “Robert Grosseteste,” 62–67.
See also Nicholls, Matter of Courtesy, 164–65, who dates the Liber Convivii to the end of
the fifteenth century. Facetus and Stans puer ad mensam were obviously very closely
related in the minds of medieval writers, perhaps because of their affiliation with these
works at such a young age.

71 All citations of The Canterbury Tales are from Benson, ed., Riverside Chaucer.
Parenthetical citations are to book and line numbers in this edition.
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peace” (48).72 While this mistaken attribution could be attributed to Chaucer’s faulty

recall of texts studied in his youth, Hazelton persuasively argues that Chaucer

deliberately puts this error in the mouth of the Miller, with the implication that the Miller

is as unlearned as the carpenter. The Miller’s attempt to display an intimacy with the

schoolbooks he did not study thus exposes his hubris.73 Only through a familiarity with

the literature of the classroom can this inside joke be grasped by the audience of his

fellow pilgrims and the readers of The Canterbury Tales.

The Liber Parabolarum follows Facetus in the Trinity manuscript.74 Another

early addition to the collection read in the late medieval classroom, it appears from its

inclusion in nearly half of the manuscripts studied here to have been very popular. As

Edith Rickert observes, a copy was bequeathed to the library of the Almonry School of

St. Paul’s, which Chaucer may have consulted.75 Langland also knew the Liber

Parabolarum, for he quotes from it twice in Piers Plowman.76

72 “Duc tibi prole parem morumque vigore venustam, / Si cum pace velis vitam deducere
iustam” (123–24).

73 “Chaucer and Cato,” 374.

74 Walther, Initia, no. 71. The work has been edited by Migne and more recently by
Limone. Translations appear in Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 293–318;
and in Pepin, English Translation, 152–212. References to the Latin text are indicated by
parenthetical citations to the line numbers of Limone’s edition, while those to the English
are to the chapter and parable numbers of Thomson and Perraud’s translation.

75 “Chaucer at School,” 266.

76 Alford, Piers Plowman: A Guide to the Quotations, 26.
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Written by Alan of Lille (c. 1116–1202) in the twelfth century, the Liber

Parabolarum is also called Alani Parabolae (“Proverbs of Alan”) and Parvum

Doctrinale (Small Doctrinale, referring to the work of Alexander de Villa Dei, discussed

below).77 The work presents a series of over 300 proverbs that get progressively longer

with each chapter, beginning with elegiac couplets and proceeding to parables of four,

six, eight, ten, and finally twelve lines. The increasing length of the proverbs coincides

with greater complexity in grammatical structure, which would have made the Liber

Parabolarum a valuable classroom tool for language study, particularly for students at a

more advanced stage. This increasing complexity applies to the content of the work as

well; the morals taught by these proverbs, many of which focus on behavior, become less

transparent as the parables get longer.

Many of the precepts exhibit a playful tone and subject matter that may have

appealed to youths: “A dark cloud often takes the sun’s light from the earth, and a savage

stepmother deprives me of my father’s help” (1.48).78 Alan also discusses education and,

in what probably was a welcome message to students, disavows the use of beating in

schools: “Different medicines work for different diseases. As the diseases vary, so do

they. Teaching does not enter the mind by one method alone. For some, fear, for others,

admonitions, for yet others, friendship is applied. You cannot calm four-footed beasts by

77 On the attribution to Alan of Lille, see d’Alverny, Alain de Lille: Textes Inédits, 51–52.
Pepin explains that in medieval Latin the plural word parabolae is better translated as
“proverbs,” as even the Biblical book of Proverbs was known as Parabolae (150).

78 “Aufert sepe solo nubes nigra lumina solis / et patris auxilium dira noverca mihi” (95–
96).
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striking them, and the rod cannot force raw schoolboys to study” (3.15).79 The proverbs

would have been appreciated by teachers as well, for they provide the opportunity to

introduce other topics, including mythology and history. One gives the basic outline of

the legend of King Midas, which medieval teachers may have augmented by filling in the

details: “Once upon a time there was a King Midas, who was both rich and unhappy, rich

in gold, but unhappy with his life. So lives every money grubber, every miser, possessing

both much wealth and nothing” (2.17).80 Another familiarizes students with the story of

the Trojan War:

No one is able to get a strong wrestler in his grip and throw him, unless he
accepts the challenge and attacks the wrestler. The walls of fair Troy
would never have fallen, unless the struggle which led to their collapse
had been undertaken. How will a task be completed, unless it is begun? It
is clear that all things have their beginning. Fortune favors the bold, and
nothing terrifies a bold heart. Whatever shrinks away has no spirit. (5.5)81

79 “Diversis diversa valent medicamina morbis, / ut variant morbi, sic variantur ea; / non
uno doctrina modo se mentibus infert: / his timor, his monitus, his adhibetur amor; /
quadrupedes adaquare nequis dum percutis illos, / nec cogit cunctos virga studere rudes”
(301–6).

80 “Et miser et dives fuit olim rex Mida, dives / auro sed vite conditione miser; / sic,
custos census, sic omnis vivit avarus, / dum nihil et multum possidet ipse boni” (177–80).

81 “Nemo potest pugilem nexu prosternere fortem, / ni lucte patiens aggrediatur eum; /
numquam formose cecidissent menia Troie, / ni ceptus fuerit quo cecidere labor; /
incipiat, quicumque cupit bonus et pius esse, / dimidium facti qui bene cepit habet; /
quomodo fiet opus nisi primitus incipiatur? / Omnia principium constat habere suum, /
audacem fortuna iuvat, nil grande cor audax / terret, nil animi quicquid abhorret habet”
(463–72).
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Therefore, while stories of history and mythology seem to be absent from the classroom,

replaced by proverbial wisdom and religious instruction, medieval teachers continued to

teach these subjects through the form of the proverb.

The Eclogue of Theodulus or Ecloga Theoduli was the final reading text in the

curriculum, following the order presented in the Trinity manuscript.82 Like the Disticha

Catonis, the Eclogue retained its place in the classroom when the schoolbooks changed in

the late thirteenth century. As part of the Auctores sex, however, it was considered an

elementary text, read immediately after the Disticha Catonis. Yet we can understand its

new, advanced placement in the later collection by recognizing that it is the only

classroom text in the group with an overarching narrative, even as smaller anecdotes are

presented within it; although the stories could be extracted from their frame for lessons, a

student would need to comprehend and remember the entire work in order to make sense

of the exchanges and the ending.

The Eclogue, a poem of 344 lines of hexameters usually with leonine rhyme or

assonance, was composed in the ninth or tenth century in the style of Virgil’s third

Eclogue. In the medieval and early modern periods, Theodulus was thought to have been

82 The work has been edited by Osternacher in Theoduli eclogam, 30–54; by Green in
Seven Versions of Carolingian Pastoral, 26–35; and by Casaretto in Teodulo Ecloga, 2–
24. Osternacher’s edition has been reprinted in Huygens, Bernard d’Utrecht, 9–18.
Translations appear in Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 126–44; Pepin,
English Translation, 28–40; and Cook, “Ecloga Theoduli,” 194–203. References to the
Latin text are indicated by parenthetical citations to the line numbers of Osternacher’s
edition, while those to the English are to the page numbers of Thomson and Perraud’s
translation. The spelling of the author’s name varies; Quinn, “Ps. Theodolus,” 383, notes
that medieval commentators preferred the spelling “Theodolus.”
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an ancient author; manuscript commentators of the fourteenth century erroneously

considered this name to be a pseudonym of St. John Chrysostom, and in the sixteenth

century, the author was misidentified as the fifth-century Theodulus of Coelesyria.83

Eighteenth-century scholarship established that Theodulus was a medieval writer, and

some have suggested that Theodulus was Gottschalk of Orbais because both names

translate as “slave of God.” Karl Strecker has disproven this theory, however, and the

identity of Theodulus remains unknown.84

The Eclogue presents a pastoral contest between Pseustis (“Liar”), an Athenian

goatherd who plays a reed pipe, and Alithia (“Truth”), a Hebrew shepherdess strumming

David’s harp. Their competition is judged by Phronesis (“Understanding”), a fellow

herder. They are all children, for Phronesis tells us she must get home to her parents or

she will be punished. Pseustis tells tales from Greek and Roman mythology, while Alithia

answers with Old Testament stories that are linked, sometimes rather tenuously, to the

pagan ones. Although Pseustis speaks first, the order of the stories ultimately is

determined by Biblical history. The contest ensues in quatrains, most consisting of very

brief tales—each tells twenty-nine—but some with prayers, riddles, and digressions.

Alithia, naturally, is the victor, and in some later manuscripts, she offers a prayer to God

that ends the work.

83 Quinn, “Ps. Theodolus,” 384–85.

84 See Cook, “Ecloga Theoduli,” 194, n. 1.
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At first the connections between the paired stories are clear: the first pagan god is

matched with the first man. Pseustis begins, “First came Saturn from the shores of Crete,

dispensing a golden age over the whole earth. He had no father, and none was greater in

age. The noble family of gods rejoices in its grandfather.” Alithia replies, “The first man

lived in a verdant paradise, until at his wife’s insistence he drank the serpent’s poison,

thus mixing for all the potion of death. His descendants still feel the sin of their primal

parents” (128).85 Later Pseustis tells the tale of Jupiter and Europa: “The supreme beauty

of Europa stirred the hot lust of Jupiter, and he cloaked his divinity in the shape of a bull.

Though he seduced [raped] the girl, he did not suffer armed reprisal from Agenor. She

gives her name to that which comprises a third of the world.” Psuestis’s mention of the

bull leads to Alithia’s story of a calf: “Fire and gold had combined, at the touch of

Aaron’s fingers, to make a wondrous calf. The rebellious mob goes mad. After the sons

of Levi calm the wrath of God, a priestly fillet is given to them with the right to wear it

forever” (133).86 To a greater degree than even the Liber Parabolarum, these tales would

have introduced mythological and Biblical material into the classroom and provided

85 “Pseustis. Primus Cretacis venit Saturnus ab oris / Aurea per cunctas disponens saecula
terras; / Nullus ei genitor nec quisquam tempore maior; / Ipso gaudet avo superum
generosa propago. / Alithia. Incola primus homo fuit in viridi paradiso, / Coniuge
vipereum donec suadente venenum / Hausit eo cunctis miscendo pocula mortis: / Sentit
adhuc proles, quod commisere parentes” (37–44).

86 “Pseustis. Summa Jovis calidas Europae forma medullas / Movit et in taurum deitatis
vertit amictum: / Virgine stuprata non passus Agenoris arma / Nomen donat ei, quod
habet pars tertia mundi. / Alithia. Insignem vitulum conflaverat ignis et aurum / Ex Aaron
digitis; insanit turba rebellis: / Stirps Levi postquam Domini compescuit iram, /
Pontificalis ei datur infula iure perhenni” (141–48).
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instructors with a basis for teaching more elaborate versions. The potential complexity of

these topics may have been an additional reason that the Eclogue was considered to be a

more advanced schoolbook.

Another aspect of the appeal of this work may have been its silence on the

connections between the pairs of stories, requiring the student to read beyond the surface

of the text in order to infer the links. This may have been especially true for those that

appear to us to be coupled only tangentially. For example, Pseustis offers the story of

Phyllis: “Phyllis, smitten with a deep love for haughty Demophon, tearfully exchanges

her body for that of a hard cork tree. He returns to the spot and waters the trunk with tears

from his upturned face. As if sensing his kisses, Phyllis responds with her leaves.” Alithia

replies: “Divine power, even as it turned Sodom to ashes, thought to spare Lot alone,

because of the covenant with his father’s brother. Phegor keeps him safe; but his faithless

wife is turned into a pillar of salt. Animals lick its side” (131).87 These two tales are

related through the transformation of women into objects and through the bodily fluids

(tears and saliva) that water them. Drawing out the often profound relationships between

such pairings may have provided useful and animated classroom lessons in reading

practices and literary interpretation.

87 “Pseustis. Phillis amore gravi Demofontis capta superbi / Mutat flebiliter rigidum pro
corpore suber; / Ille reversus eo truncum rigat ore supino; / Occurrit foliis, ceu senserit
oscula, Phillis. / Alithia. In cinerem Sodomas solvens divina potestas / Ob pactum patrui
Loth parcere cogitat uni; / Servat eum Segor; sed perfida vertitur uxor / In salis effigiem;
lambunt animalia cautem” (109–16).
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The Eclogue’s popularity in schools lasted from the late eleventh to the sixteenth

century.88 The Eclogue would have appealed to medieval teachers for a variety of

reasons. From it, students not only learned both Biblical stories and pagan mythology, but

also more importantly learned to assimilate the two, showing how scriptural stories

conquer pagan ones. Moreover, R. P. H. Green notes that the poem’s simplicity, due to its

brevity and its leonine rhymes, along with its dramatic presentation would have made it

relatively easy for students to learn.89 Patrick Cook agrees, seeing the leonine hexameters

as “a feature designed to please listening ears, facilitate memorization, and restrict

syntactic complexity to a level that is for the most part manageable for intermediate

students but still challenging at times.”90

Medieval and early modern authors remembered and revered its teachings.

Chaucer is thought to have gained his knowledge of classical mythology from the

Eclogue.91 For his Trialogus, John Wycliffe borrowed the names of the Eclogue’s three

speakers. Alexander Barclay in the prologue to his Eclogues, after listing the pastoral

poets, mentions the debate of “Alathea” and “Sewstis.” Its influence is felt even today;

the English proper name Alice, according to Gaston Paris, derives from that of Alithia.92

88 Pepin, English Translation, 26.

89 “Genesis,” 49.

90 “Ecloga Theoduli,” 189. On pp. 189–92, Cook provides a lengthy and useful
discussion of the qualities that make the Eclogue appealing to students and adults.

91 For this and the following references, see Hamilton, “Theodulus: A Mediaeval
Textbook,” 183–84.

92 “Turris Alithie,” 95.
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The Eclogue of Theodulus evidently provided a memorable conclusion to grammar

school reading of the auctores. From references in the vernacular literature of this period

to this text and the other works read in the classroom, we see how the schoolbooks

shaped the composition strategies of Middle English writers. The study of this literature

in the classroom not only refined the reading and interpretation practices of its students

but also, as schoolboys committed these Latin words to memory, molded their moral

outlook, as expressed in the Oxford grammar school statutes, and gave them the profound

knowledge and erudition described by Quintilian.

THE CLASSROOM CONTEXT

The reading of literature was only one aspect of grammar school; students were

taught other subjects as well, and the experience of school attendance itself would have

been a formative one. Preparation for reading the Latin texts began at a much more

elementary level. Students started by learning the alphabet93 and then the Latin

Paternoster.94 Before the thirteenth century, students then moved on to reading Latin

church service-books, especially the psalter, antiphonal, and hymnal; beginning in the

thirteenth century, students instead began to read either the primer, a small book of

93 For an extensive discussion of the alphabet in England, including its development,
presentation, religious associations, and instruction, see Orme, Medieval Children, 246–
61.

94 Orme, Medieval Schools, 58.
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prayers in Latin, or the Book of Hours.95 The shift to these new readers was complete by

about 1300. Although these texts normally were taught in their Latin versions, Jo Ann

Hoeppner Moran suggests that they may have been taught occasionally in English since

primers in English from the fourteenth century survive.96 Moran’s research also shows

that in at least one school, in Hull in the mid-fifteenth century, this elementary training

included instruction in English spelling and reading.97

Whereas some grammar schools of the later Middle Ages—particularly country

schools—offered instruction in these most basic reading skills, others would admit only

those students who already had learned reading, while still others expected their students

to have had additional training in basic Latin grammar before entering grammar school.98

Because of the widespread availability and simplicity of texts used to teach reading, these

basic skills could be learned from literate parents (often mothers), from literate

95 Gillespie, “Literary Form,” 52–54. Gillespie also emphasizes the extent to which very
young students would have been steeped in verse through their early memorization of the
primer and the Expositio Hymnorum, which he has found was studied after the primer for
both language instruction and for remembering religious training (57–66). Orme
identifies primers that he suggests were written for children because of their large and
clear handwriting and inclusion of the alphabet (Medieval Schools, 58–59).

96 Moran, “Literacy,” 4 and n. 12.

97 “The corporation records of the town of Hull . . . specify in 1454 that the beginning
‘petty’ scholars are to learn their alphabet, table graces and the elements of English
spelling and reading.” Moran, “Literacy,” 4–5.

98 See Courtenay, Schools & Scholars, 18–19. For examples of such schools, see Orme,
Medieval Schools, 67–68.
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employers, from members of the clergy, at song schools, or at some grammar schools.99

Although education in reading was considered elementary and far less important than

what followed, it enabled young children to recognize words and therefore to apply their

reading skills to vernacular writings. Those who halted their studies at this stage probably

could not write, since writing normally was taught later.

After learning reading and pronunciation, students then moved on to Latin

grammar, involving language study, prose and verse composition, and literary criticism,

including the study of the classroom literature discussed above, the Disticha Catonis,

Stans puer ad mensam, Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus, Liber Parabolarum, and the

Eclogue of Theodulus. The most basic study of Latin grammar was taught using an

elementary textbook such as Donatus’s Ars minor, which was the standard.100 From a text

like Donatus, often called Donet, students learned the eight parts of speech; accidence, or

the forms of Latin words, including paradigms for nouns, verbs, and adjectives; and basic

rules of syntax. The Ars minor is written in question-and-answer form and assumes a

knowledge of spoken Latin; therefore, later authors revised Donatus or wrote original

99 On the decline of song schools open to the public after 1300, see Orme, Medieval
Schools, 64–66. On education at home, see Orme, Medieval Children, 242–46.

100 Donatus, Ars minor. Donatus, the Roman rhetorician and teacher of Saint Jerome,
wrote his Donati grammatici urbis romae ars grammatica in the mid-fourth century; the
Ars minor is the first section of the work, and the Ars maior is the second, much longer
part. Of the Ars minor, Moran notes that “over a thousand manuscript copies and more
than a hundred different manuscript versions survive from the eleventh through the
fifteenth centuries along with some 360 incunabula editions” (Growth of English
Schooling, 26–27). Langland references learning “my donet” in Piers Plowman
(A.5.123).
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compositions that explained more of the structure of Latin, including declensions of

nouns and conjugations of verbs not covered by Donatus and words from the Bible.101

While Priscian’s Institutiones grammaticae was the standard advanced grammar

throughout the Middle Ages, its use normally was limited to the university or to teachers

as a reference. However, many intermediate textbooks were available for study between

Donatus and Priscian. Two popular intermediate grammars written in Latin and widely

used until the sixteenth century are the Doctrinale by Alexander de Villa Dei and the

Graecismus by Evrard (Eberhard) of Béthune.102 These works, like most written before

1300, are in verse, probably so that they would be easier for students to commit to

memory; but in the fourteenth century, possibly because of the proliferation of books,

grammar textbooks again came to be written in prose, as those of Priscian and Donatus

had been.

Another significant change of the fourteenth century is the introduction of English

into grammar books; by the late thirteenth century, Oxford had become a prominent

center for grammatical study, and several Oxford men produced important grammars in

which English began to be utilized. In 1346, John Cornwall, who taught in Oxford, wrote

a Latin prose work called the Speculum Grammatice, which may be the first Latin

101 For more on Donatus and the versions used in England throughout the Middle Ages,
including those discussed below, see Bland, Teaching of Grammar, 21–59, and Orme,
Medieval Schools, 28–29, 88–97, and 105–9.

102 Alexander de Villa Dei, Das Doctrinale; Evrard of Béthune, Eberhardi Bethuniensis
Graecismus. The Doctrinale appears frequently in the manuscripts discussed in the
Appendix, whereas the Graecismus rarely is included.
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grammar to include English since Ælfric’s tenth-century grammar; it contained pairs of

Latin and English sentences and verb paradigms translated into English.103 Around 1400,

grammars began to be written wholly in English. The Oxford schoolmaster John Leylond

may be responsible for the first of these, Accedence, an English version of Donatus,

although this may have been revised by him rather than his original composition. Four

English works either by Leylond or in his style, Accedence, Comparacio, Informacio, and

Formula, were extremely popular, the first three used and modified until the early

sixteenth century.104 In addition to these grammar treatises, students used Latin

vocabularies and dictionaries; the first English-to-Latin dictionary, the Promptorium

Parvulorum, was not written until 1440.105

Instruction in Latin grammar was conducted orally. Often, teachers had the only

copies of books in the classroom; they would dictate these books to the students and offer

explanations of the text, based on an accepted commentary or their own notes, and

103 Orme, Medieval Schools, 106. On John of Cornwall and the Speculum, see Bland,
Teaching of Grammar, 88–96. Only one manuscript of the Speculum survives: Oxford
Bodleian Library MS Auct. F. 3. 9.

104 On Leylond, see Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 6–9; Thomson prints Accedence,
Comparacio, Informacio, Formula, and additional English grammatical treatises in his
Edition. Bland, Teaching of Grammar, prints another version of Accedence, 145–64. On
the popularity of the English works, see Gwosdek, Early Printed Editions, 2–3. For a
more complete discussion of these and other schoolmasters of Oxford, including extracts
from their works, see R. W. Hunt, “Oxford Grammar Masters”; for corrections to this
article and its reprinting, see his “History of Grammar in the Middle Ages: Additions and
Corrections,” 18–19. The historical background of this article has been updated by
Thomson in “Oxford Grammar Masters Revisited.”

105 The Promptorium Parvulorum has been edited by Albertus Way and by A. L.
Mayhew. On vocabularies and dictionaries, see Orme, Medieval Schools, 93–97, 108–9.
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students would then repeat what they heard, eventually memorizing the passages.

Students also took notes and were expected to study the lessons in the evenings. In the

late medieval period, when manuscripts and printed books became comparatively

affordable, students more frequently had their own copies of schoolbooks, although

dictation and memorization remained common. For older students, instruction was

carried out in Latin, and they were expected to speak only Latin in the classroom;

younger students naturally were taught first in the vernacular. After the Norman

Conquest, lessons for younger students were conducted in French; in the fourteenth

century, however, English replaced French as the language of instruction. John Trevisa,

in his 1385 translation of Ranulf Higden’s Polychronicon, noted that John of Cornwall

taught Latin grammar using English at Oxford in 1349:

for Iohn Cornwaile, a maister of grammer, chaunged þe lore in gramer
scole and construccioun of Frensche in to Englische; and Richard
Pencriche lerned þe manere techynge of hym and of oþere men of
Pencrich; so þat now, þe ȝere of oure Lorde a þowsand þre hundred and
foure score and fyue, and of þe secounde kyng Richard after þe conquest
nyne, in alle þe gramere scoles of Engelond, children leueþ Frensche and
construeþ and lerneþ an Englishce.106

Although Trevisa saw this use of English as an innovation of Cornwall’s, Orme

speculates that English was used in smaller towns before this time and that the Oxford

change was a later development, given the assumed higher quality of education offered

106 Babington, Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden, 161.
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there.107 By 1400 at the latest, French was no longer used in the English grammar school

classroom.108

To supplement their studies, students participated in disputations, frequently

occurring as contests between grammar schools. William Fitz Stephen, writing before

1183, observes:

On holy days the masters of the schools assemble their scholars at the
churches whose feast-day it is. The scholars dispute, some in
demonstrative rhetoric, other in dialectic. Some “hurtle enthymemes,”
others with greater skill employ perfect syllogisms. Some are exercised in
disputation for the purpose of display, which is but a wrestling bout of wit,
but others that they may establish the truth for the sake of perfection.
Sophists who produce fictitious arguments are accounted happy in the
profusion and deluge of their words; others seek to trick their opponents
by the use of fallacies. Some orators from time to time in rhetorical
harangues seek to carry persuasion, taking pains to observe the precepts of
their art and to omit naught that appertains thereto. Boys of different
schools strive one against another in verse or contend concerning the
principles of the art of grammar or the rules governing the use of past or
future. There are others who employ the old wit of the cross-roads in
epigrams, rhymes and metre; with “Fescennine License,” they lacerate
their comrades outspokenly, though mentioning no names; they hurl
“abuse and gibes,” they touch the foibles of their comrades, perchance
even of their elders with Socratic wit, not to say “bite more keenly even

107 Orme, Medieval Schools, 106.

108 Orme, Medieval Schools, 112. The earliest school notebooks that survive date to about
1400, and so we cannot be sure if the change to English occurred before this time. In his
lament on the general decline of grammar schools in Piers Plowman, Langland
specifically bemoans the loss of French: “Grammer, þe ground of al, bigileþ now
children, / For is noon of þise newe clerkes, whoso nymeþ hede, / That kan versifie faire
ne formaliche enditen, / Ne nauȝt oon among an hundred þat an Auctour kan construwe, / 
Ne rede a lettre in any langage but in latyn or englissh” (B.15.372–76). Despite
Langland’s objections to this change, Passus 3 of the C text is among the first examples
of grammatical terminology in English (Orme, Education and Society, 252).
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than Theon’s tooth,” in their “bold dithyrambs.” Their hearers “ready to
laugh their fill” “with wrinkling nose repeat the loud guffaw.”109

Similar disputations continued throughout the later medieval period. The statutes for

Warwick Grammar School and Song School from about 1316 state: “the present grammar

master and his successors shall have the Donatists, and thenceforward have, keep, and

teach scholars in grammar or the art of dialectic, if he shall be expert in that art.”110 In

addition, Moran has found that disputations were held in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries at St. Albans, Eton, Winchester, and Crediton, and John of Cornwall held

disputations at his grammar school in Merton in the 1340s; further confirmation is

provided by John Rous, who in the 1480s wrote that until his time disputations occurred

109 Fitz Stephen, “Description of London,” 27–28. Fitz Stephen’s Descriptio nobilissimæ
civitatis Londoniæ originally appeared as part of the Prologue to his Vita Sancti Thomæ,
Cantuariensis Archiepiscopi et Martyris: “Diebus festis ad ecclesias festivas magistri
conventus celebrant. Disputant scholares, quidam demonstrative, dialectice alii; hi rotant
enthymemata, hi perfectis melius utuntur syllogismis. Quidam ad ostentationem
exercentur disputatione, quæ est inter colluctantes; alii ad veritatem, ea quæ est
perfectionis gratia. Sophistæ simulatores agmine et inundatione verborum beati
judicantur; alii paralogizant. Oratores aliqui quandoque orationibus rhetoricis aliquid
dicunt apposite ad persuadendum, curantes artis præcepta servare, et ex contingentibus
nihil omittere. Pueri diversarum scholarum versibus inter se conrixantur; aut de principiis
artis grammaticæ, vel regulis præteritorum vel supinorum, contendunt. Sunt alii qui in
epigrammatibus, rhythmis et metris, utuntur vetere illa triviali dicacitate; licentia
Fescennina socios suppressis nominibus liberius lacerant; lœdorias jaculantur et
scommata; salibus Socraticis sociorum, vel forte majorum, vitia tangunt; vel mordacius
dente rodunt Theonino audacibus dithyrambis. Auditores, ‘multum ridere parati,
Ingeminant tremulos naso crispante cachinnos’” (4–5).

110 “Magister gramatice qui nunc est, et qui prefeci contigerit, donatistas habeat, et
deinceps scolares in gramaticalibus seu arte dialectica, si in eadem expertus fuerit,
habeat, teneat et informet.” Leach, Educational Charters, 274–75.
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in cathedral churches, colleges, and friaries.111 John Colet, who refounded St. Paul’s

school, forbade his scholars from attending disputations in the early sixteenth century: “I

will they vse noo kokfighting nor rydyng aboute of victory nor disputing at sent

Bartilmews whiche is but folish babeling and losse of tyme.”112 Apparently the ban did

not last, for John Stow’s comments on sixteenth-century disputations assure us that boys

from St. Paul’s were participating in his time.113

It is commonly assumed, from Stow’s account, that in the late Middle Ages, these

debates were conducted only on grammatical topics. Stow observed:

As for the meeting of the Schoolemaisters, on festiuall dayes, at festiuall
Churches, and the disputing of their Schollers Logically, &c., whereof I
have before spoken, the same was long since discontinued: But the
arguing of the Schoole boyes about the principles of Grammer, hath beene
continued euen till our time: for I my selfe in my youth haue yearely seene
on the Eve of S. Bartholomew the Apostle, the schollers of diuers
Grammer schooles repayre vnto the Churchyard of S. Bartholomew, the
Priorie in Smithfield, where vpon a banke boorded about vnder a tree,
some one Scholler hath stepped vp, and there hath apposed and answered,
till he were by some better scholler ouercome and put downe: and then the
ouercommer taking the place, did like as the first: and in the end the best
apposers and answerers had rewards, which I obserued not but it made
both good Schoolemaisters, and also good Schollers, diligently against
such times to prepare themselues for the obtayning of this Garland.114

111 Growth of English Schooling, 38–39.

112 Lupton, Life of John Colet, 278.

113 Survey of London, 74.

114 Survey of London, 74.
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Despite Stow’s comments, late medieval disputations probably did cover other, more

advanced topics. Based on Archbishop Arundel’s 1408 ban on grammar scholars

debating faith and the sacraments, Moran surmises that disputations were held on these

topics, in addition to grammar and logic.115

Students also supplemented their studies with translation exercises, beginning

with sentences and progressing to longer passages.116 When the English sentence is

written first, the exercises are called vulgaria, from which students make ‘Latins’; the

pairs of sentences found in Cornwall’s Speculum, mentioned above, are such exercises.117

115 Growth of English Schooling, 38.

116 Instruction in formal handwriting sometimes occurred at this stage, although it could
be taught in elementary school or in a separate writing school, which a student could
attend without having had training in grammar, evidenced by references to scriveners
who had not learned Latin sufficiently and therefore were sent back to grammar school.
Although handwriting at this time was a much more complicated subject than its modern
equivalent because of the need to learn complex scripts and countless abbreviations, it
was considered a lesser subject than grammar. For a fuller discussion of education in
handwriting, see Moran, Growth of English Schooling, 49–53. Orme, Medieval Schools,
151, gives an example of a manuscript containing handwriting exercises: “A grammatical
miscellany of Edward IV’s reign (1461–83), which may have originated in Lincolnshire
and which later came into the hands of a monk of Christ Church (Canterbury), includes
several folios on which somebody has been copying texts. They include a couplet from
the Distichs of Cato, portions or English and Latin charters and petitions, and a Latin
epitaph on Scogan, the famous jester of the period” (British Library, Harley MS 1587, ff.
188r–215v). In Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 233, discussed in the Appendix,
we find a text on orthography transcribed in various sizes and scripts by the student
William Hampshire.

117 For examples of early vulgaria, see Orme, Education and Society pp. 82–85
[sentences in a Lincoln notebook c. 1425–50; Beinecke Library MS 3 (34), f. 5]; pp. 99–
112 [Thomas Schort’s grammatical miscellany from Bristol and Wiltshire c. 1427–65;
Lincoln College, Oxford, MS Lat. 129 (E), now Bodleian Library, ff. 92–99]; pp. 117–21
[notebook from Barlinch Priory, c. 1480–1520; Somerset Record Office, MS DD/L P
29/29 (binding fragments)]; Nelson, Fifteenth Century School Book [associated with
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Most vulgaria were designed to be of interest to students and therefore present many

historical details of town and school life. After mastering sentences, grammar scholars

learned to write original compositions in verse and in prose. Fourteenth-century statutes

for the Oxford grammar schools state that

Every fortnight the boys were to be set verses to make, and letters to
compose “in fitting terms, not in six-feet long words and swelling phrases,
but in succinct clauses, apt metaphors, clear sentences, and as far as may
be full of good sense.” These verses and letters the boys were to write on
parchment on the next holiday, and on the next school-day to recite them
by heart to the master and give him what they have written.118

The St. Alban’s Grammar School statutes of 1309 put forth similar requirements: “‘if

anyone wishes to ascend to the degree of bachelor [an advanced level of grammar school,

rather than a degree] he must take a proverb from the master and make verses, letters, and

a rhyme (versus, litteras, rithmum) on it and read them publicly in school (in scolis)

Magdalen Grammar School in the late fifteenth century; British Library MS Arundel 249,
ff. 9r–61r]; and Meech, “John Drury,” pp. 82–83 [sentences in English and Latin, some
of which are intentionally bad translations, composed by Magister John Drury c. 1434–35
for use in his classroom at Beccles; Cambridge, University Library MS Additional 2830].

118 Leach, Schools of Medieval England, 181. Gibson, Statuta Antiqua, 21–22: “Item,
tenentur singulis quindenis versus dare, et literas compositas verbis decentibus non
ampulosis aut sexquipedalibus, et clausulis succinctis, decoris, metaphoris manifestis, et,
quantum possint, sentencia refertis, quos versus et quas literas debent recipientes in
proximo die feriato vel ante in parcameno scribere, et deinde sequenti die, cum ad scolas
venerint, magistro suo corde tenus reddere et scripturam suam offerre.” See also the
similar, later statute on p. 171. As explained in Chapter 1, n. 2, Pollard revises Gibson’s
dating of the earlier statute, which Gibson dates to before 1350, to “before 1313”
(“Oldest Statute Book,” 91). Pollard further proposes that the later statutes should be
dated according to the hands in which they are written. Therefore, although Gibson
suggests a date before 1380 for the later statute appearing on p. 171 of Statuta Antiqua,
Thomson, following Pollard, estimates “a date of s. xv med.” (“Oxford Grammar Masters
Revisited,” 298, n. 2).
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unless the master shall graciously relax any of these requirements.’”119 The ability to

compose verse and prose was considered the pinnacle of grammar school education by

parents as well. In his will of 1312, Nicholas Picot, alderman of London, indicated that

his two sons were “to study and attend school donec dictare et versificare sciant

racionabiliter.”120 This emphasis on the writing of original compositions indicates that

even those adults whose verses did not circulate among readers (those whom we have no

cause to regard as authors) were trained in the sensibility of the poets. The literature of

the classroom would have served as appropriate models for such lessons, shaping these

former students’ conceptions of artistic expression.

The pervasiveness of grammar school education throughout the late Middle Ages

in England suggests that people from most levels of society were molded by its teachings,

enhancing the significance of its influence. While grammar was the focus of primary

school and thorough training in the subject was a prerequisite for entering the university,

grammar study was not limited to those who went on to Oxford or Cambridge, or even to

those with a career in the church. Countering the notion that only future clergymen

attended school, Thomson notes that “legal and business formulae” that appear alongside

typical grammar schoolbooks in two manuscripts, Oxford, Bodleian Library MS

119 Leach, Schools of Medieval England, 186. “Item, statutum est, quod si aliquis ad
culmen baculariorum ascendere voluerit, a Magistro, qui pro tempore fuerit, prouerbium
accipiat, et de eodem versus, litteras, rithmum, componant, et pubplice in scolis conferat
(nisi Magister de eiisdem aliquid graciose relaxare voluerit)” Leach, Educational
Charters, 244.

120 Sharpe, Calendar of Wills, 233–34; cited in Orme, Medieval Schools, 151.
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Rawlinson D 328 and Cambridge, St. John's College MS F 26, “suggest that the literacy

acquired would be used in commerce rather than the church.”121 Grammar gave those

men who studied it an opportunity for a better career though the church, law, or

administration; the ability to keep accurate business or personal records and

correspondence; or the knowledge necessary to oversee those who kept records for you.

The widespread repercussions of education in Latin grammar can be read in the various

professions requiring an understanding of documents described by Langland in Piers

Plowman: a lord writing letters (B.9.39), friars (A.8.176),122 registrars of the archdeacons

(B.2.174), clerics working as civil servants for the king in the exchequer and the chancery

(B.Prol.93), stewards of estates (B.Prol.96), notaries (B.20.272), merchants, and

messengers (A.XIII.33). The few school notebooks that survive confirm that students

went on to a variety of careers: one became an abbot, several entered religious life as

priests or monks, one was a cloth merchant, another became the Garter King of Arms,

and several became teachers themselves.123 The broad curriculum prepared students for

participation in the Latinate professional world in nearly any capacity.

Education in grammar was much more widespread in medieval England than is

popularly perceived today.124 Public schools in England had their origin in the twelfth

121 Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 18.

122 Citations of the A version of Piers Plowman are from the edition by George Kane.

123 Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 12–13.

124 For the most recent information on the locations of schools from 1066 to 1530, see
Orme, Medieval Schools, 346–72. Records of schools were not kept during this period,
and often our only indication of the existence of a school occurs in other documents, such
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century, and by the thirteenth century, these schools had taken responsibility for teaching

reading and grammar, while higher studies were confined to Oxford and Cambridge. In

the late fourteenth century, free schools, including Winchester College and the grammar

school of Wotton-under-Edge in Gloucester, were founded, and many more such schools

that did not charge tuition followed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, making

education even more available to a wide spectrum of students. Although no records

indicate how many children went to school in the Middle Ages, a recent, conservative

estimate sets the number of seats available for scholars in those monasteries, friaries, and

nunneries lost in the dissolution of the monasteries between 1536 and 1540 at 5,000; and

this figure does not include students receiving instruction in household schools, in private

unofficial schools, from local parish clergy and parish clerks, and in the far more

numerous public secular schools—including cathedral schools, town schools, and

endowed collegiate and chantry schools—which were responsible for the majority of

students.125 Most substantial towns had a fee-paying grammar school, and students from

as wills or court documents. With each new study, additional schools are added to the list,
and it is likely that even more schools than we are presently aware of were in existence.

125 Orme, Medieval Schools, 300. In an earlier study, Orme provides a more
comprehensive estimate: “In the fifteenth century, an English county of average size
probably contained between 5 and 10 public schools, giving a national total of 200–400
schools and schoolmasters. If we assume that each school had 20 pupils (we know that
some had as many as 50 or 80), this produces a minimum total of pupils of 4,000–8,000
at one time. We need to add to these the schoolmasters and students in religious houses
and great households, and those learning privately with the clergy and other informal
teachers. They probably increase the total to 400–600 professional schoolmasters, and
may well double the number of pupils to 8,000–16,000—meaning pupils who were doing
structured literary study rather than basic and informal learning. This would have been
only about 1 in 20 of the nation’s boys and youths between the ages of 7 and 18 (who
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less-populated areas and those who wanted to attend a more prestigious school at Oxford

or at a cathedral school could be sent away from home.126 Therefore, in the late Middle

Ages, the opportunity to obtain a grammar school education was widely available rather

than being limited to an elite group.

Schools ranged in size, and classes generally were much larger than what most

Americans would picture in a one-room schoolhouse. While we lack exact enrollment

figures for many places, some of the most famous schools, such as Winchester and Eton,

regularly taught over a hundred students. Even in country schools, the enrollment ranged

from anywhere between four and over a hundred.127 Grammar schooling therefore created

a large community bound by a common educational experience. Although this group of

alumni is rarely visible in medieval adulthood, with its more obvious divisions by class,

profession, or other loyalty, it does occasionally rise to the surface. As Nicholas Orme

relates:

In 1457 Robert Terry, a clerk in Leicestershire, needed to establish his
credentials as a respectable Englishman. Fifteen people came forward to
attest that they had been at school with him at Leicester or Melton
Mowbray, including the masters of two hospitals, a prior and a subprior,
seven parish clergy, and four merchants and shopkeepers of Leicester. For

constituted about 10 per cent of the population in the mid sixteenth century, so perhaps
the total of pupils ought to be higher)” (“Schools and School-Books,” 450–51). This total,
however, is likely to be underestimated because of both the larger size of many grammar
schools and the discovery of additional grammar schools.

126 Courtenay, Schools & Scholars, 13, 19–20; Orme, English Schools, 118.

127 Orme, Medieval Schools, 141–42.
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a brief moment we glimpse a medieval group of alumni, bound together
by the memories of their schooldays.128

Children with very different futures shared their formative years and their introduction

into society at grammar school.

Nearly all students in the medieval classroom were boys. Merchants, townsmen,

the gentry, and yeomen normally sent their sons to school, while occasionally sons of the

nobility attended schools rather than being taught in a private household school; villein’s

children could also attend school with their lord’s permission, often requiring a fee,

which does not appear to have been prohibitively large.129 Langland encourages wealthy

merchants to donate money to educate poor children: “Sette scoleris to scole or to summe

skynes craftis” (A.8.34), indicating that the practice of educating the poor was becoming

more common. Manuscripts written by boys during their school years give us a more

personal view of medieval students: extant are those by the sons of the receiver and chief

forester of Chirkland, a cloth merchant, and a London draper.130

Girls usually were taught at home, in a household, or at a nunnery. Some may

have gone to elementary school, as there were a few schoolmistresses in the fifteenth

century who may have taught girls.131 Often girls learned at least the elementary stages of

128 Orme, Medieval Schools, 162.

129 See Courtenay, Schools & Scholars, 12–14, and Orme, Medieval Schools, 131.

130 Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 12.

131 Orme, Medieval Schools, 129. For a brief discussion of the educational achievements
and literacy of women throughout the Middle Ages, see Orme, From Childhood to
Chivalry, 156–63.
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reading; like their male counterparts, they would have begun by studying the alphabet,

the Paternoster, and the Latin primer or Book of Hours. The skills used to recognize and

pronounce the letters and words of these Latin texts could have been applied to the

reading of vernacular texts.132 Many girls, therefore, may have been literate in the modern

sense of being able to read French or English, even if not in the medieval sense of being

able to read Latin.133

Seven was often considered to be an appropriate age to start elementary school,

like the little clergeon in Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale. Boys could start school at an earlier

age—students as young as four and five are recorded. Grammar schooling normally

followed two years later, although boys often were not sent to boarding school until

between ten and twelve, and grammar studies traditionally continued for five or six

years.134 The oldest students reached their late teens and early twenties, sometimes

staying in school until they could become a priest at the age of twenty-four, while other

students stayed for only a couple of years of grammar school, leaving because they had

132 Woods suggests that adult women in female monasteries may have learned to read the
vernacular in a similar manner; daily exposure to recognizing and pronouncing the words
of the Latin psalter may have led to their ability to read the vernacular (“Shared Books,”
186–87).

133 Orme, Medieval Schools, 277, notes a few cases in which nuns owned Latin books or
were trained in Latin grammar; for example, a nun of the fifteenth century wrote her
name in a copy of the Disticha Catonis with the text in Latin and English. As will be
discussed in Chapter 3, Margery Kempe may have had not only an English but also a
Latin education.

134 For example, the St. Albans Almonry Statutes permit poor scholars to live at the
school for at most five years; see Leach, Educational Charters, 296–97. See also Orme,
Education in the West of England, 1066–1548: Cornwall, Devon, Dorset,
Gloucestershire, Somerset, Wiltshire, 20, and Courtenay, Schools & Scholars, 16–17.
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gained the few skills they needed or because of work and finances.135 Occasionally adults

were sent back to grammar school when their learning was found to be insufficient.136

Spending one’s formative years immersed in the world of the grammar school

would have left an indelible impression on students. Moreover, because this experience

was shared by thousands of students in late medieval England, the repercussions of

grammar school education would have been felt across social and geographic boundaries.

While scholars have noted its influence on the vernacular writers of the period through

identifying quotations of and reference to its schoolbooks, we have yet to trace the larger

effects of school attendance beyond recognizing the late medieval rise in literacy. The

prevalence of Latin language study throughout society promises a fruitful investigation of

the links between classroom studies and the creation and reception of tales told out of

school. The broader influence of the literary works read in the classroom, as I show in the

following chapters, pervades the responses of authors and readers to texts and to the

world itself in significant fashion.

135 Orme, Medieval Schools, 129–31.

136 For a thirteenth-century example of a parson in need of additional schooling, see
Leach, Educational Charters, 146–49.
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Chapter 2: Learning by Letters: Epistolary Convention
and Authorial “Entente” in Troilus and Criseyde

In the first chapter, I considered the manuscripts related to grammar school

education in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century England and used their contents to identify

the literary works most commonly read to supplement and reinforce instruction in the

Latin language: Disticha Catonis, Stans puer ad mensam, Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus,

Liber Parabolarum, and the Eclogue of Theodulus.1 I then discussed the appeal of each of

these works for medieval teachers and students, looking past their religiosity to uncover

the usefulness of their language, style, and content. In the remaining three chapters of this

study, I turn from a consideration of the individual literary texts most commonly read in

late medieval English grammar schools to an examination of the collection as a whole,

asking what was learned from these texts. I am most interested in the broader lessons

shared by these readers. Therefore, rather than tracing the individual lines memorized by

students, my study considers the formal features and concepts that surface repeatedly

across these literary works. In each of the remaining chapters, I focus on one lesson that

may have been taught by medieval teachers using these literary works and, with that

understanding, read a vernacular work produced by an author who studied them.

1 This ordering of the schoolbooks is suggested by their arrangement in Cambridge,
Trinity College MS O.5.4; if these texts were taught in this sequence, students would
have encountered increasingly more difficult language and subject matter.
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My study reveals that, by reconsidering the literature of late medieval England

with the context provided by a grammar school education, we can, in many cases, better

understand the textual strategies of their authors and the responses of the medieval

audience. In this chapter, I focus on a formal element of education, the teaching of the art

of letter writing, which culminates in the ars dictaminis. Recognizing the epistolary

conventions present in the schoolbooks enables a reconsideration of the formal letter of

Criseyde or “Litera Criseydis” in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde. By reading her letter

with the knowledge of epistolary form that could have been gained in the primary school

classroom, we can reevaluate its function within the poem and how Criseyde through her

composition controls both the ending of the story and the responses of generations of

readers.

The discussion of Criseyde’s role in causing the “double sorwe of Troilus” (1.1)

and a corresponding attempt to analyze her character in Troilus and Criseyde are as old

as the poem itself.2 Criseyde herself began the scrutiny of her reputation when she

predicted that “of me, unto the worldes ende, / Shal neyther ben ywriten nor ysonge / No

good word, for thise bokes wol me shende” (5.1058–60). Contrary to her speculation,

scholars frequently attempt to exonerate Criseyde, often seeing her as the victim of forces

beyond her control.3 Her betrayal of Troilus, according to this reading, is compelled by

2 All citations of Troilus and Criseyde are from Benson, ed., Riverside Chaucer.
Parenthetical citations are to book and line numbers in this edition.

3 For an overview of twentieth-century criticism on Criseyde, see Lorraine Kochanske
Stock, “‘Slydynge’ Critics.” Early twentieth-century critics have a greater tendency to
focus on her guilt. For example, Albert S. Cook (1907) charges her with being the
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one or a combination of several factors: destiny,4 her personality,5 her gender,6 or the

society in which she lived.7 Regardless of the impetus attributed to Criseyde’s actions by

conniving seducer of both Troilus and Diomede; see “The Character of Criseyde.” While
not all studies since this time read Criseyde as a victim, most find her nearly blameless.
Virginia Walker Valentine believes that Criseyde cannot be blamed because she is merely
the tool of the God of love employs to enact his vengeance upon Troilus (Chaucer’s
Knight). In a reading divergent from the majority that judge Criseyde as a person, Peggy
A. Knapp argues that Criseyde is “the concrete image of the morally neutral, self-
protective pattern of Nature itself” and, thus, that her choice of Diomede fits this
characterization (“Nature of Nature,” 136). Like those of most other studies, neither of
these arguments grants Criseyde any agency in ending the affair with Troilus.

4 Despite reading her “treason . . . as the most heinous of crimes . . . from the point of
view of the chivalric code,” George Lyman Kittredge excuses her as a victim of destiny
(Chaucer and His Poetry, 143, 114). However, he does believe that she is the “mistress
of her own actions” in her participation in the affair with Troilus (132).

5 In the most famous reading of Criseyde’s personality, C. S. Lewis reads her as the
victim of her own “Fear—fear of loneliness, of old age, of death, of love, and of hostility;
of everything, indeed, that can be feared” (Allegory of Love, 185). Her betrayal of Troilus
is also blamed on her amiability (Saintonge, “In Defense of Criseyde”) and on the
“tangled pressures of culture, lore, belief, and habit” on her unconscious, rather than
being a “free or rational” decision (Howard, “Experience, Language, and
Consciousness,” 177; pagination is to Barney’s edition).

6 Maureen Fries argues that Criseyde is “a creature of the masculine establishment” who
accepts her subordination, despite her attempts at feminist independence; in Fries’s
reading, Criseyde employs “female weapons” to ensure her survival (“‘Slydynge of
Corage,’” 55, 57). These views on her gender are shared, at least in part, by several other
critics. For instance, Derek Pearsall finds the fault in Criseyde to be those traits that she
“requires of herself” and are required of her by her world, namely “feminine weakness,
compliancy, acquiescence in the inevitable” (“Criseyde’s Choices,” 25), while Sally K.
Slocum also sees her as a victim of male authority (“Criseyde among the Greeks,” 365.)
Similarly, to Priscilla Martin, Criseyde’s infidelity is caused by her fulfillment of her
gender role (Chaucer’s Women, 184–88). Criseyde’s fate, for Gretchen Mieszkowski, is a
result of her own passivity, her desire to please and mirror the men around her, which
results from her not being fully human (“Chaucer’s Much Loved Criseyde,” 127–30).

7 Criseyde’s weakness and fear are the results of the consequence of the patriarchal social
structure on her consciousness, according to David Aers; see his Chaucer, Langland, and
the Creative Imagination, Chapter 6 “Chaucer’s Criseyde: Woman in Society, Woman in
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these various positions, however, Criseyde has been largely correct in her prediction of

how history will view her; after all, though it may be better to be ruled the victim than the

betrayer, neither position offers a very favorable literary inheritance.

The view of Criseyde as a victim is not the only aspect that joins these studies, for

most of their authors are also connected in their attempts to evaluate Criseyde as a

realistic woman, rather than as a carefully crafted, rhetorically sophisticated figure

created by Chaucer. Moreover, despite their common interest in exploring the cause of

Criseyde’s rejection of Troilus and the resulting stain on her reputation, scholars give

little attention to the impression left by Criseyde’s final appearance in the poem as she

composes a letter to Troilus from the Greek camp. At the moment that Chaucer solidifies

Criseyde’s legacy through her departure from the text, she appears in a more rhetorically

constructed form than at any other point in the poem: in the frame of a letter known as the

“Litera Criseydis” (5.1590–1631). Indeed, here Chaucer presents Criseyde as having the

authority to write her own legacy; her last words in the poem are written in her own hand

in her final letter to Troilus. In it, Criseyde attempts to console Troilus by assuring him

that she has read his letters to her and understands the pain caused by her absence. She

also hints that she has heard gossip about the two of them, including that she was

deceived in believing his affection for her. Despite these rumors, she vows that she will

Love” and Chaucer, 99–100. Although Tison Pugh sees Criseyde as both victim and
manipulator, he similarly reads her as “a woman trapped in precarious social systems . . .
who, when threatened by these social orders, manages to turn dangerous situations to her
advantage by seizing control of and manipulating the game of love” (“Christian
Revelation,” 390).
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someday return to him, although she cannot tell him when. Pledging to be his friend for

as long as she lives, she requests the same from him. Finally, she apologizes for the

brevity of her letter and wishes him well: “God have yow in his grace” (5.1630). These

are the last words we hear from Criseyde in Chaucer’s text.

Despite the numerous studies of Criseyde, scholars have failed—often

deliberately—to consider adequately how these final words position her at the end of the

poem. For example, Cindy L. Vitto and Marcia Smith Marzec, editors of a collection

centered on Criseyde, repudiate Criseyde’s authority at this moment while they praise her

earlier soliloquy: “If we look not at her contradictory, hypocritical letters but at her final

words, spoken to herself, we must admit a nobility of spirit that both Troilus and

Pandarus lack in this extremity.”8 Most studies of the epistolary passages of the poem,

which focus mainly on the modifications that Chaucer made to the letters that appear in Il

Filostrato, necessarily ignore her letter because it is only mentioned by Boccaccio, rather

than being given in full as it appears in Troilus and Criseyde, and thus cannot be used for

a comparative study of the two texts.9

8 “Introduction,” 3.

9 For a thorough comparison of the letters and the situations in which they are exchanged
in Il Filostrato and Troilus and Criseyde, see Camargo, Middle English Verse Love
Epistle, Chapter 3. Most studies of the letters concentrate on the “Litera Troili.”
Considering the differences between the letters sent by the hero to his lady in the Greek
camp, Sanford Brown Meech finds that Chaucer “edits the letter [of Il Filostrato] to
perfect the hero in loverly decorum, refining thought and word so that the victim now on
the way to immolation and soon to reach it may appear spotless to the courtly eye”
(Design in Chaucer’s Troilus, 125). In the earliest detailed study (1965) of Troilus’s
letter in Book 5, Norman Davis attributes the adaptations that Chaucer made to the epistle
of Troilo in Il Filostrato to Chaucer’s “use, indeed exploitation, of the conventions of
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Yet the “Litera Criseydis” is uniquely capable of identifying Criseyde as either

the cruel betrayer of Troilus or the passive victim of patriarchal exchange, both because it

is the last thing she says in the poem and because the fixed form of the written document

through which she speaks renders her words unmediated by repetition or interpretation.

Along with the “Litera Troili,” her letter guarantees the authenticity of the poem itself by

ordinary letter-writing of the time in English” (“Litera Troili,” 236). Similarly, John
Norton-Smith comments on the formulaic elements of the Book V letters: “In the letters
in Troilus V, some trouble has been taken to create an epistolary impression” through the
use of opening and farewell formulas. He believes that “Apart from these touches, the
content of the letter [the “Litera Troili”] is stylistically indistinct from any of the
‘nounal’, phraseological verse belonging to the amatory complaint genre” (“Chaucer’s
Epistolary Style,” 158–59). Norton-Smith’s analysis of the letters in Book 5 is cursory,
for the main purpose of his article is to argue for the Horatian, rather than Ovidian, style
of the Envoi a Scogan and the Envoi a Bukton. The first detailed study of all of the letters,
including the pair exchanged in Book II, was done by John McKinnell in his important
“Letters as a Type” in 1979. Martin Camargo, too, considers all of the love letters in
Chapter 3 of his Middle English Verse Love Epistle. The studies of McKinnell and
Camargo are discussed in greater detail below. In the late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries, criticism has moved away from the comparison between the two works and yet
largely continues to ignore the “Litera Criseydis.” Camargo’s “Where’s the Brief?” is
more concerned with the role of messenger of letters, in this case Pandarus in Book 2.
José María Gutiérrez Arranz, whose article merely divides Troilus’s Book 2 and both
verbatim Book 5 letters into their rhetorical sections in an attempt to demonstrate
Classical influence on medieval letters, largely repeats the earlier work done by
McKinnell and Camargo, whom he does not cite; see his “Precepts of Classical
Rhetoric.” In a 2007 article, James J. Paxson uses the scene in which Troilus writes his
first letter to demonstrate the nexus of deconstruction, historicism, and psychoanalysis
made possible in Troilus; see his “Triform Chaucer.” Criseyde’s letters in the last two
decades have begun to attract more critical attention. Sarah Stanbury is concerned with
the space in which Criseyde writes her first letter in Book 2 rather than its contents:
“Within the domestic sphere Chaucer’s women annex privacy, demanding and
spatializing thought in the material form of secret letters. In this alliance between
thought, written language, and inhabited space, Chaucer materializes, in however fragile
a way, the privacy of his female subjects as a right to seclusion” (“Women’s Letters,”
285). The signature of the “Litera Criseydis” in Bodleian Library MS Arch. Selden. B.24,
which appears as the masculine “Le Vostre C.” rather than as the feminine “La vostre C,”
is examined by Martha Dana Rust (“‘Le Vostre C.’”).
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surviving as a written witness to the events of the story. In this epistle, Chaucer depicts

Criseyde as having the authority to write her own story. Thus, understanding both what

Criseyde says in this letter and how she says it are essential for evaluating her self-

placement at the moment that she slides out of the narrative, the point at which critics—

and the men in the poem—have the most trouble grasping her position and motivation.

Looking at the way that Criseyde situates herself in this letter forces us to reevaluate her

final status in relation to Troilus, to Trojan society, to the narrative, and even to

ourselves. Perhaps most importantly, an examination of the “Litera Criseydis” clarifies

both Criseyde’s “entente” in writing this often misunderstood letter and the legacy that

her author created for her.

The significance of this portion of the text was recognized by Chaucer’s

contemporaries. Scribal annotations and emphases, including headings, marginal glosses,

and large initials, indicate that this letter was important not only as an element of the

narrative but as a member of the generic category of epistles.10 In the manuscripts of

Troilus and Criseyde, her verbatim letter is marked in various ways in twelve of the

sixteen extant manuscripts. The opening of her letter is marked at 5.1590 as “Litera

Criseyde” in Cambridge University, Corpus Christi College MS 61 (Cp); as “l. Crisseid’”

in Durham, University Library MS Cosin V.ii.13 (D); as “l. Criseydis” in London, British

Library MS Harley 2280 (H1); as “l. Creseid‹e›” in London, British Library MS Harley

10 Indeed, scribes paid particular attention to the letters that appear throughout the poem.
In one manifestation or another, scribal annotations emphasizing epistolary form and
function are present in thirteen of the sixteen extant copies of Troilus and Criseyde. See
Benson and Windeatt, “Manuscript Glosses,” and Boffey, “Annotation.”
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1239 (H3); as “l. Criseidis” in Cambridge, St. John’s College MS L.1 (J); as “l.

Cresseide” in Huntington Library MS HM 114 (Ph); as “The lettre of Cresseyd” in

Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson Poet. 163 (R); as “Here ansuerith Criseide by

hir lettere strangely to the lettere of Troilus” in Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Arch.

Selden B.24 (S1); as “l. Criseide versus Troili” in Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Arch.

Selden Supra 56 (S2); and with a large initial C in Cambridge, University Library MS

Gg.4.27 (Gg). Both the beginning and the end of the letter receive additional scribal

attention in two manuscripts: there is a large initial C at 5.1590 and a large initial T at

5.1632 in London, British Library MS Harley 3943 (H2); the notations “l. Cressaid’” at

5.1590 and “Finis litere .Cress’” at 5.1631 are given in London, British Library MS

Harley 2392 (H4).11 Furthermore, in four of these manuscripts, H1, D, S1, and S2, the

letter is marked off from the rest of the text with the signature “La vostre C.”12 Whether

this signature is authorial or scribal, it visually stresses that this passage is a letter and

survives as a witness to the reading strategies of Chaucer’s audience.13 The scribal

practices surrounding these lines indicate not only that they were understood as distinct

11 All transcriptions are from Benson and Windeatt, “Manuscript Glosses,” 52.

12 Norton-Smith, “Chaucer’s Epistolary Style,” 159, n. 3. Rust adds Cp to the list of
manuscripts that include Criseyde’s signature (“‘Le Vostre C.,’” 112, n. 4), but the
signature is not evident in the manuscript facsimile. For the appearance of Criseyde’s
signature in S1, see Rust, “Le vostre T.,” especially 132.

13 Based on the rime-royal pattern of Troilus and Criseyde, the signature “La vostre C” is
a scribal addition, according to John Norton-Smith (“Chaucer’s Epistolary Style,” 159).
The generic importance of the letters in Troilus and Criseyde is further indicated by their
use as models for other letters, both real and literary. For examples, see Moore, “Middle
English Verse Epistles,” 86; Davis, “Litera Troili,” 240; Norton-Smith, “Chaucer’s
Epistolary Style,” 159; and Camargo, Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 49, 123.
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from the surrounding text in that they belong to the rhetorical category of the epistle but

also that they held, due to this distinction, a significant part in the overall poem.

Because these stanzas belong to the epistolary genre, they bring with them the

expectations of the rhetorical art of letter writing, or ars dictaminis, among the most

important of the rhetorical arts in the late Middle Ages. At an advanced level, letter

writing was taught by specialized teachers known as dictatores. Chaucer himself may

have had such training, as would be expected for someone of his vocation.14 Both in his

diplomatic positions, as a royal envoy and as member of the House of Commons sent to

Parliament, and in his more clerical posts, including controller at the customhouse, justice

of the peace, clerk of the king’s works, and deputy forester, dictaminal skills would have

been essential. While most of Chaucer’s readers would not have shared this advanced

level of schooling, they would have received rhetorical training in grammar school that

14 Although Bartlett J. Whiting asserts that the letter-writing advice that Pandarus gives to
Troilus in Book 2 owes its debt to Ovid rather than the dictatores (Chaucer’s Use of
Proverbs, 57), both McKinnell and Camargo believe that Chaucer must have had some
dictaminal training appropriate to his line of work. McKinnell conjectures: “Chaucer
never mentions any writer on dictamen, and although he must have received a thorough
training in the subject before he could become a civil servant and diplomat, it appears to
have been usual in England to obtain such a training rather from Italian collections of
specimen letters than from the artes dictandi themselves. However, this distinction may
not be a very real one, for even if he learned from specimen collections rather than from
the artes dictandi, we may still expect Chaucer to show a familiarity with the traditional
methods, which remained largely the same from one writer to another” (“Letters as a
Type,” 79). Camargo concurs with this judgment: “Though the nature of Chaucer’s
education is uncertain, he probably came into contact with the rules of dictamen. He
could hardly have served as King Edward’s envoy to France and Italy and still have
managed to remain ignorant of the literary style which then prevailed in the royal foreign
correspondence. . . . If Chaucer studied at St. Paul’s School, Oxford University, or the
Inns of Court, the possibility that he knew the type of dictamen taught by Thomas
Sampson becomes much greater” (Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 57–58, n. 20).
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set their expectations for the reading they did in their adult lives.15 By turning to the

primary school experience shared by Chaucer and his readers, we can uncover how the

literary texts read in the classroom would have provided a common understanding of

basic letter form, particularly of the direct address employed in the opening greeting.

Such a grounding would have been all that was necessary for recognizing the epistolary

conventions in Troilus and Criseyde. Just as Chaucer and his audience drew on their

collective experience reading and writing letters in the classroom to understand the role

that letters play in the poem, examining the study of epistles in the primary school

classroom will enable us to return to a more informed reading of the “Litera Criseydis.”

THE RHETORIC OF LETTER WRITING

As discussed in Chapter 1, students reaching the end of their grammar school

training after several years of study often were expected to pen original compositions in

verse and in prose.16 Our understanding of education in writing verse has been enriched

by the studies of David Thomson and Marjorie Curry Woods. In his Descriptive

Catalogue of Middle English Grammatical Texts, Thomson identifies several manuscripts

in which texts on versification appear with works of literature and which therefore could

15 See my Chapter 1, above.

16 According to Thomson, two sets of exercises in Cambridge, St. John’s College MS F
26 may be such compositions (Descriptive Catalogue, 151–52).
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have been used together to teach the theory and practice of versification.17 Similarly,

Woods has examined schoolroom verse compositions and suggests that students first

composed short exercises using tropes and figures (elocutio) and then progressed to the

arrangement of longer structures (dispositio) and finally to the invention of new material

(inventio).18 The result of such training would have been the composition of hexameter

verse, the pinnacle of grammar school education.19

We know far less about how students were trained to write prose, however, in part

because of the frequent association of grammar and poetics, an unsurprising affinity

given that the literary texts studied in grammar school were written in verse.20 Rhetoric

17 “The [literary] texts were used to develop the grammar and vocabulary of the pupils, as
well as to illustrate verse technique, as in Trinity [Cambridge, Trinity College MS O.5.4],
where they are sandwiched between texts on versification, and so we find two tables of
grammatically grouped words at Hatton [Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Hatton 58] (b.i)
drawn from the Liber Parabolarum and Facetus, which follow in the manuscript, and
construe-marks and English glosses in the Disticha Catonis, which is item (6) in the same
manuscript” (28.) Thomson’s catalogue indicates additional texts used to teach
versification in Cambridge, St. John's College MS F 26, Oxford, Bodleian Library MS
Rawlinson D 328, and London, British Library MS Harley 1002.

18 “Teaching of Poetic Composition,” 138.

19 Bruce Harbert’s edition of a thirteenth-century manuscript containing rhetorical
treatises includes poems that may have been composed as schools exercises. See Harbert,
Thirteenth-Century Anthology, 4.

20 Camargo has found evidence that a mainly prose reader existed as models for Latin
composition for advanced students at the university level, especially those at Oxford, in
the first half of the fifteenth century. These manuscripts contained several of the
following works: De planctu naturae by Alan of Lille, Morale somnium Pharaonis by
Jean de Limoges, Historia destructionis Troiae by Guido de Columnis, and Philobiblon
by Richard of Bury. While attempting to link these “codices to the teaching of literary
composition in the upper levels of the grammar school,” he concedes that it is unlikely
that these manuscripts were used in grammar schools for this purpose, given the
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likewise was connected with prose writing, which at this time primarily indicated the

writing of letters.21 Yet rhetoric, the second art of the trivium, was not entirely absent

from the grammar classroom, despite the dearth of literature in prose.22 One method used

by medieval commentators to introduce young grammar students to rhetoric was to

equate rhetoric and poetics. Woods’s study of commentaries has demonstrated that the

Poetria nova, the overwhelmingly popular manual of rhetoric written by Geoffrey of

Vinsauf in the twelfth century, was used in lower schools, at least on the Continent,

where teachers focused on rhetoric’s textual and literary aspects.23 Here the

commentaries tend to equate rhetoric and poetics. In one manuscript, poesis is glossed as

ars rhetorica, and in another manuscript, the commentator writes, “‘The subject of this

codicological evidence and the advanced level of the other works found with them in the
manuscripts (“Beyond the Libri Catoniani,” 182).

21 On the association of verse with grammar and prose with rhetoric, see Camargo,
“Toward a Comprehensive Art,” 172. He calls grammar and rhetoric the “sister arts of
written discourse.”

22 Despite the common belief that only the ars grammatica was taught in grammar
schools, the remaining components of the trivium, the ars rhetorica and the ars
dialectica, evidently were introduced as well. Although my discussion focuses on the ars
rhetorica, Camargo (“Toward a Comprehensive Art,” 172) also notes that the oral
disputatio was associated with the ars dialectica. Participation in disputations certainly
would have required some training in elementary logic and rhetoric. Furthermore, the
presence of other texts in the classroom indicates the study of dialectic. The Eclogue of
Theodulus is a type of debate that could have served as a model for students. Brother
Bonaventure writes that the exercise Es tu clericus? in Aberystwyth, National Library of
Wales MS Peniarth 356B “appears to be as much an exercise in Latin composition as in
elementary disputation” (“Teaching of Latin,” 5). The possibility of teaching dialectic
also is indicated in the statutes for Warwick Grammar School and Song School from
about 1316 (see Chapter 1, p. 54, n. 110). Schoolboys evidently received an education in
more advanced subjects, in addition to the broad curriculum of the grammar course.

23 “Medieval Rhetoric Goes to School,” 55.
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book is artful eloquence, namely rhetoric, according to which art the book teaches poets

to speak metrically.’”24 Therefore, while rhetoric was not the focus of grammar school

education, the commentaries provide evidence that it did receive attention from teachers

in the classroom.25 Yet this link does not explain how students learned to write prose. The

grammar textbooks themselves and the translation exercises that they recommended

would have taught the beginnings of prose composition.26 However, these exercises seem

insufficient to prepare students for the type of writing required for examinations, the

original composition of verse and prose.

Our current understanding of prose writing in the grammar classroom is further

complicated by the fact that the requisite prose compositions denote the writing of letters

according to rhetorical guidelines, rather than more general prose exercises.27 In the late

Middle Ages, letters were the main focus of prose writing, or dictamen prosaicum, and

the ars dictaminis usually indicated the art of writing letters, rather than prose more

generally. Formal training in the ars dictaminis normally was conducted by the

dictatores, or specialized grammarians, many of whom were centered in Oxford, where

24 “Medieval Rhetoric Goes to School,” 58.

25 Although a later example, the study of rhetoric and poetics is also linked by the famous
early sixteenth-century woodcut from the Margarita Philosophica by Gregor Reisch,
depicting Lady Grammar encouraging a schoolboy to ascend the Tower of Learning, in
which “Tullius,” known more commonly today as Cicero, appears at the window of the
Tower representing both “rhetorica” and “poesis” (Freiburg, 1503; Strasburg, 1504). As
Clark notes of this illustration, “Rhetoric taught the poets” (“Rhetoric and the Literature
of the English Middle Ages,” 23).

26 See Chapter 1, p. 56–58.

27 Orme, Medieval Schools, 151.
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the ars was taught either as part of the arts course at the university or as a component of

an abbreviated track focused on business administration skills. Alternatively, training was

available through apprenticeship at the Inns of Chancery. Properly, the ars dictaminis

was learned after a student had completed grammar school, but in some cases it appears

that the dictator offered an abbreviated lesson in grammar for those students who had not

received sufficient prior education.28 Yet given the letter-writing requirement in grammar

schools, it is certain that students learned the basic conventions of epistolary form in the

medieval classroom. Furthermore, we know that grammar masters were familiar with the

ars dictaminis. The fourteenth-century Oxford University statutes cited above in Chapter

1 state qualifications necessary for grammar masters before they could be licensed: “no

one shall teach (legat) in it [grammar school] without the Chancellor’s licence, nor get

that licence without being first examined and found fit in verse making and writing prose

(de modo versificandi et dictandi) and in books (auctoribus), ‘lest the saying of Isaiah

might apply, ‘thou hast multiplied the people but hast not increased joy.’”29 The

prerequisite of being able to compose letters implies that grammar masters had to practice

this art in the classroom.

28 For information on formal training in the ars dictaminis in England, see Camargo, ed.
Medieval Rhetorics of Prose Composition, 20–32.

29 Leach, Schools of Medieval England, 180. “De magistris regentibus in gramatica
prouisum est quod nullus legat nisi de licencia Cancellarii nec optineat aliquis licenciam
nisi prius fuerit examinatus de modo versificandi et dictandi et de auctoribus et partibus,
et cum ydoneus fuerit, libenter licencietur, ne possit dici illud Ysaie, ‘Multiplicasti
gentem, non magnificasti leticiam’” (Gibson, Statuta Antiqua, 20).
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However, we do not have a clear understanding of how letter-writing was taught

at this level.30 Manuscript evidence does little to clarify the situation. Of the manuscripts

discussed in the Appendix, only two, Cambridge, Trinity College MS O.5.4 and Oxford,

Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson G 60, contain dictaminal manuals.31 Given the

examination requirement, one would expect to find model letters in the grammar school

manuscripts as well. Indeed, Thomson has found both letters and parts of letters, mostly

in English, in manuscripts alongside Middle English grammatical treatises; however,

while some are exemplary, most are added items, often drafts of actual letters, rather than

samples designed for teaching.32 Of the manuscripts in the Appendix, three contain a very

small number of real letters,33 three include the Epistles of Horace,34 one presents

30 Camargo clarifies the present situation: “Although prose composition would have been
taught in some form in medieval English grammar schools, both Jo Ann Hoeppner Moran
and Nicholas Orme informed me, in conversations at the 1988 Kalamazoo symposium,
that they had found no evidence of dictamen being taught at that level in England”
(“Beyond the Libri Catoniani,” 170, n. 19). Of the two manuscripts Camargo has
described as being used to teach rhetoric at an elementary level, one contains an ars
dictaminis and a collection of model letters; the other, which appears to be designed for
younger students, does not offer any instruction on letter writing (“Grammar School
Rhetoric,” 102–3, 106). While the presence of the ars dictaminis and the group of letters
offers an important clue as to how letter writing was taught in the advanced stages of
grammar schools, it does not elucidate the situation for earlier levels.

31 Coincidentally, both of these volumes also present a complete or nearly complete set of
the seven literary works usually read in the classroom; Rawlinson G 60 is missing only
the Eclogue of Theodulus. These two manuscripts therefore seem to present a more
complete and possibly ideal example of the late medieval curriculum.

32 Descriptive Catalogue, 29.

33 London, British Library MS Royal 15 A XXXI (Letter of Innocent VII and Letter of
Hildebert, Bishop of Le Mans, to Adela, Countess of Blois), Dublin, Trinity College 97
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nineteen lines of salutatio and valete formulas,35 and one gives a collection of polite

epistolary phrases along with an exemplary letter in English.36 Only Trinity O.5.4 offers a

large collection of model letters that we would expect to be used as models for students.

In response to the question of what students used as models for prose

composition, I would like to suggest that we do not need to look for prose works or for

collections of model letters. Instead, teachers actually were able to use the same verse

literary works with which they taught grammar and verse style as models for writing

prose in the form of letters. The flexible format of the letter caused it to be used for many

purposes in the late Middle Ages, and almost anything, including documents, contracts,

and even poems, were often seen as letters; in fact, the only elements that differentiated

epistolary form from other types of writing were the salutation and the subscription.37 For

this reason, the Poetria nova, considered today to be a poem on the arts of poetry and

prose, was referred to as an epistola by a medieval commentator.38 As Giles Constable

(Letter from a certain Robertus to a certain Hugo giving precepts for the life of an
anchorite), and Oxford, Trinity College MS 18 (Excerpta epistolarum de libro Marci
Tullii Ciceronis and Excerpta epistolarum).

34 London, British Library Sloane MS 2479, Worcester, Cathedral Library, MS F. 147,
and Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby 100.

35 Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College MS 203/109.

36 Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 356B.

37 Constable, Letters and Letter-Collections, 12, 17–18.

38 Paris, Bibliothèque nationale MS lat. 505, s. xiii (French), refers to parts of the Poetria
nova as “Epistola Magistri Gaufridi Anglici” and “Epistola eiusdem ad Innocentium
papam tertium.” See Woods, Classroom Commentaries, 170.
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notes, “This concept of the letter as sermo absentium opened the way to including within

the epistolary genre many works—especially works like sermons and polemical treatises,

in which the writer sought to appeal directly to the reader—that would not today

commonly be written in the form of a letter.”39 Therefore, in practice, letters took on

many forms, and medieval texts that were considered by contemporaries to be letters

might not appear to be so as readily to modern readers. Medieval teachers may have

viewed many of the books of the reading collection as letters and thus could have used

them to explain the functionality and versatility of the epistolary genre to their students.

Before investigating the relationship between the classroom texts and letters, it

will be useful to examine the genre of the letter in the Middle Ages. A letter was, in the

words of the popular dictator Guido Faba, “a little book destined for a person or persons

absent.”40 Dictaminal manuals stress that letters should be brief and clear in order to best

communicate a message. They encourage the Simple style, rather than the Grand style, as

set forth in the Rhetorica ad Herennium, for the body of the letter, appropriate because

the letter itself was intended to mimic speech. Some dictatores also require that a letter

adhere to a single subject. Letters composed according to formal rhetorical rules

consisted of five parts: salutatio, exordium, narratio, petitio, and conclusio. These

principles were so widely known and accepted that often even literary letters follow the

39 Letters and Letter-Collections, 14.

40 “Epistola est libellus absenti vel absentibus destinatus” (2.2). The Latin text of Faba’s
Summa Dictaminis has been edited by Gaudenzi, and parenthetical citations are to book
and section numbers in his edition. All translations of the Summa Dictaminis are my own.
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teachings of the dictatores; indeed, the letters appearing in Troilus and Criseyde were so

rhetorically adept that they served as models for other letters, both real and literary,

furthering the reach of the formal ars dictaminis to those not trained in its rules.41 We

therefore can turn to the “Litera Criseydis” to illustrate the five components of the letter.

The salutatio is the salutation or formal greeting that opens the letter and names

the sender and the recipient. As defined by Guido, the salutatio “is a certain inscription

indicating the names of those writing, because when is said ‘Let me Peter greet Martin’

. . . we know whose letter it is, and to whom it is sent.” Guido compares the salutatio to

41 The letters appearing in Troilus and Criseyde are, in fact, the earliest surviving
examples of the epistolary genre in English—either real or literary, in verse or in prose.
The form itself , however, was not Chaucer’s creation, as Davis clarifies: “Chaucer’s
work may have encouraged the tradition of the verse epistle in the fifteenth century, and
though no real letters in English from before his time survive, he did not invent the
formulas,” which appear in French letters before the fifteenth century (“Litera Troili,”
240). The influence of Chaucer’s letters has been widely remarked upon. Positing that
“the Chaucerian epistles . . . were probably known to most of those poets who attempted
the form after 1400,” given their “same artificial style as many fifteenth-century letters,”
Moore has identified two poems whose salutations may have been inspired by Troilus’s
verbatim letter in Book 5 (“Middle English Verse Epistles,” 86.) Concurring, Davis
explains: “Many later poets used similar methods” to those of Chaucer, and “some of
them must have known Troilus and Criseyde” (“Litera Troili,” 240). “The tone of the
vast number of amatory verse epistles which was to be written in England in the fifteenth
century” is attributed by Norton-Smith to “Chaucer’s polite, graceful and conventional
style in these letters” (“Chaucer’s Epistolary Style,” 159). Tracing the popularity of the
genre of the verse love epistle to Chaucer’s letters, Camargo pronounces that Chaucer’s
“treatment of both [epistolary form and the role that love letters played in the ritual
‘game’ of courtly love] in Troilus and Criseyde would in fact prove to be the decisive
stimulus to the emergence of the verse love epistle as a lyric genre” and describes “love
letters built mainly or even entirely from passages lifted out of Troilus and Criseyde”
(Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 49, 123). While Camargo attributes the rise in
popularity of this form to the influence of Chaucer, I would add that the prominence of
epistolary form in grammar school training is likely to have played a part in the
emergence of the genre at this time as well.
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the title of a book that indicates the author, such as “Here begins the book of Horace.”42

The second part of the letter, the exordium, traditionally the introductory part of a speech

or a preface, is also called the captatio benevolentiae, which translates as the action of

capturing goodwill or friendliness. This part of the letter fills the role of securing the

benevolence of the reader, often with the use of a proverb, in order to prepare him or her

for what follows. In Troilus and Criseyde, Criseyde begins her letter by combining the

salutatio and captatio benevolentiae, an acceptable manipulation of the rhetorical

principles, according to the dictatores:

Cupides sone, ensample of goodlyheede,
O swerd of knyghthod, sours of gentilesse,
How myght a wight in torment and in drede
And heleles, yow sende as yet gladnesse?
I herteles, I sik, I in destresse!
Syn ye with me, nor I with yow, may dele,
Yow neyther sende ich herte may nor hele. (5.1590–6)

Here she addresses Troilus, as in the salutatio, by naming him in four flattering

appellations, “Cupides sone, ensample of goodlyheede,” “swerd of knyghthod, sours of

gentilesse.” She also aims to make him amenable to her letter, as in the captatio

benevolentiae, through her compliments and her attempt, albeit a failed one, to wish him

good health. Through this opening, Criseyde seeks both to assuage the grief Troilus has

expressed in his previous letters and to lessen the blow of the contents of her letter,

42 “Salutatio est quidam titulus scribentium nomina manifestans, quia cum dicitur ‘Petrus
Martino salutem’; et dicitur ‘Incipit liber Horatii,’ sicut per talem titulum scimus nomen
auctoris, ita per talem salutationem, tamquam per titulum dictum cognoscimus cuius sit
epistola, et cui mittatur” (2.5).
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mitigating the anger and disappointment that she anticipates he may feel because she is

not writing the message he wants to read.

The third section of a letter, the narratio or narrative, contains the facts or story of

the message. In her letter, Criseyde uses this section (5.1597–1620) to respond to

Troilus’s demands in the “Litera Troili” that she return to Troy, beginning by assuring

him that she has read his letter with its requirements that she return:

Youre lettres ful, the papir al ypleynted,
Conceyved hath myn hertes pietee.
I have ek seyn with teris al depeynted
Youre lettre, and how that ye requeren me
To come ayeyn, which yet ne may nat be; (5.1597–1601)

She explains that she cannot come but that she cannot tell him why because she is afraid:

“But whi, lest that this lettre founden were, / No mencioun ne make I now, for feere”

(5.1602–03). She then says that she knows he is unhappy but that, to her, he seems to be

thinking of only his own desires:

Grevous to me, God woot, is youre unreste,
Youre haste, and that the goddes ordinaunce
It semeth nat ye take it for the beste.
Nor other thyng nys in youre remembraunce,
As thynketh me, but only youre plesaunce. (5.1604–08)

Alleging that she has heard rumors about the two of them and that she fears that he is just

leading her on, she continues her attack on Troilus:

But beth nat wroth, and that I yow biseche;
For that I tarie is al for wikked speche.
For I have herd wel moore than I wende,
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Touchyng us two, how thynges han ystonde,
Which I shal with dissymelyng amende.
And beth nat wroth, I have ek understonde
How ye ne do but holden me in honde.
But now no force. I kan nat in yow gesse
But alle trouthe and alle gentilesse. (5.1609–17)

Criseyde then reiterates that she will return to Troy but cannot tell him when—not the

day nor the year: “Come I wole; but yet in swich disjoynte / I stonde as now that what yer

or what day / That this shal be, that kan I naught apoynte” (5.1618–20). Thus, in her

narratio, Criseyde sandwiches her criticism of Troilus’s feelings and intentions between

assurances that she is addressing his own request that she return to Troy.

Following the narratio is the petition or request, an attempt to secure an objective,

known as the petitio. According to Guido, the petitio “is the speech through which we

seek what is just, useful, necessary, and honorable, as if I ask that you pay attention to my

health and honor.”43 Another treatise, that of Anonymous of Bologna, lists nine types of

petitions: “supplicatory or didactic or menacing or exhortative or hortatory or admonitory

or advisory or reproving or even merely direct.”44 Criseyde’s letter is peppered with

petitions. She twice interrupts her narratio with two minor petitiones, both of which beg

Troilus not to be angry with her (5.1609 and 5.1614). In her major petitio, she asks that

Troilus speak well of her and be her friend, assuring him that she will always be his:

43 “Petitio est oratio per quam petimus quod iustum sit, utile, necessarium et honestum, ut
si petam quod mee saluti consulas et honori” (2.74).

44 “Principles of Letter-Writing,” 18.
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But in effect I pray yow, as I may,
Of youre good word and of youre frendship ay;
For trewely, while that my lif may dure,
As for a frend ye may in me assure. (5.1621–24)

This request is followed by another minor petition, that he forgive her brevity: “Yet preye

ich yow, on yvel ye ne take / That it is short which that I to yow write” (5.1625–26).

Although John McKinnell labels the next four lines a second captatio benevolentiae,45 I

see them instead as a continuation of her apology for her brevity:

I dar nat, ther I am, wel lettres make,
Ne nevere yet ne koude I wel endite.
Ek gret effect men write in place lite;
Th’entente is al, and nat the lettres space. (5.1627–30)

Here she excuses herself by explaining that she does not write letters well, and, after all,

she says, men write short, yet effective letters, claiming for herself the authority of the

educated, and thus Latinate, male tradition. In what is probably the most famous line of

the “Litera Criseydis,” Criseyde recognizes that the intention behind the letter is more

significant than its length.

Finally, the conclusio, or concluding passage, addresses the usefulness of the

petition or simply names the sender and recipient. The anonymous Bolognese dictator

provides a variety of examples: “‘If you do this, you will have the entirety of our fullest

affection’” or “‘If you fail to do this you will without doubt lose our friendship’” or “‘I

salute Peter and Paul’” or “‘Farewell, Peter and Paul, my brothers and friends’” or “‘May

45 “Letters as a Type,” 87. His full rhetorical analysis of her letter appears pp. 87–89.
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good fortune be increased for Peter and Paul.’”46 Criseyde closes her letter with best

wishes for Troilus in her conclusio: “And fareth now wel. God have yow in his grace!”

(5.1631) and the signature “La vostre C.,” perhaps a scribal addition.47 The “Litera

Criseydis” therefore flawlessly employs the conventions of the Latin rhetorical tradition.

The importance of the epistolary genre and the rhetorical prescriptions behind it

can hardly be overstated. As William D. Patt summarizes, “In short, letters were the

primary medium of medieval communication, administration, and propaganda.”48

Perhaps the most significant difference between medieval letters and their modern

counterparts is that the dictatores thought of medieval epistles as speeches, with their

closest rhetorical relative being the Ciceronian oration. Letters thus were considered to be

public documents, designed to be read aloud and heard by many people, not just the

addressee. Criseyde’s stated fear that her letter will be found and read and the publication

in Troilus and Criseyde of the private letters exchanged by the lovers are therefore not

surprising. Even private letters took on the form of the highly stylized public letter, as we

have seen with Criseyde’s private letter to Troilus.49 Because a letter was a carefully

46 Anonymous of Bologna, “Principles of Letter-Writing,” 19.

47 See n. 13 in this chapter.

48 “Early ‘Ars Dictaminis,’” 135. Patt cites the polemic of the Investiture Controversy as
an example of documents composed in epistolary form.

49 See Witt, “Medieval ‘Ars Dictaminis,’” 8.
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crafted, sometimes widely-circulated document, it was “a statement of ideology, whether

that part of the message is set forth explicitly, or is concealed between the lines.”50

The opening salutatio, in which the rules for simplicity often are broken in favor

of extreme rhetorical flourishes, is the most important section of the letter and receives by

far the most extensive treatment in the dictaminal manuals.51 That the salutatio was

stressed by grammar masters as well is evident from surviving manuscripts. Based on the

parts of letters present in the codices he examined in his Descriptive Catalogue, Thomson

concludes that some teachers taught how to compose the beginning of a letter.52

Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College MS 203/109, described in the Appendix,

presents nineteen lines of salutatio and valete formulas. Yet, as I will show, even those

manuscripts that do not contain such explicit instructions hold appropriate exemplars for

composing this opening section.

The literary texts studied in the late medieval classroom would have served as

excellent models for composing letters, especially the salutatio. In their opening

dedications, many resemble the form of the salutatio. Furthermore, the closing

subscriptions and overall style of most of the works in the reading collection demonstrate

50 Patt, “Early ‘Ars Dictaminis,’” 134.

51 In fact, despite Constable’s statement above to the contrary, some of the theoretical
manuals on the subject simply list “valete,” or farewell, formulas or, like Guido, ignore
the conclusio altogether. See Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 225.

52 Descriptive Catalogue, 29.
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the letter format. These texts thus could have been used by medieval teachers to teach

dictaminal conventions and to address issues of audience and of epistolary style.53

The Disticha Catonis, included in both the late medieval collection and the earlier

Auctores sex, contains passages that fill the roles of both the salutatio and the conclusio.

53 These texts’ connection to epistolary form is strengthened by the fact that two of them
actually mention letters and their delivery. In two distichs, Facetus addresses sending
messages: “If you have brought messages to an important person, report them rightly,
telling what you have been ordered to say quietly, briefly, skillfully and agreeably” (53).
[“Nuncia si tuleris coram magnate, fer eque / Missa loquens tractim, breviter, docte
lepideque.” (233–34)] And in the second: “Whoever has been sent to you from any man,
bear wisely whatever bad thing he says to you” (54). [“A quocumque viro missus
quicumque tibi sit, / Docte sustineas quodcunque malum tibi dicit.” (241–42)] These two
distichs specifically deal with the delivery of messages and emphasize both the
importance of the accuracy of the message and the appropriate treatment of the
messenger; presumably, both of these admonitions would have been significant to those
learning the elementary ars dictaminis. While the Liber Parabolarum is the only work
added to the collection that does not contain a salutatio at its opening, Alan of Lille does
mention instruction in letter writing: “The ancient poets taught the arts after the parts of
speech, and won great honor because of it, first teaching letter writing, later verse, and
subjecting stretched-out hands to the rod. Wisdom led those who were imbued with
grammar to Athens, as they continued the trivium with the quadrivium” (6.8). [“artes post
partes veteres didicere poete, / idcirco magnum promeruere decus; / primo dictantes et
postea versificantes / tendentes ferule supposuere manus, / partibus imbutos sapientia
duxit Athenas / quadrivium trivio continuando sibi.” (613–18)] The school Alan
describes sounds very similar to those of late medieval England, and this proverb
acknowledges the place of letter writing in the classroom. In another parable, Alan writes
of those who work at the court of law: “If you would be Cato, and you want to change
black to white, let the law court be your concern: you can be rich, too” (1.51). [“Si Cato
sis et vis in candida vertere nigra, / curia sit cure; dives et esse potes.” (101–2)] Those
employed in this profession, particularly during the earlier part of the period under
consideration, were often trained dictatores and notaries. While Alan’s judgment on this
profession may not be favorable (although it is likely that he is simply expressing the
playful wit evident in other areas of the work), this parable does indicate the prominence
of such positions and students’ knowledge of the option of such a future, even at this
lower level of education. Interestingly, Cartula, too, mentions those who make black
white and vice versa but without a specific reference to those practicing law: “In
speaking, the glib of tongue who pursue the wantonness of the world make white black
and black white. When they die, they speak of neither black nor white” (69).
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In the opening dedication from Cato to his son, he says, “I shall now teach you, my very

dear son, how to shape your character” (58).54 This phrase can be seen as the salutatio of

the treatise because it identifies both the author and the addressee. In his edition, Marcus

Boas shows that the scribes who copied or glossed the manuscripts acknowledged the

epistolary form of this prologue. For example, in Matritensis (Madrid) Cajon MS 14 Nr.

22, before the prologue is written “Marci Catonis ad filium salutem,” or “Greetings from

Marcus Cato to his son,” which Boas indicates suggests the form of a letter.55 Although

this manuscript records much earlier readers’ reaction to this work, the comments provide

a precedent for future responses. And while Boas entitles the opening prologue

“Epistula” based on the terminology of the manuscripts, the “letter of Cato” does not

necessarily end at the close of this prose portion; the contents of the treatise—the

sententiae and the distichs—are the petitions of the letter, interspersed with the verse

prologues or exordia preceding the distichs that ensure the reader is still benevolent and

teachable. At the end of the work, the author refers to both himself and his reader in his

final distich: “You are amazed that I write verses in plain words: brevity has

accomplished this, the pairing of lines both with the same meaning” (80, 4.49).56 Like the

examples of conclusio provided in the Rationes dictandi, this distich renames the sender

54 “Nunc te, fili carissime, docebo quo pacto morem animi tui componas” (Epistula).

55 Disticha Catonis, ed. Boas, lxv. This is Boas’s manuscript B, from the ninth century.
He writes, “in B titulus formam epistulae indicat” (3). Boas entitled his work on the
subject Die Epistola Catonis.

56 “Miraris verbis nudis me scribere versus; / hoc brevitas fecit, sensu coniungere binos”
(4.49).
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and the recipient. Furthermore, when these lines are considered as part of a letter, their

message becomes significant as well. Epistolary brevity was prized by the dictatores;

therefore, this final distich may have reinforced that notion at the same time that it

renamed the writer and his addressee. That early readers recognized this possibility is

suggested by the closing of an incunable of 1475: “Here ends the development

concerning the letters of Cato enclosing the not elusive flowers of rhetoric.”57

While two of the other texts in the earlier Auctores sex—the Fabulae of Avianus

and the Achilleis of Statius—contain similar opening dedications that could have been

treated as salutations, four of the five new texts in the later collection begin with

addresses to the reader. These salutations may in fact have played a role in the addition of

these texts to the reading curriculum, given the prominence of epistolary form at this

time.58 Their communicative frames may have served to emphasize the immediacy and

relevance of these texts, especially important in those with Christian content.

Stans puer ad mensam, the treatise on table manners, also begins with a brief

opening greeting from which the poem takes its name: “Boy, standing at thy master’s

57 “Explicit cathonis processus epistularis flores rhetoricos concludens non lubricos.”
Disticha Catonis, ed. Boas, 262. This is Boas’s incunable e, printed by Antonio Sorg (l).
The translation is mine.

58 Supporting this idea is the fact that, according to Camargo’s research, “in England the
ars dictaminis had experienced something like what paleontologists call an ‘extinction
event’ around 1470,” shortly before these schoolbooks began to fall out of favor
(“Waning of the Medieval Ars Dictaminis,” 135).
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table, learn good maxims” (1).59 This line mentions the recipient of the treatise, as in a

salutatio. In a clever twist, the author then instructs the student to “learn good maxims” at

the point in which a letter-writer normally would include the exordium, itself often a

maxim. The boy is addressed throughout the work, continuing the direct address

appropriate to an epistle or a speech; and as in Cato’s letter, we can see these precepts as

a series of petitions to the addressee. Moreover, this treatise upholds two of the major

principles of the dictatores: that a letter be brief and that it address only one topic.

Finally, the last three lines offer several elements of the conclusio: “Let him be deprived

of the table who rejects these teachings” (42) / He who has taught me, “grossum caput” is

his name. / And he was a bishop, to whom may God give a happy omen.60 The first line

explains the disadvantage of not following the writer’s advice, while the second and third

lines cryptically name the author or sender of the letter. Here, then, we have a letter

speaking in the first person, truly delivering the message of one who is absent.

59 “Stans puer ad mensam domini bona dogmata discas” (1). This opening has received
attention from modern scholars as well, due to Lydgate’s translation of “puer” as “childe”
in his English version. Orme noted that he and Caxton therefore may have intended the
work be used by girls as well (Orme, Table Manners, 14). That medieval readers
understood this work as a letter may be inferred from several aspects of the English Stans
puer ad mensam found in Lambeth 853. According to Brentano, this version begins “Mi
dere sone,” which she sees as an immediate attempt “to establish the intimate relationship
existing between teacher and student” (Relationship of the Latin Facetus Literature, 46).
Moreover, “the first five lines of the English poem invite the student to dispose himself to
virtuous discipline and to incline his heart to the study of refinement,” the same task
performed by the captatio benevolentiae of the letter.

60 “Privetur mensa qui spreverit hec documenta. / Hec qui me docuit, grossum caput est
sibi nomen. / Presul et ille fuit, cui felix det deus omen” (50–52). Gieben’s line 50 is the
last translated by Furnivall; lines 51–52 are my translation.
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The Cartula also could have been able to be used to demonstrate dictaminal

principles. The treatise, especially in its short, un-anthologized format, would have

resembled the form of the letter. It opens with a typical salutatio, sending wishes to the

addressee: “This page of ours sends greetings to you, Beloved” (58).61 Here again the

document speaks for someone not present, as in a letter. Paul F. Gehl, in his study of

fourteenth-century Florentine education, states that this introduction “stresses the formal

character of the work as an epistola, a genre widely understood to have certain

conventions of direct, personal appeal even if highly rhetorical in construction.”62

Although I agree with Gehl’s statement here, I would emend his comment to reflect that

the “direct, personal appeal” is due to the “highly rhetorical construction” because

medieval readers would have recognized that the salutation is designed to fit the recipient

perfectly.

Cartula then goes on to explain the problems with trusting in the things of this

world and ends with a plea for the reader to follow the instructions of the treatise; the

initial part of the poem ends at “May He who reigns, the Triune God and the One God,

grant you this gift” (65).63 While Gehl believes that “the poem does not have a tight

outline or clearly discernible overall structure but proceeds episodically,”64 I would

instead suggest, in a somewhat simplified comparison, that this first section of Cartula

61 “Chartula nostra tibi portat, Rainalde, salutes” (1307 A).

62 Moral Art, 162.

63 “Hoc tibi det munus qui regnat Trinus et Unus” (1314 C).

64 Moral Art, 163.
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repeats the structure of the narratio and petitio of the letter, first explaining the

situation—the deficiencies of the worldly life—and then asking the reader for a specific

action—shunning the things of the world and clinging to Christ. And the prayer to the

reader can be read as a conclusio, for the sender addresses the reader and explains the

benefits of following the recommended course of action: “accept the instruction of my

writings which I have shown you, which I have agreeably made known to you. . . .

Certainly whatever I have written will greatly benefit you if the path of virtue delights

you” (65).65

This view of Cartula as a letter can also be justified in that even the appended

section of the text keeps up the appearance of an epistle by repeating the direct address;

in this part, the author calls upon a variety of figures, including the Citizen of Jerusalem,

the Brave Soldier of Christ, the Rich Man, the Wretched One, and the Star of the sea,

Mary (66, 69, 72). Such diverse addressees may have given a medieval teacher the

impetus to discuss the characters of such people and how an understanding of a person’s

character and his or her relationship to the sender would influence the elements of the

salutatio; students then could have performed exercises practicing the salutatio’s

complex rules. Before the final precepts indicating the events that will take place before

the end of the world, the author writes, “Dear Friend, farewell; may what you do wrongly

65 “Accipe scriptorum super haec monumenta meorum: / Quae tibi monstravi, quae
dulciter insinuavi, / . . . / Quidquid enim scripsi, multum tibi proderit ipsum, / Si via
virtutis delectat iterque salutis” (1314 A–B).
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be pardonable” (76). Here we have a simple “valete” formula closing the letter of the

text.

Like the other texts considered, Peniteas cito begins with a direct address to the

reader. In its opening, it addresses the parishioner who needs to repent: “Sinner, you

should repent quickly since the judge is one who pities.”66 The second-person address

continues throughout the work. Like Stans puer ad mensam, this confessional treatise

adheres to the dictatores’ precepts that a letter be both brief and focused on a single

subject. It does not, however, end in a subscription, although the last section is the only

one in which the author refers to himself: “I dress, I drink, I eat, I give shelter, I visit, I

unbind,” and so forth for an additional five lines.67

The format of Facetus would have reinforced the teachings of the dictatores in

several passages. The opening is reminiscent of a salutatio in both its address and its

highly embellished language:

Since I believe that nothing is more beneficial to human welfare than to
know the proper measure of things and how to use proper manners, I shall
furnish what the teachings of wise Cato did not address, according to my
own ability through the counsel of reason. Therefore, let uncultured ones
who thirst for draughts of proper manners give heed. From here they can
drink in the fragrant fountain of politeness. (43)68

66 “Peniteas cito peccator cum sit miserator / Iudex” (2–3).

67 “Vestio, poto, cibo, tectum do, uisito, soluo” (136).

68 “Cum nichil utilius humane credo saluti / Quam morum novisse modos et moribus uti, /
Quod minus exequitur morosi dogma Catonis / Supplebo pro posse meo, monitu rationis.
/ Assint ergo rudes sicientes pocula morum: / Hic fontem poterunt haurire leporis
odorum” (1–6).
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Courtesy books frequently begin with such an invitation to learn polite behavior, which

Mary Theresa Brentano likens to the epic poet’s address to the muses.69 While I find this

to be an apt comparison, I would add that the invocation to the reader rather than to a

supernatural deity makes the opening lines seem more like the beginning of an epistle.

The dedication of the work also resembles the exordium of a letter in that this element’s

role is to ensure that the reader is teachable and well-disposed, which the author does

through his highly polished style and metaphorical imagery: “Here also a little garden

brings forth flowers with fruit everywhere, and from these the unlearned can pluck proper

manners” (43).70 The work itself is a series of petitions in distichs, and the reader is

addressed in the second person throughout. In some manuscripts, the student is named in

the last distich: “My boy, be diligent in study and pious in church” (54).71

While the repetition of the epistolary formula may seem redundant to modern

readers, in the medieval classroom it could have served to reinforce the importance and

versatility of this format and thus encouraged students to study carefully and to emulate

these examples. Also, because the salutatio of the letter was designed to fit the sender

and the recipient of each letter perfectly and therefore to change from one letter to the

next, strict rules governed this portion of the letter. Therefore, many different models

would have been a welcome addition to the medieval classroom. In these works,

69 Relationship of the Latin Facetus Literature, 66.

70 “Hic quoque cum fructu parit ortulus undique flores, / Ex quibus indocti possunt
excerpere mores” (7–8).

71 “Sedulus in studio, puer, in templo pius esto” (128c).
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schoolboys learn how fathers address sons (Disticha Catonis), how teachers address

students (Stans puer ad mensam and Facetus), how monks address brothers (Cartula),

how priests address parishioners (Peniteas cito), and how lords address pages (Stans puer

ad mensam). These few examples cover many of the relationships a schoolboy might

encounter in the future.72 The classroom focus on the creation of a proper salutatio also

would have made students more sensitive to issues of audience and crafting writing that

would both appeal to its intended reader and ensure the benevolence of the audience. In

addition to allowing us to appreciate their form better, viewing these school texts as

letters can also help us better understand the unadorned language in which they were

written. I would suggest that medieval teachers, rather than prizing this Latin because it is

nearly contemporaneous with their own, valued these literary works’ plain language

because of the dictatores’ belief that clear writing would make their messages more lucid,

resulting in their recommendation of the simple rhetorical style for letters.

This elementary training in epistolary form would have introduced grammar

students to the rudiments of a lucrative profession, which may in part account for the

popularity of these literary works. Students who progressed to formal dictaminal training

were eligible for secretarial, notarial, or legal positions in what Patt has called “the seats

of power, the ecclesiastical and secular chanceries and courts.”73 They also could obtain

72 Although the schoolbooks studied in the late medieval classroom leave out any
mention of positions in lay government, a rank mentioned in dictaminal manuals, this is
an unimportant omission given that government jobs probably required more advanced
dictaminal training.

73 “Early ‘Ars Dictaminis,’” 134.
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employment in civil service, in estate management, or in commerce, or as secretaries for

noblemen and gentry.74 It was also useful for those working in large cities in trades or

crafts, such as grocers, fishmongers, and mercers.75 Moreover, many people whose

occupations did not require extensive theoretical training or who could not study with the

dictatores because of their location in Oxford would need to write letters or business

documents that then resembled letters, including deeds and bills. Indeed, anyone in a

profession that required letter writing, accounting, and record-keeping would benefit

from this rudimentary knowledge. The grammar school experience of reading this literary

collection may have given to these people a foundation for composing such records in

their adult lives. Our increased understanding of the role of the epistolary art in the late

medieval grammar school can also illuminate our study of the writers of this period, for

the effects of this training would not have been limited to those with aspirations for an

administrative career. All students, future writers and readers alike, would have become

familiar with epistolary conventions and issues of audience through the reading

curriculum of the grammar school.

74 Camargo, Medieval Rhetorics of Prose Composition, 18.

75 See Orme, Medieval Schools, 68–69.
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READING CRISEYDE IN HER ABSENCE: THE “STRAUNGE” EXPRESSION OF THE

“LITERA CRISEYDIS”

Criseyde’s carefully crafted expression of her voice—the last time we hear it in

the poem—takes the form of a letter and consequently brings with it the usual

expectations of “a statement of ideology, whether that part of the message is set forth

explicitly, or is concealed between the lines.”76 That Criseyde and her author (and

Pandarus) are fully aware of the potential of the epistolary genre is demonstrated earlier

in the poem, when Pandarus attempts to give her Troilus’s first letter. At first she refuses

to take it from him because she is conscious that an acceptance of Troilus’s letter is an

acceptance of Troilus himself:

now were it covenable
To myn estat, by God and by youre trouthe,
To taken it, or to han of hym routhe,
In harmyng of myself, or in repreve? (2.1137–40).

Pandarus, too, knows what a letter can accomplish, for he answers her,

To dethe mot I smyten be with thondre,
If for the citee which that stondeth yondre,
Wolde I a lettre unto yow brynge or take
To harm of yow! (2.1145–48).

He proceeds to “thraste” the letter “in hire bosom,” forcing her to admit Troilus into her

heart along with it (2.1155).77 Criseyde clearly recognizes what letters—even those that

76 Patt, “Early ‘Ars Dictaminis,’” 134.

77 Camargo, Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 61, makes a similar point.
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are unread—represent; therefore, those that she composes can be assumed to reflect this

sensibility.

Because a letter contains formal features that would have been evident to those

schooled in the generic conventions, analyzing how a literary letter functions as a

fulfillment of its genre enables us to better understand both the character with the

authority to compose the letter and the role that the letter plays in the larger narrative. In

this case, examining the rhetoric of the “Litera Criseydis” illuminates the content of the

letter and discloses Criseyde’s “entente” in writing it. Despite her protestations in the

“Litera Criseydis” and earlier in Book 2 of her lack of ability and experience in the art of

letter writing, Criseyde’s letter closely follows the principles of the ars dictaminis.78 It

contains all of the correct parts, as we have seen above, which in itself is indicative of the

carefulness of her craft.79 Agreeing that she has mastered the conventions, both

McKinnell and Martin Camargo, who have conducted the only detailed studies of the

“Litera Criseydis,” find the letter to be too controlled and therefore contrived in both

78 Stanbury, considering the scenes in Book 2 when Troilus requires Pandarus’s
instructions on letter writing whereas Criseyde composes her reply independently, finds
this to be “a contrast that has subtle but rich implications for studies of gender and
literacy in the fourteenth century, [because] the narrator’s accounts of Pandarus’s
epistolary pedagogies suggest that Criseyde has considerably more skill as a writer of
love letters than does Troilus—even though she claims otherwise” (“Women’s Letters,”
280).

79 The necessity of performing such an analysis of the letter itself before drawing
conclusions is illustrated by Jennifer Summit’s Lost Property. The adroit rhetoric of
Criseyde’s letters, which Summit does not examine, belies her claim that the letters are
“illegible” because they “function as pieces of writing that are unassimilable into such
[medieval literary and rhetorical] traditions” (53, 51).
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language and sentiment.80 Yet there is no reason for correctness and sincerity to be

incompatible.81 One can clarify the judgment of both of these studies by recognizing that

they base their readings in part on the character of Criseyde rather than solely on the

letter’s dictaminal principles. Tellingly, McKinnell worries that “the poise of her rhetoric

80 Comparing her argument to her epistolary style, McKinnell finds it “equally contrived,
balancing defensive and offensive arguments” (“Letters as a Type,” 87). Camargo praises
Criseyde’s epistolary skill while condemning her motivations: “Despite the tawdriness of
its sentiments, Criseyde’s letter does not lag behind Troilus’ in skillful use of the
conventions. The difference is that in his letter they were always used sincerely, whereas
in hers they are everywhere undercut by irony. She opens, for example, with the
combined salutatio and captatio benevolentiae that typifies epistolary complaint and that
derives from the double meaning of the Latin salus” (Middle English Verse Love Epistle,
80). He echoes these sentiments in his later article “Where’s the Brief?” In his single
mention of the Book 5 letter, he remarks that “the ‘Litera Criseydis’ (V.1590–1631)
shows how a different set of epistolary formulas can serve to mask the sender’s true
‘entente’” (13). In an earlier study (1959), Meech expresses a similar view of Criseyde’s
insincerity; he asserts that in the two verbatim letters, “our poet opposes the disingenuity
of her use of the pen to the sincerity of her correspondent’s” (Design in Chaucer’s
Troilus, 426). Monica McAlpine also finds fault with Criseyde’s style in this letter,
believing her conventionality to indicate dishonesty: “Opening with rhetorical flourishes,
it spins an often contradictory tissue of excuses. . . . the significance of the second letter
is almost wholly in its disingenuous style—in the signs that style betrays of Criseyde’s
surrendering the task of being honest either with herself or with others” (Genre of Troilus
and Criseyde, 211). Pugh remarks that it is difficult to judge her words’ sincerity because
of the letter’s “tepid tone” yet concludes that it is “deceitful” (“Christian Revelation,”
388, 389).

81 In fact, despite his claim that her letter is overly contrived, McKinnell earlier argued
that Chaucer deliberately makes Criseyde more sincere than her counterpart in Il
Filostrato. “Criseyde’s summarised reply (V, 1423–31) corresponds to that of
Boccaccio’s heroine (Il Fil., VII, st. 105) except in a few details, whose effect is to
remove the strong sense of the insincerity of Boccaccio’s heroine” (“Letters as a Type,”
84). “In particular, Boccaccio has a gap between Troilo’s letter and her reply (suggesting
indifference on her part?), which Chaucer removes; and his Narrator refers to her false
excuses (Il Fil., VII, st. 105, 1.3), while Chaucer makes it merely Troilus’s opinion that
her promises are empty (V, 1431*)” (136, n. 20). His use of the asterisk denotes passages
that have no precedent in Il Filostrato.
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is almost too perfect” before finishing his formal analysis.82 And in drawing his

conclusions, he largely disregards the structure of the letter itself and instead focuses on

her lack of honesty: “It comes after she has made her farewell as a directly portrayed

character, with her soliloquy (V, 1054–85*), which is more honest.”83 Similarly,

Camargo states that Criseyde’s letter is “not fully comprehensible” without knowledge of

the larger narrative, and he therefore also labels her letter a “shameless dissimulation.”84

Finding “[t]he literal sense of the letter [to be] less important than its affective meaning,”

Camargo concludes that Chaucer included this letter, which has no precedent in Il

Filostrato, in his Troilus and Criseyde “in order to help characterize Criseyde’s

prevarication.”85 Yet the presence of the letter itself in Troilus and Criseyde demands that

we recognize the importance of the literal words of her letter and consequently read it as

a letter, seeking to understand the woman through her text rather than reading our

displeasure with the woman onto her text.

The importance of the literal sense of the “Litera Criseydis” can be grasped only

by understanding the correctness of the letter within its generic context. Whereas Norman

Davis finds Troilus’s letter to be full of formulas common to English letters of this

period, he detects only one in her response, the closing: “And fareth now wel. God have

82 “Letters as a Type,” 87.

83 “Letters as a Type,” 88.

84 Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 52, 78. His critical discussion of her letter is 78–84.

85 Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 79.
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yow in his grace” (5.1631).86 I would suggest that this does not mean that her letter is not

formulaic but rather that it does not have the conventions common to vernacular letters.

The “Litera Criseydis” instead employs the prescriptions for Latin letters, those more

closely governed by the rules of the dictatores. Indeed, John Norton-Smith finds her

letter to be formulaic in its opening and closing: “Criseyde’s letter (ll. 1590–631) also

makes use of an opening formula: ‘I send you health’, and identifies the recipient (but,

significantly, not the writer). . . . The letter ends with the same farewell topos” as did

Troilus’s in the same book.87 Even her brevity is characteristic of the Latin dictaminal

manuals, and her use of proverbs, identified by McKinnell, aligns her with the educated

Latin tradition. We therefore should consider the “Litera Criseydis” in terms of the

Latinate tradition to which it belongs and reconsider those features that would have been

easily recognizable to a Latin-educated reading public familiar with general epistolary

principles, particularly those emphasized at an elementary level in grammar school.

As we have seen, the salutatio is the single most important part of the letter, and

yet Criseyde’s opening has not been fully understood or appreciated, despite critical

attention. In it, she identifies Troilus as the recipient of the letter, as she ought to do, yet

she takes the unusual step of not identifying herself as the writer. While Norton-Smith

claims that this move is significant, he attempts no explanation of why Criseyde crafts

her opening in this manner or even why it is significant that she does so. Curiously, when

86 “Litera Troili,” 240, n. 1.

87 “Chaucer’s Epistolary Style,” 159.
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Troilus and his counterpart in Il Filostrato make similar unconventional maneuvers, they

attract the attention—and sometimes the praise—of the critics. In Troilo’s first letter in Il

Filostrato, according to McKinnell, “Troilo begins by not greeting his lady, saying that

he is too miserable to greet anyone (a good striking salutatio in fact).”88 And of the line

in the “Litera Troilus” when Troilus says he is only “on lyve” (5.1369), Davis comments,

“The point of this line can be seen only by a reader who knows the convention and

expects the customary conclusion,” usually a declaration of the good health of the

writer.89 Yet no one has explained Criseyde’s breaking of dictaminal rules in this manner,

which surely was noticed by Chaucer’s readers who, as Davis acknowledges, knew the

conventions of letter writing.

Criseyde, in fact, consciously transgresses traditional epistolary rules in not one,

but two ways in her salutation; as I will discuss below, she errs both in the placement of

Troilus’s name within the greeting and in the omission of her own. Why would Criseyde,

who has proven herself to be extremely capable of following dictaminal principles, opt to

disregard the standards in the most important part of her letter? I would argue that, rather

than crafting a faulty salutatio as it first appears, she strictly adhered to the instructions of

the dictatores. By comparing her letter to the precepts of the dictaminal manuals, we can

understand the position in which she adroitly and shrewdly places herself in her final

lines in the poem.

88 “Letters as a Type,” 81.

89 “Litera Troili,” 239.
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The first epistolary rule that Criseyde disregards concerns the proper ordering of

names within a salutation. As Guido Faba and many other dictatores prescribe, when a

greater person writes to a lesser person, or when a lesser person writes to a greater

person, the greater person’s name is always placed first as an indication of his or her

higher rank.90 The adherence to this convention was so widespread that Heloise

acknowledged it in a letter to Abelard and rebuked him for the fault in his letter. Abelard

opened his letter, “To Heloise, his dearly beloved sister in Christ, Abelard her brother in

Christ.”91 To him, she responded, “To her only one after Christ, she who is his alone in

Christ” and continued by chiding him:

I am surprised, my only love, that contrary to custom in letter-writing and,
indeed, to the natural order, you have thought to put my name before
yours in the greeting which heads your letter, so that we have woman
before man, wife before husband, handmaid before master, nun before
monk, deaconess before priest and abbess before abbot. Surely the right
and proper order is for those who write to their superiors or equals to put
their names before their own, but in letters to inferiors, precedence in
order of address follows precedence in rank.92

90 “Si maior minori, sive minor maiori, maior persona prefertur” (2.8). For a full
discussion of the complex rules governing the ordering of names in the salutatio
formulas, see Giles Constable, “Structure of Medieval Society.”

91 Letters of Abelard and Heloise, 119.

92 Letters of Abelard and Heloise, 127. He in turn defends himself in his reply: “What
you call the unnatural order of my greeting, if you consider it carefully, was in
accordance with your own view as well as mine. For it is common knowledge, as you
yourself have shown, that in writing to superiors one puts their name first, and you must
realize that you became my superior from the day when you began to be my lady on
becoming the bride of my Lord; . . . By the privilege of your position you are set not only
over your former husband but over every servant of that King” (137–38).
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Chaucer demonstrates his own awareness of this dictaminal precept in the “Litera Troili.”

That Troilus sees himself as the courtly lover, the servant of his lady Criseyde, is evident

from his placement of her name before his own in his salutatio:

Right fresshe flour, whos I ben have and shal,
Withouten part of elleswhere servyse,
With herte, body, lif, lust, thought, and al,
I, woful wyght, in everich humble wise
That tonge telle or herte may devyse,
As ofte as matere occupieth place,
Me recomaunde unto youre noble grace. (5.1317–23)

Troilus acknowledges her superiority by naming Criseyde, his “fresshe flour,” before

himself, the “woful wyght,” demeaned in position as well as by the name he gives

himself.

Following this tradition of courtly love, Criseyde’s response should then begin,

“Criseyde, to her loyal servant Troilus,” reflecting her power over him. However, this is

not the case, for her letter opens by addressing “Cupides sone.” To Camargo, “These

lines [5.1590–96] may be read on one level as courtly convention and as an appropriate

elaboration on the theme of the mutuality of the lovers’ well-being that Troilus stressed in

his letter.”93 And yet her salutatio neither follows courtly convention nor expresses a

mutuality in the lovers’ positions. Instead, it inverts the tradition of courtly love by

making Troilus the superior in the relationship. Given Criseyde’s mastery of letter

writing, this transposition is surely not accidental on her part, or on Chaucer’s.

93 Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 81.
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The opening of Criseyde’s letter with Troilus’s name in the position of the maior

or dominant person in the salutatio provides a biting critique of the courtly love

relationship between Troilus and Criseyde, revealing the power of the male lover and her

subordination as his love object. Troilus, often thought to be an ideal courtly lover,94

objectifies Criseyde, thinking only of his own desires.95 For example, when confronted

with news of Criseyde’s expulsion from Troy, his thoughts immediately jump to his own

sorrow rather than her pain: “Fortune, allas the while! / What have I don? What have I

94 This reading of Troilus as the perfect courtly lover and therefore blameless has been
much repeated. Kittredge finds Troilus’s behavior to be “in complete accord with the
mediæval system” of chivalry (Chaucer and His Poetry, 123); however, he concludes
that the poem ultimately provides a critique of courtly love (143). C. S. Lewis views
Troilus in a similar manner, believing that Chaucer made his poem adhere to the
principles of courtly love as part of his “medievalization” of Il Filostrato; see his “What
Chaucer Really Did.” Richard F. Green finds Troilus to be too extreme in his fulfillment
of the role of the courtly lover; in Green’s reading, Troilus’s integrity prevents him from
being simply inept (“Troilus and the Game of Love,” 211–16). In his 1980 study of
Criseyde, Aers focuses on the inferiority of women in society and fails to recognize the
subordination of women in the courtly love tradition, arguing that Chaucer “was
exploring . . . the contradictions between aristocratic love conventions, in which woman
was an exalted and powerful figure, and the reality in which she was a subordinate being
to be manipulated and made serviceable to men” (Chaucer, Langland, and the Creative
Imagination, 123). Troilus, because of his role as the courtly lover, therefore largely
escapes blame in Aers’s reading: Troilus, “although her male social superior, is a loving
protector willing to leave her identity and status free from domination by him” (126). In
his later reading (1986) in Chaucer, Aers claims that the poem “includes an extensive
critique of the forms of courtly wooing,” yet he continues his praise of Troilus, believing
that he moves beyond courtly love to a relationship based on real love (94–96). In his
discussion of the “Litera Troili,” Camargo, too, finds Troilus innocent: “She became his
feudal overlord and accepted his service in return for the promise to protect and provide
for him. So long as he fulfills his part of the contract, and he has, she is obliged to fulfill
hers” (Middle English Verse Love Epistle, 77). However, Criseyde’s letter demonstrates
that she finds him culpable.

95 Winthrop Wetherbee remarks that “Troilus fails to appreciate her as anything more
than the mirror of his own idealized desire” (“Criseyde Alone,” 319).
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thus agylt? / . . . / Whi wiltow me fro joie thus deprive?” (4.260–61, 269). The

recognition in Criseyde’s salutatio of Troilus’s focus on his own desires can be

connected with the claim she makes in the narratio of the “Litera Criseydis” that Troilus

is thinking only of his own “plesaunce” (5.1608) when he writes to her of his

unhappiness. Moreover, the vulnerable position of the courtly lady, despite the lover’s

duty to protect and serve her, is demonstrated by Troilus’s inaction in the face of

Criseyde’s imminent eviction from Troy; he fails utterly to act on Criseyde’s behalf,

leaving her alone and exposed. The opposing views of Winthrop Wetherbee, who sees

Troilus’s inaction as a “defiance of the laws of chivalric self-display,” and Claudia

Rattazzi Papka, who attributes Troilus’s failure to “an overly literal adherence to a self-

imposed chivalric code that results in his inability to take action and returns Troilus to the

lyric stasis he seems to prefer,” expose the contradictions inherent within the tradition of

courtly love, which superficially encourages masculine prowess yet prizes poetic activity

over physical aggression.96 Therefore, rather than revealing a deficiency in his fulfillment

of the role of courtly lover, Troilus’s ineffectuality exposes the powerlessness of the

courtly lady.97 The salutatio thus reflects the situation enacted by Troilus and Criseyde in

their relationship as courtly lovers, providing an insightful critique of chivalry and

96 Wetherbee, “Criseyde Alone,” 319; Papka “Transgression, the End of Troilus,” 271.

97 Criseyde’s subordination has been addressed by Kara Doyle, who finds Criseyde to be
complicit in her submission because, despite the example of the female speaker of
Antigone’s song, who takes the subject position, Criseyde “consistently takes the object
position in this poem” (“Criseyde Reading, Reading Criseyde,” 78, n. 3).
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aristocratic values. Thus, what seems like a violation of epistolary convention is actually

an astute application of dictaminal rules.

The inversion of the names of the lovers in Criseyde’s salutatio is not the

opening’s only apparent challenge to epistolary conventions. Even more striking is the

fact that she fails to name herself at all. Again, by turning to the teachings of the

dictatores, we are able to witness the reasoning behind her choice and acknowledge the

deftness of her craft. For although the salutation is the most important part of the letter,

there are extreme circumstances in which one is permitted to omit the name of either the

sender or the recipient. The first justification for this unusual step involves fear on the

part of the sender. The anonymous writer of Bologna indicates that “the Salutation is

sometimes left unsaid out of fear, as in Sallust: ‘Who I am you will learn from what is

being said to you.’”98 By omitting her name, Criseyde, therefore, wordlessly substantiates

the fear she mentions later in her letter: “But whi, lest that this lettre founden were, / No

mencioun ne make I now, for feere” (5.1602–03). Such a motivation clearly makes sense,

given her position within the Greek camp, and Criseyde’s fear throughout the poem has

long been noted in the critical tradition.99 The form of the letter thus further confirms the

extent of Criseyde’s fear as a motivating factor in her behavior.

While this explanation fits Criseyde’s situation, there is a more significant reason

for her omission. For if fear of discovery were the only reason for leaving her name out

98 Anonymous of Bologna, “Principles of Letter-Writing,” 20.

99 Criseyde’s fear was first addressed by C. S. Lewis, who calls it her “ruling passion”;
see Allegory of Love, here 185.
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of the epistolary equation, the final subscription, “La vostre C.,” whether authorial or

scribal, gives her away, as annotators surely recognized.100 While the dictatores give no

other reasons for omitting the name of the sender, they do specify reasons for failing to

name the recipient. As Guido Faba indicates, certain people—including Jews, Saracens,

and those who have been excommunicated—ought not to be greeted in letters. Thomas of

Capua, in his thirteenth-century ars dictaminis, agrees that excommunicates and enemies

should not be addressed in a salutatio.101 Troilus, obviously, does not fit into any of these

classifications. But Criseyde recognizes that she does, that she is now in the position of

an outsider, one who has, in essence, been excommunicated. Through the exchange the

Trojans enact with the Greeks, Criseyde is cast from Troy itself, from her affair with

Troilus, and from Trojan society.102 She is, in these terms, no longer worthy to name

100 Pugh criticizes Criseyde’s claims of fear for this very reason: “this ostensible
motivation makes no sense at all because the letter itself breaks the game’s rule of
secrecy. Her goal in not stating the reason for her delay is supposedly to hide their
relationship from others, but the first stanza of the letter, in which she describes their
relationship so openly, . . . reveals what she ostensibly desires to hide. Criseyde’s letter
by its very existence exposes her relationship with Troilus, and thus her refusal to state
why she will not return suggests that it is because she does not want to come back to
him” (“Christian Revelation,” 389). Pugh does not take into account that Criseyde does
not, in fact, name herself in the stanza containing her salutatio.

101 “Item nota quod non salutantur excommunicati, Saraceni, Iudei, vel Patareni,
cuiuscumque secte fuerint dum tamen catholicam non sapiant puritatem” (2.62). See also
Faulhaber, “Summa dictaminis of Guido Faba,” 97. For Thomas of Capua, see Constable,
“Structure of Medieval Society,” 259.

102 Faba’s precepts also state that you should not greet those who are clearly your
enemies, unless it is to send them grief: “Item non salutantur inimici manifesti, ut dictum
est, sed aliquid ponitur salutationi contrarium.” His example states: “G. Dei gratia comes
Panici D. solo nomine comiti de Casalecclo pro salute merorem” (2.62). Although
Criseyde’s position among the Greeks does make her the natural enemy of the Trojans,
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herself to Troilus, for she has become other to him. Rather than failing to address

someone who falls into the category of outsiders, she here turns yet another epistolary

convention on its head and deems herself unworthy to be addressed. Criseyde’s

profession of her status as an outsider continues in Robert Henryson’s epilogue to her

story, The Testament of Cresseid. As she bewails her fate in the temple of Venus and

Cupid, she calls herself “ane vnworthie outwaill” and an “abiect odious” (129, 133).103

These two terms for “outcast” reinforce the characterization she addresses in her earlier

salutatio.

Yet, rather than seeing Criseyde’s salutatio as a mere reflection of the position of

the courtly lovers or even as an acceptance of the actions of her fellow Trojans in trading

her to the Greeks, we need to remember that these are her words. While the Trojans have

thrown her out, she does, at least theoretically, have the option to return, as Troilus

frequently reminds her. But, with the “Litera Criseydis,” she cuts herself off from the

possibility of return and also from further communication. Therefore, rather than

demonstrating a passive resignation to her fate, this written text performs Criseyde’s self-

her tone does not betray any animosity toward Troilus nor indicate that she sees him as
her adversary. Yet the “torment,” “drede,” and “destresse” she claims for herself place
her in the role of his enemy, as if he desires these torments for her. Indeed, she states in
the narratio that Troilus’s letter has brought her grief: “Grevous to me, God woot, is
youre unreste” (5.1604). That she believes he sees her as an enemy is further reflected in
her petitio, in which she begs him to be her friends always. That she is not his enemy is
apparent from her assurance: “For trewely, while that my lif may dure, / As for a frend ye
may in me assure” (5.1623–24).

103 Parenthetical citations to The Testament of Cresseid refer to the line numbers of Fox’s
edition.
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excommunication from the religion of courtly love. Criseyde, essentially, makes herself

unable to be read by Troilus, who has been attempting to understand her as a text

throughout the poem. For example, when the lovers first consummate their relationship at

Pandarus’s house, Troilus tells her that her eyes are hard to read:

This Troilus ful ofte hire eyen two
Gan for to kisse, and seyde, “O eyen clere,
It weren ye that wroughte me swich wo,
Ye humble nettes of my lady deere!
Though ther be mercy writen in youre cheere,
God woot, the text ful hard is, soth, to fynde!
How koude ye withouten bond me bynde?” (3.1352–58)

Although he finds Criseyde’s eyes to be merciful, Troilus admits that reading the entire

text written there—reading Criseyde herself, even as he embraces her—is challenging for

him. In addition, Martha Dana Rust argues that Troilus’s attempt to read Criseyde’s first

letter is really a struggle to read her body; by describing her letter as “al this blake”

(2.1320), Pandarus, according to Rust, invites an association between the ink on the page

and Criseyde’s black widow’s garments.104 Troilus is incapable of reading Criseyde in

this first letter as well, feeling that “Al covered she tho wordes under sheld,” making their

meaning unintelligible to him (2.1327). At the end of the poem, then, Criseyde in the

“Litera Criseydis” ensures that she is unreadable. She refuses to submit to his attempts at

penetration.105 The effectiveness of her action is evident from Troilus’s response to it.

104 “‘Le Vostre C.,’” 116.

105 Thus, while Pugh believes that Criseyde continues to play the game of courtly love
after being traded to the Greeks, moving “from player to gamemaster, [which] allows her
to maintain sovereignty over herself and to struggle for her survival when Fortune’s
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When given her letter, he “thoughte [it] al straunge” (5.1632). I would argue that

Chaucer’s use of “straunge” here indicates not just that her letter is abnormal, out of

character, but also relies on the definition of “straunge” as foreign, from elsewhere.

Through the careful crafting of her salutatio, Criseyde makes herself a stranger to him.

Criseyde’s act does not merely separate herself from Troilus. She has made

herself unreadable to anyone, including Pandarus, the narrator, and even the poem’s

audience. Critics have long acted the part of Criseyde’s courtly lover, attempting to read

and master her consciousness.106 Donald R. Howard believes that, in Book 2.596–931,

“the reader is allowed to participate in Criseyde’s mental life”; here Chaucer “does what

few men have ever done in literature or life—he sees into the mind of a woman.”107

Similarly, Mark Lambert believes that the reader is taught at the beginning of Troilus and

Criseyde to think like Criseyde: “in the first half of Chaucer’s poem, that is from the

opening through the end of Book III, the reader’s experience is in fact more interestingly

wheel turns” (“Christian Revelation,” 387), I see her as withdrawing from the game
altogether, refusing to play. Indeed, in her withdrawal from the game, she shows how
unsatisfactory courtly love really is.

106 The view that the text allows us to see into Criseyde’s consciousness is a common
one. For example, Aers sees the poem as “a complex and delicate exploration of female
consciousness immersed in a society organised by men”; see his Chaucer, 94. Derek
Pearsall, too, examines several passages, including 2.449–62 and 2.652, in which, he
claims, we are able to see into Criseyde’s thoughts: “What is being enacted, through
syntax, is the process by means of which Criseyde exercises her will, makes a choice,
without acknowledging that she is doing anything of the sort, and while preserving her
image of herself as the more or less passive instrument of forces greater than herself”
(“Criseyde’s Choices,” 19).

107 “Experience, Language, and Consciousness,” 160, 161. Pagination is to Barney’s
edition.
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like Criseyde’s than like Troilus’s.”108 Tellingly, all of these examples come from the

earlier parts of the poem. The critics, albeit with differing explanations for their failings,

cannot see into Criseyde’s mind at the end of the poem. Howard admits,

I can explain no better than this why she prefers Diomede, whom I scorn,
to Troilus, whom I like. All the same, I feel I do know why she forsook
Troilus. . . . And I know this because for a little while, for a space of some
four hundred or more lines in Book II, I have been Criseyde, have
experienced the world as she experienced it, have had my mind and being
subsumed in hers. And having had that experience I can never shake it off.
Chaucer thus gives his reader the ability to understand her falseness, but it
is not the kind of understanding that results from distance. On the
contrary, because we understand through empathy, through entering her
mind, our understanding results from her closeness. We get not a clear
overview of her conduct but the muddled sense we might have of such a
choice if it had been our own.109

And yet, as he confesses, Howard does not know why she prefers Diomede; he no longer

shares the “closeness” that being able to read her mind afforded him and thus cannot

share her feelings for her Greek lover as he did for the Trojan prince. Lambert, too, loses

Criseyde at the end of the poem, as the title of his article, “Troilus, Books I–III: A

Criseydan Reading,” suggests in its omission of the final two books of the work. For him,

the fault lies with Criseyde herself: “She is charming, and her mind is quick where his is

slow and weighty; but finally it matters that Criseyde’s is a smaller soul than Troilus’s.

He can bear pressures which she cannot; he thinks more important thoughts than she

108 “Troilus, Books I–III,” 105. For example, he finds that “Changes tend to blur in the
reader’s mind, just as they surely ought to blur for someone like Criseyde, a timid widow
who is to become a hero’s lady” (118–19).

109 “Experience, Language, and Consciousness,” 177.
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does. And again, it is Troilus whose experience in the work as a whole represents our

experience in the world.”110 Despite his belief that Chaucer invited the reader to

experience the poem through Criseyde, Lambert ultimately decides that Chaucer wants

his reader to see through Troilus’s eyes instead at the end, an unsatisfying explanation,

given that, according to critics, Criseyde’s consciousness is on display for more than half

of the poem.

What happens at the moment that she writes the “Litera Criseydis” is that

Criseyde turns away from the critics, just as she has done to Troilus and the other

Trojans. At this moment in the text, Criseyde closes down the critical conversation

surrounding her. In a telling demonstration of this phenomenon, Deborah Everhart sets

out to examine all of Criseyde’s first-person speeches in the poem but makes no attempt

to read Book 5. At this point, Everhart claims, Criseyde’s voice is “lost” in “the re-

inscriptions of masculine narrators and authors and critics who rebel against her decision

to love Diomede.”111 Everhart’s refusal to read this portion of the poem is not justifiable,

given that the “Litera Criseydis” is perhaps the most unmediated communication of

Criseyde’s voice in the poem, for the words in her letter were, by their generic qualities,

designed to make the absent one present to the reader. At this place in the text where

Criseyde is given the power of authorship, we should be paying even closer attention to

her words. Our inability to understand Criseyde, to read her, at this moment is not caused

110 “Troilus, Books I–III,” 122.

111 “Criseyde through Her Own Eyes,” 41.
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by male interference but by Criseyde’s withdrawal from our focus, accomplished by her

self-excommunication.

In her denial to be read, Criseyde enrages those who have tried to master her

consciousness. Despite his belief that Chaucer meant for readers to love Criseyde, C. S.

Lewis denounces her betrayal as “rank” and “unpardonable” and her letter as

“abominable.”112 Similarly, although famously considering himself among “those of us

who love Criseide,” E. Talbot Donaldson by the end of the poem finds it “sensible to

hate” Criseyde because she has betrayed him; he condemns her as the writer of “one of

the most poisonously hypocritical letters in the annals of literature” and recognizes that

he fails to understand her.113 While the motivation behind these drastic transformations is

Criseyde’s betrayal of Troilus, the critics behave as if she has “falsed” them. Their anger

stems from the fact that this moment of seeming inaction—Criseyde’s appearance in an

unreadable letter—is the moment of her most significant action. As the “extreme instance

of the passive woman,” as Gretchen Mieszkowski reads her, Criseyde is the

quintessentially appealing woman of Western Culture, “magically attractive” to men,

including male Chaucerians.114 But this view of Criseyde needs to account for the shift

that occurs with the writing of the “Litera Criseydis,” the moment of Criseyde’s strongest

action, through which she has made herself extremely difficult to read. Calling the “style

112 Allegory of Love, 184, 189.

113 Speaking of Chaucer, 71, 83, 82, 83.

114 “Chaucer’s Much Loved Criseyde,” 129. Faulting Criseyde for her inaction
throughout the poem, Mieszkowski finds, “Criseyde is never shown making a plan and
carrying it out or giving her word and honoring her commitment to it” (109).
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of her letter . . . as weak and false as the content,” Mieszkowski sees “no wit or

cleverness or other sign of intellectual strength in it” but “ineffectual little

whimperings.”115 Yet, as we have seen, Criseyde’s use of dictaminal principles and

Latinate traditions are masterful. If the letter were merely another example of Criseyde’s

ineffectuality, it would not explain why Criseyde becomes so unattractive to her former

admirers at this point in the poem. What causes their repulsion—what for Henryson was

so revolting that he rewrote her as a leper—is her ultimate refusal to remain the passive

woman and her writing of her own fate. With this letter, then, Criseyde confounds and

even angers the critics because she has excommunicated herself, removing herself from

their penetrating gaze.

Through her refusal to name herself in her letter, Criseyde successfully evades

Troilus and all others who would attempt to read and control her. Analyzing the attempts

of the voices both within Troilus and Criseyde and outside of the narrative to grasp the

unstable woman in the text, Carolyn Dinshaw finds:

Masculine reading in Troilus and Criseyde is dominated at last by a desire
to contain instability, carnal appetite—those things that . . . medieval
writers (and their descendants, modern critics) associate with femina. The
narrator, Pandarus, and Troilus, too, all characterized as readers of
feminine texts, turn away at last from the disruptive feminine toward
orderly, hierarchical visions of divine love in which desire is finally put to
rest. Such efforts at containment, Chaucer shows in the poem, are urgent
emotional responses to the rough disillusionments of carnal involvement,
of involvement with the feminine.116

115 “Chaucer’s Much Loved Criseyde,” 129.

116 Chaucer’s Sexual Poetics, 39.
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While Dinshaw’s belief that Chaucer’s male characters and readers turn away from the

feminine has been the prevailing viewpoint in readings of the ending of Troilus and

Criseyde,117 by considering Criseyde’s letter, we see that she instead forces the male to

turn away from her. It is her action that causes their dismissal of her, not their

abandonment of their efforts to control her. Criseyde ruptures their attempts to read like a

man by withdrawing, rendering impossible what Dinshaw calls “a single, solid, univalent

meaning firmly fixed in a hierarchical moral structure” without contradictions or

disorder.118 Criseyde refuses to be contained by those who seek to fix her indeterminacy.

By reading the “Litera Criseydis” with the understanding that would have been

shared among those in Chaucer’s audience—those with the generic awareness of the

grammar school classroom—we thus are able to determine Criseyde’s “entente” in her

often quoted yet little understood words, “Th’entente is al, and nat the lettres space”

(5.1630). Labeled a “desperate and self-justifying simplification” by Monica McAlpine,

the intelligibility of these lines has been questioned repeatedly.119 Even Elizabeth

Archibald, who considers every appearance of the word “entente” in Troilus and

Criseyde, fails to account adequately for Criseyde’s use of the word in her letter; she

concludes that Criseyde “seems to be retreating into a subjective and incommunicable

117 Dinshaw is not alone in this assumption. Vitto and Marzec write that “Troilus and
Pandarus turn away from her” at the end (“Introduction,” 3). Wetherbee makes the same
claim of the narrator, believing that he “must turn away his gaze [from Criseyde] in order
to become free” (“Criseyde Alone,” 301).

118 Chaucer’s Sexual Poetics, 51.

119 Genre of Troilus and Criseyde, 212.
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interpretation of ‘entente,’” by which “she damns herself.”120 Disagreeing that Criseyde’s

words indicate a retreat yet keeping sight of the fact that this line is part of a letter, Rust

instead reads this maxim as a signal that Criseyde recognizes that her “entente” might be

lost as the letter is interpreted by men.121

By incorporating an understanding of dictaminal principles into a reading of this

letter, we can see that Criseyde’s words are neither unintelligible nor at risk of being

masked by the mediation of groups of men. Criseyde veils her own “entente”: to become

unreadable. She slides out of the text, out of the realm of the written, by

excommunicating herself so that she cannot be controlled and her meaning cannot be

fixed. That we witness Troilus attempting to read her letter rather than Criseyde writing it

indicates the degree to which she has accomplished her intentions. Earlier, in Book 2,

Criseyde withdraws into her closet to write her first letter to Troilus. In this passage,

according to Sarah Stanbury,

Chaucer’s spatial mapping visualizes quite precisely the fragility of
Criseyde’s chosen walls, and presents space as a zone of contested control,
women’s privacy in the house centering questions of control over
women’s bodies. Pandarus’s presence outside her closet is profoundly
coercive—the weight of a masculine, even a public will that traffics in
women. Criseyde’s very choice to seek a secluded space structures that
space . . . oppositionally. The walled room figures an autonomous and
unfettered self; the exterior figures an intrusive public.122

120 “Declarations of ‘Entente,’” 208.

121 “‘Le Vostre C.,’” 134.

122 “Women’s Letters,” 282.
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The escape that Criseyde could not accomplish by physically leaving the room to craft

her first letter is brought to fruition through the verbal, textual representation of her final

epistle.

With the awareness of the function of the “Litera Criseydis” in the larger narrative

of Troilus and Criseyde, gained by understanding how this part of the poem functions as

a letter, we are able to return to the question with which this chapter began: what legacy

does Criseyde leave for herself in the poem? After Troilus reads her letter, he gradually

comes to understand that Criseyde will not be returning to him. Finally faced with the

evidence of Criseyde’s falseness, his brooch pinned to Diomede’s tunic, Troilus turns to

revenge upon the Greeks. Although he does not slay Diomede as he had hoped, he

performs many worthy deeds in battle before himself dying at the hand of Achilles. His

“lighte goost” (5.1808) soars to the eighth sphere, from whence he views the earth.

Realizing the vanity and futility of this world and the harmony of the heavens, Troilus

laughs at those who weep for him and condemns those who pursue earthly pleasures

rather than the redemption of heaven. Mercury then sends him to his final dwelling place.

Troilus’s unhappy end, at first glance, makes Criseyde’s self-excommunication

still seem a betrayal of Troilus, and a particularly cruel one at that, for she leaves Troilus

confused and broken-hearted, which ultimately leads to his death. At the end of the poem,

Criseyde, for many readers, therefore becomes a symbol of the fallibility of earthly

attachments. Criseyde, for Mieszkowski, is another Eve tempting “man into substituting

her fallible, temporal, fickle love for the true love of God and a life beyond life which
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will not fail.”123 Agreeing, Tison Pugh believes that “Criseyde serves as a fallen image,

an earthly prefiguring of heavenly love,” which “one can—as Troilus does—learn to

laugh at.”124 These readings of Criseyde as a symbol of earthly transience, however, can

be revised by considering what Criseyde has done to herself by taking up the pen.

Exploring the conflicted position of woman as author, Susan Gubar explains that “the

creation of female art feels like the destruction of the female body.”125 For Criseyde to

write her “Litera Criseydis,” she has to destroy herself, as she has done by writing herself

out of the story. The act of literary creation therefore is not merely an act of

excommunication but more importantly an act of self-sacrifice. What then does

Criseyde’s sacrifice mean for Troilus and for the end of Troilus and Criseyde?

To answer that question, we must consider the afterlife offered to Troilus by the

poem; even if he has lost Criseyde, Troilus, in Pugh’s words, “wins the true game of life

and knowledge.”126 Yet Troilus’s apotheosis is a deeply unsatisfactory moment in the text

for several reasons.127 The heaven to which he ascends is painted as a Christian heaven,

despite the fact that Troilus is a pagan. As Papka explains, by omitting the definite article

in his reference to “the pleyn felicite / That is in hevene above” (5.1818–19), Chaucer

123 “Chaucer’s Much Loved Criseyde,” 130.

124 “Christian Revelation,” 395.

125 “‘The Blank Page’ and the Issues of Female Creativity,” 86.

126 “Christian Revelation,” 395.

127 Papka’s “Transgression, the End of Troilus” provides a useful overview of the critical
discomfort with his fate.
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evokes “a potentially more Christian formulation” than the general heavens.128

Furthermore, Chaucer implicates his Christian audience in the next stanza as Troilus

“dampned al oure werk that foloweth so / The blynde lust, the which that may nat laste, /

And sholden al oure herte on heven caste” (5.1823–25); by imploring readers to turn their

hearts to heaven, Chaucer imbues the pagan Troilus with a knowledge of a Christian

afterlife. That Chaucer offers such an understanding to a pagan necessarily excluded from

Christian salvation problematizes the moral offered through the poem. Furthermore, as

Pugh notes, Troilus has done nothing to deserve divine revelation: “It is an arbitrary,

rather than an earned, victory, as Troilus does nothing to merit his reward. His apotheosis

is the result of some arbitrariness in Christianity that privileges this sinful man rather than

the sinful woman or panderer.”129 Troilus has been granted, seemingly without

explanation, not only a privileged end but a Christian afterlife.

Yet it is Criseyde, through her rejection of Troilus, who not only causes his death

but also enables his apotheosis both by acting as the impetus for his rejection of the world

and by excommunicating herself from the religion of courtly love.130 By refusing to stand

as the figure of Troilus’s veneration, Criseyde opens a space for a new object of worship,

128 “Transgression, the End of Troilus,” 273.

129 “Christian Revelation,” 396. Pugh finds Troilus’s laughter at the world to indicate that
he will be “true to the Eternal Truth that Christ represents in the religious thematics of the
poem” (395).

130 Gayle Margherita is among the few critics who acknowledge that Criseyde makes
Troilus’s ascension possible: “her ‘chaungyng’—as exchange and metamorphosis—
allows Troilus to ascend to the eighth sphere, and thereby to assume the position of
specular exteriority that he was denied in the romance proper” (Romance of Origins,
120).
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making possible Troilus’s turn to Christianity at the end of the poem. Furthermore, when

we consider that the act of literary creation necessitated a destruction of her own body,

we can see that the heaven offered to Troilus comes at the price of Criseyde’s self-

sacrifice. While he has done nothing to earn his fate, salvation is granted to the unworthy

pagan through the immolation of a woman.

The composition of this letter, mere words on a page, is not only Criseyde’s final

but also her most effective action in the poem. Through it, her “entente” has been

achieved. She succeeds in removing herself from our view, in refusing to be controlled.

Moreover, in her self-destruction, she ensures Troilus’s salvation. Thus, through this

deliberate addition to the story he found in Il Filostrato, Chaucer demonstrates the

possibility for female action through seeming inaction and passivity and provides an

alternative to the vulnerable position of the lady in the courtly love relationship. He also

encourages us to read like Criseyde, which, as Dinshaw demonstrates, “keeps the whole

in view—every word of it,” even when the words themselves are not what we want them

to be.131 In depicting these ideas, Chaucer illustrates the potential of the letter, its ability

to redefine relationships and speak for one who is absent, lessons engrained in the minds

of his classmates during their grammar school days.

131 Chaucer’s Sexual Poetics, 55.
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Chapter 3: Reading Society, Writing Selves:
Education and Authorship in The Book of Margery Kempe

In Chapter 2, I considered the rhetorical training taught through the literary works

read in late medieval grammar schools and then read a formulaic set piece, the “Litera

Criseydis” of Troilus and Criseyde, anew with the classroom’s awareness of dictaminal

conventions. It is, perhaps, not surprising to find the schoolroom’s influence on this

work, both because the elements of a formal letter operate according to precise rules

prescribed through school instruction and because the poems of Chaucer are known to be

imbued with the art of rhetoric. We now turn from the writing of a fictional woman to the

literary efforts of a historical one. In this chapter, I show that acknowledging the lessons

of the schoolbooks enables us to recognize education’s pervasive influence, even on

vernacular literature that initially may seem to be far from the reaches of rhetoric. That

the Latin literature of the classroom taught rules for external behavior is obvious from a

perusal of the schoolbooks’ subjects. Because these lessons are presented in the context

of a discussion of social classes, they offer more sophisticated lessons that we have yet to

acknowledge. This instruction, as I will demonstrate, gave students a more nuanced

understanding of self presentation and the impetus for self promotion. These teachings

coalesce in a work often thought to be artless, The Book of Margery Kempe. Appreciating

the role that education plays in the presentation of Margery Kempe facilitates a reading of

The Book that unifies the perceived divisions threatening the integrity of both the

character and the work.
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In medieval England, members of the clergy, among the most educated members

of society, were separated from the world because of their vocation; this division between

the spiritual and the worldly was so comprehensive that it encompassed even matters of

criminal law. In a practice known as Benefit of Clergy, those in Holy Orders who were

charged with committing most crimes were exempt from the punishment of royal courts

and instead were tried in ecclesiastical courts, usually resulting in far less severe

judgments. Even in Anglo-Saxon England, offending clerks could be handed over to the

bishop, and from at least the reign of Henry I, the differentiation of the royal and

ecclesiastical jurisdictions was solidified; those in Holy Orders—monks, nuns, and

ordained clerks—were able to claim Benefit of Clergy to escape royal prosecution,

instead being claimed by the bishop for judgment in the ecclesiastical court.1 In 1350, the

statute Pro clero extended the Benefit of Clergy to secular clerks as well, and, around the

same time, a shift in the right to determine who could claim the privilege occurred,

relocating the prerogative from the bishop to the royal court.2 Because the lay court had

no proof of the clerical status of the accused, they devised a test of qualification: those

who could read Latin were assumed to be clerks and thus were eligible to claim Benefit

1 For examples of Anglo-Saxon laws regarding the division of the courts, see Gabel,
Benefit of Clergy, 9–10. She presents a brief history of the Benefit of Clergy through the
reign of Henry II; see her Chapter 1, 7–29.

2 Holdsworth, History of English Law, 297. His discussion of Benefit of Clergy is 293–
302.
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of Clergy.3 Although any passage from the Psalter could be selected by the court for the

test, Psalm 50 (according to the Vulgate numbering) was chosen so often that it came to

be known as the “neck verse.” It is to this reading test that Langland refers in Piers

Plowman, although he quotes Psalm 15:5:

Wel may þe barn blesse þat hym to book sette,
That lyuynge after lettrure saued hym lif and soule.
Dominus pars hereditatis mee is a murye verset
That haþ take fro Tybourne twenty stronge þeues,
Ther lewed þeues ben lolled vp; loke how þei be saued! (B.12.187–91)

The reading examination, used to verify clerical status until it was revoked in 1705,4

greatly extended the privilege because of the concurrent rise in education. As Langland

recognizes, literacy thus spares the lives of some prisoners who otherwise would be

convicted of crimes. Many who were neither secular nor religious clergy yet had been

trained in the grammar schools were able to escape royal prosecution because of their

ability to read. The jail delivery records from the last two decades of the fourteenth

century listing the occupations of clerical prisoners, all of whom had passed the literacy

test, present a wide variety of secular tradesmen: “mercer,” “taillour,” “spicer,”

“fysshemonger,” “hosyer,” “smyth,” “fysher,” “shipman,” “chapman,” “yoman,”

3 Holdsworth, History of English Law, 298. From the reign of Henry III, the sign of
eligibility for claiming Benefit of Clergy was the first tonsure. According to Gabel,
among the complications of judgment based on this criterion was that one could be
“tonsured” in prison (Benefit of Clergy, 63–64). For a colorful account of the gradual
extension of the Benefit of Clergy and cases involving the reading test, see her Chapter 3,
62–91.

4 Holdsworth, History of English Law, 300.
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“bucher,” “husbandmen,” “masun,” “webster,” “couper,” “vestmentmaker,” and laborer.5

In its most visible manifestation, therefore, education enabled the learned to claim a legal

privilege withheld from the rest of society, often literally saving their lives.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the distinguishing marks of education

extend beyond the Benefit of Clergy. Education, it is understood, improves one’s

character. For instance, in Thomas Hoccleve’s The Regement of Princes, before the old

man attempts to cure the ailments of the character Hoccleve, he asks, “‘Art þou aght

lettred?’”, to which Hoccleve replies, “‘ya,’ quod I, ‘som dele.’” (150).6 The old man

then responds:

Blissed be god! þan hope I, by seint Gyle,
Þat god to þe þi wit schal reconsyle,
Which þat me þinkeþ is fer fro þe went,
Þorgh þe assent of þi greuouse turment.
Lettered folk han gretter discrecioun,
And bet conceyue konne a mannes saw,
And raþer wole applie to resoun,
And from folye soner hem with-draw,
Þan he þat noþer reson can, ne law,
Ne lerned haþ no maner of lettrure. (151–60)

Education thus does not simply give the student the ability to read Latin or an

understanding of rhetoric and poetics. It changes the way the individual thinks, making

him more able to distinguish between right and wrong (“han gretter discrecioun”), more

5 Gabel, Benefit of Clergy, 81. It is possible, of course, that the literacy of some of these
men was sufficient to pass the test but would not qualify as functional literacy.

6 Parenthetical citations refer to line numbers from Frederick J. Furnivall’s edition of
Hoccleve’s Regement of Princes. I follow critical tradition in calling the speaker of the
poem Hoccleve.
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perceptive (“bet conceyue konne”), and more ethical (“from folye soner hem with-

draw”). The educated man, then, behaves better and has a better chance of staying on the

straight and narrow. The ideology of the classroom, rather than one’s inborn nature or

even religious fervor, keeps one from vice. Such an education is expected for someone

like Hoccleve, employed by the Office of the Privy Seal. Yet given the pervasiveness of

grammar school education in late medieval England, the signs of education, of “lettrure,”

reveal themselves in unlikely places.

Like Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, Margery Kempe is famously illiterate. Both

Margery and her scribe suggest her ignorance throughout The Book of Margery Kempe.

The amanuensis tells the reader that Margery, “not lettryd,” had been given by God

“witte & wisdom to answeryn so many lernyd men wyth-owtyn velani or blame” (128).7

Indeed, Margery’s words and actions testify to the scribe’s judgment of her education. At

the time of her imprisonment in Leicester, she is questioned in Latin by the steward of the

earl, to whom she replies, “‘Spekyth Englysch, yf ȝow lyketh, for I vndyrstonde not what 

ȝe sey’” (113), denying knowledge of the clerical tongue. She later claims to have 

obtained her “‘cunnyng’” from the Holy Ghost, as opposed to the men of Lincoln, who

“‘han gon to scole many ȝerys’” (135). Additionally, she demonstrates her illiteracy 

through her employment of others to read and write for her: she twice has letters written

7 The Book of Margery Kempe has been edited three times: by Sanford Brown Meech and
Hope Emily Allen for the EETS, by Lynn Staley for TEAMS, and by Barry Windeatt in a
Longman edition. Citations refer to page numbers from Meech and Allen’s edition. In
differentiating between Margery Kempe the character who appears in The Book and
Margery Kempe the author, I follow the example of Staley, who refers to the character as
Margery and the author as Kempe. See Margery Kempe’s Dissenting Fictions, 3.
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for her (45, 111), is read to for seven or eight years by a priest who loved her (143), and

is shown her name in the Book of Life by an angel (207). Perhaps most significantly, she

has scribes write her autobiography, even requiring the second scribe to read the poorly

written draft left by the first German scribe.

Nearly every modern reader of The Book of Margery Kempe takes The Book at its

word in this case. Considering Kempe’s role in the revision by the second amanuensis in

his introduction to the earliest edition of The Book, Sanford Brown Meech presumes that

she relied upon the scribe to spell the words and to read the work to her because she was

unable to do either: “Margery Kempe, no doubt, saw to it that the result of this revision as

read to her was satisfactory, as far as content was concerned. She could not have

criticized the spelling, as she was apparently illiterate.”8 Kempe’s illiteracy also weaves

its way throughout Clarissa W. Atkinson’s book-length study of The Book, which

mentions Kempe’s lack of education at least six times.9 Repeating the state of Margery’s

illiteracy has since become a truism, trotted out even when irrelevant to the critical

8 See his edition of The Book of Margery Kempe, ix. Hope Emily Allen also mentions
Kempe’s illiteracy in the Addenda to her Prefatory Note of the same volume (lxiv).

9 Atkinson, in Mystic and Pilgrim, calls Kempe “illiterate” at least three times (13, 21,
25) and further states that “the author could not read or write” (18). Her illiteracy also is
mentioned in terms of her lack of education and as confirmation of the popularity of lay
piety: “Her education is not described; we assume that she had none from books, except
what she heard in church, until she found a priest to read to her in later life” (91). “Her
style of prayer was a direct and conventional response to the instruction of respected
medieval authorities on the spiritual life. Because Margery could not read such
instructions, her book serves as evidence of the permeation of these teachings throughout
fifteenth-century piety” (218).
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conversation.10 Nearly all scholarship produced since these foundational works relies

upon the assumption that Margery Kempe is unschooled, a woman set apart from this

traditional system of imparting masculine authority. Yet the very same scholars who

promote the idea of Kempe’s illiteracy frequently are surprised by her lack of education,

recognizing that a woman of her position, the daughter of the mayor of Lynn, ought to

have gone to school:

The men of such [merchant] families were supposed to live like
“gentlemen,” and to acquire at least the rudiments of a bookish education.
. . . their sons went to school and learned at least a little Latin. It is never
safe to assume that the “daughters of educated men” share the experiences
of their brothers, but Margery’s illiteracy is still somewhat surprising. By
the late fourteenth century, the women of such households usually learned
at least how to read and write.11

Her failure to attend school has been attributed to the defiance she exhibits throughout

her Book. As Anthony Goodman criticizes, “Brunham [Margery Kempe’s father] in his

advanced years probably knew and grieved about some of his daughter’s social failures.

Indeed, they may have compounded earlier acts of disobedience to him and her mother—

the habit of defiance was deeply ingrained in Margery.”12 Unlike Goodman, critics

favorable to Kempe seem to delight in what they perceive as the independent streak that

caused her to reject conformation to the education of the patriarchy. In Atkinson’s

10 For example, Robert C. Ross raises the subject of her illiteracy before declaring, “The
issue for my purposes is in fact moot.” See “Oral Life, Written Text,” 234, n. 21.

11 Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 79.

12 “Piety of John Brunham’s Daughter,” 352.
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positive assessment, “Margery Kempe may have been a rebel even in youth.”13 Thus,

Kempe’s early demonstration of her individualistic nature sets the pattern that scholars

see the ungovernable and uncontainable woman following throughout her life, keeping

outside of patriarchal norms.

Yet much of The Book refutes the scribe’s claim that Kempe is “not lettryd,”

presenting far more evidence that she can read both English and Latin. Significantly,

Christ himself says she can read: “‘I haue oftyn seyd on-to þe þat wheþyr þu preyist wyth

þi mowth er thynkist wyth thyn hert, wheþyr þu redist er herist redyng, I wil be plesyd

wyth þe’” (218). Christ’s distinction between reading and hearing reading indicates that

Margery both reads to herself and has others read to her. Margery demonstrates her

literacy when she is struck by a stone and beam in the Church of St. Margaret in Lynn; at

the time of the accident, she is described as having “hir boke in hir hand” (21). Holding a

book in church suggests that she is able to refer to it as she hears mass. Her learning

appears not to be limited to the vernacular, for The Book contains snippets of Latin:

Margery speaks the phrase “‘Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini’” whenever she sees

angels flying about her (88)14; explicates her understanding of the phrase “‘Crescite &

multiplicamini’” to a great clerk in York (121); hears Jesus in visions say “‘Ego sum’”

(189) and “‘Salue sancta parens’” (196); and, most tellingly, on the road from Wilsnack

13 Mystic and Pilgrim, 79.

14 The ordering of this detail in the Book suggests that this sign began in Rome, but its
placement in this chapter may be arbitrary rather than chronological since Margery does
not identify the beginning of this phenomenon with a specific place.
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to Aachen defends her weeping using Latin verses from Psalms: “‘Qui seminant in

lacrimis’ & cetera ‘euntes ibant & flebant’ & cetera, & swech oþer” (235). Margery’s

ability to understand spoken Latin has been demonstrated by Melissa Furrow, one of the

few scholars to take Margery’s Latinity seriously. According to Furrow, because of the

threat of the accusation of Lollardy, it is likely Margery was read to in Latin rather than

English, and the German priest who acted as her confessor in Rome probably spoke to

her in Latin.15 Margery’s literacy and her comfort with speaking and comprehending

Latin indicate education in the texts of the grammar school, not simply a reading

knowledge of the vernacular.

An understanding of written and spoken Latin is not the only indication that

Kempe obtained an eduction in grammar, either at school or privately, in her youth. Her

contemporaries portray her as capable of the act of writing. In the opening proem, the

amanuensis explains that some clerks tried to convince her to “makyn a booke of hyr

felyngys & hir reuelacyons” before she felt divinely inspired to do so: “Sum proferyd hir

to wrytyn hyr felyngys wyth her owen handys, & sche wold not consentyn in no wey, for

sche was comawndyd in hir sowle þat sche schuld not wrytyn so soone” (3). That they

15 Furrow believes that Kempe is able to read Latin and, more importantly for her
argument, to understand spoken Latin. She uses the evidence of aural understanding to
support the idea that the use of Latin was more widespread in the fifteenth century than is
commonly believed. Furrow is unwilling, however, to assign Kempe’s Latin to a
grammar school education. See “Unscholarly Latinity and Margery Kempe.” David
Lawton, too, suggests that Kempe read Latin and thus should be credited as the “voice”
of the text; see “Voice, Authority, and Blasphemy,” especially 96–100. Lawton notes that
the use of Latin in The Book normally is subscribed to “clerical mediation” (100). The
suggestion that Kempe may have been literate in English is becoming more common.
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suggest to her that she write her Book “wyth her owen handys” attests that she can, in

fact, write. Moreover, her English hints at the vocabulary of the educated rather than the

illiterate, and her dialogue, characterized as “sometimes disputatious, sometimes

involving antithesis or repetition of the opponent’s words,”16 evokes the exercises of the

grammar curriculum. Further indicative of the classroom, where the memorization of

both oral and written works was the norm, are her incredible powers of recall, with her

ability to recount long-ago conversations and to echo the texts of other mystics in her

Book.17 In addition, the historical Margery Kempe behaved as a member of the literate

class outside of the action of her Book. In 1438, she was admitted to the Guild of the

Holy Trinity in Lynn, a group that “played a major part in the affairs of Lynn.”18 Thus,

16 Stone, Middle English Prose Style, 52, 149.

17 As Windeatt testifies, “The whole production of the Book bears witness to a most
powerfully retentive memory, not only for precisely what people said to her, but also for
aspects of the texts Kempe had heard and remembered.” (Kempe, Book, ed. Windeatt, 9)
In her Notes to the earliest edition of the Book, Allen finds many similarities between
Kempe’s text and the writings of mystics and female saints. More recently, in Theater of
Devotion, Gail McMurray Gibson demonstrates the degree to which Margery’s life
exemplifies the teachings of Nicholas Love’s Mirrour of the Blessed Lyf of Jesus Christ.
Alexandra Barratt, in “Margery Kempe and the King’s Daughter of Hungary,” explores
the close parallels between Kempe’s text and life of Elizabeth of Hungary. St. Bridget’s
influence on Kempe’s Book and pilgrimages is outlined in Julia Bolton Holloway, “Bride,
Margery, Julian, and Alice.” Kempe’s imitatio of the saints of vernacular legends,
including St. Margaret, St. Katherine of Alexandria, St. Cecilia, and Mary Magdalene, is
identified by Catherine Sanok (see Chapter 5, “Hagiography and Historical Comparison
in the Book of Margery Kempe” in Her Life Historical). Whereas Roger Ellis credits the
scribe, rather than Kempe, for the echoes and what he calls misreadings of other mystical
texts (“Margery Kempe’s Scribe”), Kempe’s recounting of conversations indicates that
the impressive memory displayed in The Book is not limited to the recall of written texts
and thus need not be ascribed to her amanuensis.

18 Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 76.
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despite her protestations to the contrary, the evidence of her Book and her life suggest

that Kempe did indeed acquire the learning of the grammar school.

Furthermore, a more careful scrutiny of the “proof” of her illiteracy only reveals

the unreliability of the evidence. Although “lettryd” in Middle English could mean

literate in the simplest sense, it also referred to being a cleric, one trained in arts such as

divinity and law. Therefore, the scribe’s description of Kempe as “not lettryd” could

mean that she has no advanced divinity training, rather than that she never went to school

at all.19 Margery’s being read to by the priest is certainly not evidence of not being able to

read to herself, particularly in a time in which reading aloud was common practice;

furthermore, given that the reader in this case is a priest, Margery may have been given

commentary on the texts that she would not have had without his assistance. Being

shown your name, presumably crowded among many others, in the Book of Life also is

not necessarily a sign of illiteracy; the overwhelming experience itself may render the

visionary unable to find one name quickly in an unfamiliar book.

The Book’s depictions of Margery Kempe’s use of scribes also are not conclusive

evidence of an inability to write. While The Book does tell us that Margery has letters

written for her, as we have seen in Chapter 2, the art of letter writing was an advanced

19 Moreover, we do not so easily accept Julian of Norwich’s claims that she was
unlettered; consider the opening of the Secunde Chapter of the Long Text of the Book of
Showings: “This reuelation was made to a symple creature vnlettyrde leving in deadly
flesh” (285, ll. 2–3). Julia Boffey’s response to this assertion is typical: “Although she
apologizes for her ‘vnlettyrde’ and ‘leued’ state, it seems not improbable that these
conventional gestures concealed an ability to ‘compose’ and ‘write’” (“Women Authors
and Women’s Literacy,” 162). Why is Kempe’s claim any less likely to be a rhetorical
move?
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skill, and therefore it is not surprising that Margery twice employs the services of others

for the creation of these documents. Furthermore, The Book tells us that she writes letters

herself to her son: “Þan wrot sche letterys to hym, seying þat whedyr he come be londe er

be watyr he schulde come in safte be þe grace of God” (224). Although these letters are

signs of her ability to write, we should remember that writing was taught separately from

reading and speaking Latin and should not conflate Kempe’s use of a scribe with a

judgment on her literacy.20 Moreover, even if she could write, as The Book seems to

attest, her scribe certainly does more than put pen to paper. Because he is a priest, the

scribe is able to authorize the text and therefore Kempe’s life in a way that she could not

with her own hand.21

Perhaps the most damning evidence of her uneducated state is her denial of an

understanding of Latin when questioned by the steward of the earl of Leicester. Yet not

even he believes her, for to her claim of ignorance, he responds, “‘Þu lyest falsly in pleyn

Englysch’” (113). Although conceding to her wish to be questioned in English, he clearly

thinks she is lying about her Latinity. His answer recognizes that even plain speech can

be twisted and raises the possibility that she wishes to be questioned in English in order

to equate the vernacular’s straightforwardness with her own lack of guile. Presented with

20 Staley suggests that Kempe may have written the text herself, rendering the scribe and
Margery’s illiteracy elements of the text’s fiction. See her Margery Kempe’s Dissenting
Fictions, 32–33. While I find no reason that Kempe could not write the Book herself,
there certainly were advantages to employing a priestly scribe; regardless, the issue is not
relevant to my argument.

21 See Tarvers, “Alleged Illiteracy,” for possible reasons for Kempe’s use of scribes to
write her Book and her letters.
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the evidence of her literacy in the Book, we should be no more likely than the steward of

Leicester to trust her claim.

While we cannot prove that Kempe attended grammar school or was taught

privately, no more than we can for most authors of her time, we can see that she certainly

fashioned herself as educated.22 What, then, did she learn? If, as Hoccleve’s old man

suggests, education teaches more than Latin and literature, making one more discerning

and more ethical, what were students taught? How do these lessons affect the

development of the self and of self presentation? The answers to the questions, I suggest,

are particularly pertinent for a full understanding of Margery Kempe, who is overtly

concerned with self representation. How does the way of thinking and the understanding

of one’s surroundings imparted in grammar school manifest itself in the Margery that we

see in her Book? In order to address these questions satisfactorily, we first must turn to

the reading curriculum, which provided an education in society as well as in the Latin

language.

EDUCATING THE SELF

The significance of education in the development of subjectivity and the role that

education plays in the formation of a particular self has been stressed by psychologists,

22 There were several schools in Lynn in Kempe’s time; see Parker, “Lynn and the
Making of a Mystic,” 65–66.
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especially those studying cognitive science. In his Making Stories: Law, Literature, Life,

psychologist Jerome Bruner states the following:

The good self has also been an issue in that perpetual cockpit of secular
moral debate called pedagogy. Does education make the spirit more
generous by broadening the mind? Does selfhood become the richer by
exposure to “the best which has been thought and said in the world,” in
Matthew Arnold’s classic phrase? Education was Bildung—character
building, not just subject matter. . . . One cannot resist the conclusion that
the nature and shape of selfhood are indeed as much matters of cultural
concern, res publica, as of individual concern.23

Medieval teachers, as we shall see from an analysis of the texts they taught, seem

particularly aware of education’s role in the production of selfhood.24 By understanding

the self that the medieval pedagogical framework aimed to produce, we may better

understand both the idea of subjectivity in the Middle Ages and the literary selves

produced by authors trained in these schools.

Indeed, the few scholars who have examined the schoolbooks of the late medieval

grammar classroom have noticed the collection’s preponderance of instructions for

behavior in society. Brother Bonaventure, who gave the earliest attention to the school

collection in England at this time, observes,

23 Making Stories, 68–69.

24 Literary scholars working in other periods have begun to consider the role of education
in the development of selfhood. For example, in his study of the recitations of the young
Lord Byron on public Speech Days at Harrow School, Paul Elledge argues that the
declamations chosen by Byron are the beginnings of a self-fashioning that continued
throughout his life, “a gradual testing and accumulation of roles, a defining of identity
through performance and astute appropriation of opportunity” (Lord Byron at Harrow
School, 3). The young Byron’s speeches, according to Elledge, are early indicators of the
self later refined in his adult writings (2).
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the didactic nature of the literature . . . is predominantly moral in Cato,
Facetus, and the Parabolae, religious and instructional in Theodulus,
Cartula, and the Liber Penitencialis, or primarily concerned with good
manners, as in the Liber Urbanitatis and the O Magnatum filii. Considered
from this point of view, these Latin readers constitute a broad educational
programme that extends quite beyond any merely functional role in the
learning of Latin.25

In one of his first treatments of the subject, Nicholas Orme echoes the positive notes of

Bonaventure’s evaluation:

the literary value of the poetry commonly studied in the later middle ages
should not be altogether underrated. Not all the pieces are of equal merit,
but from the best the pupils would get at least some idea of the elegant
expression of ideas and observations in verse, particularly of a didactic
nature. With its emphasis on piety, wisdom and good manners, the reading
programme of the later medieval schools reveals an awareness of the need
to educate the whole man that is hardly different from that of the
Renaissance.26

Yet the few scholars who have investigated the late medieval curriculum since this time

have trivialized its instruction, reducing it to lessons on morals and manners. Tony Hunt

concludes, “The classical flavour of the original ‘Liber Catonianus’ was thus lost in

favour of an emphasis on morals and manners.”27 Ronald E. Pepin, although speaking of

the similar Continental collection rather than the English one, pronounces, “Auctores

Octo was used for a twofold purpose: training in language, and training in morals.”28

25 “Teaching of Latin,” 11.

26 English Schools, 106.

27 Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:70.

28 Pepin, English Translation, 2.
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Even Orme, in his 2006 work, withholds the laudatory tone of his earlier comments: “The

poems read in English schools after about 1300 dealt with worship, wisdom, morality,

and behavior.”29

While the notion that these books teach morals and manners is indisputable,

scholars’ dismissal of these topics as inconsequential, especially in comparison with the

pagan texts of the earlier Auctores sex, has kept us from seeing the larger issues that

students grappled with in the classroom. Though, as Vincent Gillespie has noted, Chaucer

was not learning to interpret Ovid in the schoolroom,30 he and his classmates were

receiving an education in reading secular society. The scholarly tradition tends to think of

these works as Christian texts written in the language of the church, yet Ralph Hexter

perceptively notes: “It is worth recalling that for Christians, Latin was always a secular

language, a language of this world. Unlike Hebrew or Greek, it could not claim the

original of any portion of Sacred Scripture. It was a language of translation and

transmission.”31 More often than Christian morals and morality, both internal attitudes,

these books taught rules for external behavior. Students learned not merely manners, but

manners in relation to others around them. Rather than simply learning to follow rules of

deportment, students were acquiring a nuanced understanding that not only would allow

them to position themselves in the adult world but also, more importantly, allow them to

advance and reposition themselves within this same society.

29 Medieval Schools, 101.

30 “From the Twelfth Century to c. 1450,” 160.

31 “Latinitas in the Middle Ages,” 75.
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I would argue that the way in which this information was transmitted in the

classroom was through the preoccupation of these literary works with social rank in terms

of relative positions of power. This focus is absent from the works of the Auctores sex,

even those that focus on behavior. To demonstrate this difference, consider the rules

offered by the Disticha Catonis and its later supplement, Facetus. Cato’s distichs

certainly present a social education in understanding the secular world. Even Richard

Hazelton, who has argued based on evidence in mostly thirteenth-century manuscripts

that these pagan sentiments were tempered by Christian glosses, admits, “Still with all of

this, the fact remains that the morality of the Disticha Catonis is a morality huius mundi.

Under the veil of the Christian interpretation lurked always the practical values of ‘the

sensual man in the street.’”32 Yet it is important to note that Cato’s rules are addressed to

anyone, regardless of the person or situation. For example, “Sometimes give in to a

companion, when you could win, because dear friends are kept by humoring them” (65,

1.34).33 “Shun extravagance, and at the same time remember to avoid the charge of

avarice; for both run counter to a good reputation” (69, 2.19).34 Only two distichs discuss

behavior in terms of social rank: “Yield to one greater” (59, Prose Maxims, 10)35 and

32 “Christianization of ‘Cato,’” 172.

33 “Vincere cum possis, interdum cede sodali, / obsequio quoniam dulces retinentur
amici” (1.34).

34 “Luxuriam fugito, simul et vitare memento / crimen avaritiae; nam sunt contraria
famae” (2.19).

35 “maiori concede” (Breves sententiae.10).
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“Do not look down upon an inferior” (60, Prose Maxims, 47).36 Men are distinguished

more often by personality than by social standing: “Walk with good men” (58, Prose

Maxims, 6)37 and “Up against a shrewd fellow, do not be held cunning: it is smart to

court bad men, but not to wish them harm” (64, 1.27a).38

In contrast, in Facetus many of the precepts are based on the reader’s relationship

to other people; prescriptions for behavior change based not only on the reader’s place in

the social order but also on the ranks of those with whom he interacts. The author gives

instructions for dealing with your better in ten distichs,39 your equal in five,40 and your

inferior in one.41 For example, “If you happen to sit with someone greater than yourself,

do not keep your leg crossed over your knee while facing him” (48).42 “You can walk

freely with an equal at your side if you wish, but yet gladly allow him to precede you”

(49).43 “If one equal or greater than you has spoken to you by chance, remain as silent as

36 “minorem ne contempseris” (Breves sententiae.47).

37 “Cum bonis ambula” (Breves sententiae.6).

38 “Noli homines blando nimium sermone probare: / fistula dulce canit, volucrem cum
decipit auceps” (1.27).

39 Distichs 63, 67, 74, 77, 93, 96, 99, 101, 108, and 123.

40 Distichs 66, 74, 77, 93, and 99.

41 Distich 93.

42 “Si tibi contingat te cum meliore sedere, / Versus eum nolito genu sub crure tenere”
(125–26).

43 “Cum pare constanti, si vis, potes ire licenter; / Quod te procedat, tamen huic permitte
libenter” (131–32).
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a mute until he has finished his words” (52).44 One distich gives rules for eating with

members of all three classes: “Remember to serve your inferior if he eats with you; your

equal should serve you and you your equal. Show respect to one greater than yourself”

(51).45 Only one distich distinguishes people by a fixed occupation, “God’s clergy”

(43),46 rather than by relative rank, demonstrating the potential shifting balance of power

in most social relationships.

The presentation of social roles in Facetus as fluid rather than fixed is a

significant change because it opens up the possibility for movement within the social

order. Mary Theresa Brentano has noticed that the guidelines by which a page learns

manners, found in this and other conduct manuals, have the potential to kindle the

ambitions of a young schoolboy: “While many of these precepts show the manner in

which medieval youth was trained to respect nobility, they indicate also that a desire for

self advancement was present in the page’s mind.”47 Yet Facetus’s rules encourage a

greater ambition than seeking rewards for good behavior. Recognizing that Facetus

brings the subject of rank into the medieval classroom, and thus into the minds of

schoolboys, along with its concern with proper manners enables us to see how students

44 “Si par vel maior fuerit tibi forte locutus, / Donec finierit sua verba, sile quasi mutus”
(197–98).

45 “Si tecum comedat, servire memento minori, / Par tibi tuque pari, da cultellum meliori”
(185–86).

46 “clerum Dei” (15).

47 Relationship of the Latin Facetus Literature, 92.
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could be encouraged to use its behavioral instructions to manipulate the social order by

taking advantage of the fluctuating dynamics of power.

Moreover, instead of recommending good behavior based solely on morality, as

Cato had done, Facetus encourages behavior appropriate to social standing. In one

distich, the author reminds the student: “Be mindful of what you are, what you were,

what you will be: so will you be subject to sins less and less” (45).48 And in two

successive distichs, he says: “Excess of riches, noble offspring, knowledge, beauty: these

are four things by which someone exalts himself without a rule. If you know that you are

not distinguished by these, do not extol yourself lest you be taken for a fool” (48).49

Although it has been suggested that such instructions are reflections of medieval society’s

Christian underpinnings, these precepts are very different from the hard-and-fast

commandments more typical of the Church, which are closer in their universality to

Cato’s rules.50 Instead, the admonitions of Facetus require contemplation of one’s place

in society and consideration of how best to present oneself given that role.

The other schoolbooks read in the late medieval English classroom also present

behavior as an aspect of social rank and encourage negotiation of the social order. Stans

puer ad mensam is a lesson in how to negotiate social status as the young man learns how

48 “Quid fueris, quid sis, quid eris, semper memoreris, / Sic minus atque minus peccatis
subicieris” (61–62).

49 “Luxus opum, proles generosa, sciencia, forma / Bis duo sunt, quibus extollit se quis
sine norma. / Si nichil ex istis te cognoscat decorare, / Non te magnifices, ne pro stulto
teneare” (115–18).

50 I received this suggestion from a respondent to an earlier version of this argument.
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to behave properly in front of a lord whom he wants to impress. Although it contains

rules that are more universal in their pronouncements, like the Disticha Catonis, the first

line of the poem indicates that these are for young pages, those “at thy master’s table”

(1),51 not for everyone. Therefore, these precepts reiterate that behavior differs with one’s

place in society. Robert Grosseteste does recommend specific behavior for a boy when he

is in the presence of his superior, indicating the need for attention to the balance of power

in the relationship: “Nor must thou, in the presence of thy lord, exhibit horse-laughs”

(9).52 One of his guidelines also reveals both the student’s awareness of the external

indicators of rank and his desire to achieve a higher position, recommending: “Refuse the

highest place unless thou be ordered to take it” (13).53 Thus, from this little conduct

manual, the student is able to learn rules for proper manners that will give him the ability

to advance in society; furthermore, by learning that behavior differs depending on the

situation, the student begins to gain an understanding of the complexity of human

behavior.

While Cartula has been of even less interest to scholars, the little attention it

receives has been focused on its religious content. Pepin concludes, “The didactic nature

and strong moral overtone of Chartula led to its inclusion among the Auctores Octo, to be

studied, commented on and, perhaps, committed to memory by generations of

51 “ad mensam domini” (1).

52 “Nec coram domino debes monstrare cachinnas” (9).

53 “Summum sperne locum tibi sumere, sis nisi iussus” (13).
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students.”54 Yet even this poem lamenting the trappings of the worldly life betrays an

interest in social standing. The first section, especially, focuses on rank; it mentions

“mighty men and modest men” and “nobles” (58),55 and, in the author’s attention to

things that pass away, he includes “regal majesty” and “earthly power” (59).56 Moreover,

in the first section, Eve’s fall is blamed on her desire to achieve a place higher than her

present condition; the author says that she “was expecting higher glory” (62).57 When the

story is retold in the appended section, the author gives no indication of the motivation

behind her sin. In his words, she simply “believed the lying serpent” (73), making the

earlier attention to her desire for glory more striking, given its context among other terms

relating to social rank. While the appended part of Cartula never mentions a specific

social rank, it does demonstrate some concern for social standing. For example, the

author states that Lucifer was “[f]irst in rank” (73) and warns “you who ascend to lofty

honors” (75), stressing the dangers of social advancement. Cartula’s references to the

attainment of high positions in secular society, included as a warning about earthly

transience, emphasize the importance of relative positions of power and indicate an

awareness of this topic in the classroom.

54 English Translation, 57.

55 “Magnificos . . . et modicos” and “Nobilium” (1308 A). Here Pepin’s version also
mentions “the learned,” “dukes,” and “princes” (58).

56 “Regia majestas” and “omnis terrena potestas” (1309 A).

57 “meliores sperat honores” (1311 D).
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Although dealing with a subject normally thought of as private, Peniteas cito also

focuses on public social behaviors. While Orme claims that the poem “was rather unusual

in its concern with religious practice,” believing that “[m]ost late-medieval school poetry

gave more attention to attitudes than to observances, by teaching wisdom and morality,”

the textbooks themselves simply do not support his conjecture, given that most of them

focus on external actions rather than internal morals, as we have already seen.58 While

not demonstrating a great concern for social rank, understandable given that all Christians

are required to confess their sins, William de Montibus does note that high station59

aggravates sin. The gloss for this line, “The higher the position, the harsher the fall,”60

indicates the responsibility that comes with status, an appropriate admonition for young

social climbers.

The Liber Parabolarum also may have facilitated similar instruction on the

importance of appropriate social behavior. Although Ian Thomson and Louis Perraud find

the work’s “social interest” to be “infrequently expressed” in the other school texts they

examine, I find in Alan’s treatment of the secular world an echo of the focus on public

behavior present in the other works read in the late medieval English classroom.61 In two

proverbs, Alan deals with the complexities of social advancement. In the parable of the

mouse who rules over the other mice, Alan writes on the inappropriateness of shifting

58 Medieval Schools, 101.

59 “status altus” (125, 55).

60 “Quanto gradus altior tanto lapsus grauior” (126, l). The translation is mine.

61 Ten Latin Schooltexts, 290.
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rank: “A little mouse who gives orders to mice, and lords it among them like a king, is

absurd. A slave who has been raised to master is equally laughable. Nothing is more

jarring than a nobody, who rises to great heights, raging with blows and shouts. The

picture is one of an ape sitting on a high chair” (3.14).62 In a longer parable, Alan warns

against misrepresenting yourself and misunderstanding your position:

An ass makes us laugh when it is tricked out like a lion, and the crafty fox
draws the same reaction. Let the ass remove the skin which makes him
think he is a lion, so that he may follow the commands of his master,
patiently bearing his burden. And I urge that the fox rest content under his
own hide, lest he raise laughs strutting about in a lion’s skin. By blowing
himself up, the frog wanted to be as big as the ox, and avenge the tadpoles
which the ox had crushed with his foot in the water. But the ox swore that
the froggy’s middle would crack before he became as big as himself.
(5.2)63

Of this proverb, Pepin has noted, “Alan even refers directly to the Aesopic fables of the

frog and the ox, and the ass in the lion’s skin, to urge avoidance of extreme ambition.”64

Yet while these tales warn against social climbing, the very mention of it encourages

consideration of such a possibility. Furthermore, given that schoolboys previously had

62 “Ridiculus mus est qui muribus imperat et qui / tamquam rex horum sic dominatur eis;
/ non minor est risus de servo quando levatur / in dominum, quando voce manuque ferit; /
asperius nihil est humili cum surgit in altum: / pingitur excelsa simia sede sedens” (295–
300).

63 “Nos asinus ridere facit dum more leonis / pingitur et vulpes subdola cogit idem; /
exuat is pellem qua se putat esse leonem / et, patiens oneris, iussa sequatur heri; / hortor
et ut vulpes propria sub pelle quiescat / ne moveat risum pelle leonis ovans; / inflando se
rana bovi par esse volebat, / ulcisci pullos quos pede pressit arans, / ast bos iuravit
ranunculus ante creparet / per medium quam par conficeretur ei” (433–42).

64 English Translation, 150.
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read several texts containing strategies for advancement, it would seem that Alan’s words

are a lesson in rising in an acceptable manner, rather than a forbiddance of such action.

From the stories of animals, young students learn that, instead of simply putting on the

clothing of those better than themselves, they need fully to inhabit the identities of

civilized, powerful people.

Although the two aspects of the schoolbooks discussed thus far—their epistolary

form and their preoccupation with social rank—might seem unrelated, they are intimately

connected by their concern with proper self presentation, which leads to the possibility of

negotiation of the social order. While the connection between the schoolbooks’

discussion of rank and self promotion is evident, the relation of epistolary form to social

climbing may be less obvious. Yet the elaborate structure of the formal medieval letter

was a way to negotiate the complex balance of power in social relationships; in fact, as

Martin Camargo explains, “The need to observe decorum within an extensive social and

political hierarchy” was “the main reason for the creation of the ars dictaminis.”65

The salutatio of the letter necessitated such complex rules in the dictaminal

manuals because this greeting allowed the writer to express the terms of the relationship

between the parties involved. The guidelines of the dictatores are extremely sensitive to

the fluctuating balance of power between people and require a detailed categorization of

individuals based on their relative positions, the maior persona and minor persona

involved in the formal address. Mastery of dictaminal rules also gives the writer the

65 “Rhetoric,” 108–9.
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ability to present himself in the best possible manner in an attempt to gain the desired

response. By taking advantage of these principles, a letter writer can flaunt his power or

subvert traditional roles in an attempt to influence someone or to control a situation.

Therefore, from instruction on epistolary form, students learned important lessons on self

presentation and the development of an effective ethos, while being warned against

misrepresenting themselves—being Alan’s ass in the lion’s clothing. Thus, the subject

and the form of these schoolbooks work together to instruct students on how to negotiate

the social hierarchy to their benefit, with each aspect reinforcing the lesson of the other

precisely because both are focused on relative rather than fixed elements.

Rather than being isolated to the classroom, this obsession with determining—and

redetermining—the proper place of everyone in society is part of a broad social

phenomenon of this period. The ars dictaminis, according to Camargo, resulted from “the

rage to classify and systematize that characterized twelfth- and thirteenth-century

humanism.”66 Speaking of the mindset of this period, he explains:

What seems generally to have characterized the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries was a renewed faith in an order within nature and in man’s
ability to discern and describe that order. A natural consequence of this
new attitude was an eagerness to examine one’s own experience within the
world and to reexamine all previous attempts at analyzing and describing
that experience.67

66 “Toward a Comprehensive Art,” 168.

67 “Rhetoric,” 108.
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Because all of the schoolbooks added to the late medieval curriculum were written during

the same era, we should not be surprised to find that they, too, exhibit a general impulse

to analyze and categorize human experience into the “universal order” described by R.

W. Southern.68 It is likely that medieval teachers were aware of these connections, and it

may be the social lessons of these works, taught alongside religious instruction, that

account for their popularity in the late medieval classroom. Given this pedagogical

emphasis on social roles and the negotiation of societal hierarchies, I will show how the

influence of primary school education should figure into the discussion of the formation

of subjectivity in the late medieval and early modern periods and into considerations of

self representations in the era’s literary works.

ON (NOT) KNOWING LATIN: KEMPE’S DEFIANCE OF GENDER AND GENRE

That education remains intimately tied to considerations of the self and to one’s

self representation long after the days of grammar school is evident from the literature

produced by those educated in this program. When crafting poetic self representations,

many of the most popular authors of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries include details

related to the primary school classroom experience. We already have seen that, in

Hoccleve’s Regement of Princes, the stand-in for Hoccleve himself professes his

educated status, while the old man ensures that readers recognize the importance of this

68 See the chapter “Medieval Humanism” in the book by the same name, here p. 60.
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qualification. Hoccleve’s Regement demonstrates an additional connection to primary

school education in its focus on controlling speech. The attempts of the Disticha Catonis

to regulate the tongue of the speaker along with Latin grammar are, according to

Nicholas Perkins, mirrored in the Regement’s warnings to Prince Henry.69

Chaucer, too, connects his self presentation to grammar school in The Canterbury

Tales. Recently Christopher Cannon has called The Tale of Melibee “as vivid a

reconstruction of grammar school training as we could hope to have.”70 Many of

Melibee’s sources are proverbs or Biblical quotations, materials common to the

schoolroom, and common schoolbooks, including the Disticha Catonis. Cannon further

describes the poem as belonging to the genre of wisdom literature and the debate within

the poem “as a scene of instruction,” ultimately finding The Tale of Melibee to be

Chaucer’s acknowledgment of the important intellectual and literary foundation of

grammar school education alongside The Tale of Sir Thopas’s similar gesture toward

romance.71 It is significant, I think, that this recognition of early education occurs within

the tale attributed to the persona Chaucer creates for himself, a way of simultaneously

parroting the texts of the classroom and enacting their lessons on self presentation.

William Langland also intertwines his literary self and his past educational

experience in Piers Plowman. While the influence of grammar school on the text has

69 Hoccleve’s Regiment of Princes: Counsel and Constraint, 14. Perkins also speculates
that the Regement’s popularity, in part, can be explained by its translations of Latin texts
that otherwise may not have been accessible to readers of the vernacular (161).

70 “Langland’s Ars Grammatica,” 3.

71 “Langland’s Ars Grammatica,” 6.
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been acknowledged,72 the connection of education to the authorial signature within the

work merits a closer inspection. The A version’s most explicit naming of the dreamer

Will, retained in the B version and in a slightly altered form in the C version, occurs in

what Anne Middleton describes as an “implicit academic setting”73:

Þouȝt & I þus þre dayes we ȝeden,  
Disputyng on dowel day aftir oþer,
Ac er we ywar were wiþ wyt gonne we mete.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Þanne þouȝt, in þat tyme, seide þis wordis: 
“Where þat dowel, & dobet, & dobest beþ in londe,
Here is wil wolde wyte ȝif wit couþe hym teche.” (A.9.107–9, 116–18)74

In this exchange Middleton recognizes the commendatio of the university, in which the

regent master presented the candidate in theology to the chancellor after three days of

disputation.75 While the staging of this naming takes place in a setting reminiscent of the

university rather than a grammar school, the invocation of the completion of the

educational process necessarily recalls its beginnings in primary school, where

disputation initially occurred. That Langland ties his own name unambiguously to formal

education in one of the name’s rare appearances in the text indicates the degree to which

self creation relies on the self construction taught and practiced in the classroom. Thus, in

72 See, for example, Cannon, “Langland’s Ars Grammatica.”

73 “William Langland’s ‘Kynde Name,’” 39. Middleton discusses all instances of
authorial naming within the text.

74 The equivalent lines in the B Version are B.8.117–19, 127–29.

75 “William Langland’s ‘Kynde Name,’” 39–40.
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late medieval England, the intimacy of authorial literary selves and references to

grammar school texts and experiences suggests that early education made a long-lasting

impression on the self conception of its students.

While Margery Kempe’s relationship to education has been neglected because of

her presumed illiteracy, her self fashioning—in both the development of her identity and

the representation of that identity in her Book—is a frequent subject of study.76 The

development of her identity has been shaped, most critics argue, by her religious calling

and/or by social pressures, particularly those directed toward her as a woman. In one of

the earliest serious considerations of Kempe, Mary G. Mason, whose 1980 study of

female autobiography reveals that “the self-discovery of female identity seems to

acknowledge the real presence and recognition of another consciousness, and the

disclosure of female self is linked to the identification of some ‘other’,” sees Kempe’s

self-perception defined by two Others, Christ and the world, creating in her “a dual sense

of vocation: the wife-mother, mystic-pilgrim roles.”77 This split between allegiance to the

spiritual and obligation to the social runs through much of the scholarly discourse on the

Book, with criticism arguing for the greater relevance of one of her two roles.

76 The justification for such a focus is explained by Aers: “More than any other writing
from this era, Margery Kempe’s draws attention to the many complex processes through
which female identity might be made in a particular community and class. The book
resists conventional sublimations of such processes and the painful conflicts they entail”
(Community, 74).

77 “Other Voice,” 210, 211. Similarly, Janel M. Mueller finds that Kempe creates her
autobiographical self by coalescing her social and religious roles (“Autobiography of a
New ‘Creatur’”).
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Highlighting “the irresolvable contradictions of domestic life determined by class,

gender, and religious doctrine,” along with “combative interactions” with her community,

that shape Kempe’s identity, David Aers nevertheless argues that these forces are

“superseded” by “the imaginary realm” of her visions,78 whereas for Lynn Staley, The

Book “describ[es] the experience of a self whose fictive identity is social” and “defines

Margery in terms of her frequently oppositional relationship to others.”79 While these

approaches to determining Margery Kempe’s identity have given us a better

understanding of her position as both a religious and a woman active in world, the

perceived division between these self definitions remains problematic.

The implications of the critical debate over the split roles of Margery Kempe

resonate in the concurrent discussion of the generic identity of The Book itself. Just as

The Book depicts dual callings shaping the development of her identity, the

representation of that identity in the work defies the bounds of a single genre; associated

most often with the autobiography and the mystical treatise, The Book fits neatly into

neither category. Often called the first extant autobiography in the English language, The

Book fulfills many of the common expectations for an autobiography, particularly when

Kempe recounts episodes of her life before her conversion and her experience on

78 Community, 108, 109, 108.

79 Margery Kempe’s Dissenting Fictions, 47, 49.
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pilgrimages.80 These sections do not fit within the limits of the mystical work, for, as

Kate Greenspan explains, mystics “often maintain a deliberate silence about external

particulars that might distinguish them from their fellows, for identifiable events and

personalities are bound to obscure the spiritual truth they wish to convey.”81 As John A.

Erskine summarizes, “All the famous Continental female writers stressed vision (like

Julian), not experience (like Margery).”82 While The Book demonstrates some of the

characteristics of the autobiography, the visionary episodes have led the work to be

categorized as a mystical treatise.83 In a 2004 collection on Margery Kempe, Barry

Windeatt argues that Kempe’s mystical dialogues with Christ are the most significant

aspect of the text, finding the narrative reports to be less important: “It is in recording a

recurrent dialogue with the divine that the Book finds its continuity and structure as a

self-account.”84 The two competing genres of The Book, the autobiography and the

mystical treatise, reflect the dual roles of Margery Kempe, the wife-mother and the

80 For examples of readings of The Book of Margery Kempe as an autobiography, see
Mueller, “Autobiography of a New ‘Creatur’”; Mason, “The Other Voice”; and
Kolentsis, “Telling the Grace.”

81 “Autohagiography,” 220.

82 “Margery Kempe and Her Models,” 75.

83 For discussions of Kempe’s texts as a mystical treatise, see, for example, Voaden,
“God’s Almighty Hand” and Erskine, “Margery Kempe and Her Models.” Cementing
Kempe’s place among the mystics is her Book’s inclusion in Approaching Medieval
English Anchoritic and Mystical Texts, ed. Dyas, et al.

84 “Introduction: Reading and Re-reading,” 7. He continues, “The Book may patchily
resemble such other genres as saint’s life or pilgrimage narrative, yet the generic
contribution of these is subsumed and modified within the continuum of a book of
prayers” (12).
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mystic-pilgrim; and like her clashing identities, the rivaling genres defy an easy

reconciliation.

By considering how Kempe uses the self awareness emphasized in the classroom

to shape her identity and to negotiate her social placement, we can address the questions

raised by the often seemingly contradictory selves present in The Book. Does Kempe use

the sophistication of the classroom to manipulate how she is perceived? Or is she a rebel,

who rejects the patriarchal scheme of society and religion to found her own, feminine

definitions of the self? And why does she receive such varied reactions from both her

contemporary audience and from future readers? To respond, we must consider when and

where Kempe demonstrates her education—and when and where she refrains from doing

so—and how such displays are regarded by her audience, both within and outside of the

text. As I will show, acknowledging the role of education in her self development and

self presentation enables us to recognize the reconciliation between the religious and

secular sides of Margery Kempe’s identity and, consequently, the generic division of the

work itself.

While speaking and reading Latin would be the most obvious signs of education,

Kempe presents herself as educated in other, less obvious ways. In most basic and often

unnoticeable ways, she performs her education by telling fables, just as young students

learned to do in the classroom in their compositions.85 By combining an awareness of self

85 Genelle Gertz-Robinson recognizes instead the rhetoric of the pulpit in Margery’s
responses to her prosecutors in York and in Canterbury, reading the fables as a homiletic
exempla (“Stepping into the Pulpit?” 465–68). Whether of the grammar school or the
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placement and the ability to tell this specific genre of story, both emphasized in grammar

school, Margery posits herself as falling within social standards. For example, when she

is in Canterbury and challenged by the monks, who believe her knowledge of “‘Holy

Wrytte’” must come from the devil because “‘þat hast þu not of þiself,’” she bids leave to

tell them “‘a tale’” (28). In her story, which resembles a fable with its short narrative

followed by a moral lesson, Margery tells of a man who is thankful for the scorn of great

men because it frees him from paying other men for their reprimanding, just as Margery

is grateful for the scorn of the monks because it brings glory to God.

Margery tells another fable, of the priest, the pear tree, and the bear, after her

return from Santiago, when she is on trial before the Archbishop of York in Cawood.

This tale is well-received by all present: “þe Erchebisshop likyd wel þe tale & comendyd

it, seying it was a good tale. & þe clerk whech had examynd hir be-for-tyme in þe absens

of þe Erchebischop, seyd, ‘Ser, þis tale smytyth me to þe hert’” (127). Afterward, many

young men offer to guide her from Cawood, a sign of acceptance of this holy woman.

The value of the fable she tells is recognized by future readers as well, as evidenced from

the marks readers left in the single extant manuscript, and her story-telling appears to

have made her more acceptable to them. In the introduction to her edition of The Book,

Staley describes comments written by

a small neat brown hand of the fifteenth century whose ink and
handwriting look similar to those of the chapter headings, if not to the

pulpit, these clearly are learned demonstrations, and Gertz-Robinson and I agree that
Kempe has “pedagogical intentions” (467).
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hand of Salthows [the scribe who copied the manuscript, as indicated by
his signature at the end] himself. In general, this set of comments points
out events in a way that would be meaningful to a reader with a certain
degree of monkish decorum.86

This hand, opposite the fable, wrote the word “narracion.” As Marjorie Curry Woods

explains in a study of rhetorical glossing in school manuscripts, “narratio” or narration is

a rhetorical term drawn from the discussion of the subdivisions of a speech, or partes

orationis, in the pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica ad Herennium; the narration is the part of a

speech that presents the events that have happened. Based on the presence of glosses

using the terminology of the partes orationis to label the parts of speeches in the literary

texts found in school manuscripts, Woods suggests that medieval teachers may have used

these terms when teaching speeches as cues for reading aloud or as aids for analysis and

memorization.87 The use of the word “narracion” in the manuscript of The Book of

Margery Kempe therefore recalls the experience of the medieval classroom. According to

Staley, “As terse as the comment appears, it nonetheless sets the fable apart formally as a

separate tale. If, in fact, this hand is the same as that of the chapter headings, the

comments suggest a rubricator who was most interested in organizing the text by making

what might well seem strange familiar to a monastic reader.”88 The way in which the

comment makes her fable seem familiar to its readers is by articulating its connection to

86 Kempe, Book, ed. Staley, 4. See also Meech’s discussion of the four sets of annotations
in the manuscript in the Introduction to his edition of The Book, xxxvi–xliv.

87 See “Rhetoric, Gender, and the Literary Arts,” especially pp. 131–32.

88 Kempe, Book, ed. Staley, 4.
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the rhetoric of the schoolroom. Margery’s fable, then, makes her acceptable to another

audience by placing her within a recognizable tradition. The early sixteenth-century

commentator, writing in red ink, shared this sensibility: “the red hand not only circles the

brown ‘narracion’ but also draws a downward pointing caret leading to the words, ‘of þe

preyst and þe pertre,’ thereby seconding the earlier reader’s sense that Margery’s

exemplum should be set apart as a tale.”89 Of his comments, Staley notes, “The many

corrections and comments recorded in red ink seem less a privately directed response to

the Book than one adumbrated with other readers in mind.”90 The annotations in the

manuscript suggest, therefore, that Kempe succeeded in making her life more acceptable

to a variety of audiences by manipulating a tool of the schoolroom.

Margery certainly recognizes the power of her stories, for when she is

commanded not to teach or preach, she agrees not to preach but will “‘vse but

comownycacyon & good wordys’” (126). She often is rewarded for her stories and

lessons at the time of their telling. When she reaches England on her return from Rome,

she finds herself penniless yet, before journeying to Norwich, manages “to meten wyth

oþer pilgrimys whech ȝouyn hir iij halfpenys, in-as-meche as sche had in comownyng 

telde hem good talys” (102). Women, too, are fond of her tales, perhaps because of,

rather than in spite of, their own lack of access to education. When Margery is

imprisoned at Beverly, from her window she tells “many good talys to hem þat wolde

89 Kempe, Book, ed. Staley, 5.

90 Kempe, Book, ed. Staley, 6.
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heryn hir, in so meche þat women wept sor & seyde wyth gret heuynes of her hertys,

‘Alas, woman, why xalt þu be brent?’” (130–31). They are so moved by her tales that

they use a ladder to bring her wine. Later, when she again appears before the Archbishop

of York, she repeats a tale that she previously had told the Lady of Westmorland, and he

again “seyd it was a good tale” and thus “ful goodly grawntyd hir al hir desyr” (134).

These demonstrations of her education enable Kempe to manipulate the way in which

others perceive her, making her atypical life fit within socially acceptable rhetorical

boundaries.91

Why does Kempe choose to position herself as educated at these moments?

Conversely, why does she behave as an illiterate throughout so much of her text?92 We

can answer these questions by considering where and to whom Margery speaks at each.93

91 Of course, Kempe’s educational displays are not always favorably received. After
telling her fable in Canterbury, she is driven out by the monks, although she does escape
burning (1.13), and when she speaks Latin in Germany, she is abandoned by her fellow
travelers (2.6). Yet, overall, Kempe appears to gauge her audience accurately.

92 A similar question is raised by Eluned Bremner in relation to the expression of
Margery’s passive tears rather than her active voice: “More investigation into how, why,
and where Kempe ‘acts out and uses her passivity’ . . . needs to be attempted if we are to
understand more of her problematic position and her troubled life” (“Margery Kempe and
the Critics,” 133). Bremner questions why, when the well-known friar visits Lynn (1.61)
and bars Kempe from his sermons because of her tears, men argue for her yet “the same
voice which so often defends Kempe before civil and clerical authorities,” “her own,” “is
conspicuous by its absence” (130).

93 Ruth Summar McIntyre considers the issue of place in The Book, finding that “reading
Margery’s self-construction of authorial and spiritual identity according to place helps the
modern reader understand . . . how Margery Kempe aligns her spiritual and textual
authority with the supernatural experience of place” (“Margery’s ‘Mixed Life,’” 658).
Because McIntyre’s reading focuses only on sites of pilgrimage, however, she
deemphasizes the importance of events in Lynn that lead to Kempe’s spiritual
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When we consider Margery’s physical location when she positions herself as an educated

individual, a significant pattern emerges. Margery uses Latin, the language of education,

when she is in York and on the road from Wilsnack to Aachen in Germany, and her tale-

telling occurs in Canterbury, Cawood, Beverly, and in a port town in England upon her

return from Rome before traveling to Norwich. All of these places are far from her home.

In contrast, when Margery behaves as an illiterate, she is either at home or near home: in

Leicester, both when she is imprisoned and when a letter is written for her; in Lincoln,

where she claims to have had her wisdom from the Holy Ghost; and in her hometown of

Lynn, where her Book is written, a letter is written for her, and the majority of her visions

take place. It appears, then, that Margery reveals her educated status when she is far from

home and is taken for uneducated when she is in or around Lynn.

Based solely on this pattern, we would expect Margery to demonstrate signs of

her education on her longest journey to the Holy Land, yet she does not. Place, therefore,

is not the only factor to be taken into consideration; a careful reading of the text reveals

that her company, and thus audience, also determines her educational display. In York,

Canterbury, Cawood, Beverly, and the port town and on the road from Wilsnack to

Aachen, she appears before strangers. In Lynn, Leicester, and Lincoln, she is among

development, finding instead that “[i]n many respects, all the events in The Book of
Margery Kempe are structured according to Margery’s pilgrimage in uniting with
Christ’s authority via place” (648). Also, while McIntyre reads Kempe’s experience of
place as legitimizing her orthodoxy, her analysis differs from mine in that she does not
consider how the experiences by which she gains her authority, whether through internal
devotion or external interaction, differ based on the company she keeps, as discussed
below.
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those who know and recognize her. Despite the distance from her homeland, on the

pilgrimage to Jerusalem, Margery is among her own countrymen, at times even her own

maid, who know her, and she therefore behaves as an uneducated woman. Margery’s

demonstrations of her schooling thus are most obvious when she is both far from home

and from those who are familiar with her life.

This is, I suspect, the opposite of what we might assume to be the case. After all,

Margery’s neighbors, of all people, would know whether or not she had attended school

in her youth, so her education should be on full display in her hometown.94 But we can

reconcile this dichotomy by understanding what it means to be educated. Although girls

could and did go to school, education was a male tradition, an entry into male-dominated

and male-controlled society marking a break from the female-centered home.95

Therefore, to be educated was also, in a sense, to be masculine and a member of a largely

male community. It would have been nearly impossible for Margery, the mother of

fourteen children, to deny her femininity in Lynn or other locations where she is easily

94 I recognize that the opposite case could be made: Kempe does not perform her
education at home because she, in fact, is not educated and therefore would be unable to
play that role among people who recognize her. However, I find the evidence of her
education far more convincing.

95 See Ong, “Latin Language Study,” in Rhetoric, Romance, and Technology. Although
Ong’s focus is on Renaissance education, he proposes that his conclusions are equally
applicable to the Middle Ages because in both periods, despite the differences in
curricula, the grammar school experience creates a break between the vernacular familial
world and the Latinate world of learning, giving the initiated a privileged form of
communication (118–20). The fraternity among the educated may explain why so many
men behave more favorably toward Kempe after she reveals signs of her education.
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recognized.96 Her notoriety is on display throughout The Book. Before her conversion,

“Sche had ful greet envye at hir neybowrs þat þei schuld ben arayd so wel as sche” (9),

and the whole town talks about her when her mill fails. Much later, when she journeys to

London, not even a handkerchief over her face can hide her identity:

Whan sche was comyn in-to London, mech pepil knew hir wel a-now; in-
as-mech as sche was not clad as sche wold a ben for defawte of mony,
sche, desiryng to a gon vn-knowyn in-to þe tyme þat sche myth a made
sum chefsyawns, bar a kerche be-for hir face. Not-wythstondyng sche
dede so, sum dissolute personys, supposyng it was Mar. Kempe of Lynne,
seyden, þat sche myth esily heryn þes wordys in-to repref. “A, þu fals
flesch, þu xalt no good mete etyn.” (243)

People know who she is and what she has done. Margery, therefore, can more easily pose

as more educated, and thus less feminine, when she is unknown and can craft a new

persona.

This attempt to escape her gendered identity through her educational status is

mirrored in her struggle to wear white clothes. Although she is divinely commanded to

wear white in Lynn in 1413 (32), she does not array herself in white garments until she

reaches Rome, over a year later (80). As expected, it is the English who object to this

attire. The Bishop of Lincoln initially refuses her request to have white garments,

delaying the change until she returns from Jerusalem. Similarly, an English priest in

Rome speaks against her white raiment (84–85), and the townspeople of Lynn reproach

her upon her return from pilgrimage because she wears white: “Than suffyrd sche

96 The importance of Lynn to Kempe’s “sense of self” is explored by Deborah S. Ellis,
“Margery Kempe and King’s Lynn.”
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schamys & repreuys for weryng of hir white clothys” (105). In contrast, distancing

herself from her home empowers Kempe to disassociate from the overtly female self who

is so easily recognized.97 Leaving behind the wife and mother of Lynn enables Margery

to be closer to the masculine religious ideal than her feminine motherly status would

allow, recreating her as both virginal, through her white clothes, and masculine, through

her erudition.

I do not think it is a coincidence that many of the incidents in which Kempe

fashions herself as educated and virginal, an atypical—and even masculine—woman are

those recounted chronologically as in autobiography. Although The Book is often

criticized for lacking the chronological order expected of autobiography, many of its

events do occur in sequence.98 Autobiography, according to scholars of the genre,

normally is associated with masculine rather than feminine personal development,

particularly “the achievement of self-definition through separation and conflict.”99 As

critics have argued, “the conception of destiny as the result of personal evolution

achieved through the surmounting of conflict runs counter to the common cultural

expectation that women’s lives will assume a unified, cyclical form in accordance with

97 Diane Watt traces a similar phenomenon in Kempe’s acceptance as a prophet;
following the example of Christ, she is accepted more readily by foreigners than by her
own countrymen (“Political Prophecy,” 153–54).

98 For examples of this criticism, see Goodman, “Piety of John Brunham’s Daughter” and
Ross, “Oral Life, Written Text,” discussed below.

99 Rose, “Gender, Genre, and History,” 270.
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unbroken, recurring tradition.”100 Yet it aptly describes the struggle of Kempe as she

attempts to attain acceptance as a religious figure. She must overcome her own initial

misgivings and rebellion, her status as a wife and mother, and the rejection voiced by

members of society and by church leaders as she seeks to fulfill her destiny as the bride

of Christ. This aspect of her path to sainthood better fits the outline of the quest narrative

found in masculine autobiography than the cyclical forms described as feminine.101

Furthermore, in her attempt to create a self within her text, the female autobiographer

“may seek to appropriate the language of the patriarchs, commanding the full resources

that language makes available to man, resisting ‘silence, euphemism, or circumlocution’

in pursuit of equal access to the public space.”102 The episodes depicted chronologically,

therefore, coincide with those in which Kempe demonstrates her education along with her

command of Latin rhetoric. At these times, she not only positions herself within the

patriarchal norms, as one who speaks the language of the educated and who denies her

womanhood, but also constructs her narrative within orderly, acceptable bounds.

While Margery constructs herself as educated and seemingly religious when far

from her home and all it entails, her anonymity at these times apparently does not lead

100 Rose, “Gender, Genre, and History,” 270.

101 Smith describes a woman “constituting herself textually as white, bourgeois, male” as
one form of autobiographical practice available to women writers. In this pose, which she
terms “excessive truthtelling,” the woman upholds the normative values of traditional
autobiography. Yet identifying with this “truth” enables the woman writer to “expose it
as fraudulent, as a fiction, as a kind of ‘narcissistic phallocentrism.’” See “Constructing
Truths in Lying Mouths,” 158–59. The operation of Kempe’s “excessive truthtelling” to
disrupt the fiction of gender is discussed below.

102 Smith, Poetics of Women’s Autobiography, 56.
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her to be more spiritual, what we might think of as more holy. Nearly all of her visions,

the signs that mark her as divinely inspired, instead occur in Lynn and on her pilgrimage

to the Holy Land. Thus, enacting her self as educated, and therefore male, and virginal, or

closed, seems to prevent Jesus’s penetration of her. Her visions occur when she fully

inhabits her body, when she embraces her feminine form. In fifteenth-century mysticism,

“the emphasis on the physical aspects of mystical experience” and bodily access to the

sacred privilege a woman’s connection to the flesh and to its excesses, thus providing to

the female mystic “a piety which she often expressed through the body and which she

also interpreted—an instrument of power and a privileged communication.”103 In

Margery’s case, the body of the woman with fourteen children is more holey and thus

more holy. Margery’s status as a wife and mother, which she fears will lessen Jesus’s

love for her, enables rather than prevents her mysticism.

At those times at which she is more open to Christ’s influence because she

embraces her womanly body, her text relinquishes grounding markers of time and place.

Events are presented out of sequence, and moments of narrative are interrupted by

visions. Even her pilgrimage to the Holy Land and Rome escapes the chronological order

of her other journeys. As we have seen, on this trip, she accompanies travelers who know

her and thus fashions herself as the wife from Lynn. As a part of, or consequence of, this

identity, Margery experiences many visions and dalliances with Christ, including her

marriage to God the Father (86). The otherness of The Book at these points, the extremity

103 Lochrie, Margery Kempe and Translations, 3, 46. Karma Lochrie contrasts the piety
available to the illiterate woman versus the male religious.
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to which it defies our expectations of what an autobiography should be, seems

overwhelming. Although much of The Book is sequential, as we have seen, the moments

lacking chronology most draw attention and criticism. For instance, Goodman disparages

The Book’s structure:

The Book does, indeed, have features which are more readily attributable
to an illiterate laywoman. It lacks chronological order—a defect likely to
have jarred on a cleric, and for which explanation is given. It is frequently
abrupt in expression, awkward in sequence and homely in imagery.
Mention is made in it, in different contexts, of recurrent anxieties which
ring true as the obsessions of a habitual penitent.104

For Robert C. Ross, the “chronological chaos [that] constantly keeps the reader probing

the content for some sort of temporal order” is a “reason for discomfort.”105 The

recurrences of The Book resist the “masculine: sealed, rational and Latinate”

disembodiment that is characteristic of the written word.106 In Kempe’s hands, the Word

of God becomes feminine: open, circular, and English.

The presentation of the educated self within The Book thus reveals an additional

component to the dichotomies commonly recognized as competing factors in Kempe’s

life and text. Just as Kempe struggles with multiple conflicting roles that define her

104 “Piety of John Brunham’s Daughter,” 348.

105 “Oral Life, Written Text,” 227. In a more positive appraisal, Windeatt finds, “Viewed
as a whole, the Book dissolves a linear historical narrative in order to convey what is
central to Kempe’s experience in a continuing colloquy with Christ, to which a
conventional chronology is of no consequence” (“Introduction: Reading and Re-reading,”
7).

106 The written corpus is described thus by Rosalynn Voaden (“God’s Almighty Hand,”
56).
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identity—the split between the implied author Kempe and the character Margery and

between her roles as mystic-pilgrim and wife-mother, with the dual pulls of Christ and

the world—the dichotomy of gender produces her self perception and presentation as

well. Kempe and her character alternate between the feminine, motherly, visionary, and

vernacular role and the masculine, worldly, educated, and Latinate role, manipulating

how she is received and perceived by her multiple audiences. By shifting identities,

Kempe exercises a move emphasized and practiced in the primary classroom, where

students learned to negotiate the social hierarchy through the fluidity of social roles.

Mirroring the lived experience of Margery’s grasp of both masculine and

feminine registers, Kempe’s textual expression as created in The Book moves between

the conventions of the autobiography and the mystical treatise, rather than sacrificing one

for the other. While the visionary episodes of The Book defy the masculine conventions

of the autobiography, Kempe’s uninhibited methods of disseminating her divine

revelations, made possible perhaps by her grammar school experience, contradict the

simple categorization of her work as a mystical treatise. Traditionally, female mystics

struggled to communicate because they were barred from teaching and preaching; the

only avenue by which they could spread their message was through writing. But as we

have seen, Kempe frequently teaches, justifying her speech to the Archbishop of York as

follows:

“I xal spekyn of God & vndirnemyn hem þat sweryn gret othys wher-so-
euyr I go vn-to þe tyme þat þe Pope & Holy Chirche hath ordeynde þat no
man schal be so hardy to spekyn of God, for God al-mythy forbedith not,
ser, þat we xal speke of hym. And also þe Gospel makyth mencyon þat,
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whan þe woman had herd owr Lord prechyd, sche cam be-forn hym wyth
a lowde voys & seyd, ‘Blyssed be þe wombe þat þe bar & þe tetys þat ȝaf 
þe sowkyn.’ Þan owr Lord seyd a-ȝen to hir, ‘Forsoþe so ar þei blissed þat 
heryn þe word of God and kepyn it.’ And þerfor, sir, me thynkyth þat þe
Gospel ȝeuyth me leue to spekyn of God.” (126) 

Kempe employs her educated persona to publicize her revelations freely; she therefore

does not resort to writing because of an inability to teach, as is the case with most

visionaries.107 Kempe, of course, eventually does write her life, and in compiling her

work, she utilizes two common features, identified by Rosalynn Voaden, by which

female visionaries justify their texts: a divine call to write and the assistance of a

scribe.108 In his first proem, written after what is now his second proem, the scribe tells

us,

Summe of these worthy & worshepful clerkys tokyn it in perel of her
sowle and as þei wold answer to God þat þis creatur was inspyred wyth þe
Holy Gost and bodyn hyr þat sche schuld don hem wryten & makyn a
booke of hyr felyngys & hir reuelacyons. Sum proferyd hir to wrytyn hyr
felyngys wyth her owen handys, & sche wold not consentyn in no wey, for
sche was comawndyd in hir sowle þat sche schuld not wrytyn so soone. &
so it was xx ȝer & mor fro þat tym þis creatur had fyrst felyngys & 

107 We should question the significance of the timing of her writing in light of her former
willingness to spread her revelations firsthand in comparison with the treatises of other
mystics. Some, like Julian of Norwich, write shortly after having the visions, and others,
including Catherine of Siena, have someone transcribe the message while the mystic is
still in a trance state. Perhaps Kempe postponed the transcription of her life and visions
until she was in her sixties because it was then that she was no longer able to travel and
teach as she had done before, necessitating the dissemination of her teachings in a
different form. Furthermore, by the time she writes, her notoriety is far-reaching, making
her recognizable to Londoners even when her face is covered; she thus cannot continue as
the educated, virginal religious in places where her anonymity previously had ensured her
free communication.

108 See “God’s Almighty Hand.”
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reuelacyons er þan sche dede any wryten. Aftyrward, whan it plesyd ower
Lord, he comawnded hyr & chargyd hir þat sche xuld don wryten hyr
felyngys & reuelacyons & þe forme of her leuyng þat hys goodnesse myth
be knowyn to alle þe world. (3–4)

Yet while Kempe works within the visionary tradition by announcing her divine

inspiration through the pen of her amanuensis, The Book simultaneously rejects the need

for such a move by disclosing that she would have been able to write her Book “wyth her

owen handys.”

Moreover, the emphasis on Kempe’s hands as an aspect of her physical body

further divorces the text from the generic expectations of the mystical treatise.

Traditionally, “[t]he call-to-write vision contributed significantly to the self-fashioning of

medieval women visionaries as channels for the divine word, as instruments in God’s

almighty hand, as disembodied echoes of the disembodied Word” because of “the need to

divorce their bodies, culturally constructed as corrupt and corrupting, and their voices,

instruments of deceit and seduction, from the prophetic message they felt impelled by

God to deliver.”109 Because Kempe is capable of disseminating her own message,

through both teaching and writing, she does not need to sever her words from her body.

In fact, Kempe’s call to write instead fashions her body as fundamental to her

communication, for it is her body that suffers when she does not write: “And sche was

many tyme seke whyl þis tretys was in writyng, and, as sone as sche wolde gon a-bowte

109 Voaden, “God’s Almighty Hand,” 61.
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þe writyng of þis tretys, sche was heil & hoole sodeynly in a maner” (219).110 Kempe’s

educated, masculine identity, the teacher governing “þe writyng of þis tretys,” therefore

authorizes the emphasis on her feminine form.

Furthermore, while female mystics write, according to Voaden, because

“[w]riting disembodied the word, freeing the prophetic message from its association with

woman in all her corporeality and corruption,”111 Kempe’s writing does not sever her

message from her body. Instead, it puts the focus directly on her body because her

visions—and even the composition of the Book itself—take place when Kempe fashions

herself as most open and womanly, when she is in Lynn. Along with her loud cries and

tears, her visions and the writings they produce seem to emanate from her body,

rendering her womanly form essential to her spiritual communication.112 Moreover, her

body takes an active role within her visions, moving and interacting with the bodies of

110 While illness cured by composition is a common trope among mystics, it is not
universal. God told St. Gertrude the Great, for example, that she could not die until she
had finished her visions (Chapter 10 of Part 2 of her Revelations anthologized in Petroff,
Medieval Women’s Visionary Literature, 278); writing literally killed her. Furthermore,
most visionaries seem to recover from great illness by writing rather than relying on their
work for general health, as Margery is portrayed.

111 “God’s Almighty Hand,” 56. Voaden relies on Bakhtin’s “seminal distinction between
the ‘grotesque’ body—corrupt, imperfect, fissured—and the ‘classical’ body, which was
harmonious and sealed. These categories can be usefully applied to the medieval
construction of, respectively, feminine and masculine” (n. 6).

112 Kempe’s bodily connection to, rather than separation from, the text is enforced by
fifteenth-century ideas on mysticism. As Lochrie explains, “The mystical text, in fact,
bears an affinity to the flesh, in its permeability, its fissure, and its excesses. Given the
cultural construction of the feminine in the Middle Ages, the mystical text of this period
might be called feminine” (Margery Kempe and Translations, 76).
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Christ, Mary, and the saints.113 As her education enables her life to overlap the traditional

boundaries of her female gender, her Book conversely defies the typically masculine

conventions of both the masculine autobiography and the male-mediated mystical treatise

that would disguise and sublimate her womanhood.

Kempe’s liminal state, her move between genders, is characteristic of late

medieval women writers.114 According to Sidonie Smith’s important study of early

female autobiography,

any late medieval or Renaissance woman, especially one likely to be
literate and educated, would have found herself situated within two
universes of discourse—that of the newly empowered man and that of the
misbegotten man. She would have been influenced simultaneously by the
theological, philosophical, scientific, socioeconomic, political, and literary
currents that motivated individuals to take up the pen and to write their life

113 Such physical activity is not characteristic of mystical treatises, according to Nancy
Lenz Harvey: “Bridget’s revelations are mainly a series of monologues by Christ. Where
Kempe’s visions are lively and highly detailed, marked by much physical activity by the
narrator and her physical companions, Bridget’s are restrained, formal, devoid of physical
action and detail. . . . Here is no swooning, fainting Virgin, or bustling, anxious ‘creature’
swaddling an infant Jesus or begging food for his hungry mother” (“Margery Kempe:
Writer as Creature,” 178–79).

114 The conflict between Kempe’s gendered selves reflects a common struggle in the
autobiographical works of women writers between a public (for Kempe, masculine) and a
private (here feminine) selves. Whereas male autobiographers are able to concentrate on
one aspect of their lives or personality, women autobiographers, according to Linda H.
Peterson, seem “to be caught between the (masculine) tradition of public self-
representation and the (feminine) tradition of private self-revelation, between the forms
of the ‘autobiography’ or res gestae ‘memoir,’ on the one hand, and the ‘diary’ or
‘domestic memoir,’ on the other” (“Female Autobiographer, Narrative Duplicity,” 171).
The juxtaposition of the public and the private plots results in what Peterson calls
“narrative duplicity.” For similar findings in the works of female autobiographers from
the Middle Ages to the present, see C. Christ, who distinguishes between social and
spiritual quests (Diving Deep and Surfacing, 8–9); Stanton, “Autogynography,” 13; and
Nussbaum, “Eighteenth-Century Women’s Autobiographical Commonplaces.”
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stories and by those forces within her culture that narrowly defined
woman’s appropriate identity and rendered her life script one of public
silence. Suspended between these culturally constructed categories of
male and female selfhood, she would have discovered a certain fluidity to
the boundaries of gender. These sliding spaces of ideology and
subjectivity she would have negotiated in greater or lesser degrees of
conformity and resistance. . . . By taking that space on the stage, then, she
situates herself at the point of collision between two universes of
discourse: the discourse of Man/Human and the discourse of Women, both
of which have served to engender her.115

It is this combination of the porous, womanly self and the contained, educated, masculine

self—one necessary for the reception of her message and the other essential to its

dissemination—that tangles Kempe’s text and complicates our attempts to categorize her

life and to fit it into established narrative forms. Recognizing Kempe’s oppositional roles

as feminine and masculine enables us to appreciate the seemingly muddled structure of

the text and the complexly recollected self who appears within it.

The implications of considering the possible influence of the classroom on

Margery Kempe’s self fashioning are not limited to an identification of an additional

dichotomy to contribute to the scholarly debate over the privileging of selves; rather,

appreciating the lessons of the grammar school enables us to see how Kempe resolves the

split both in the representation of her identity and in the form of The Book itself. Kempe’s

struggle to reconcile her masculine or public role and her feminine or private role is

common among female autobiographers, often resulting in an autobiography that fails to

“make an unambiguous claim to truth,” as Linda H. Peterson explains:

115 Poetics of Women’s Autobiography, 41–42.
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only “masculine” autobiography—i.e., autobiography that traces a
coherent, linear, univocal pattern—can make . . . a claim because it
focuses sharply on the autobiographer in his public role, without
attempting to negotiate professional and domestic selves. Female
autobiographers find it more difficult to discover truth because they
become enmeshed in the difficulties of narrative duplicity. Not only must
they juggle double plots, but they must also confront the chronological
pressure of events that seem linked.116

Yet Kempe’s Book bridges the gap between these oppositional positions in two

significant ways, ultimately creating a cohesive identity and a coherent textual

representation of that self presentation at the end of her Book. The lessons of the

schoolroom enable Kempe to develop two aspects of The Book through which she

successfully manipulates her socially acceptable, masculine identity in order to spread her

message without sacrificing the woman behind the text. The first method Kempe employs

to create a homogeneous identity is the expression of her oft-discussed tears, the second

her largely overlooked prayers that close The Book itself. By using the tools of the

classroom, both the literacy and the rhetorical techniques learned in grammar school,

Kempe manipulates her self portrayal in order to influence how her text and the self that

exists within it are perceived by others, authoring an autobiography that ultimately

succeeds in creating a unified self where her life could not.117

116 “Female Autobiographer, Narrative Duplicity,” 173.

117 The “struggle” of the autobiographer, as defined by Rose using terms established by
Georges Gusdorf, also aptly describes the textual conflict plaguing Kempe: “to define his
or her experience by the narrative creation of a unified personality, through which the
author attempts to reconcile the public and private aspects of being, often represented as
conflicting.” Successful autobiography “impos[es] on the material a narrative structure
that comprises a coherent vision of [the autobiographer] as a unique, integrated human
being” (“Gender, Genre, and History,” 249, 248).
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Margery’s tears are perhaps the most memorable aspect of her self-portrayal.118

Disruptive, bodily, and the source of her marginalization, her weeping often is seen as the

ultimate symbol of her womanhood.119 Furthermore, because Margery’s cries are

nonverbal sounds that emanate from her body, they are contrasted with language and read

as an illiterate female response to masculine words, particularly the learned rhetoric of

the patriarchy.120 While these readings correctly recognize the power of tears and

celebrate them as a form of female expression, in the case of Margery Kempe, we ought

118 When I teach this text, students commonly express frustration that Margery cries all
the time, even though her weeping is by no means the focus of The Book.

119 Many critics focus on the phenomenon of her tears as symbolic of her status,
especially as they function to separate her from society. For example, Dhira B. Mahoney,
who describes Kempe’s tears as “the source of her well-being, her very identity,” writes,
“a more striking instrument of separation for Kempe, because more dramatic and more
disruptive to those around her, is her tears” (“Margery Kempe’s Tears,” 42, 39).
Similarly, Bremner finds the tears to “function as a symbol of Kempe’s marginalization”
(“Margery Kempe and the Critics,” 127). Contrasting Margery’s tears with words,
Wendy Harding argues, “As a married laywoman, Margery can only express herself
orally and carnally through the marginalized medium of her female body” (“Body into
Text,” 174).

120 Focusing on the power achieved by Kempe through her tears, Mahoney concludes,
“Being illiterate and dependent on male scribes, the only words that are available to
Kempe are patriarchal, the language authenticated by the male ecclesiastical
establishment. . . . her tears and her cries are her public language, an individual
expression of separateness through bodily action in defiance of the prohibitions of custom
and the ecclesiastical system” (Margery Kempe’s Tears,” 40). Setting up a similar
dichotomy between male and female expression, Bremner suggests that Kempe’s tears
are “a gift which, by virtue of its position at the margins of logocentric discourse, has the
potential to disrupt logocentric representational systems . . . and thereby create a possible
space for women’s self-representation.” Bremner’s insightful argument relies on
“Irigaray’s discussion of the potential of tears for female self-definition” (“Margery
Kempe and the Critics,” 131–32).
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to reexamine their function within the text in light of the influence of her grammar school

experience.

The opposition of the nonverbal communication of cries to verbal language in The

Book set up by the critical tradition rests mainly on Kempe’s presumed illiteracy and

reliance on male scribes for the creation of her textual self.121 The evidence of Kempe’s

education and her rhetorical capabilities, however, should erase the critical insistence on

the necessity of the influence of her amanuensis. Furthermore, given Kempe’s command

of both forms of communication as she alternates between gendered modes of self

presentation, we need not accept the assumed marked dichotomy between male and

female expression.122 In the presentation of her tears, she does not distance herself from

121 Mahoney “suggest[s] . . . that for Kempe preaching is associated with learned men; it
implies rhetorical training, the employment of formal rhetoric, the patriarchal language.
. . . Kempe, the unlettered woman, has not only been denied such learning, but constantly
dissociates herself from it” (“Margery Kempe’s Tears,” 47). Harding creates a similar
division between Kempe’s expression and rhetorical language: “Her piety and her mode
of expression represent a departure from and an alternative to the hierarchical, ordered,
masculine spirituality of the pulpit” (“Body into Text,” 174). For Bremner, the female
expression of tears is tainted by Kempe’s reliance on men for their transcription; despite
“the potential of Kempe’s voice to destabilize the masculine-inscribed text of her Book,”
the tears are “always filtered through at least one male consciousness: . . . Kempe’s
scribe” (“Margery Kempe and the Critics,” 132, 127).

122 Gayle Margherita is one of the few critics to refuse the opposition of Margery’s tears
to male language but instead recognize the power of harnessing female expression in
service of entering the rhetorical tradition: “On the one hand, [the scenes of weeping] are
a point of entry into [the text’s] libidinal economy. . . . On the other, her tears are the
‘vanishing point’ of the text: the point at which language, always unstable, finally
devolves into inarticulate sound. Paradoxically, then, Margery’s weeping both stands in
for the instability of language and claims a place for her within the teleological narrative
of Christian history. Maternity here intersects with history—and thus with patriarchy—in
an explicit and unsettling way” (Romance of Origins, 41).
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rhetoric and learning but instead employs the rhetorical tools of the classroom to create a

text and, within it, a self in many ways defined by womanly expression. While Margery’s

tears are absent from the text, they are, I would argue, the most vivid part of the work.123

Their successful representation in The Book joins female nonverbal and male verbal

expression and creates a cohesive self for Kempe within her text as a woman separate

from yet deeply ingrained in society. The tears of the visionary join with the life of the

autobiographer in the pages of her Book, giving her power over her self portrayal and the

creation of legitimate life.

Moreover, rather than reading Margery’s tears as mediated by the hand of her

male scribe and thus a less purely female expression than the tears themselves, we should

see the textual representation of her tears as capable of transforming written language,

typically associated with masculine power, into feminine utterance. Kempe’s tears and

writing cannot be separated from each other but rather are joined in a blending of

feminine and masculine communication as she writes her Book: “whil þe forseyd creatur

was ocupijd a-bowte þe writyng of þis tretys, sche had many holy teerys & wepingys”

(219). Even more striking is the image of Kempe’s scribe as he receives her dictation:

“also he þat was hir writer cowde not sumtyme kepyn hym-self fro wepyng” (219). The

male scribe, a figure deeply connected to the Latinate, educated, masculine tradition, is

converted by the words and tears of Kempe’s Book into a new creature producing

feminine communication, both in his nonverbal cries and in the vernacular, circular text

123 Bremner, too, finds them to be “strangely present in the varied and often violent
responses they arouse in her critics” (“Margery Kempe and the Critics,” 127).
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itself. Through the depiction of her tears in autobiography, therefore, Kempe discovers

the “liberating” power of the genre. As Smith describes, “the autobiographical can be . . .

the ground upon which existing ‘truths’ are exposed as fictions, or ‘lies,’ and the formerly

unauthorized, illicit, heretical lodged as an alternative ‘truth.’”124 Gender and the conflict

over its definition, fulfillment, and restriction are revealed to be meaningless constructs

rather than enforceable truths, freeing Kempe from the struggle to reconcile her life with

social norms.125

Yet Margery’s tears are represented in The Book as having an even greater power.

Not only can they transform gendered communication and gender itself, but also they can

erase the boundaries of these oppositional states altogether. In the voice of Christ, Kempe

equates her masculine writing and her feminine tears:

124 “Constructing Truths in Lying Mouths,” 158.

125 Furthermore, the tears themselves are not merely the pure, uncomplicated expression
of female language that they appear to be but actually operate to disrupt the very notion
of gender altogether through their excess. Through the re-creation of her tears in her
autobiography, Kempe, I would argue, employs one of the authorial strategies available
to the woman autobiographer: overidentifying with the feminine in what Smith labels
“masquerade.” “The excess of masquerade in autobiographical practice could effectively
expose the falsity of any regime of truth that functions to essentialize identity” by
uncovering that identity, and thus gender, are “performative rather than essential”
(“Constructing Truths in Lying Mouths,” 160). The depiction of Margery’s tears as
remarkable for their abundance thus, through their connection with her femininity,
reveals the category of the feminine and, correspondingly, the essentialism of gender, to
be false. Combining the chronological sequence, goal-oriented focus, and language of the
traditional, masculine autobiography (in a strategy that Smith labels “excessive
truthtelling,” which identifies an author and her narrative with male values) with the
“masquerade” of excessive femininity, Kempe alternately mimics both the masculine and
the feminine, thereby revealing gender to be a mask to be put on and removed at will.
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Whan þis booke was first in wrytyng, þe sayd creatur was mor at hom in
hir chambre wyth hir writer & seyd fewer bedys for sped of wrytyng þan
sche had don ȝerys be-forn. &, whan sche cam to chirche & xulde heryn 
Messe, purposyng to seyn hir Mateyns & swech oþer deuocyons as sche
had vsyd a-for-tyme, hir hert was drawyn a-wey fro þe seying & set mech
on meditacyon. Sche beyng aferd of displesawns of owr Lord, he seyd to
hir sowle, “Drede þe not, dowtyr, for as many bedys as þu woldist seyin I
accepte hem as þow þu seydist hem, & þi stody þat þu stodiist for to do
writyn þe grace þat I haue schewyd to þe plesith me ryght meche & he þat
writith boþe. For, þow ȝe wer in þe chirche & wept bothyn to-gedyr as 
sore as euyr þu dedist, ȝet xulde ȝe not plesyn me mor þan ȝe don wyth 
ȝowr writyng, for dowtyr, be þis boke many a man xal be turnyd to me & 
beleuyn þerin.” (216)

For Margery’s Christ, and thus for all of his creation, crying like a woman and writing

like a man are no different, regardless of the gender of the performer. Whether the female

Margery or the male amanuensis is crying or writing, Christ sees no distinction between

them and is equally pleased. Kempe’s text, therefore, successfully deconstructs the

divisions of gendered behavior and even gender itself, just as Margery attempted through

her lived experience. Yet while Margery in life was less successful in this endeavor

because she was forced to choose between gender roles, alternating between the illiterate

female visionary and the educated male teacher, The Book erases the necessity of this

choice. Furthermore, the enduring representation of the tears within the text adds a

permanence to Kempe’s transformative power, ensuring her influence in the conversions

of future generations. The Book of Margery Kempe not only can transform a man into a

woman but also, far more importantly to Kempe, can convert an unbeliever into a

Christian.
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While Kempe reconciles the two gendered sides of her identity by transcending

gender through the textual representation of her tears, the final prayer reported,

apparently verbatim, at the end of The Book of Margery Kempe unifies the split genres of

the text itself. Although very little critical attention has been paid to Kempe’s meditation,

its rhetorical virtuosity has received the praise of two scholars who have studied the

prayer, Robert Karl Stone and Dhira B. Mahoney. Stone lauds its “virtuoso-like control”

and upholds it as “an excellent example of hyperbole” and alliteration; he also finds

Kempe’s usage of similes here to be fresh and effective.126 Similarly, Mahoney

compliments its use of rhythmical cadences and repeated parallel syntactical and

rhetorical structures: “Compared to the colloquial language and the rhythms of living

speech that so characterize the rest of the work, the prayer is formal and rhetorically

effective.”127 We might find it surprising, then, that these are supposed to be the prayers

of an unlettered woman. Mahoney acknowledges that Kempe here appropriates “the

patriarchal language, the formal rhetoric of male ecclesiastics” but attributes Kempe’s

knowledge of this rhetorical tradition to “her extensive oral education, through hearing so

many sermons, and through having devotional works read to her.”128 Recognizing the

power that Kempe achieves through this prayer, Mahoney believes that Kempe is able

126 Middle English Prose Style, 71. Stone contrasts Kempe’s similes with Julian of
Norwich’s stereotyped and unoriginal ones.

127 “Margery Kempe’s Tears,” 47. Mahoney further notes, “It is significant that the two
longest sentences from the Book of Margery Kempe included in [Stone’s] list of examples
of balanced clauses (142), sentences which show the most intricate combination of
balance with other rhetorical features, are from the prayer” (50, n. 10).

128 “Margery Kempe’s Tears,” 48.
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“finally to appropriate the male rhetoric for her own” because “in Book II her spiritual

independence from her male support network provides the assurance and strength.”129

Rather than simply being a product of her oral education, Kempe’s mastery of

rhetoric is, I would argue, the result of her grammar training; the male rhetoric has

always been an element of her identity, expressed when partaking in masculine society.

Yet Mahoney is correct in her recognition that the prayer deserves our special

consideration, for while this is not the only place that Kempe utilizes rhetorical

techniques in The Book, it certainly demonstrates her most consistent and extended usage

of formal rhetoric in her own voice.130 Moreover, the employment of this sophisticated

rhetoric in this private prayer does not follow the established pattern of Margery’s

personal, feminine communication with Christ. Concurrently demanding our attention is

Kempe’s confident use of the first-person “I” throughout the prayer, a stark contrast from

her normal “thys creatur.”

What enables Kempe to combine her masculine, rhetorical language with her

feminine, colloquial speech at the close of The Book is the erasure of gender through the

129 “Margery Kempe’s Tears,” 49. Mahoney finds Kempe’s power to be in her
intercessory role, established by the emphasis on her tears within the prayer: “In her final
prayer she specifically asks that she continue to be visited by the ‘welle of teerys’ with
which she can not only wash away her own sins, but also the sins of all other Christian
souls, alive or dead . . . and she appeals to God for mercy for all those that trust in her
prayers. . . . Thus Kempe’s work ends by simultaneously emphasizing and demonstrating
her role as an intercessor for humankind, with a prayer which is both a model for others
and a validation of itself. Kempe’s final prayer not only alludes to her continued link with
God, but is itself an enactment of that link, a demonstration of her power” (49).

130 Stone notes that passages in which Christ speaks to Margery are particularly
rhetorically effective (Middle English Prose Style, 120–21).
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writing of her tears. Kempe’s divided self is no longer in conflict, for the process of

writing has ended her struggle for a consistent identity with the creation of a cohesive self

in literary form. In the conclusion of her Book, Kempe creates the coherent selfhood that

could not be achieved through the actions of her life to which the narrative refers. It is

The Book of Margery Kempe that combines the public with the private, the social with the

religious, the pilgrim with the mystic, and the Latinate with the vernacular. The

unification of her split self in writing thus enables Kempe in her prayer to create a

powerful new language that is neither masculine nor feminine. Furthermore, having

transcended the essentialism of identity, thus exposing its falsity, Kempe finally in this

new language is able to utilize the “I,” the sign of the unified self. Margery Kempe’s

message is not simply the transformative power of Christ that enables the transcendence

of gender and identity. The truth The Book of Margery Kempe speaks is of the

potentiality of authorship—made possible by her early education—for self creation and

expression.
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Chapter 4: Revising Expectations:
John Lydgate and the Exemplarity of the Ordinary

In Chapters 2 and 3, we saw how aspects of grammar school education, training in

epistolary conventions and an emphasis on self fashioning, influence the presentation and

reception (within the text and outside of it in the critical discourse of both medieval and

modern readers) of characters within vernacular literary works of late medieval England.

Chapter 4 turns to the work of John Lydgate, immensely popular and respected in his

time and much derided in our own. The monk of Bury demonstrated his own interest in

education throughout his literary productions, and his works reflect, as I will show, the

concerns of the Latin schoolbooks. Reading the collection of literary texts studied in the

late medieval English classroom reveals an emphasis on humans that manifests itself to a

monumental degree in the poems of Lydgate. Significantly, given his wide readership,

Lydgate through the Fall of Princes promulgates the instruction of the classroom,

teaching others the latent lessons of the Latin schoolbooks he memorized in his youth.

Thus, as I will argue, recognizing the teachings of the schoolroom that surface in the Fall

reveals how the instruction of the classroom indirectly reached a larger audience and may

have contributed to the maturation and spread of humanistic ideas celebrated in the

English Renaissance.

At the opening of another popular work of Lydgate’s, the Siege of Thebes, the

monk begins his tale by relating the story of the founding of Thebes to the Canterbury

pilgrims. In his telling, it was Amphion who both founded the city and constructed its
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walls. As Lydgate’s pilgrim explains, the story holds that the walls of Thebes rose up

when Amphion played his song on Mercury’s harp. This tale then is dismissed as “derkë

poysye,” and the monk’s fellow travelers are told instead that Mercury blessed Amphion

with the gift of rhetorical skill, for which the harp was a symbol (1.214).1 Amphion

employed his “crafty speche” to inspire men to leave their homelands and build the walls

of Thebes (1.226). In its attribution of the founding and building of Thebes to Amphion,

the Siege of Thebes departs from its source, the Roman de Edipus, which ascribes the

establishment of Thebes to Cadmus.2 In fact, as Dominique Battles has demonstrated,

Lydgate here rejects not only the Roman de Edipus but the entire medieval tradition of

Thebes; in all other accounts, including those of Boccaccio, Chaucer, and Gower,

Cadmus is the progenitor of the royal Theban line, while Amphion merely builds the

walls of the city.3 According to tradition, Cadmus slew a dragon and planted its teeth,

from which grew warriors who battled each other until only five remained, who then

became the founding families of Thebes. The pilgrim Dan John acknowledges the more

common story of Cadmus but, without providing the story of the dragon, assures his

audience that Cadmus did not stay at Thebes because he was exiled.

1 Parenthetical citations refer to part and line numbers from Axel Erdmann’s EETS
edition of Lydgate’s Siege of Thebes.

2 Lydgate’s source for his material on Amphion is Boccaccio’s Genealogia deorum,
Book 5, Chapter 30.

3 Medieval Tradition of Thebes, 153. While other critics acknowledge the alteration in the
Siege, Battles’s is the fullest treatment of its ramifications. Although the Odyssey makes
Amphion one of the founders of Thebes, this story was unavailable in England in the
Middle Ages (156).
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Much of the critical response to the replacement of Cadmus with Amphion in

Lydgate’s Siege focuses on Amphion’s success as a rhetorician.4 Amphion functions, as

explained by Lois Ebin, “as a symbol of the relation between the poet and the state fully

realized—the poet, orator, and statesman, who through his golden language, brings

harmony and order to the realm.”5 While the attention to Amphion’s role as a rhetorician

has sharpened our understanding of the Siege of Thebes and of Lydgate’s poetics, it has

overshadowed another important quality of this figure and his role in Thebes’s founding:

Amphion undertakes a wholly human action, and the city is founded in a realistic fashion.

In what will become a recurrent theme in his works, Lydgate alters his source to make

Amphion and his Thebans human; Thebes’s founder requires neither dragon teeth nor

magical instrument for his mighty accomplishments. Lydgate’s rewriting thus builds the

Theban story squarely on human shoulders.

Nowhere is Lydgate’s emphasis on humanity more evident than in the near-

endless parade of figures who march through his Fall of Princes.6 Written from 1431 to

1438 or 1439, the poem was commissioned by Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, younger

brother of Henry V and Protector of England during Henry VI’s sojourn in France from

4 For example, Ebin, “Lydgate’s Views on Poetry,” 97, and Marotta, “Amphion: The
Hero as Rhetorician.”

5 “Lydgate’s Views on Poetry,” 97. Joseph Marotta, whose work was published the same
year as Ebin’s, reaches a similar conclusion: “In the figure of the Theban king it is likely
that Lydgate saw his own purpose as poet” (“Amphion: The Hero as Rhetorician,” 70).

6 The nine books of the Fall of Princes have been edited by Henry Bergen for the EETS
in four volumes. Parenthetical citations of the Fall are to Lydgate’s book and line
numbers in this edition; references to Bergen’s commentary are cited by volume and
page.
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April 1430 to January 1432. According to the Prologue of the Fall, Humphrey requested

that Lydgate translate “The noble book off this Iohn Bochas,” the first version of

Boccaccio’s treatise De casibus virorum illustrium, in order “To shewe the chaung off

worldli variaunce” (1.423, 434); although he references Bochas throughout his work,

Lydgate bases his translation not on Boccaccio’s Latin verse but on the French prose of

Laurent de Premierfait, Des cas des nobles hommes et femmes. This text, completed in

1409, was Laurent’s second of two translations of Boccaccio’s De casibus, much

amplified with historical, biographical, mythological, and geographical details.7 Taking

this enlarged version as his source, Lydgate fulfilled his commission with a nine-book

Middle English translation of 36,365 lines mainly of rhyme royal.8

The Fall of Princes is Lydgate’s longest poem; indeed, it is among the longest

poems ever written, and its very length has hindered its study. While Lydgate’s

reputation and popularity in general have suffered from an unfavorable comparison with

Chaucer, even the early critics who helped to establish the importance of scholarly

attention to the Lydgate corpus deride the poem’s size. The Fall’s editor, Henry Bergen,

7 Des cas des nobles hommes et femmes has not been printed in its entirety since the
sixteenth century. Patricia Gathercole has edited the first book as part of her study of this
text; see her Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas des nobles hommes et femmes.

8 Whether Lydgate’s text rates as an improvement on Des cas is undecided. Because Des
cas has not been edited in full, it is impossible to make an accurate comparison of the two
works. Indeed, critics cannot even decide whose version is longer. While Derek Pearsall
faults Lydgate for further amplifying Laurent’s inflated version, Gathercole finds
Lydgate’s version to be shorter and more concise than Laurent’s. See Pearsall, John
Lydgate, 232, and Gathercole, Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 35.
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speaks disparagingly of Lydgate’s “unending streams of verse.”9 Eleanor Prescott

Hammond decrees of Lydgate’s enormous output: “The student who had never read a

line of his work might suspect, upon hearing of its enormous amount, that its quality was

strained. It is indeed.”10 Although he established the modern study of Lydgate with his

foundational monograph, even Derek Pearsall can not conceal his distaste when he wittily

remarks that the Fall “shows a strong inclination to become, at times, in its remorseless

inventory of the victims of Fortune, a Dictionary of Universal Biography, since the only

essential qualification for inclusion is to be dead.”11 This attitude dominated Lydgate

studies for many years, leading to a dismissal both of the poet and of the work itself.

Voicing the thoughts of many a medievalist, H. S. Bennett complains, “Lydgate’s

treatment of his material is almost unbearably prolix, and the modern reader will find that

much judicious skipping is necessary if he wishes to reach the end.”12

Fortunately for Lydgate, such was not the case for the medieval reader. In fact,

the Fall of Princes was tremendously popular. The most recent tabulation includes thirty-

four extant manuscripts, five manuscript fragments, and nearly forty manuscripts

containing extracts.13 Manuscripts were owned by a broad spectrum of readers: John

9 Fall of Princes, 1:xxi.

10 English Verse between Chaucer and Surrey, 79.

11 Gower and Lydgate, 25.

12 Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century, 140.

13 The most recent list is Pearsall’s in John Lydgate (1371–1449): A Bio-bibliography,
69–72. All of the manuscripts and prints known to Bergen at the time of his edition have
been described in the fourth volume of his edition of the Fall, 11–124. For extracts, see
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Tiptoft, earl of Worcester; Henry Percy, fourth earl of Northumberland; Lady Margaret

Beaufort, countess of Richmond and mother of Henry VII; and several religious

institutions, including Battle Abbey, Exeter Cathedral, and possibly Lanthony Priory.14

Readers of The Canterbury Tales evidently also appreciated the Fall of Princes; William

Knoyell possessed manuscripts of both of these works, and William Drury, whose family

owned the Ellesmere Chaucer manuscript, had a copy of the Fall. The poem’s renown

continued into the age of print, with two printings—one of six hundred copies—by

Richard Pynson in 1494 and 1527, one by Richard Tottel in 1554, and one by John

Wayland, likely in 1554. Sir William More and Roger Ward were among those who

owned printed copies. Extracts from the Fall, along with other short works by Lydgate

and Chaucer, were printed twice as “The prouerbes of Lydgate” by Wynkyn de Worde

around 1510 and 1520; whereas modern scholarship would hesitate to conflate the

writings of these two poets, de Worde’s customers and the owners of manuscripts by both

Chaucer and Lydgate apparently did not allow their regard for one to diminish their

appreciation of the other. Moreover, the attribution to Giovanni Boccaccio on the title

Edwards, “Selections from Lydgate’s Fall of Princes: A Checklist” and Mortimer,
“Selections from Lydgate’s Fall of Princes: A Corrected Checklist.” Much of our
knowledge of the manuscript tradition and textual influence of the Fall has come from
the careful study of A. S. G. Edwards or been based on his work. He believes the appeal
of the Fall to lie in its content rather than in its decoration, for only five manuscripts
contain miniatures; as he expresses, “Manuscripts of the Fall of Princes seem in general
to have been made to be read, not looked at” (“Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,”
430).

14 For the ownership of these and other manuscripts and prints of the Fall of Princes, see
Edwards, “Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,” 429–30.
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page of the 1494 Pynson print of the Middle English Fall of Princes reveals the degree to

which Lydgate’s work had supplanted its source.15 De casibus probably was unknown to

fourteenth-century English readers and was little known outside of academic circles in

the fifteenth century.16 Thus, Lydgate’s work was the De casibus for English readers; in

fact, the De casibus has never been printed in England.

Lydgate’s revision of Boccaccio was tremendously influential for other writers.17

It was referred to by Alexander Barclay in his Ship of Fools, by Robert Sempill in his

Complaint vpon fortoun, by William Caxton in his prologue to Le morte d’Arthur, by

Stephen Hawes in The Pastime of Pleasure, and in several anonymous poems of the

sixteenth century.18 Peter Idley in his Instructions to His Son took forty-six stanzas from

scattered sections of the first three books of the Fall; his borrowings and his formal tone

indicate a strong familiarity with his source.19 In the Metrical Visions, George Cavendish

borrowed not merely the architecture of the Fall with its figures parading past the author

15 The Pynson edition of 1494 is available in facsimile.

16 Edwards, “Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,” 426–27.

17 Edwards’s proposal “that many literary citations or allusions, particularly to classical
history, may derive in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries from a reading of the Fall of
Princes” remains to be investigated (“Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,” 437).

18 For literary debts to Lydgate’s Fall through Ben Jonson’s English Grammar, see
Edwards, “Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,” 432–39.

19 See D’Evelyn’s introduction to this work, 49–50.
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but also nearly 200 lines of the text.20 The success of the Fall of Princes eventually was

eclipsed by one of its imitators, The Mirror for Magistrates, itself widely influential in

the English Renaissance.21 At its inception, The Mirror was seen as a continuation of the

Fall. From abortive title pages to what was supposed to have been the first edition of The

Mirror we know that originally the Fall was intended to precede The Mirror in a

compilation volume printed by Wayland.22 William Baldwin, one of the continuators of

The Mirror, even carried a copy of the Fall into his initial meeting with the other men

charged with authoring its sequel, as he explains in his preface to the first edition.

However, because The Mirror was suppressed, Wayland’s undated edition of the Fall,

probably printed in 1554, went ahead without its sequel. When The Mirror for

Magistrates was printed for the first time in 1559, the achievement marked the end of the

popularity of Lydgate’s text; nevertheless, it also ensured the perpetuation of the Fall’s

concepts into a new era and verified the usefulness of its scheme to readers.

20 See Hammond, English Verse between Chaucer and Surrey, 368; Edwards, “Some
Borrowings by Cavendish from Lydgate’s ‘Fall of Princes’”; and Edwards, “Influence of
Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,” 437.

21 For a discussion of The Mirror’s role in the movement toward the dramatization of
tragedy on the Elizabethan stage, see Farnham, Medieval Heritage of Elizabethan
Tragedy.

22 The Mirror for Magistrates, including Baldwin’s preface, has been edited by Lily B.
Campbell. This edition reprints the abortive variant title pages that would have
accompanied the proposed compilation. See Campbell’s introduction explaining The
Mirror’s complex printing history, particularly pp. 4–10, and “Suppressed Edition of A
Mirror for Magistrates.” Because of the difficulties encountered in publishing The
Mirror, it is unclear to whom the idea for the continuation should be given, when the
project was begun, and who were among the men originally selected to write its
tragedies.
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Even more significant may be Lydgate’s reception by those who traditionally had

more limited access to education and often even to literature, women. The studies of

feminist scholars on the patrons of Lydgate’s poems and the ownership of manuscripts of

his work have proven A. S. G. Edwards’s speculation that Lydgate’s poems, including

the Fall, “were much more pervasive transmitters of models of style and diction than has

been appreciated” and that “the provenance and ownership of Lydgate manuscripts might

well establish that he was read by a far broader social spectrum than was Chaucer.”23

While manuscript evidence indicates that the works of Chaucer and Gower were not

frequently in the possession of women in late medieval England, according to Carol M.

Meale, many of Lydgate’s patrons were women, and both manuscript inscriptions and

surviving wills show that women made up a significant part of the audience of Lydgate’s

religious and secular works.24 Uncovering similar evidence of Lydgate’s numerous

female patrons and readers, Julia Boffey makes the intriguing suggestion that the

complex, unnatural style of Lydgate’s writing, for which he has been much criticized,

was a deliberate attempt to acclimate an audience unaccustomed to reading Latin to

Latinate style.25 The particular appeal that Lydgate’s works may have had for those

prevented from attaining a traditional grammar school education heightens the cultural

significance of his poems and widens the audience receptive to the ideas presented within

them. That Lydgate’s poems may have taught the lessons of the grammar school to those

23 “Lydgate Scholarship,” 50.

24 “. . . alle the bokes.”

25 “Lydgate’s Lyrics,” 142.
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unable to attend one suggests the pervasiveness of the influence of school instruction and

compels modern scholarship to reevaluate the ideas conveyed directly through grammar

school teaching and indirectly though the works of Lydgate.

As a Benedictine monk, Lydgate would have received an excellent education.

Around twelve years of age, he joined the abbey of St. Edmund’s at Bury, where he

would have attended almonry school and, after becoming a novice, the monastic school.

Lydgate then studied at Oxford University’s Gloucester College, although there is no

record of his having taken a degree.26 That his education was deeply influential is evident

from his later literary output. The rhetorical training of the classroom, based on the

teachings of the twelfth-century rhetoricians including Geoffrey of Vinsauf, stressed

amplification over abbreviation, and, as we have seen in the Fall of Princes, Lydgate

assiduously practiced the technique of amplificatio as he transformed his sources.

Furthermore, in his vast oeuvre can be found many works written in the genres of the

schoolroom.27 The clearest connection can be seen in his English version of the

schoolbook Stans puer ad mensam. He also wrote another conduct manual, the Dietary.

Lydgate composed several fables, including the Churl and the Bird, the seven tales of the

Isopes Fabules, and the Fabula duorum mercatorum. The Debate of the Horse, Goose

and Sheep represents the debate exercises popular in the classroom. Twenty moralistic

26 For Lydgate’s education, see Pearsall, John Lydgate (1371–1449): A Bio-bibliography,
12–16, and Pearsall, John Lydgate, 23, 29–31.

27 Lydgate’s version of Stans puer ad mensam appears in Oxford, Bodleian Library MS
Rawlinson D 328, a personal notebook probably begun at Exeter Grammar School (full
contents are listed in the Appendix).
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poems, including A Song of Just Mesure, Timor mortis conturbat me, Amor vincit omnia,

A Song of Vertui, As a Mydsomer Rose, and Look in thy Merour, echo the proverbial

advice common in the reading curriculum.

Because the formal aspects of his school reading influenced the generic choices of

his later writings, we should expect that the lessons of the school texts similarly

impressed him, subtly affecting the ways in which he treats his subjects; indeed, their

lasting mark can be seen throughout much of his writing. Proverbial advice, a hallmark of

the late medieval curriculum, echoes not only in the sententiae that abound in Lydgate’s

works but in his overall approach to telling stories. What Pearsall says of the Troy Book

is equally applicable to the Fall of Princes:

in accord with the best medieval theory and practice, Lydgate empties the
story of everything but sentence and in so doing restores it to that world of
stable truths which fiction always threatens to subvert. . . . Lydgate’s
prime interest in stories is thus in destroying them as imagined realities so
as to reveal more clearly the hidden truth that is the justification for their
existence.28

Although such sententiousness is not agreeable to modern tastes, Lydgate was celebrated

for it by his medieval and early modern audiences. Readers drew attention to proverbial,

moralizing passages through notations and comments in manuscripts of his works.29 His

“sententious generalities” were the most often copied parts of the text and were printed

28 “Chaucer and Lydgate,” 47, 48.

29 As Pearsall observed, “If we are to judge by the marginal comments and signs added in
manuscripts, what his readers valued above all in his long poems were the passages of
moralising, passages which to modern taste are gratuitous and irrelevant” (John Lydgate,
12).
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twice by de Word.30 The lessons his schoolbooks imparted remained with him long after

his schooldays, emerging in his generic choices, his sententiousness, and his overall

approach, resonating with his readers. What has gone unnoticed are the other significant

ways in which Lydgate’s early education influenced his writing, and I would argue that

we cannot understand the import of his works or their reception—and ultimately his

legacy—until we fully recognize the relationship between the classroom texts and his

vernacular productions.

An acknowledgment of Lydgate’s popularity among his contemporaries and thus

his importance to our understanding of the fifteenth century recently has led to a

resurgence of interest in the works of this long-maligned poet. Lydgate has been the

subject of two edited collections, one focusing specifically on his treatment of material

culture and the other working more generally to rehabilitate his image into that of a major

poet.31 Although focused on one of Lydgate’s minor poems, The Churl and the Bird, the

work of James Simpson in the collection he edited with Larry Scanlon may go the

farthest toward achieving their stated goal of recovering Lydgate’s reputation, for he

employs this little-studied poem to challenge the prevailing view of Lydgate as a

blunderer. In his perceptive reading, Simpson uncovers Lydgate’s portrayal of the

30 On selections copied from the Fall, see Edwards, “Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of
Princes,” 429–30, along with the checklists of extracts in Edwards, “Selections from
Lydgate’s Fall of Princes: A Checklist” and Mortimer, “Selections from Lydgate's Fall
of Princes: A Corrected Checklist.”

31 Lydgate Matters: Poetry and Material Culture in the Fifteenth Century, edited by Lisa
H. Cooper and Andrea Denny-Brown, and John Lydgate: Poetry, Culture, and
Lancastrian England, edited by Larry Scanlon and James Simpson.
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complex relationship between poet and patron, calling the poem “a subtle and penetrating

account of patronal relations.”32 Through the perspective of the bird, the poet is shown to

recognize the complicated task of offering honest advice to those in power, contradicting

the current critical views of Lydgate as either an obtuse, verbose, cloistered monk or an

unquestioning Lancastrian propagandist—certainly inept in either reading.33 By revealing

her own emptiness and branding herself a liar, the bird stands in for the poet who,

according to Simpson:

is training the patron to recognize the impossibility of controlling court
poets. For the startling surprise of this poem is . . . that court poets are
empty and light; they are vacuous liars; they have nothing inside, no
lessons but the indispensable lessons of rhetoric itself. The light bird here
is Lydgate, while the obtuse peasant resembles no one more than the
poet’s patron.34

Lydgate’s inconsistencies and disruptions in the critical judgment generally are

considered to be accidental slips revealing the impossibility of total support for his

Lancastrian patrons. These contradictions instead may be part of a plea for poetic

independence, intentionally designed as a way to recognize and manage the delicate

32 “For al my body,” 143.

33 While criticism traditionally espouses the former view of Lydgate, another reading of
Lancastrian poetry sees its contradictions and excessive amplifications as evidence that,
despite an author’s best attempts, the poetry cannot be fully complicit with the regime’s
requirements and thus unintentionally reveals the impossibility of masking the conflicts
inherent in Lancastrian rule. For this view, see Strohm, “Hoccleve, Lydgate and the
Lancastrian Court,” 657–61.

34 “For al my body,” 136.
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affiliation of a poet with the court. Lydgate thus appears to be a far more sophisticated

and intelligent writer than most readers of the past four hundred years have allowed.35

Along with the more general critical turn toward Lydgate, the overwhelming

popularity and influence of the Fall of Princes compel us to reread this work in particular

with unprejudiced eyes. The gap in our critical understanding has been recognized by

Nigel Mortimer, whose John Lydgate’s Fall of Princes: Narrative Tragedy in Its Literary

and Political Contexts was one of two book-length studies focused on Lydgate to appear

in 2005.36 As his subtitle suggests, Mortimer focuses on the historical and textual

placement of Lydgate’s longest poem, including a more careful comparison of the Fall

with its precursors De casibus and Des cas. Although this valuable study provides an

essential foundation for further enquiries, we still are far from appreciating the Fall of

Princes as its fifteenth- and sixteenth-century audiences did. Adding a consideration of

the educational background of Lydgate and his contemporaries to the political and textual

contexts, I will argue, reveals both the creative strategy behind his translation of the Fall

and the transformative lesson Lydgate teaches through the poem.

35 Although scholars typically attribute Lydgate’s references to classical works to the
mediation of Chaucer, Andrew Galloway’s claim that Lydgate used and transformed
ancient sources, including Seneca and Lucan, “in the interests of a historical and political
theory” bolsters the case for Lydgate’s artfulness (“John Lydgate and the Origins of
Vernacular Humanism,” 457).

36 The other is Maura Nolan’s John Lydgate and the Making of Public Culture, which
considers the public works written during the minority of Henry VI.
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READING THE INDIVIDUAL

A redemption of the reputation of the Fall naturally should begin where the

critical hostility takes root: the poem’s monumental length.37 Covering the entire span of

Christian history, the voice of the narrator Lydgate—sometimes interrupted by the

characters themselves—tells the tragedies of figures ranging from Adam and Eve to King

John of France as they appear before him; while the exemplary downfalls remain the

focus of the work, the parade of unfortunates frequently is broken by moralizing lessons

drawn from their stories. In contrast to Boccaccio, who alternated his accounts between

figures appearing singly and those presented in groups, Lydgate tells a story for nearly

every name he encounters, greatly magnifying the number of stories and eliminating

Boccaccio’s compositional strategy. The countless numbers of figures proceed through

nine books, which at times seem to lack any organization because of the volume of detail

presented. Although Lydgate’s profusion of fateful examples could be seen as evidence

of his “timid, limited, unenterprising mind . . . coupled with an overwhelming facility of

utterance,”38 we instead should consider the intentionality of his choices, as Simpson so

ably demonstrates. The seemingly ceaseless flow of tragic characters is, I believe,

Lydgate’s point. Whatever one’s opinions are of the Fall, whatever particulars one

37 As Pearsall concedes, “It is the sheer size of the Fall to which one is forced to return,
and which appals criticism” (John Lydgate, 247).

38 Bennett’s critique of Lydgate’s intelligence echoes a commonplace of early Lydgate
studies (Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century, 142). See also Hammond, English Verse
between Chaucer and Surrey, 85.
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chooses to remember or forget, the wealth of humans presented in the text leaves an

indelible impression. This abundance of humans puts humanity at the forefront; the sheer

number of persons emphasizes how important people are. As Pearsall understands:

There is an ethos of the long poem, to which we, with our modern taste for
compression and witty intensity, are not readily responsive, one in which
the poetic effect is built up by sheer insistence and cumulative iteration.
. . . the Troy-book and the Fall depend for a vital part of their power on the
colossal sense of panoramic perspective that they develop. Their very size,
like that of the Pyramids, is their meaning.39

Lydgate’s amplificatio of his material thus lends an added degree of significance to his

subject.40 The plethora of poetic lines devoted to descriptions of tragic human experience

necessarily elevates humans themselves.

Lydgate expounds the paramount status of humanity not merely with the

abundance of bodies in the Fall but also with the way in which those bodies are

described: nearly all of the characters in the work—even the gods of pagan mythology—

are presented as historical people. In crafting his work, Lydgate had three major

traditions from which to draw upon in his portrayal of the pagan gods.41 The

39 Gower and Lydgate, 26.

40 While my focus remains on how amplification inevitably magnifies the prestige of the
Fall’s subject, Larry Scanlon recognizes the general effect of Lydgate’s expansive scope:
“the very comprehensiveness of Lydgate’s efforts authorized a depth of moral complexity
in vernacular literature that in some ways remains in force even today” (Narrative,
Authority, and Power, 323). Scanlon also notes that in amplifying the Fall, Lydgate
elevates himself to the level of Boccaccio, Petrarch, and Chaucer (333–34).

41 The three traditions that enabled the mythological stories to survive in the Christian era
are described by Jean Seznec in his important work The Survival of the Pagan Gods,
particularly Chapters 1 through 4.
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mythological deities persist, in the application of euhemerism, as historical figures, often

recast as rulers with fixed dates and genealogies who were praised by their subjects as if

they had been deities. In the physical tradition, the gods become planetary influences on

earthly lives, with astrology infiltrating the natural sciences and a renewed belief in

demonic forces. In the moral tradition, the tales of the gods are read allegorically in order

to divine spiritual meaning from them. Thus, in portraying mythological figures,

medieval authors had several options from which to choose, including combining the

three treatments in the encyclopedic tradition. Boccaccio, in De casibus, combined the

historical and moral traditions, employing “the heroes of Fable, viewed as historical

personages, in search of edifying anecdotes.”42 He was, according to Bergen, more reliant

on the allegorical approach and “apparently indifferent whether his briefer accounts in the

De Casibus are strictly historical or not” because he “had already written in a matter of

fact way about them in his De Genealogiis Deorum Gentilium.”43 In a departure from his

source, Laurent relied more strictly on the historical tradition in Des cas:

Lauren[t], in order to preserve the appearance of historical accuracy,
supplies rationalistic explanations of the classic myths and almost always
reduces the Greek and Roman, etc. deities to the level of human beings.
. . . In addition to the desire for historical verisimilitude Lauren[t], as a
clerk in orders, no doubt preferred to have no gods or miraculous events
other than those of his own cult.44

42 Seznec, Survival of the Pagan Gods, 123.

43 Bergen, Fall of Princes, 4:143, n. 1.

44 Bergen, Fall of Princes, 4:143, n. 1. Gathercole adds, “Laurent always avoids writing
about the heathen gods and goddesses” (Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 25).
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Although Laurent employed the euhemeristic approach in part because of his religious

vocation, this method was not followed unanimously by those in orders. Another

fifteenth-century writer in similar circumstances, the Franciscan John Ridewall, took

instead the allegorical approach; in his Fulgentius metaforalis, the Englishman Ridewall

identified the gods with the Virtues.45 Lydgate’s clerical background thus raises the

expectation that he will follow either the historical tradition of his source or the moral

approach of allegory, with both methodologies mirroring Laurent’s absolute denial of the

gods’ divine status. But here Lydgate shows a surprising independence, employing

neither tradition strictly. Instead, as I will show, Lydgate drew from the stories read in the

classroom, where he was taught to esteem humanity and learned the tools for crafting

realistic effects of character.

At the outset of his work, Lydgate hints at how he will treat the pagan deities of

his source by rejecting the truth of the mythological stories themselves. In the Fall’s

opening lament on the tragedy of Adam, Lydgate establishes his premise that fantastic

legendary tales are impossible. Like Laurent, Lydgate supports his argument that readers

should not complain about God’s chastisement with a list of tasks that God does not force

his people to do, including fight the Chimera, go with Jason to take the Golden Fleece, or

conquer the Minotaur with Theseus (1.848–73). Into Laurent’s list Lydgate interjects,

45 Ridewall’s text is described by Seznec, Survival of the Pagan Gods, 94–95. The text
has been edited by Hans Liebeschütz.
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“God bad us nat our cuntrees for to lete / To vndirfonge thynges inpossible” (1.862–63).46

By declaring the impossibility of these adventures, Lydgate introduces his claim that

these things did not happen and thus the stories about them are not true. Although he

mentions Jason, Theseus, and others like them, he makes it clear that they are not

superhuman heroes after all. This statement prepares the audience for a text that tells

stories that are possible, emphasizing the reality of Lydgate’s work and therefore the

humanity of those presented in it. Moreover, by following his declaration with a poem of

this length, Lydgate necessarily ennobles his subject at the expense of pagan mythology.

Throughout the Fall, Lydgate continues to make changes to Des cas that suggest

the myths of the pagan tradition yet stress their impossibility. Book 1 contains most of the

stories of the gods that appear in the Fall because it covers ancient history; as this is the

most-studied book of both vernacular versions of the work, with Patricia M. Gathercole

focused on Laurent’s French text and Mortimer its Middle English counterpart, it is

possible to observe the changes Lydgate made to the stories found in his source. Among

the historical and Biblical figures populating this book we find the mythological

characters Saturn, Isis, Jove, Cadmus and his daughter Semele, and Æetes. The

presentation of Saturn, who may be mentioned more than any other god in the Fall, sets a

pattern that each writer follows throughout his translation. Laurent’s fidelity to the

application of euhemerism in Des cas is evident in his description of the tradition that

Saturn ate his children: “Les renommez poetes feignirent par leurs vers bien &

46 Compare Laurent’s Des cas, 1.2, in Bergen, Fall of Princes, 4:140, and Gathercole,
Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 103–4.
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partinemment que saturnus roy de crethe deuoreroit les enfans engendrez de luy.”47 Here

Laurent attempts to create the appearance of historical accuracy and to diminish the status

of the pagan god by denying the truth of this fantastic tale and by refusing to

acknowledge the divinity of Saturn. Basing his version on the comments of Des cas,

Lydgate too notes that “olde poetis” lie (“Ful couertli . . . feyne”) about Saturn eating his

children, explaining that the poets actually are using Saturn as an allegory about time:

These olde poetis with ther sawes swete
Ful couertli in ther vers do feyne,
How olde Saturne was whilom kyng of Crete,
And off custum dede his besy peyne,
Off his godhed list for to ordeyne
That he sholde, as off his nature,
Echon deuoure as by his engendrure. (1.1401–7).

The critical attention to these lines has focused on the lack of referent for Lydgate’s

“Echon,” rendering the line senseless. Yet the real interest in these lines, I believe, lies

instead in Lydgate’s revelation of the reason that Saturn tries to “deuoure” his children:

he is attempting to establish his own divinity, his “besy peyne, / Off his godhed list for to

ordeyne.” Whereas Laurent erases any connection between the king of Crete and the god

by mentioning only Saturn’s earthly attributes, Lydgate’s addition of these lines stressing

Saturn’s intentions draws attention to his customary role as a god. If Lydgate shares

47 Des cas 1.5.1. Bergen, Fall of Princes, 4:143; Gathercole, Laurent de Premierfait’s
Des cas, 112. Despite Gathercole’s being the newer edition, quotations of Laurent’s Des
cas are taken from Volume 4 of Bergen’s edition of the Fall because Gathercole’s work
includes only Laurent’s first book and also because Bergen’s selections are more
accessible to most Lydgate scholars. I will, however, provide a reference to page numbers
in Gathercole’s edition when available.
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Laurent’s goals for his work, as we would expect given their similar clerical

backgrounds, why then does he add this detail rather than evading the topic of

mythology? And how does this influence a reading of his version of Boccaccio’s De

casibus? Introducing the possibility of Saturn’s divinity, I would suggest, actually aids in

the reassertion of the historical identity of this character because it clarifies the

relationship between the living person and the pagan deity. By not broaching the subject

of Saturn’s divinity, Laurent leaves open to the audience the possibility of an alternate

figure named Saturn who is indeed a god. Rather than allowing this potentiality,

Lydgate’s version eliminates confusion in his readers and assures them that the Saturn

under discussion, while sometimes mentioned as a god, is in truth merely a historical

ruler. Raising the possibility of the character’s divinity thus effectively extinguishes that

idea, making the figure seem entirely human, perhaps even more so now that his

humanity has been questioned and confirmed.

Lydgate reinforces this notion of Saturn as a king viewed by himself and others as

a god in two further mentions in Book 7. In describing the lineage of Vitellius, he writes

“that he of blood was Saturnyne. / This to seyne, Saturnyus, kyng of Crete” (7.879–80),

and he then follows this reference with the story of how Saturn came from Crete to

Rome. Lydgate’s explanation that Saturn was “Chacid bi Iubiter out of his regioun” to

take refuge in Rome continues to belie his divine status, his defeated flight from Crete

making him seem more human than godlike (7.881). When Saturn came to Rome, the

people there acted like beasts, but Saturn taught them to be civilized, thus earning their

praise:
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And whan he hadde tauhte them þe maneere
And set an ordre of ther gouernaunce,
The symple peeple, as bookis doth vs lere,
Lich as to God dide ther attendaunce,
With certeyn rihtes to doon þer obseruaunce,
Worsheped hym, & aftir dide hym calle
Saturn, most myhti of ther goddis all. (7.908–14)

Therefore the uncultured “symple peeple” of Rome, as Lydgate’s story explains, are

responsible for the perception that Saturn is a god because to him they “Lich as to God

dide ther attendaunce,” “Worsheped hym,” and called him the “most myhti of ther goddis

all.” By attributing this falsity to the beastlike Romans, Lydgate never needs to dispute

Saturn’s divinity directly. Because he earlier had established that Saturn was entirely

human, it is obvious by this point that the Romans’ conception of Saturn is wrong.

Finally, Lydgate cements Saturn’s historicity by placing the time in which he lived, “The

olde world, whan Saturn was first kyng, / Regnyng in Crete in his roial estat,” squarely

within Biblical history, the “Aureat” days when “Noe, Abraham be vertuous lyuyng /

Caused erthli folk to be most fortunat” (7.1153–54, 1157, 1155–56). Thus, without ever

straightforwardly denying the divinity of Saturn, Lydgate firmly establishes his humanity.

By acknowledging that Saturn wished to be a god and that others worshipped him as

such, Lydgate refutes this possibility while clarifying that this figure and the Saturn

rumored to have been a god are one and the same. By confirming Saturn’s humanity, the

Fall of Princes continues its elevation of humans and their role in history.

Lydgate repeats this formula with many of the other mythological figures in the

Fall. At the end of the story of Isis, Lydgate notes that her husband, Apis, was
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worshipped as the god Serapis after his death: “In Egipt templis maad hym to be stallid, /

And god Serapis afftir he was callid” (1.1749–50). Both Bergen and Gathercole note that

only Lydgate explains that he was deified and called Serapis.48 However, Laurent does, in

fact, say that that he later was known as Serapis but not that he was worshipped as a god:

“Et afin que ou temps advenir l’en ne trouvast en hystoires l’orrible mort de Apis on lui

mua son nom et fut appellee Serapis.”49 What Lydgate does then is to add the reference

that others “callid” Apis a god while falling short of doing so himself. Thus, the figure of

Apis remains fully human yet merges with his mythological counterpart, as did Saturn;

again, by conflating the historical with the mythological and simultaneously rejecting the

mythological in favor of the historical, the Fall privileges the status of Apis as a mortal

and thus elevates humanity.

The technique of ascribing the association of a historical figure with a deity to the

character’s contemporaries or to another writer becomes an important tool for Lydgate’s

management of the competing roles held by these pagan characters. Verbal formulae, for

which Lydgate’s writing so often is criticized, in these cases perform a greater task than

simply filling out lines.50 For example, Lydgate contextualizes the story of Cadmus’s

48 Bergen, Fall of Princes, 4:145; Gathercole, Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 35.

49 Des cas 1.5.20. This quotation is taken from Gathercole’s edition because Bergen does
not print this section (116).

50 Bennett is among the many who criticize what he calls “blemishes”; for him, they are
evidence of Lydgate’s “slackness of control” (Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century, 143–
44). See also Hammond (English Verse between Chaucer and Surrey, 89). More recently,
Scanlon has called his “penchant for padding and tags” “notorious” (Narrative, Authority,
and Power, 328). Jennifer Summit, to my knowledge, is the only critic to attribute an
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founding of Thebes by retaining Laurent’s placement of this event in the time when

Gothonyel led Israel after the death of Joshua (1.1968–72). In his version of Cadmus’s

story, Laurent does not mention that Cadmus’s daughter Semele has a son, Bacchus, by

Jupiter.51 Lydgate, in contrast, does introduce this material, along with the suggestion that

Bacchus is a god, by attributing the information to others:

His douhter Semele, record off myn auctour,
Thouh she descendid were off the blood roiall,
To Iubiter she was paramour,
And bi his power aboue celestiall,
She conceyued in especiall,
As poetis list off hire tendite,
Hym that is god off grapis rede & white,
Callid Bachus, which hath the gouernaunce
Off wynis alle and the regalie. (1.2003–11)

Subtly attributing the unorthodox idea that Bacchus “is god off grapis rede & white” who

“hath the gouernaunce / Off wynis alle and the regalie” to the works of others—his

“auctour” and “poetis,” despite Laurent’s silence on this topic—Lydgate is able to raise

the association of Bacchus with mythology without himself verifying its truth. The half-

line “record off myn auctor,” an example of the so-called empty phrases that long were

considered to be evidence of Lydgate’s padded—and thus poorly written—lines, exists to

intentionality and thus a purpose to Lydgate’s phrases crediting other writers for ideas. In
her interesting study of Lydgate’s relationship to Humphrey’s library, she too has noticed
that Lydgate introduces what poets say, only to disavow their stories; Summit asserts that
in doing so Lydgate aligns himself with clerks rather than poets because clerks decode
what poets hide (“‘Stable in study,’” particularly 218–19). Summit’s insights thus
confirm that we should reconsider our long-held opinions of Lydgate’s faults, looking for
the motivation for his poetic choices rather than assuming that his talents were lacking.

51 See Des cas 1.6.7 (Gathercole, Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 123).
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expose the falsity of the material. Similar verbal formulae make an additional appearance

at the end of the story of Cadmus, when Cadmus and his wife are exiled to Illyria.

Laurent’s tale ends here, as Lydgate acknowledges: “Eek off ther eende nor ther vnhappi

fate, / Nor off ther deth I fynde noon other date” (1.2134–35). Yet he immediately

retracts this claim by crediting both “Ouide” and “Iohn Bochas the poete excellent” with

the story that “the goddis, off merci and pite” (1.2136–37, 2143), “Thei made a-noon a

transformacioun / Off bothe tweyne, hem yeuyng the liknesse / Off serpentis, to lyue in

wildirnesse” (1. 2147–49).52 Thus, Ovid and Boccaccio are credited with the fantastic

elements of the story, transforming Cadmus and his wife into “the liknesse / Off

serpentis,” while Lydgate maintains his truthful ethos and Cadmus and his wife remain

fully human in his telling.

Similarly, when relating the tragedy of Æetes, both Laurent and Lydgate say that

he is the son of the sun because of his noblesse and resplendence.53 Only Lydgate

explicitly names his father as Apollo rather than allowing the association to remain

metaphorical: “For off Phebus, which is so briht & cleer, / Poetis write that he was sone

and heir” (1.2185–86). Again, in Lydgate’s interpretation, Æetes is a historical person; it

is other “Poetis,” by implication not as truthful as Lydgate, who consider him the son of a

52 Compare Des cas 1.6.12 (Gathercole, Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 124–25). As
Bergen notes, “There is nothing about the serpents in either the Latin or the French” (Fall
of Princes, 4:145).

53 See Des cas 1.7.3 (Gathercole, Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 126).
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god.54 The distinction between humanity and divinity that Lydgate creates through the

use of seemingly empty line fillers bolsters his historical presentation of these figures.

Although he introduces fantastic elements into his stories by attributing them to other

writers, his refusal to verify these characterizations nullifies their mythological power. By

erasing the possibility that they or similarly-named characters existed as gods, Lydgate

reinforces his euhemeristic treatment of mythology and strengthens the humanity of his

subjects.

Lydgate’s handling of the story of Jove varies from this pattern but achieves the

same goal. According to Bergen, “Neither Boccaccio nor Lauren[t] alludes to Jupiter as

other than the king of Crete,”55 yet Lydgate repeatedly departs from his source by

suggesting the potentiality of his divinity. When Isis falls in love with Jove, Laurent

attributes her motivation to her attraction to his power: “Elle finablement soy confiant en

Jupiter son amy si puissant.”56 Here, although Lydgate begins with Jove’s earthly title,

calling him “the myhti kyng off Creete” rather than a god, he undercuts this

characterization by subtly mentioning that Isis is allured by his divinity: “And she, excitid

off femynyte, / Enclynyd hir herte onto his deite” (1.1677, 1679–80). Through this hint at

54 Of this section, Alain Renoir remarks that Lydgate’s translation is very close to
Laurent’s original: “we detect only one difference between the two documents, and it is
rather insignificant. Whereas the French says of Oetes that people thought he was son of
the sun, the English tells us that he was ‘sone unto the sunne’” (Poetry of John Lydgate,
66). However, Renoir’s assessment is not quite accurate because Lydgate qualifies his
statement with the attribution to “poetis” in l. 2186.

55 Fall of Princes, 4:145.

56 Des cas 1.5.17 (Gathercole, Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 115). Bergen does not
print this extract.
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Jove’s legendary characterization as a “deite,” Lydgate connects the two identities yet

reaffirms the historical portrayal by the passage’s emphasis on his role as the king of

Crete. In a later story on Jove and Europa, Lydgate takes the opposite approach; while he

declares Jove to be a god, the Fall’s description of him belies this characterization. The

portrayal begins with the identification of Jove as descending from “the goddis most

souereyn and enteere,” yet the very next line refers to his “blood so hih I-born,” with the

emphasis on the bodily term “blood” immediately contradicting the earlier genealogy

(1.1850–51). Lydgate further asserts and undercuts the status of the mythological tale by

stating that even though Jove was a god, “for al his deite,” he chose Europa because he

was “Supprisid in herte with hir gret beute” (1.1854–55); Lydgate’s description of Jove’s

reaction to her beauty, particularly the emphasis on the fact that he responds this way

despite his divinity, demonstrates that this behavior is uncharacteristic of a god and thus

seems to be more human. Finally, Lydgate reinforces Jove’s humanity without ever

directly denying his divine status by claiming that Europa’s beauty nearly killed him:

Hym thouhte he was woundid thoruh the herte
Onto the deth, beholdyng hir fairnesse,
And for his constreynt, & his mortal distresse,
Seyng she was so fair founde in his siht,
He rauesshid hire off veray force & myht. (1.1865–69)

In Lydgate’s telling, Jove felt that “he was woundid thoruh the herte / Onto the deth” and

in “mortal distresse.” The emphasis that Lydgate places on Jove’s mortality nullifies his

earlier characterization as a god; thus the Fall makes the god Jove seem human without

engaging in a direct contradiction of the mythological tradition.
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The first book of the Fall of Princes is not the only one that has been altered to

emphasize humanity. Among Lydgate’s major changes to the second book of his source

is to Laurent’s Chapter 13, praising the virtuous and industrious (2.2339–527). The list of

those included varies greatly from Boccaccio and Laurent’s texts to Lydgate’s translation.

Boccaccio and Laurent include Pythagoras (as a philosopher), Plato, Apollonius,

Miltiades, Leonidas, Epaminondas, and the three Scipios.57 In Lydgate’s hands, this

chapter becomes a celebration of inventors, and he includes mythological gods in his

register. Lydgate substitutes Pythagoras as the inventor of music in place of the

philosopher and adds Tubal, Seth’s children, Enoch, Cam, Catacrismus, Ezra, Isis,

Carmentis, Cicero, Pan, Mercury, Bacchus, Euclid, Phoebus, Albumasar, Minerva, Jason,

Ceres, Dionysus, Bellona, Etholus, Aristæus, Piroides, Pallas, and Fido. Rather than

being touted as gods, the pagan figures on this list are heralded for their discoveries: Pan

first made melodies on the flute, Mercury first made songs on the harp, Bacchus

discovered wine, Apollo invented medicine, Athena created chariots, Ceres began

agriculture, and so on. The other inventors appearing alongside the mythological figures

in this section include historical personages such as Homer and Cicero and Biblical

heroes including Enoch and Abraham. Because the pagan characters are surrounded by

humans and celebrated for their earthly achievements, their inclusion on this list

reinforces their humanness to readers; furthermore, given that this is the final appearance

57 Bergen, Fall of Princes, 4:177. He does not print this section of either De casibus or
Des cas.
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of most of these pagan deities in the Fall, the text leaves the audience with the

overwhelming impression of their human characteristics.

While the emphasis on humanity in the Fall of Princes, heightened by both the

copious numbers of people that appear on its pages and by Lydgate’s treatment of their

stories, may make the work less interesting to its twenty-first century audience, who

could see in it yet more evidence of the author’s feeble, unimaginative mind, we should

consider the intentionality of Lydgate’s focus. Why does Lydgate alter the tales he finds

in his source in such a way that humanity is brought to the forefront? And how does this

emphasis affect the possible readings of this overwhelmingly popular work? Given the

tremendous influence of the Fall, we should better understand the source of its ideology.

To begin to answer these questions, I believe that we must look to the texts of the

grammar classroom, where the emphasis on the human at the expense of the divine finds

its roots.

The criticism leveled most frequently at Lydgate—that he has not written great

literature58—could likewise apply to the authors of the grammar school texts. Although

surprisingly not expressed by scholars, perhaps the most obvious criticism of the late

medieval reading collection is that these books simply do not fit modern definitions of

literature. There are, after all, no stories in these books. None but the Eclogue of

58 As Pearsall acknowledges, “in the way in which the word [poet] is widely used
nowadays he is not a poet at all” (Gower and Lydgate, 26).
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Theodulus contains a recognizable narrative.59 In contrast, the books of the earlier

collection, the Auctores sex, detail the exploits of Achilles, the reminiscences of

Maximian, and the tribulations of Proserpine; even the characters presented briefly in the

Fabulae of Avianus have more in-depth stories than anyone in the later collection. And

yet the auctores read in the late medieval classroom were meant to be models of literary

style for schoolboys. Youths who went on to become masters of long narratives received

their first writing instructions—their first ideas of literature—from these schoolbooks.

In order to account for this discrepancy, we need to overcome our modern notions

of literary value, as scholars have begun to do in the field of Lydgate studies. It is, after

all, highly unlikely that a writer whom we do admire, like Gower or Langland, would

have remained uninfluenced by the texts he was taught to revere and memorize and that

his extracurricular reading is solely responsible for his literary style. I would counter that

the lack of narrative in the works read by Lydgate, considered a shortcoming by modern

standards, actually opened up new possibilities for understanding human nature and

therefore for creating different kinds of literary works. By reading the works of the late

medieval classroom—these short, choppy books that often seem to be nothing but guides

to conduct and advancement—students learned about the individuality of human

59 The presence in the manuscripts listed in the Appendix of other literary works with a
stronger sense of narrative, such as Tobias, indicates that they occasionally may have
supplemented the works read most commonly in the classroom, but none of these
narratives seems to have enjoyed the same widespread popularity as the non-narrative
works.
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experience, an idea far more complicated than what is normally attributed to the

instruction that would have been possible with this collection.

While examples are present in individual texts, as will be discussed, it is the group

of late medieval schoolbooks as a whole that best emphasizes the variety of human

experience because of the type of the books themselves, with their lack of plots, heroes,

heroines, and villains. In the earlier Auctores sex, students had read about exemplary

individuals: the old Maximian, the youthful Achilles, the vulnerable Proserpine, and the

angry Ceres, among others. These are people and gods for whom the rules are always the

same and who therefore act in predictable ways. Students then performed composition

exercises that would imitate the emotions of these famous figures, often learning to speak

in their voices.60 The literature later produced by these students is, understandably, a

reflection of this early study they were taught to mimic. We can see its results in the

predictable behavior of the heroes of romance and epic and in the emotional speeches of

female characters. But with the later collection, there are no legendary roles for the

students to play in their compositions.

The new individual works in the late medieval reading collection support a new

focus on the realistic, rather than the exemplary, man by recognizing that for the common

man, experience is uncommon. For example, Facetus’s precepts demonstrate a more

nuanced understanding of human character that, when read after the Disticha Catonis,

supplement and complicate Cato’s distinctions between “good” and “bad” people. The

60 Woods has described school compositions that take such figures, often royal or noble
women, as their subjects. See “Weeping for Dido.”
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vast majority of Cato’s rules are based on one of two structures, imperative commands—

frequently employing “noli” (do not) or “esto” (be)—or “cum” (when) clauses. Implied

in these formulas is that all human experience is universal; “when” things happen to you,

this is how you should react. In marked contrast, many of Facetus’s distichs are written

as “si” (if) clauses, acknowledging the differences among people’s situations. For

example, whereas the Disticha Catonis says, “When you have been lucky, look out for

misfortunes; for what comes first does not square with what comes last” (63, 1.18),61 the

author of Facetus writes, “If good fortune comes to you, do not become proud, for God

swiftly takes away the gifts which he gives to an ingrate” (53).62 Cato’s advice on

accepting gifts, “When a penniless friend gives you a small gift, accept it without fuss;

remember to praise it lavishly” (64, 1.20),63 becomes in Facetus: “If one has given you

good things out of kindness, accept them gratefully, and let the gifts along with the giver

be amply praised by you” (53).64 The definitive statement concerning servants in the

Disticha Catonis “When irritation at your servants’ faults drives you to anger, control

61 “Cum fueris felix, quae sunt adversa, caveto: / non eodem cursu respondent ultima
primis” (1.18).

62 “Non extollaris, si sors tibi prospera cedat, / Nam Deus ingrato cito tollit munera que
dat” (225–26).

63 “Exiguum munus cum det tibi pauper amicus, / accipito placide, plene laudare
memento” (1.20).

64 “Si tibi quis dederit bona gratis, sumito grate / Et data cum dante laudentur plenius a
te” (235–36).
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yourself, so you can spare what is yours” (66, 1.37)65 is recast as conditional in Facetus:

“If you have a servant, always keep him under your foot so that he will not be too proud.

Take care that he not cause harm to you” (47).66 Facetus therefore gives rules that apply

only to certain people, advising students what to do if you have a wife, a son, a servant, a

stepmother or stepfather, a stepson, or a young daughter of marriageable age. It also

recommends behavior appropriate to particular types of people, such as “if you are poor

and unworthy” (49).67 At one point in the text, seven consecutive distichs begin with

“Si.” This acknowledgment of the particularity of human existence, combined with the

focus on relativity rather than absolutes in terms of social status, allows for the possibility

of a deeper understanding of human nature that augments Cato’s stark divisions. The

rules do not apply equally because men are not all the same.

Cartula also focuses on the personalities of individual types of people,

particularly in the appended part of the work. In his invocations to different people and in

his warnings about temptation, the author presents the characteristics of rich men, poor

men, wise men, greedy men, and women. All of these are real types of people students

could encounter, unlike the gods, heroes, and talking animals of the earlier Auctores sex.

Such passages would have taught young students about the qualities of a range of

different types of people. Moreover, by using the examples of humans rather than

65 “Servorum culpis cum te dolor urguet in iram, / ipse tibi moderare, tuis ut parcere
possis” (1.37).

66 “Si servus tibi sit, hunc sub pede semper habeto, / Ne nimis elatus moveat tibi dampna,
caveto” (93–94).

67 “Pauper et indignus si sis” (139).
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mythological figures, teachers necessarily placed attention on the realistic human rather

than the superhuman. That humans are worthy of study elevates their status, despite the

text’s message of contempt for the world.

Even Peniteas cito, which focuses on the universal element of sin and the need for

confession, recognizes that people are very different and thus sets different consequences

for their sins. For example, both “etas” (age) and “conditio” (condition) are listed among

the conditions that aggravate sins (54).68 The confessor is instructed to take the character

of the person into consideration: “So that the prudent confessor moderates individual

things prudently, let the cause of the emotion, the fault, the character be noted.”69

Different types of people—including the desirous man, the luxuriant man, the envious

woman, the proud woman, the hurt one, the sad one, and the plunderer—are to be treated

in different ways; after all, “sick spirits require various medicines.”70 Sin, perhaps the

most ubiquitous aspect of the human condition, now separates people and their lives from

each other.

The Liber Parabolarum, along with its increasingly complex Latin and its

frequently obscure morals, teaches students about the diversity—and often duplicity—of

humans. Alan exposes that people are not always what they seem and that character

68 The gloss for age states: “Plus peccat senex fornicando quam iuuenis” (55, e). That for
condition reads: “Lex Moysi iussit mulierem liberam pro fornicatione lapidari, ancillam
uero flagellari” (55, f).

69 “Singula confessor prudentius ut moderetur, / Affectus causa, uitium, persona notetur”
(146–47).

70 “anime uarias egre poscunt medicinas” (106).
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cannot be judged from actions and appearances. For example, he warns about those who

appear to be holy: “Do not think that all is gold that glitters like gold, or that every fair

fruit is good. Many do not have the virtue that they seem to; their actions play tricks on

our eyes. Those whom you think resemble the saints in simplicity have more bitter aloe

than honey in their hearts” (3.1).71 From this parable, students learn that a beautiful

exterior can hide ugliness within. In another parable, he teaches the opposite lesson, that

people are sometimes better than what they appear to be: “Water taken from a small

fountain is no less sweet than water fetched from a large river. Both the jug and the cask

hold Falernian from time to time, and the cask is no better than the small jug itself”

(4.3).72 (The references to the small fountain and the small jug may have been especially

appreciated by students, who related to the moral that small things are no less valuable or

worthy than their larger counterparts.) Alan also cautions against those who focus on the

external at the expense of the internal with the story of Drusus, who “hastens to shave his

beard, lest a shadow mar his smooth cheeks at night.” Fastidiously, he examines himself

in the mirror, “and in its reflection he removes the remaining hairs with scissors and

tweezers. And to keep a constant itch from developing on his head, he has a lotion ready

to wash it.” Drusus even sweeps his house every day. Yet Alan’s final lines surprise with

71 “Non teneas aurum totum quod splendet ut aurum / nec pulchrum pomum quodlibet
esse bonum; / non est in multis virtus quibus esse videtur, / decipiunt factis lumina nostra
suis; / plus aloes quam mellis habent in pectore tales / quos sanctis similes simplicitate
putes.” (217–22)

72 “Non minus est dulcis parvo de fonte recepta / quam que de magno flumine fertur
aqua; / et cadus et dolium retinet quandoque Falernum / nec dolium melius quam brevis
ipse cadus.” (335–38)
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the contradiction between Drusus’s external appearance and the attention he gives to his

soul: “This is how he treats his exterior, but filth is collecting within him, and he takes no

care to scrape away the filth growing in his heart” (5.3).73 Although these might seem

like simple lessons, they teach a sophistication of reading character that builds upon the

basic dichotomies the students would have read in the Disticha Catonis, enabling young

schoolboys to develop far more complex and contradictory figures. At this point in their

studies, students have learned not only that people are—and should be—different from

each other, but also that people can be very different from what they seem. It is no longer

so easy to predict what a character will say.

The effect of this reading program on the writings of students is twofold. As

students use these works as models and inspiration for their own writing in the classroom,

it is logical that their productions would focus more on familiar humans than on

mythological characters. Moreover, because students learn to write not by imitating the

stories of exceptional people and gods but by incorporating the precepts that explain life

in the world around them, they gain the ability to craft more realistic characters. Students

learn that people do not behave in predictable ways and they are not always what they

seem to be. This focus on humanity, I believe, accounts in part for the more subtle

73 “Surgentem Drusus festinat radere barbam / ne noceat tacite noctibus umbra gene: /
apponit speculum speculo monstrante relictos, / forficibus tollit forpicibusque pilos / et ne
prurigo caput occupet omnibus horis, / lotricem promptam que lavet illud habet; /
preterea faciebus aquam manibusque ministrat, / cotidie scopis et scobe tecta lavat; / hoc
facit exterius sed sordes colligit intus / nec sibi crescentes radere curat eas.” (443–52)
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portrayals of human characters and realistic situations that we see in later medieval

literature.74

Lydgate makes the connection between education and the demonstration of the

variation among individuals explicit in the Danse Macabre.75 In this poem, Death’s

invitation to dance is extended to a vast range of characters across social classes and

conditions, beginning with the Pope and the Emperor and moving through a wide variety

of figures before reaching the Laborer, the Infant, and the Hermit. Interestingly, given the

grammar school’s focus on individuality and on the social hierarchy, the poem is placed

in an academic setting. The Danse is preceded by a prologue that resembles an academic

accessus; it explains the audience, the source, who suggested the translation, the style of

the translation, the intention, and how it should be read. The poem closes with the words

of Macabre, an academic doctor, and an envoy from the translator. For Lydgate, it

74 The Fall of Princes is not alone in its turn toward humans. Much of the fourteenth- and
fifteenth-century literature described by Pearsall in his comprehensive Old English and
Middle English Poetry centers around the familiar. For example, the romances of the
fourteenth century are dominated by realistic plots and heroes. The Tale of Gamelyn,
which is not traceable to a French of Anglo-Norman source, “tells a tale of land law and
inheritance, romanticised but essentially rooted in actuality” (144).The hero of another
romance with no known source, Sir Degrevant, is described by Pearsall as being, in
addition to a Knight of the Round Table, “a Yorkshire country landowner with estates
and gamekeepers, who replies to a bullying neighbor’s encroachment with a letter
demanding compensation” (144). In what may be a related development, religious poetry
in the fifteenth century is dominated by Mariolatry with decreased attention to the
Passion (247). Although Mary is not a typical human, she certainly is more so than her
son. Thus, the influence of grammar school education and its focus on humans appears to
have been felt across genres and audiences.

75 The Danse Macabre is printed at the end of the third volume of Bergen’s edition of the
Fall.
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appears, social commentary and academic rhetoric were inseparable, despite our modern

tendency to isolate the two.

Thus, I suggest that the countless portraits paraded through Lydgate’s Fall of

Princes reflect the grammar school program of study’s emphasis on humans. As in the

schoolbooks, the Fall excludes the pagan gods in order to focus more sharply on

historical figures; the downfallen, even those traditionally seen as gods, are human, with

human failings and human guilt. Furthermore, just as the grammar school texts

emphasized that experience is varied and limitless, the abundance of tragedies in the Fall

demonstrates the individuality of people. The inclusion of so many figures is essential to

Lydgate’s project because people are so different from each other. In an echo of Alan of

Lille’s moral that not all that glitters is gold, he acknowledges these differences: “Folkis

be dyuers, summe fals and summe trewe” (1.4600). Lydgate relates the diversity among

people, “For semblabli as there is dyuysioun / Off corages, off hih or low degre,” to the

manifold ways of telling a story, “So is ther treuli a gret dyuersite / In rehersaile or report

off a thyng” (1.4611–14). For Lydgate, the heterogeneity of humanity results in the

multiformity of texts. The lessons of the classroom now have come full circle. Through

the schoolbooks, students learn that people have unique lives, and these individuals in

turn create literature that reflects their experiences; just as no two lives are the same, each

literary work is peculiar to its author. This lesson is particularly significant for Lydgate,

who often is seen as a mere translator because so many of his works are retellings of

others’ stories. In his own view, the author functions as an integral part of the tale,

making each telling a new work of art.
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Lydgate’s explication of the complexity of human nature is demonstrated

throughout his portraits in the Fall, leading Scanlon to connect Lydgate’s characters with

those of Renaissance tragedy: “One frequently finds in this work the complexity of

character often assumed to be Renaissance tragedy’s peculiar achievement.”76 The

innovation in the characters of the Fall and of the Elizabethan stage, most of whom are

aristocrats and royalty, lies, according to Scanlon, in “the complexities of identification

they offer a less socially privileged audience,” rather than a commitment to realism.77 In

his reading of morally ambiguous characters such as Alexander, Pompey, and Caesar,

Scanlon finds:

The moral doubleness . . . in the Fall of Princes looks forward to such
quintessentially tragic moments as the final soliloquies of Macbeth and
Richard II, where the speaker maintains the integrity of his narrative
viewpoint even as he recognizes the imminence of his destruction. There
is the same insurmountable gap between subject position and narrative
predicament, and the same expectation that the audience will find
ideological unity in the recognition of the inevitability of the gap.78

While Scanlon is correct in seeing a more nuanced characterization in the Fall, in his

denial of the poem’s “realism,” he fails to recognize Lydgate’s achievement in creating

figures who operate within the real world rather than an imaginary, legendary one.

Furthermore, we need not divorce the audience’s reaction to the characters from the

realism of their portrayals. The classroom’s rhetorical training in the individuality of

76 Narrative, Authority, and Power, 345.

77 Narrative, Authority, and Power, 346.

78 Narrative, Authority, and Power, 348.
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character results in more plausible characterizations that by design will cause an

emotional effect in the audience. What Scanlon reads as “moral doubleness” is actually a

phenomenon of the integrity of characterization manifested across contrasting situations

and actions.79 Characters such as Caesar and Pompey behave in a consistent manner,

despite their changing circumstances. It is the rhetorical force of these characterizations

that enables the audience to identify with them.

“A GOOD EENDING”: LYDGATE’S CONQUEST OF FORTUNE

Lydgate’s true innovation in the Fall of Princes lies not merely with his elevation

of humanity nor with his nuanced characterization but with the way in which he

combines this material with the advice presented in his envoys, giving a new purpose to

the de casibus genre. In his prologue, Boccaccio explains that he penned his De casibus

in order to remind the powerful that their success will come to an end because of “God’s

power, their own frailty, and the slipperiness of Fortune.” The portraits of the fallen serve

to warn men that they cannot escape Fortune, and Boccaccio counsels the mighty to

“acknowledge God’s power” and to modify their worldly aspirations, to “learn to place a

limit upon their joys.”80 In his conclusion, Boccaccio stresses that success exposes a man

79 Woods has shown how Chaucer in Troilus and Criseyde utilized his rhetorical training
in the attributes of persons to create vivid characters whose characterizations make their
actions in the poem plausible, even as the reader’s perspective changes. See her “Chaucer
the Rhetorician.”

80 Boccaccio’s preface is translated by Henry Ansgar Kelly in Chaucerian Tragedy, 27.
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to the unavoidable and unstoppable attacks of Fortune: “observe the javelins of Fortune

to which you expose your breasts, how great they are, and how human counsel cannot

resist their force.” He urges a turn toward virtue and a limitation of aspirations: “Do away

with avarice, lust, rage, boasting, and ambition, and learn to place a limit upon your

joyful condition.”81 Overall, Boccaccio’s tone in the work is scornful, writing to

admonish rather than to edify. De casibus, then, instructs men not to desire power rather

than teaching them how to maintain their positions.82 Laurent expounds a similar purpose

for his translation: so that readers might recognize “the manifestation of the miserable

condition, and the turning and changeable estate, of the things of Fortune” and in

response will learn to “hold such things in less repute and to despise them the more,

while esteeming the divine and heavenly things that possess true security and lasting

joy.”83 Likewise, Chaucer’s contribution to the de casibus genre, The Monk’s Tale,

simply warns others not to trust Fortune: “Lat no man truste on blynd prosperitee; / Be

war by thise ensamples trewe and olde” (7.1997–98). Beyond this general admonition,

81 Trans. Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 36.

82 Bergen recognizes the futility of looking to De casibus for advice when he calls it “the
sort of book that would especially appeal to the great personages of the time: it told about
people just like themselves; and although very naturally it taught them nothing—as if the
impulses and desires of men were controlled by either precept or example—it at any rate
interested them” (Fall of Princes, 1.xii–xiii). In Chaucerian Tragedy, Kelly astutely
notes, “if a ruler is humble, a savage attack may indeed strike him down from his worldly
power, but he will not feel too depressed about it. This, however, is advice for illustrious
losers, not for winners—that is, not for those princes who wish to avoid falls by the
proper exercise of their responsibilities” (31). On Boccaccio’s tone, see Gathercole,
Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 12, and Summit, “‘Stable in study,’” 221.

83 As described by Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 176, based on Laurent’s Second
Prologue.
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the only advice the Monk offers is not to tell secrets to wives, based on the fate of

Sampson (7.2091–94). Thus, in all of these earlier works, the examples of the fallen serve

to warn readers of the slipperiness of Fortune, not to teach them how to defend

themselves against the turning of her wheel.

Lydgate offers a very different purpose for his submission to the de casibus genre,

making his design clear in the Prologue to Book 2. Through the “Olde exaumples off

pryncis that haue fall,” readers can see

How thei in vertu shal remedies fynde
Teschewe vices, off such as wer maad blynde,
Fro sodeyn fallyng hemsiluen to preserue,
Longe to contune and thank off God disserue. (2.22, 25–28)

By espousing virtue, men can find “remedies” against Fortune that will “preserue”

themselves from “sodeyn fallyng” and enable them to maintain or “contune” in their

worldly positions. Lydgate explains that Fortune “is nat she that pryncis gaff the fall, /

But vicious lyuyng, pleynli to endite” (2.45–46). Therefore, those who “dependith nat on

chaunce” “For ther weelfare and ther abidyng longe” are assured of a “long

perseueraunce” through a “Good liff and vertu” (2.51, 50, 53, 52). Rather than being a

mirror of warnings on the inevitability of downfall, Lydgate’s Fall of Princes guides

readers to avoid the ravages of Fortune: “Vertu on Fortune maketh a diffiaunce, / That

Fortune hath no domynacioun / Wher noble pryncis be gouerned by resoun” (2.54–56).

Lydgate’s purpose is to teach men to “maketh a diffiaunce” against Fortune’s

machinations, not to warn them of her inconstancy nor to comfort them in their times of
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distress. Those “gouerned by resoun”—the reason taught by Lydgate through his text—

have no need to fear the turning of Fortune’s wheel.

Lydgate teaches this “resoun” through edifying lessons appearing mainly in the

envoys interspersed among the tragedies.84 These envoys are Lydgate’s original

84 Lydgate claims that the idea for these envoys came from Duke Humphrey, just as he
was beginning to translate the first tragedy of the second book of Des cas. According to
Lydgate, the “prudent” Humphrey interrupted him, sitting with “penne in hande” (2.147,
142). Scholars generally accept Lydgate’s version of events that the envoys were
Humphrey’s idea. For example, Hammond sees Humphrey as actively and frequently
intervening in the writing process; see her “Poet and Patron,” 121, and “Lydgate and
Coluccio Salutati” (57). Pearsall also takes Lydgate at his word concerning this meeting
(John Lydgate, 244, and “Chaucer and Lydgate,” 51), and Summit finds Humphrey to
have been Lydgate’s “collaborator” (“‘Stable in study,’” 208). Yet we need not be so
quick to take him at his word here. Departing from the commonly held view, Scanlon
says that Lydgate “cast [Humphrey] in this role” of producer of the text in order to
demonstrate that Humphrey already is beyond correction—and thus already beyond the
reach of Fortune. What keeps Humphrey from needing admonition is his established
habit of reading books of advice, making the advisor’s role—Lydgate’s role—even more
important because Humphrey already is subordinate to him as writer (Narrative,
Authority, and Power, 334–35). While I find Scanlon’s argument convincing, I would
add that, in terms of practicality, it seems unlikely to me that a man as busy as Humphrey
would take the time to oversee Lydgate like an editor. Furthermore, the presence of
envoys throughout Book 1, before this alleged meeting, directly contradicts Lydgate’s
account of the timing, calling into question the entire report. This original material
appears to have interested Lydgate more than did the translation, for, as Pearsall has
observed, “These envoys . . . are the occasion of much of the best writing in the Fall”
(John Lydgate, 244). The extra attention Lydgate devoted to the envoys suggests to me
that they more likely were his idea than Humphrey’s. Moreover, as we have seen,
Lydgate in Book 1 already has revealed to his readers that the teller of a story is an
integral element in the work itself; he sees the Fall as influenced by his own experience
and therefore recognizes that no other individual could be responsible for his creation.
Considering that Lydgate “was no mere slavish translator” of his source, we should no
more expect him to have acquiesced so readily to Humphrey’s instructions (the opinion
of Lydgate’s lack of fidelity to his source is expressed in Edwards, “Influence of
Lydgate's Fall of Princes,” 425). We need not look to Humphrey for any hints at
innovation in the poem, particularly given the distance between poet and patron argued
for by Lydgate in The Churl and the Bird. As Simpson explains, in this poem, “the poet
addresses the patron with remarkable confidence and candor”; similarly, the Fall of
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contribution to the Fall and are, according to Edwards, what make the Fall a poem in its

own right rather than merely a translation of the works of Boccaccio and Laurent.85

Lydgate explains that at the end of each tragedy, he has “sette a remedie, / With a lenvoie

conueied be resoun” (2.150–51). He will “with humble affeccioun, / To noble pryncis

lowli it directe” so that “Bi othres fallyng thei myht themsilff correcte” (2.152–54). The

“lenvoie” at the end of every tragedy thus is designed to be a “remedie” against Fortune

that teaches the mighty through “resoun” how they can “correcte” themselves so that they

do not befall the same fate. In these envoys, Lydgate does not simply explain how to be a

good ruler, as in the mirror for princes tradition, but teaches the reader how to avoid the

ravages of fortune. By reading the Fall and following its precepts, the powerful become

untouchable. He first makes this claim for Humphrey; because he is “Stable in study

alwey he doth contune, / Settyng a-side alle chaungis of Fortune” (1.389–90). As long as

Humphrey continues to read and follow what Lydgate advises, his good fortune will

continue. Lydgate’s edifying lessons to princes continue throughout the work. Rather

than telling the stories of the falls in order to recommend caution and humility as did

Boccaccio, Lydgate uses the tragic tales to instruct rulers on how to avoid the same fate.

Princes “represents poets or at least rhetorically practiced, prudential figures
courageously addressing aristocratic patrons and/or taking control of the reputation of
those patrons” (“For al my body,” 143). Given that Lydgate was a far more shrewd poet
than has been widely recognized, we should read this passage as an attempt to praise his
patron while crafting original material for his translation; furthermore, given the nature of
Lydgate’s additions, attributing the impetus for corrective advice to Humphrey enables
him to admonish his employer subtly without seeming insolent.

85 “Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,” 425.
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Xerxes thus becomes a lesson against robbery. Princes who are “stable in your

constaunce” and “desire to stonde in sekirnesse” ought to remember the tale of Xerxes

and from it learn to eschew “raueyne” (3.2633–34, 2639). Following Lydgate’s advice

will enable them their “statis to assure” and to “longe endure” in their earthly positions

(3.2638–39). In the envoy to the story of Antiochus, Lydgate recommends prudence so

that a prince “shal perseuere in long prosperite” rather than being cast down from

“grettest roial mageste” (5.1617, 1615). Similarly, through the tragic fate of Andronicus,

Lydgate urges princes to “Cherissheth trouthe, put falsnesse doun, / Beth merciable,

mesurid be resoun” in order “to perseuere in your domynacioun” and to ensure “a good

eending” (9.1509–10, 1507, 1512). Significantly, in these lessons, Lydgate does not

recommend prioritizing virtue over worldly power but instead teaches how to use virtue

to ensure earthly success.

Lydgate prepares his audience for the changes he will make to Laurent’s version

at the outset of the Fall. He begins by describing “Artificeres,” who “chaunge and turne”

shapes in order to “Make and vnmake” their creations, focusing on the “potteres,” who

“Breke and renewe ther vesselis to a-mende” (1.9–14). These artists are capable of using

old things to make new works because they are “inuentiff & han experience” (1.16). This

experience enables them to “Fantasien in ther inward siht / Deuises newe thoruh ther

excellence” (1.17–18). Just as readers are later told that unique experiences lead to

diverse approaches to storytelling, here the experience of the artist enables him to

envision things never before imagined. “Expert maistres,” those with much experience,
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thus can “Fro good to bettir for to chaunge a thyng” (1.19–20). Lydgate then shifts his

attention to “these clerkis in writyng” who translate the works of earlier writers:

Thei may off newe fynde and fantasie,
Out of old chaff trie out ful cleene corn,
Make it more fressh and lusti to the eie,
Ther subtil witt and ther labour applie,
With ther colours agreable off hewe,
Make olde thynges for to seeme newe. (1.23–28)

The writers use their “subtil witt” and “colours” of rhetoric to transform the “old chaff”

of the existing stories into “ful cleene corn” that will “seeme newe.” By equating the

transforming work done by clerks with the breaking and renewing practiced by the

potters, Lydgate makes himself one of the inventive, experienced “expert maistres”; he

does not see himself as incapable or dull—or of needing the guidance of Humphrey for

poetic inspiration. It is his own “inward siht” that provides new ideas. With his artifice,

rhetoric, he not only will remake his source but also will improve it, turning it “Fro good

to bettir.” The envoys, as his most significant change to Des cas, enable him to produce

“ful cleene corn” out of Boccaccio’s bleak portraits in order to make the old work

“agreable” to his fifteenth-century audience.86

86 Although the envoys are the most drastic and important change that Lydgate makes to
Laurent’s Des cas, his treatment of the role of Fortune is probably the most discussed
among critics. Whether or not his tragedies support the claims of the envoys, that the
downward swing of Fortune’s wheel can be avoided and thus that human faults are to
blame for failings, remains a topic of debate. Farnham, in his influential Medieval
Heritage of Elizabethan Tragedy, argues that Lydgate “is much more prone than
Boccaccio (and Laurent) to make sin the whole apparent cause of a tragedy” yet also
finds that “Lydgate can often blame calamity upon irrational Fortune quite emphatically”
(162, 166). Both Ebin and Gathercole agree with Farnham that sin is a greater cause of
tragedy in the Fall (John Lydgate, 66; Laurent de Premierfait’s Des cas, 34). Differing
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Lydgate’s success in creating a new and valued text is evident from the

manuscripts containing extracts of his work. Of the nearly forty such manuscripts extant,

only five copy extended portions from the narrative sections of the Fall rather than the

envoys; moreover, that the envoys copied vary greatly indicates the popularity of a wide

variety of selections.87 Indeed, it is his envoys that enable Lydgate to supplant his master,

for “in general the selections bear witness to the paradox that the centuries that saw

Lydgate’s poem as synonymous with ‘Bochas’ . . . found the most appealing passages to

be those added by Lydgate.”88 That his audience recognized and appreciated the Fall’s

instruction on the avoidance of Fortune is evident from the title given to the work by

Wayland’s edition: “The tragedies, gathered by Ihon Bochas, of all such Princes as fell

from theyr estates throughe the mutability of Fortune since the creacion of Adam, vntil

his time: wherin may be seen what vices bring menne to destruccion, wyth notable

from this view, Kelly finds that Lydgate stresses human responsibility for falls more than
Chaucer, who was interested in the unexpectedness of the falls, but takes his balance of
fortune and sin from Boccaccio (Chaucerian Tragedy, 214). The fullest treatment of
Lydgate’s handling of his stories is given by Nigel Mortimer; in his John Lydgate’s Fall
of Princes, he compares many of the tales to a variety of sources, including The Monk’s
Tale and the Metamorphoses, finding that although in some cases Lydgate deemphasizes
the role of Fortune, he more often introduces it: “In the majority of cases Lydgate’s
manipulations of his French source serve to highlight the haphazard and independent
workings of Fortune” (208). In truth, it is nearly impossible to answer this question
satisfactorily until a modern edition of the full text of Des cas is available.

87 Edwards, “Selections from Lydgate’s Fall of Princes: A Checklist,” 337; Edwards,
“Influence of Lydgate’s Fall of Princes,” 431. He notes that the Fall was excerpted more
than most Middle English poems.

88 Edwards, “Selections from Lydgate’s Fall of Princes: A Checklist,” 338.
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warninges howe the like may be auoyded.”89 The value of the Fall for its medieval and

early modern readers lay in its lessons on maintaining success, accounting for its

overwhelming popularity.

The teachings of the envoys, as explicated by Paul Strohm, demonstrate an

entirely new vision of man’s relation to Fortune. Whereas before the fifteenth century,

the only way to escape Fortune’s retribution was to avoid success, with the Fall we find

for the first time “an alternate possibility, in which the prudent prince can effectively

Fortune-proof himself by exercise of foresight and qualities of virtue—this trait

remarkably anticipatory of its Italian and Machiavellian counterpart, virtú.”90 In his

reading of Des Cas and the Fall, Strohm finds the innovation of Laurent and Lydgate to

lie in their introduction of the moral or rational—rather than the theological—virtues

Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, and Temperance as aids in maintaining worldly position.

While the focus on these virtues normally was a feature of the advice tradition, Laurent

and Lydgate are the first to employ them in the de casibus genre, as Strohm explains:

“The important revision of the De Casibus tradition undertaken by Premierfait and

Lydgate is to offer the Virtues a new generic home—and, in the process, to transform the

fall of princes into a generic hybrid, one that accommodates significant features of the

89 The title is provided in Farnham, Medieval Heritage of Elizabethan Tragedy, 280. This
is the edition that was intended to be followed by the Mirror for Magistrates.

90 Politique, 2. Readings of the Fall tend to miss the innovation in these envoys, with one
critic, for example, stating that the envoys “constitute its most medievalizing feature”
(Summit, “‘Stable in study,’” 208).
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separate advice tradition.”91 Lydgate expresses the value of these virtues in his address to

Fortune:

A man that is enarmed in vertu
Ageyn thi myht to make resistence,
And set his trust be grace in Crist Iesu,
And hath al hool his hertli aduertence
On rihtwisnesse, force & on prudence,
With ther suster callid attemperaunce,
Hath a saufconduit ageyn thi variaunce! (6.253–59)

In Lydgate’s teachings, “rihtwisnesse, force & . . . prudence, / With . . . attemperaunce”

“make resistence” against the power of Fortune and ensure “a saufconduit ageyn

[Fortune’s] variaunce.” While Strohm attributes the innovation of the instruction

provided in the envoys to an infiltration of the virtues into the de casibus tradition, I

would add to his argument that the elevation of humanity that occurs throughout the Fall

is an essential element in the successful fulfillment of this synthesis. Were it not for the

significance placed on man and the stress given to the accomplishments of men, the idea

that man could skirt the rule of Fortune would remain untenable. It is only because man is

ennobled that he is seen to have the power to challenge Fortune at all. Lydgate’s

innovation, I would argue, thus begins with the character analysis that he gleaned from

the schoolbooks of his youth.

In fact, Lydgate explicitly connects lessons learned in youth with the idea that

Fortune can be conquered by virtue. In the chapter admonishing princes who excuse their

91 Politique, 98. Although Strohm credits both Laurent and Lydgate for inserting the
virtues into the fall tradition, only Lydgate emphasizes their use in evading Fortune
through the direct guidance provided in his envoys.
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licentiousness as a natural phase of the young, Lydgate counters their claims with the

story of the virtuous Sophonisba. In the context of this discussion of the vices and morals

of youth, Lydgate introduces the instruction of “Censoryn Catoun” (3.1230), himself

intricately tied to early education through the false attribution of the Disticha Catonis to

him. It is he, Lydgate says, who showed:

That vertu neuer is subiect to Fortune:
Vertu conserueth mesour and resoun,
Considreth thynges aforn or thei befall,
Takith non enprises but off discrecioun,
And on prudence foundeth hir werkes all;
Ay to hir counsail attempraunce she doth call,
Warli prouydyng in hirsilff withynne
The eende off thynges toforn or she begynne. (3.1232–39)

Although Lydgate does not ascribe this lesson to a particular writing of Cato’s and may

be speaking of the precepts of a text other than the Disticha, the introduction of Cato’s

name probably would evoke the experience of grammar school education in the minds of

most of his readers who were not as likely as Lydgate to have read Cato’s other works.

By declaring that Cato taught that virtue can overcome Fortune (“That vertu neuer is

subiect to Fortune”), Lydgate connects this innovatory claim, along with the virtues

“prudence” and “attempraunce,” to the primary classroom. Lydgate then makes a place

for his own poem in this instructional setting, demonstrating that he recognized the

educational potential of the Fall. It is teaching people to “Considreth thynges aforn or

thei befall,” taking into account “The eende off thynges toforn or she begynne,” that

enables virtue to overcome Fortune. The Fall itself is what shows readers “The eende off
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thynges” and thus how to avoid a similar fate. The triumph over Fortune therefore begins

in the literary texts of the classroom and ends in a reading of the Fall of Princes.

Furthermore, the idea that men can overcome Fortune finds its origins in another

aspect of the classroom: the school text’s emphasis on self presentation, social placement,

and the negotiation of hierarchies, outlined in the previous chapter. By analyzing

characters, learning to read their differences, and then applying this information to a

study of social hierarchies, the careful and industrious student can implement his

knowledge to reposition himself and alter his station. As man is ennobled through

study—both the student through his learning and the worth of humanity more generally

as a topic of study—with the guidance of the proper teacher, he becomes capable of

negotiating ever higher social structures and even of challenging the laws of Fortune.

Thus, the combination of the classroom’s focus on the importance of man with its

emphasis on manipulating self presentation and self placement provides the foundation

for Lydgate to forge a new outlook on history and an innovatory approach to the future in

the Fall of Princes.

Lydgate’s recognition that social position is malleable and that men can be

responsible for their own fates emerges in two other aspects of the Fall, both much

discussed but not, I think, adequately explained unless we consider the classroom’s

lessons on ethos and emphasis on humanity. The first is Lydgate’s tone. Boccaccio wrote

his treatise contemptuously because, for him, the princes were “objects of hostility and
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bitter scorn.”92 In contrast, Laurent’s “tone is moderate, supplicating, seldom

admonitory,” even “deferential and obsequious.”93 Lydgate rejects both of these

approaches in his self presentation in the Fall. He “wrote throughout as a man of the

world, an aristocrat and courtier,” according to his modern editor.94 Lydgate’s persona is

characterized by Strohm as “the voice of the wholehearted ally determined in no respect

to offend.”95 What accounts for Lydgate’s ability to address Humphrey as an equal rather

than as a teacher or a servant is, I believe, the effect of the schoolroom.

As demonstrated by the rhetorical skill of Margery Kempe, examined in the

previous chapter, the texts of the grammar curriculum taught a sophisticated

understanding of self presentation. Combining this instruction with lessons on social

placement, students learned the value of an effective ethos for manipulation of the social

order. Thus, the acknowledgment that position can be manipulated opens a space for a

monk to speak to the uncle of the king in the voice of an equal. Furthermore, as the

elevation of humanity in the Fall applies to all men, Lydgate raises his own status by

ennobling his historical figures. In the Fall, this becomes for Lydgate a justification for

addressing Humphrey in the tone of an ally, enabling him to offer what could otherwise

be taken as either harsh criticism or empty fawning.

92 Bergen, 1.xviii. See also Ebin, John Lydgate, 65. As Strohm explains, “a stern and
didactic voice” was common among poets when addressing princes before the fifteenth
century (“Hoccleve, Lydgate and the Lancastrian Court,” 657).

93 Bergen, 1.xvii; Ebin, John Lydgate, 65.

94 Bergen, 1.xx.

95 “Hoccleve, Lydgate and the Lancastrian Court,” 657.
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An additional aspect of the Fall that, I would argue, can be more fruitfully

understood by considering the influence of the grammar schoolbooks is Lydgate’s

profession of dullness. Lydgate’s assertions that he is inadequate for his job are,

according to Pearsall, one of his most recognizable stylistic habits.96 At the end of the

Fall in his first envoy to Humphrey and the readers of his work, Lydgate confesses his

typical concerns about the adequacy of his product:

I haue a-complysshed translacioun of your book;
In which labour myn hand ful offte quook,
My penne also troublyd with ygnoraunce
Lyst myn empryse wer nat to your plesaunce. (9.3306–9)

The topic of Lydgate’s “ygnoraunce” and deficiencies continues for much of the next 140

lines. As Bennett notes, “Despite the high esteem in which Lydgate was held by his

contemporaries, almost every poem of any length warns us that he is aware of his feeble

poetic powers. He bemoans his dullness and the fact that the Muses did not preside at his

cradle.”97 Walter F. Schirmer finds both convention and truth behind Lydgate’s self-

doubt: “It was in any case the fashion to protest one’s ignorance and lack of linguistic and

metrical talent; but the phrase ‘Ynglissh in ryme hath skarsete’ expresses truly the

feelings of one who had wrestled with the task of keeping to a scheme of rhyme royal and

French ballad stanzas.”98 In his important study of fifteenth-century dullness, David

96 Gower and Lydgate, 35.

97 Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century, 141.

98 John Lydgate, 255.
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Lawton explains that “Frankness about personal deficiencies goes hand in hand with

political truth-telling”; this disingenuous voice “is a politic response to princely or royal

command” that enables the poet to speak with candor on current political subjects.99

Yet, despite his lack of self-confidence, Lydgate makes no secret that he holds

poets and their work in high regard. At the beginning of the fourth book of the Fall, in a

chapter not based on his source, he expresses that writing bestows an immortality on its

subjects: “It doth corages renewe ageyn & glade, / Which may be callid frut of the tre of

lyff, / So parmanable that it wil neuer fade” (4.8–10). Poetry is comparable to the “frut of

the tre of lyff” because it is a permanent means of renewing the spirit. It also brings those

who are absent near to us and enables laws and religion to continue; God gave men

writing, according to Lydgate, in order to combat their natural dullness (4.29–31).

Lydgate reserves his highest esteem for rhetoricians: Cicero perhaps is praised more than

any figure in the work (6.2948–3276), and Amphion is celebrated as a rhetorician who

built the walls of Thebes with his eloquence drawing his countrymen to do his bidding

(6.3491–500). In a chapter added to his source, Lydgate insults and condemns the

harming of the art of rhetoric by those “Which of nature be boistous & rurall, / And hardi

been (for thei no kunnyng haue)” (6.3281–82). Rhetoricians, for Lydgate, deserve praise

because they induce the warring to agreement, succor the disconsolate, and appease

tyrants (6.3452–72). In contrast, those “bareyn of elloquence” are “Folk vnauised, & hasti

foolis rude, / And braynles peeple, of wilful necligence” (6.3477, 3475–76). Lydgate

99 “Dullness and the Fifteenth Century,” 764, 768.
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aligns himself with rhetoricians in the prologue of the Fall through his explanation that

clerks can make old stories new through the application of “ther colours agreable off

hewe” (1.27), which is the project he has accomplished.

Lydgate also paints himself as following after Boccaccio after Petrarch inspires

him to begin Book 8 (8.183–203). Moreover, his self-doubt is expressed in nearly the

same terms in which he writes Boccaccio’s speech of protestation in Book 6 as he

attempted to write about Cicero. “Bochas” says:

Myn hand I feele quakyng whan I write.
But for to yiue folk occasioun,
Which in rethorik haue mor experience
Than haue I, & mor inspeccioun
In the colours and crafft of elloquence,—
Them texcite to do ther dilligence,
Onto my writyng whan thei may attende,
Of compassioun my rudnesse to amende. (6.2989–96)

Echoing Boccaccio’s mention of his “quakyng” hand, Lydgate twice refers to his own

shaking hand, once when describing the writing of his book, “In which labour myn hand

ful offte quook” (9.3307), and once when depicting himself offering his book to

Humphrey, “I do presente this book with hand shaking” (9.3599). He—like Bochas, who

asks others “to amende” the errors of his book caused by his “rudnesse”—requests that

others correct the faults of his book, “That alle thoo which shal this makyng rede, / For to

correcte wher-as they se nede,” which have been caused by his rudeness, “And wher I

faylle, atwyteth ygnoraunce, / Al the diffautys aret to my rudnesse” (9.3378–79, 3375–

76). Just as Bochas urged his readers to correct his text out of “compassioun,” Lydgate

stresses that emendations ought to be made out of goodness:
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So it be doon with supportacioun
Off ther goodnesse to be favourable,
Nat to pynche of indignacioun,
Which wer to me verray importable. (9.3380–83)

The similarities in these descriptions demonstrate the conventionality of the terms of

dullness. Additionally, given the admiration that Lydgate shows Boccaccio throughout

his translation, the fact that he expresses his own hesitation in the same terminology as

Bochas, who speaks through Lydgate’s pen, refutes any claims of inability. By the end of

the Fall, Lydgate has overtaken his master and speaks in his voice. In fact, in his envoy,

when he instructs his audience to “Rede Bochas,” it is clear that he is speaking of his own

nine books, not those of De casibus (9.3455). How then are we to reconcile Lydgate’s

protestations of his own dullness with his praise of poets and his mirroring of Boccaccio?

Rather than seeing these two positions as contradictory or believing that Lydgate

did not rank himself among the poets he admired, I believe that the lessons of the

schoolroom allow us to see how these oppositions operate in conjunction with one

another. One of the recurring themes in Lydgate’s profession of ignorance is that the gods

were of no assistance to him:

Yit of Bachus seryd wer the vynes,
Off Mygdas touch the aureat lycour,
And of Iuno wellys crystallynes
Wer dryed vp; ther fond I no favour: (9.3338–41)

Lydgate also receives no help from the writers who have gone before him:

Though Omerus hold nat the torche lyght
To forthre my penne with colours of cadence,
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Nor moral Senek, moost sad of his sentence,
Gaff me no part of his moralytees,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I nevir was aqueynted with Virgyle,
Nor with the sugryd dytees of Omer,
Nor Dares Frygius with his goldene style,
Nor with the souereyn balladys of Chauceer. (9.3389–92, 3401–5)

Neither the authors of antiquity—Homer, Seneca, Virgil, and Dares Frigius—nor his near

contemporary Chaucer have helped him write the Fall. Yet the placement of these

protestations at the end of the poem belies the root of their claims, for although Lydgate

has not had any divine or supernatural aid in writing his poem, he has finished it: “I me

excuse, now this book is I-doo” (9.3436).100 Furthermore, he makes it clear to his

audience who is responsible for this translation:

But I that stonde lowe doun in the vale,
So greet a book in Ynglyssh to translate,
Did it be constreynt and no presumpcioun.
Born in a vyllage which callyd is Lydgate,
Be olde tyme a famous castel toun;
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
But to conclude myn entencioun,
I wyl procede forth with whyte and blak;
And where I faylle let Lydgate ber the lak. (9.3428–32, 3440–42)

Lydgate, despite his humble pose “lowe doun in the vale,” twice names himself as the

creator of this “greet” book. He even clarifies his identity with the reference to his

birthplace and to “whyte and blak,” which may be a gesture toward his clerical status.

100 Even Lydgate’s pronouncement of the completion of his book is followed
immediately by more protestations of ignorance and a bemoaning of the absence of
assistance from the gods: “How I was nevir yit at Cytheroun, / Nor on the mounteyn
callyd Pernaso, / Wheer nyne musys haue ther mansyoun” (9.3437–39).
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Moreover, Lydgate’s work is not merely a completed translation of Laurent’s Des cas but

a new, expanded, and rather lengthy poem that he has crafted, “ful cleene corn” “out of

old chaff” (1.24). Thus, what Lydgate does by denying that he received the assistance of

the gods or of his predecessors is not slighting the quality of his product but taking the

credit for it for himself. With the elevation of humanity that occurs within the Fall, a

single man is capable of producing this great work.

The application in the Fall of the lessons of the schoolroom shows Lydgate to

have been both the quintessential example of fifteenth-century thought and an early

humanist, two roles normally held to be mutually exclusive by scholars.101 I would agree

that Lydgate is, as Pearsall has long argued, “perfectly representative of the Middle

Ages,” in that he has shown himself to have been the diligent student of the grammar

school, itself so often identified with the darkness of the fifteenth century.102 Yet the Fall

also demonstrates the characteristics of the Renaissance defined by A. C. Spearing in his

influential Medieval to Renaissance in English Poetry: a new attitude toward history, the

101 In their article on Lydgate in the revised edition of the Manual of the Writings in
Middle English, Renoir and C. David Benson stress that the most intense debate in
Lydgate studies centers on whether Lydgate’s works recall pre-Chaucerian literature or
they look forward to humanistic texts.

102 John Lydgate, 14. Pearsall’s view is shared by Hammond, English Verse between
Chaucer and Surrey, 87, and by Spearing, Medieval to Renaissance in English Poetry.
Pearsall’s refutation of the humanistic elements of the Fall remains influential: “The Fall
was popular in the sixteenth century not because it anticipated Renaissance ideas, but
because it effected a comprehensive transmission of medieval ideas to an age which was
still fundamentally medieval in outlook” (John Lydgate, 250).
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dignity of poetry, and the dignity of man.103 The humanistic quality of Lydgate’s attitude

toward the classical past in the Fall has long been recognized by scholars. Furthermore,

we have seen that the Fall recognizes and emphasizes the dignity of secular poetry and

the immortality a poet could bestow on his subject matter.104 Spearing explains two

103 Although Spearing uses his definition, explained in Chapter 1, to argue against
Lydgate’s place as a Renaissance poet, a contingent of scholars has long argued for
Lydgate’s humanism or proto-humanism without making much headway. In his 1929
“Mittelalter und Antike bei Lydgate,” Friedrich Brie saw Lydgate as a proto-humanist
because of the heroic light in which he portrayed the Greeks and Romans of antiquity and
because of his sympathetic approval of heroic suicides. Lydgate’s historical objectivity,
his envoy to Rome, and “the sentence that it is the scholar poets who preserve the glory
of princes for posterity” are among the reasons that Schirmer presents for the humanistic
tone of the Fall (John Lydgate, 214–15). Although Renoir always stops short of calling
Lydgate a humanist, he does attempt to establish that Lydgate was a transitional figure
not “strictly illustrative of the mediaeval mind”; he finds Lydgate’s “unqualified respect
for classical antiquity,” “patriotic indignation,” and interest in the nature of kingship to
bring him near to Renaissance ideas and attitudes (Poetry of John Lydgate, 103, 68, 101,
108). Galloway describes the project of Lydgate’s career—“recovering ancient, often
historically mechanistic or materialist texts for the purposes of guiding political culture
toward worldly prosperity yet Stoic ethics”—as the foundation of vernacular humanism
(“John Lydgate and the Origins of Vernacular Humanism,” 470–71). The most prominent
and convincing voice arguing for Lydgate’s humanism is Simpson’s: “it is perfectly clear
that the traditions of secular, politically directed writing in which Lydgate worked had
long histories behind them. [Lydgate’s pre-1423 works] each have graded cultural
horizons, in which classical Rome and the humanism of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries figure prominently. The discursive space of these works and their sources are
entirely secular; ethical values, in which prudence is at the centre, are given a wholly
political definition; and the clerical, yet secular voice of these works offers that prudence,
appropriately couched in persuasive rhetoric: rhetorical power and historical knowledge,
that is, consciously minister to political need. By any broad definition of humanism, these
works are not so much proto-humanist, as humanist” (Reform and Cultural Revolution,
51–52). See also his “‘Dysemol daies and fatal houres’: Lydgate’s Destruction of Thebes
and Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale.”

104 Ebin’s reading of Lydgate’s corpus finds in his works an innovatory understanding of
the capabilities of poetry, especially his ideas that poetry is able to bestow immortality
and that it can lead to political virtue and bring order to the state. See her “Lydgate’s
Views on Poetry.”
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aspects of his final fundamental idea of the Renaissance, the dignity of man. One, the

“optimism . . . about the possibility that human virtue . . . could overcome Fortune,”105

already has been revealed by Strohm to be present in the Fall as Lydgate combined the

virtues of the Fürstenspiegel with the de casibus genre.106 Spearing contrasts the other

element, the “Renaissance emphasis on man’s dignity and freedom” to achieve

ambitions, with “the characteristic medieval emphasis . . . on the misery of the human

condition.”107 As I have argued, it is precisely the Fall’s ennobling of man that frees him

from the wheel of Fortune without curtailing his aspirations. With Lydgate’s Fall, the

ordinary man of the late medieval schoolbooks is given extraordinary potential. By

looking back on the lessons of his primary school texts, John Lydgate, the most medieval

of poets, in the Fall of Princes demonstrates the potential of the grammar school

curriculum for inciting innovation and, ultimately, transitioning to the ideas of the

English Renaissance.

105 Medieval to Renaissance in English Poetry, 5.

106 See Politique, 96–98, discussed above.

107 Medieval to Renaissance in English Poetry, 2, 4.
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Epilogue

From works as diverse as Troilus and Criseyde, The Book of Margery Kempe, and

the Fall of Princes, we can see the profound influence the literary works of the grammar

school had on the authors and audiences of late medieval England. The schoolbooks,

disparaged for hundreds of years as trifling and overtly religious, held lessons in self

presentation and social manipulation that writers used to create their characters, to shape

their tales, and to craft their authorial personae. As the ideas of the Latin texts were

transmitted into Middle English literature, they were recognized by those who studied

grammar in their youth and learned by those who did not have the opportunity to attend

school.

The pervasiveness of the teachings of Disticha Catonis, Stans puer ad mensam,

Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus, Liber Parabolarum, and the Eclogue of Theodulus,

demonstrated both by the numerous extant manuscripts of these texts and by their

connections to the vernacular works considered in this analysis, urges scholarship to

return to these early schoolbooks. While I hope that my examination has clarified the

important relationship between the elementary schoolbooks and the literature produced

by those trained in the schools, much work remains to be done in this field. The

Appendix presents thirty-four manuscripts containing the literature most often included

as part of grammar school training; we can begin by reading the texts found in these

manuscripts, both the literary works of the classroom emphasized in this study and the
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other texts that appear alongside them. Moreover, there are certain to be additional

manuscripts of these literary schoolbooks that provide a wider context for the study of

grammar school education in late medieval England. A more thorough consideration of

the commentaries on and glosses of these texts also may provide a deeper understanding

of the elements stressed by medieval teachers, and an investigation of the writings done

in grammar school by students may reveal how the literature of the classroom

reverberated in their translations and original compositions.

Furthermore, the implications of the classroom lessons are likely to run through

much more of the literature written in Middle English than could be analyzed in this

study. For example, while scholars have acknowledged the numerous references to and

quotations of the grammar schoolbooks in Piers Plowman, the degree to which the

literary textbooks permeate Langland’s poem is not understood fully because we have yet

to consider the effects of the classroom’s more general teachings outlined in this analysis.

And a renewed examination of the poems of Hoccleve, undertaken with an appreciation

for the grammar school lessons on ethos and self presentation, may provide new ways of

understanding the vivid persona he creates for himself, often spoken of in modern

scholarship as autobiographical rather than rhetorically constructed. As we recognize the

influence of the reading texts of the classroom on vernacular literature of fourteenth- and

fifteenth-century England, we may begin to see how its lessons diffused throughout

various audiences, reaching even those who did not attend grammar school. Moreover,

although the literary schoolbooks were ousted by the arrival of humanism in England, we

should remember that the men who established the sixteenth-century’s new approach to
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education were trained in and developed their own foundations from the very texts they

later held in contempt. The literary schoolbooks of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century

England were the raw materials from which were forged not only the vernacular

literature, but also the “good morals” and “most profound knowledge and erudition” of

adulthood.1

1 For these descriptions of the effects of grammar school education, see the statutes of the
Oxford grammar schools described in Chapter 1, p. 16, n. 2, and the Institutio oratoria of
Quintilian quoted in the Introduction, p. 1, n. 2.
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Appendix: Late Medieval English Manuscripts
Containing the Literary Works Read in Grammar Schools

This appendix aims to present all of the known extant manuscripts written or used

in late medieval England in which the literary works most often read as part of grammar

school training, Disticha Catonis, Stans puer ad mensam, Cartula, Peniteas cito, Facetus,

Liber Parabolarum, and the Eclogue of Theodulus, are presented in an educational

context.1 Although many of these manuscripts have been considered previously,

especially by Brother Bonaventure, David Thomson, Tony Hunt, and Christopher

Cannon, these studies had constraints of time and language other than my own.2

Therefore, this is, to my knowledge, the first time a comprehensive list on this topic has

been compiled. There are certain to be omissions, due in part to incomplete manuscript

descriptions and the uncertainty of medieval titling but also because once you begin to

look for manuscripts with educational texts, they seem to multiply.3

1 For an explanation of my parameters and the rationale behind the selection of these
texts, see Chapter 1, pp. 19–21.

2 I have indicated in the footnotes the inclusion of these manuscripts in earlier studies by
these scholars.

3 For example, it is possible that Winchester Cathedral Library MS III A (s. xv) ought to
be included in this list. The manuscript is classified as a late example of the Auctores sex,
according to Thomson and Perraud, based on the inclusion of the Disticha Catonis and
the Eclogue of Theodulus (Ten Latin Schooltexts, 27, 46 n. 123). However, I have been
unable to obtain the catalogue description of this manuscript.
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The manuscripts are listed and numbered chronologically in order to show the

movement of specific texts into and out of the school curriculum. An alphabetical list

precedes the description to facilitate referencing. Manuscript descriptions are transcribed

from available catalogues as noted. The generosity of a Schallek Award from the

Medieval Academy of America enabled me to examine the manuscripts held in the

various libraries of the University of Cambridge in situ; these manuscripts are indicated

with an asterisk. I have listed the complete manuscript contents, not including added

notes unless they were of significant length or interest, in order to provide a context for

the reading texts. The presence of the literary works included in this study is indicated in

bold type so that they will be easier to locate. Some of the works are incomplete, which I

have not noted because I am more interested in general educational trends than in the

presence of specific lines of text. Also, because my work focuses on the larger

implications of the study of these school texts, I have included manuscripts such as

Cambridge, University Library Additional MS 6865 that fit broader definitions of

education.
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING

Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales MS NLW 423D, #31
Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 356B, #29
Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 233, #30
Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College MS 203/109, #15
Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College MS 417/447, #23
Cambridge, Peterhouse Library MS 207 (2. 1. 0), #6
Cambridge, St. John’s College MS F 10 (147), #26
Cambridge, St. John’s College MS F 26 (163), #24
Cambridge, Trinity College MS O.5.4, #19
Cambridge, University Library MS Additional 2830, #22
Cambridge, University Library MS Additional 6865, #8
Dublin, Trinity College MS 97 (B.3.5), #7
Dublin, Trinity College MS 430, #34
London, British Library MS Additional 10089, #25
London, British Library MS Additional 19046, #28
London, British Library MS Additional 37075, #27
London, British Library MS Harley 1002, #32
London, British Library MS Harley 4967, #1
London, British Library MS Royal 15 A VII , #2
London, British Library MS Royal 15 A XXXI, #4
London, British Library MS Sloane 2479, #10
London, Lambeth Palace MS 371, #3
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Auct. F. 1. 17 (2506), #9
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Auct. F. 5. 6 (2195), #5
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley MS 315 (2712), #21
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley MS 837 (2562), #14
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby 26, #17
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby 100, #12
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Hatton 58 (4065), #16
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson D 328, #18
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson G 60 (14791), #20
Oxford, Trinity College MS 18, #13
Somerset Record Office, MS DD/L P 29/29, #33
Worcester, Cathedral Library MS F. 147, #11
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CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING WITH DESCRIPTIONS

1. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS HARLEY 49674 (S. XIII)5

Legal texts (five items)
Liber Hymnorum
Fabulae of Avianus with glosses and marginal notes
Peniteas cito, incomplete
Nicholas of Breckendale, Treatise on deponent verbs
Cartula (in a different hand)
John of Garland, De mysteriis ecclesie with accessus
Virgil, Eclogues with interlinear and marginal glosses
Persius, Satyrae
Treatise on deponent verbs (same as above)
Liber Parabolarum
Distigium
Cento of classical verses
John of Garland, Equivoca
John of Garland, Synonyma

2. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS ROYAL 15 A VII6 (S. XIII)

Disticha Catonis with commentary and Latin interlinear glosses
Eclogue of Theodulus, with heavy interlinear and marginal glosses
Fabulae of Avianus, with very full marginal commentary and a few interlinear glosses

4 Contents transcribed from Catalogue of the Harleian Manuscripts, 3:233–34, and T.
Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:39, 75. Hunt dates this manuscript to the first half
of the thirteenth century, whereas the online British Library catalogue attributes it to the
second half of the same century and the earlier Catalogue of the Harleian Manuscripts
places it in the fourteenth century. The manuscript probably was once in the Benedictine
Cathedral Priory of the Blessed Virgin Mary of Worcester. According to Hunt’s
examination, the manuscript was “heavily used” for grammatical study, as evidenced by
the vernacular glosses in nearly every text (75).

5 The abbreviation s. stands for the Latin saeculum, meaning “century.”

6 Contents transcribed from Warner and Gilson, Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the
Old Royal and King’s Collections, 2:143, and T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin,
1:75. None of the glosses are in the vernacular. Sanford’s description and the Catalogue
note that Peniteas cito was added later, but Hunt does not (“Use of Classical Latin
Authors,” 234, number 341).
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Elegies of Maximian, unglossed without commentary
Statius, Achilleis with interlinear glosses
Claudian, De raptu Proserpinae with no commentary or glosses
Peniteas cito
Fifty-six Aesopic fables in the prose version known as ‘Romulus Mariae Gallicae’ (new

quire and new hand)

3. LONDON, LAMBETH PALACE MS 3717 (S. XIII)

Ps.-Seneca, Proverbia
Various verses
Religious verses on the evangelists, the prophets and apostles, countries where the

apostles preached, etc.
Extracts from Elucidarium
Divisions of the world
De forma mundi
Epistola Johannis regis in die ad emanuelem Cpolitanum imp.
Provincialis
Brief chronicle of Britain
List of kings
Genealogy of William I
Chronicle from Brut to Cadwallader from Geoffrey of Monmouth
Prologue to William of Malmesbury, Gesta regum Anglorum
List of cities
Chronicle from Geoffrey of Monmouth, continued
Account of Richard I and the crusade
Martinus Polonus, Chronicle of Popes and Emperors, abridged
Chronicle from Adam to Trajan
Gerald of Wales, Expugnatio Hibernica
Verses

7 Contents transcribed from James and Jenkins, Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts
in the Library of Lambeth Palace, 503–13. The volume is from Reading Abbey. Disticha
Catonis includes Latin headwords in the margin that explain the moral content, and the
Liber Parabolarum expands these to marginal summaries in Latin, along with Latin
textual variants for difficult passages (T. Hunt, “Les Paraboles Maistre Alain,” 363–66;
Thomson and Perraud, Ten Latin Schooltexts, 292). Because the marginal summaries in
the Liber Parabolarum give the didactic significance of each precept, Hunt suggests they
were designed to ensure that a student understood the overall moral sense rather than to
be an aid for construing the sentences, serving “moral rather than grammatical teaching”
(363). Hunt concludes that the accompanying Anglo-Norman translation is an aid for
teachers of those not yet fluent in Latin.
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Disticha Catonis with an Anglo-Norman verse translation by the monk Everard
Liber Parabolarum in Latin (in brown) and Anglo-Norman (in red)
Proverbs and fables in elegiac verse
Novus Cato (not Facetus)
Cartula (short version as printed by Migne)

4. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS ROYAL 15 A XXXI8 (S. XIII
2)

Eclogue of Theodulus with no gloss or commentary
Liber Parabolarum with vernacular glosses
Ps.-Boethius, De disciplina scolarium, fragment with full marginal gloss
Disticha Catonis with vernacular glosses and marginal commentary
Eclogue of Theodulus with vernacular glosses
Fabulae of Avianus with vernacular glosses
Excerpts from Isidore, Etymologiae, filled in on a blank page in a late thirteenth-century

hand
Accentuarius
Statutes and law tracts from the end of the thirteenth century
Letter of Innocent VII, added in the fifteenth century
Collection of Biblical texts in a late thirteenth-century hand
Letter of Hildebert, Bishop of Le Mans, to Adela, Countess of Blois (a distinct gathering

in a late thirteenth-century hand)

8 Contents transcribed from Warner and Gilson, Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the
Old Royal and King’s Collections, 2:150–52, T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin,
1:74–75, and Sanford, “Use of Classical Latin Authors,” 234, number 342. The volume in
its current state compiles several separate manuscripts. The portion containing Liber
Parabolarum through Accentuarius form a separate manuscript that was early bound with
the collection of Biblical texts. The statutes and law tracts and the letter of Innocent VII
also made up their own manuscript. Hunt calls this a “typical schoolbook, with an
emphasis on didactic elements” (74).
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5. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY MS AUCT. F. 5. 6 (2195)9 (S. XIII, LATE)

Cartula
Fabulae of Avianus with many glosses
Elegies of Maximian, glossed
Statius, Achilleis, largely unglossed
Claudian, De raptu Proserpinae
Ovid, Remedia amoris
Peniteas cito with many glosses
Nequam’s commentary on the Eclogue of Theodulus (not text itself)
Liber Parabolarum
Tobias
John of Garland, De mysteriis ecclesie with many glosses

*6. CAMBRIDGE, PETERHOUSE LIBRARY MS 207 (2. 1. 0)10 (S. XIII, XIV)

Disticha Catonis with gloss
Eclogue of Theodulus with gloss
Fabulae of Avianus with gloss
Elegies of Maximian with gloss
Statius, Achilleis

9 Contents transcribed from Madan and Craster, Summary Catalogue of Western
Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, vol. 2, bk. 1, 253–54. According to the
catalogue, the fifteenth-century list of contents indicates that the Disticha Catonis and the
Eclogue of Theodulus followed Cartula but are now lost. The manuscript also is
described by T. Hunt, who calls it “a typical late-thirteenth-century schoolbook, written
in a large, ugly hand” (Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:73–74). Thomson and Perraud,
who incorrectly identify the manuscript as Auct. 7. 5. 6, cite this volume as evidence that
the Liber Parabolarum was used as a school text (Ten Latin Schooltexts, 292).

10 Contents transcribed from James, Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the
Library of Peterhouse, 247–49, and an examination of the manuscript. The last two items
are in a separate volume written in the fourteenth century; the two sections had been
compiled by the fifteenth century, as indicated in the table of contents. Although the two
parts were separate, they maintain a consistent appearance, a single block of text
surrounded by commentary. In the first volume, the commentary is treated as one
column, continuing across the page, whereas the commentary is written in two columns
in the second section; for Peniteas cito, there are approximately 92 lines of commentary
in each column versus 28 lines of text. The manuscript is large and very pretty; it has
many decorated initials, and the text alternates red and blue, even in the commentary, in
both volumes. Overall, based on its size, craftsmanship, and extensive commentaries, it
gives the impression of having been owned by a school.
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Claudian, De raptu Proserpinae with gloss at end
Hymnorum with gloss
Peniteas cito with gloss

7. DUBLIN, TRINITY COLLEGE MS 97 (B.3.5)11 (13–13/14 CENT.)

Calendar
Obituaries
Doctrina Tabularum
Alexander de Villa Dei, Massa Compoti
Brief regulations for the brothers
Prefaces to the martyrology
Martyrology
Hugo de S. Victore, Expositio in regulam S. Augustini
Ricardus de S. Victore, De quaestionibus regulae S. Augustini solutis
Liber Ordinis S. Victoris
Brief monastic regulations
Saint Benedict, Regula
Saint Francis, Regula Secunda
Gregory IX, Constitution concerning the Franciscans
Nicolaus III, Constitution concerning the Franciscans
Ordo Anachoritalis Vite
Letter from a certain Robertus to a certain Hugo giving precepts for the life of an

anchorite
Patristic passages for reading in chapter throughout the year
Rules or admonitions for canons
Isidore, Synonyma 2, excerpts
Arnulfus de Boeriis, Speculum Monachorum
About the behavior of a good monk
Prosper of Aquitane, Sequentiae ex operibus S. Augustini
Hugo de S. Victore, De institutione nouiciorum
Gregory, Contra religionis simulatores
Benedict XII, Constitutio super apostatis reuocandis
Innocent III, De miseria humane conditionis
Facetus (“Cum nihil utilius”)

11 Contents transcribed from Colker, Trinity College Library Dublin, 1:183–95. Studied
by T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:53. The manuscript probably comes from
Dublin, written in the second half of the thirteenth century; the last four items were
written slightly later. Nicholls concludes that, while the manuscript could have been used
by the canons for the instruction of local boys, it probably was used to teach novitiates of
the order at Augustine Abbey of St. Thomas, Dublin (Matter of Courtesy, 67–68).
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Urbanus magnus
Proverbs in Latin, French, or English; basically the collection of Serlo of Wilton
Verses on proper behavior in church

*8. CAMBRIDGE, UNIVERSITY LIBRARY MS ADDITIONAL 686512 (S. XIV, EARLY)

Stans puer ad mensam
Grammatical notes and verses
De varietate sensuum sacrae scripturae
A short piece against simony
Themes or notes of varying length for fourteen sermons
Johannes De Sancto Paulo, Breviarium
Nicholas, Antidotarium
Tractatus de passion capitis
Tractatus de aquis, sirupis, clisteribus et oleis suppositoriis, pessariis, s’m.p.d’m et de

syringis
Collection of recipes for external uses

9. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY MS AUCT. F. 1. 17 (2506)13 (S. XIV
1)

Liber Parabolarum
Tobias
Virgil, Bucolics, Georgics, minor poems, short poems, Aeneid
Marbodius, Epigrams
Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Poetria nova
Ovid, Heroides, Epistulae ex Ponto, Amores, Tristia, Metamorphoses

12 Contents transcribed from Ringrose, Summary Catalogue of the Additional Medieval
Manuscripts in Cambridge University Library Acquired before 1940, 281–83, and an
examination of the manuscript. The manuscript is from the Augustinian Priory of St.
Giles and St. Andrew, Barnwell. The first five items make up a quire and are written in
later hands than the medical portion of the manuscript (written in twelfth- and thirteenth-
century hands) and therefore appear to have been separate at one time. Although this does
not seem to have been a school manuscript, that Stans puer is followed immediately by
grammatical notes and verses strengthens its connection to education, here in a religious
context.

13 Contents transcribed from Madan and Craster, Summary Catalogue of Western
Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, vol. 2, bk. 1, 401–2. That this manuscript
was used as a school text is suggested by the marginal prose summaries of the Liber
Parabolarum, which may have been used, according to Thomson and Perraud, as
“teacher’s aids” (Ten Latin Schooltexts, 292).
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Sedulius, Carmen paschale, Elegia
Prudentius, Psychomachia

10. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS SLOANE 247914 (S. XIV)

Astrolabe
Thesaurus Pauperum
Treatise on fevers
Facetus
Disticha Catonis, prose preface with a few prose maxims
Imago mundi
Sermo de conjugio
Horace, Ars Poetica and Epistles
Miscellaneous theological works
Arnaldus de Villa Nova, Theorica alchemiae
Medical charms and receipts
Botany text

11. WORCESTER, CATHEDRAL LIBRARY MS F. 14715 (S. XIV)

Disticha Catonis
Eclogue of Theodulus
Claudian, De raptu Proserpinae
Statius, Achilleis
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Graecismus
Alan of Lille, Anticlaudianus
Gesta Alexandri
Horace, Odes
Horace, Ars Poetica (now lost)

14 Contents transcribed from the online British Library catalogue, supplemented by T.
Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, which adds the Disticha Catonis following Facetus
(1:76, n. 106). The manuscript is composed of texts written between the tenth and
eighteenth centuries; Facetus is in a fourteenth-century hand. Although it has not been
identified as a grammar school manuscript by any of the important studies, its contents
certainly indicate an interest in a variety of educational texts, and the connection of the
Disticha Catonis to Facetus reinforces the suggestion of early education.

15 Contents transcribed from Floyer, Catalogue of Manuscripts Preserved in the Chapter
Library of Worcester Cathedral, 77–79. Studied by Cannon, “Middle English Writer’s
Schoolroom.”
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Horace, Epistles (now lost)
Horace, Satires
Juvenal
Persius
Cartula
Urbanus
Lucan

12. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY MS DIGBY 10016 (S. XIV)

Bede, Liber de arte metrica
Marbod of Rennes, De ornamentis verborum
John Seward, Celi gemma bona, tract on meter
Liber de scematibus Sacrae Scripturae secundum Bedam
Bonus tractatus et utilis de arte metrica
John Seward, Que non ponuntur hic omnia corripiuntur, tract on prosody
John of Garland, Diversitates metrorum in pede exametro et pentametro
Adam Nutzard, Neutrale
Seneca, Liber de virtutibus moralibus
Facetus (“Moribus et vita”)
Various notes on religious subjects, Psalms, etc.
Glossa super quondam tractatum metrice
Treatise on declinations
Verses on the meanings of similar words
Verses on verbs
Eclogue of Theodulus with commentary
Adam Nutzard, Neutrale
Nicholas of Breckendale, Treatise on deponent verbs
Explanations of verbs
Moral verses
Exoticon
Virgil, Copa (minor poem known as “The Female Tavern Keeper”)
Treatise on Greek words
Disticha Catonis with commentary
Horace, Epistles Book 1
Ovid, De mirabilius mundi

16 Contents transcribed from R. W. Hunt and Watson, Digby Manuscripts, part 1, 114–15;
T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:300–301; and Bonaventure, “Teaching of
Latin,” 8. Included in Cannon’s study “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom”; although
he indicates that the manuscript includes Facetus (“Est nihil utilius”), the catalogue lists
the incipit as “Moribus et vita,” the beginning of a different poem also known as Facetus.
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Peniteas cito with commentary
Aesop, Fabulae
Liber de varietate carminum

13. OXFORD, TRINITY COLLEGE MS 1817 (S. XIV)

Oculus Sacerdotis
Summa sive Flos Decretorum
Excerptum ex Pupilla Oculi
Liber de miseria humanæ conditionis
Liber Pastoralis
Versus Sententiales iidemque leonini
Greek vocabulary
Versus alii proverbiales
Robert Grosseteste, Liber Curialis
Stans puer ad mensam
Excerpta Senecæ secundum ordinem alphabeti
Proverbia Lucii Annæi Senecæ
Eiusdem liber de remediis fortuitorum
Excerpta epistolarum de libro Marci Tullii Ciceronis
Proverbia Senecæ
Excerpta epistolarum
Excerpta Senecæ
Proverbia Philosophorum
De libro Tusculanarum Marci Tullii Ciceronis
Quaestiones grammaticales in usum puerorum
Excerpta ex Hugone de S. Victore
Sermo in istud, “Templum Dei sanctum est”

17 Contents transcribed from Coxe, Catalogus Codicum MSS, 2:8–9. According to
Nicholls, the manuscript formerly belonged to the Bonshommes at Ashridge and, because
there is no record of a school having been at Ashridge and the contents seem too difficult
for local boys, probably was used to teach newer members of the Order (Matter of
Courtesy, 67).
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14. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY, BODLEY MS 837 (2562)18 (S. XIV
2)

Grammatical figures
Stans puer ad mensam
Alexander de Hales, Destigium
Alexander de Hales, Exoticon
Explanation of difficult words and expressions from the Collects, Epistles, and Gospels
Latin-English vocabulary
Latin proverbs in hexameters

*15. CAMBRIDGE, GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE MS 203/10919 (S. XIV, LATE)

Tract on grammatical forms
Verbs
Latin-English vocabulary
Os facies mentum
Salutatio and Valete formulas (nineteen lines)
Vocabulary supplements
Liber Ricardini
Facetus
Peniteas cito
Physiologus
Regule bone et utiles, including Latin numerals
Grammatical tract
Obiectiones contra Donatum
Figure bone et utiles
Terminaciones et declinaciones nominum
Grammatical questions

18 Contents transcribed from Madan and Craster, Summary Catalogue of Western
Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, vol. 2, bk. 1, 427–28. Studied by
Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin,” 8; T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:301; and
Cannon, “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.”

19 Contents transcribed from James, Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the
Library of Gonville and Caius College, 1:232–34, and my examination of the manuscript.
Studied by Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin,” 8, and Cannon, “Middle English Writer’s
Schoolroom.” Although Cannon says this manuscript contains Cartula, the catalogue and
my examination confirm this work to be Facetus. The manuscript is a small, thick
volume in a single faint, tight hand. The pages, which are small and unevenly cut, are full
from the top of the page to the outer margin, with space left at the bottom. It gives the
impression of a schoolbook written for personal use.
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16. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY MS HATTON 58 (4065)20 (S. XIV + S. XV)

Donatus, Ars minor (s. xiv)
Treatise on nouns and pronouns (s. xiv1)
Liber Parabolarum (s. xvex) (hand of William Slyngysby)
Thomas of Hanney, Memoriale iuniorum (s. xvmed)
Facetus (s. xvex) (hand of John Rede)
Cartula (s. xvex) (hand of John Rede)
Disticha Catonis (s. xvin) with interlinear Middle English glosses and construe marks
Informacio (s. xvex) (hand of John Rede?)

17. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY MS DIGBY 2621 (S. XIV + S. XV
1)

Dominus, que pars?
Donatus, Ars minor
Collection of verses on supines, etc.
Facetus, beginning “Moribus et vita”

20 Contents transcribed from Madan, Craster, and Denholm-Young, Summary Catalogue
of Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, vol. 2, bk. 2, 822–23, and
Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 285–89. Studied by Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin,”
8, and Cannon, “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.” Thomson provides much useful
context on the writers of this manuscript: John Rede, who copied Facetus and Cartula
(and probably Informacio) was “scholar of Winchester College 1461–71, at New College
1472–84, headmaster of Winchester 1484–90, tutor to Prince Arthur 1491–?6, warden of
Winchester College 1501–20 and warden of New College, Oxford 1520–1” (288). The
other writers also were associated with Winchester. “The manuscript as it stands is
probably the compilation of William Slyngysby of London who was elected scholar of
Winchester in 1476. . . . Rede’s work antedates Slyngysby’s and must therefore date from
his time as a scholar rather than as headmaster” (288). “It is of interest to note that
William Horman (elected 1476) and John Stanbridge (elected 1475) would have been at
Winchester while these manuscripts [this one and Winchester, Winchester College, libri
grammaticales (12), now lost] were in use” (289).

21 Contents transcribed from R. W. Hunt and Watson, Digby Manuscripts, part 1, 21, and
part 2, 16–17, and Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 268–76. The manuscript was used in
Portugal before it was brought to England, before 1452 at the latest. Although the
Disticha Catonis and Cartula are the work of a Portuguese scribe, other hands indicate
that the manuscript was used in the first half of the fifteenth century in an English school,
perhaps in Oxford, for it appears later to have been in the possession of several regent
M.A.s connected to the elementary teaching of grammar at Oxford in the last half of the
fifteenth century (Thomson, 274–75). Digby 26 is among the manuscripts studied by
Cannon in his “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.”
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Tobias
Prose treatise on the use of cases
Rules for the Instruction of Children in Latin (in Portuguese)
Disticha Catonis with prologue
Cartula
Ps.-Ovid, De lupo monacho
Novus Aesopus
Hildebert, Vita beate Marie Egyptiace

18. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY MS RAWLINSON D 32822 (S. XIV/XV + S. XV
MED–2)

Disticha Catonis with prologue
Instructions for behavior at table
John Leylond, Informacio
Sum es fui
Words on family relationships in Latin and English
Treatise on conjugation of irregular verbs
Dominus, que pars?
Verse and prose riddles in Latin
Grammatical paragraphs with verses
Treatise on declension of Greek nouns in Latin
Treatise, with verses, on the ten commandments, seven deadly sins, five senses, etc.
Peniteas cito with some English glosses
Latin-English vocabulary
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Disticha Catonis
Formula with Comparacio
Latin-English vocabulary
Verses on Latin verbs
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Equivoca
Treatise on orthography
Accedence
Treatise on construction

22 Contents transcribed from Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 290–315. The manuscript
probably was the personal notebook of Walter Pollard, who possessed it in 1444/5, and
suggests the teachings of Exeter Grammar School. The amalgam of typical schoolbook
entries and business and legal notes indicate “that his education after its initial stages was
preparing him for the cloth trade and property management, and an understanding of the
legal procedures they would involve” (313–14). Rawlinson D 328 is included in
Cannon’s study “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.”
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Collection of proverbs in English and Latin
Collection of versus differenciales
Facetus
Quotations from scripture
Stans puer ad mensam
John Lydgate, Stans puer ad mensam
Disticha Catonis, prologue only in Latin, then the first seven stanzas of Benedict Burgh
Treatise on the subdivisions of grammar and its place among the seven liberal arts
Collection of riddles and proverbs
English ‘terms of association’
Treatise on the figures of speech
Equivoca
One leaf from a collection of medical receipts

*19. CAMBRIDGE, TRINITY COLLEGE MS O.5.423 (S. XV
1)

Donatus, Ars minor
Tract in English and Latin on composition
Prose commentary on the Doctrinale
Treatise on length of vowels
John of Beauvais, De brevibus et longis
Account of the rules of quantity
Bursa Latini
Disticha Catonis
Os facies mentum
Stans puer ad mensam
Cartula
Peniteas cito
Facetus

23 Contents transcribed from James, Western Manuscripts in the Library of Trinity
College, Cambridge, vol. 3, 301–8, with a comparison with Thomson, Descriptive
Catalogue, 158–68, and an examination of the manuscript. Studied by Bonaventure,
“Teaching of Latin,” 2, 7; T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:75–76; and Cannon,
“Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.” Based on documents within the manuscript, it
probably was given as a royal gift at the founding of the College of St. Mary Magdalen at
Battlefield, near Shrewsbury, in 1410 by Henry IV and therefore dates to 1409 or 1410. It
appears to have been carefully constructed and written in a single hand. Extravagantly
decorated in red, blue, purple, and gold, the volume includes both scribal and added
glossing and commentary; Facetus received the least amount of decoration, perhaps
reflecting its sober content. The manuscript combines works read early in the grammar
school curriculum with advanced works, including treatises on arithmetic and astronomy.
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Liber Parabolarum
John of Garland, Synonyma
John of Garland, Equivoca
Eclogue of Theodulus
Liber Ricardini
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale with a commentary and French and English glosses
John Marche, “Bona compilacio de metris”
Treatise on the length of vowels
Treatise on meters and figures of speech
Treatise on the endings of preterites and supines
Treatise on the length of vowels
Treatise on rhetoric and dictamen
Formulary beginning with a letter on heresy at Oxford; some of these letters are paired

with their responses, and one set imagines a mother writing to her son
Lawrence of Aquilegia, Practica sive usus dictaminis
Grammatical treatise
Latin dictionary
Alexander de Villa Dei, Carmen de algorismo
Alexander de Villa Dei, Massa Compoti
Commentary on John of Garland, Compotus manualis
Quadrens vetus
De composicione chilindri (Horologium viatorum)
Johannes de Sacro Basco, Tractatus de Sphera

20. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY MS RAWLINSON G 60 (14791)24 (S. XV, EARLY)

Peniteas cito
Stans puer ad mensam (called Liber facessie)
Disticha Catonis
Facetus
Cartula
Liber Parabolarum
John of Garland, Synonyma
Grammatical piece
List of deponent verbs
Equivoca
Treatise on Greek grammar

24 Contents transcribed from Madan, Summary Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the
Bodleian Library at Oxford, vol. 3, 354–55. Studied by Bonaventure, “Teaching of
Latin,” 7–8, and T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin, 1:76–77. The contents from
Peniteas cito to Equivoca were written by “Master Willelmus Smyth.”
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Treatise on Latin words with long vowels
Tract on the thirty-two kinds of verse and nine meters
Ars dictaminis
Ihesus est amor meus, on grammar
Religious pieces treated grammatically
Rules of grammar

21. OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY, BODLEY MS 315 (2712)25 (S. XV, EARLY)

Commentary of Richard Rolle of Hampole on the lessons in the office of the dead
Stans puer ad mensam
Robert Grosseteste, De Oculo morali
John of Salisbury, Policraticus
John of Salisbury, Metalogicon

*22. CAMBRIDGE, UNIVERSITY LIBRARY MS ADDITIONAL 283026 (1434/5)

John Drury, Regule super librum facessie, seventy-one grammatical expositions about a
schoolmaster and his pupils

25 Contents transcribed from Madan and Craster, Summary Catalogue of Western
Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, vol. 2, bk. 1, 508–9. A note in the
manuscript indicates that it was given by the dean and chapter of Exeter Cathedral after
the death of magister Roger Keys, who died in 1477 (the presentation to the Bodleian
occurred in 1602). Although the volume had been chained in the common library of the
church, that its presentation was connected to the death of Keys suggests its educational
context; Keys helped to build All Souls College and Eton.

26 Contents transcribed from Ringrose, Summary Catalogue of the Additional Medieval
Manuscripts in Cambridge University Library Acquired before 1940, 29–32; Thomson,
Descriptive Catalogue, 169–78; and an examination of the manuscript. Studied by
Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin,” 8, and Cannon, “Middle English Writer’s
Schoolroom.” Bonaventure incorrectly identifies the first item, which Thomson states is
not based on any of the three works called Facetus, as Facetus; the second item may be
what Bonaventure calls the Liber Parabolarum. The manuscript was written by
Hardgrave of Beccles, recording the teaching of John Drury around 1434; see Meech,
“John Drury.” The handwriting is neater and more mature than in many school
notebooks, suggesting that Hardgrave was a scribe rather than a student. If these works
accurately record the teaching of Drury, he demonstrated a concern for the interests of his
students; the exercises in the first entry are playful, with one beginning, “When I am
magister.”
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John Drury, Regule super librum parvum doctrinalis, forty-five more advanced
grammatical expositions

John Leylond, Tractus iuuenum pro dogmate factus
Sum es fui
Short treatise about compounding
Dominus, que pars?
Treatise on comparison
John Leylond, Comparacio
Paragraph on comparison of adverbs
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Treatise on defective nouns
Treatise on declension of Greek words in Latin
Treatise on declension of Greek patronymics in Latin
Equivoca
Peniteas cito, glossed in English
John Drury, De modo confitendi in English and Latin
Henry Hamertoun, Donatus secundum Prescianum
Treatises and verses on grammar
Translation exercises
Grammatical rules for composition
Versus differenciales

*23. CAMBRIDGE, GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE MS 417/44727 (C. 1450)

Donatus, Ars minor
Dominus, que pars?
Fifty verses on grammar
Grammatical verses
Short paragraphs in Latin, possibly translation exercises
Mag. John Boryngton, De regimine casuum
Os facies mentum
Alphabetical verse Bible epitome
Stans puer ad mensam with a few English glosses (called Liber facicie)

27 Contents transcribed from James, Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the
Library of Gonville and Caius College, vol. 2, 488–90; Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue,
141–47; and my examination of the manuscript. Studied by Bonaventure, “Teaching of
Latin,” 8. The manuscript is probably from Exeter. Mag. John Boryngton taught at Exeter
High School in the 1430s and 1440s (Thomson, 146). Thomson lists five English hands
in the manuscript, four of which wrote the major elements and are from the middle of the
fifteenth century (141). The texts are written fairly neatly, but the overall appearance of
the manuscript is messier because of the variety of hands and the fullness of the pages.
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Bursa Latini
Disticha Catonis without the Prologue or Breves Sententiae
Mag. John Boryngton, Liber Communis
John of Garland, Synonyma
Notes on grammar
Equivoca

*24. CAMBRIDGE, ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE MS F 26 (163)28 (S. XV)

Accedence
Glossary of Latin words
Two treatises on vowels
Paragraph with verses on Latin hexameters
Poem on cockfighting
Mag. Thomas Sylton, De accentu
Six admonitory verses
Form of obligation and a specimen form of quitclaim
Scribbles of the beginning of legal formulae
A baccalaureate exercise, treating a stated theme in prose, “rhythmus,” and verse
Extracts from a grammatical treatise
Phrases and proverbs in English and Latin
Disticha Catonis abridged in one page
Treatise on length of vowels
Rhythmical verses on St. Nicholas
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Treatise on orthography
Promptorium Parvulorum
Exposition using passages from the Bible and church offices to illustrate grammar

28 Contents transcribed from James, Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the
Library of St John’s College, Cambridge, 194–97; Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue,
148–57; and my examination of the manuscript. Studied by Bonaventure, “Teaching of
Latin,” 8, and Cannon, “Middle English Writer’s Schoolroom.” The manuscript looks
like a school notebook; for example, although they are written in the same hand (that of
Thomas Marchall), the writing of the Disticha Catonis is much larger than that of the
“rhythmus,” perhaps because he was younger when he wrote it. The last entry, Figure
parui doctrinalis, is a series of expository notes on the Liber Parabolarum; the words of
the Liber Parabolarum are written in the margin with notes in the main writing space.
Thomson associates this manuscript with the town school at St. Alban’s and the exercises
with their requirements for the baccalaureate. He suggests 1438 as the year in which the
manuscript began to be compiled, but the quire including the Figure parui doctrinalis,
the only vellum section, is “rather older” than the rest, in James’s estimation.
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Figure parui doctrinalis (Liber Parabolarum)

25. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS ADDITIONAL 1008929 (S. XV)

Eclogue of Theodulus with commentary
Liber Parabolarum with commentary
John of Garland, Synonyma
Aesop, Fabulae

*26. CAMBRIDGE, ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE MS F 10 (147)30 (S. XV)

Cartula
Facetus
Disticha Catonis
Peniteas cito
Equivoca
John of Garland, Synonyma
Liber Parabolarum with accessus

27. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS ADDITIONAL 3707531 (S. XV
2)

Eight paragraphs probably used as latinitates

29 Contents transcribed from the online British Library catalogue and T. Hunt, Teaching
and Learning Latin, 1:78.

30 Contents transcribed from James, Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the
Library of St John’s College, Cambridge, 181–82, and my examination of the
manuscript. Studied by Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin,” 8, and Cannon, “Middle
English Writer’s Schoolroom.” The manuscript appears to be a compilation of three
booklets, the first containing Cartula, Facetus, Disticha Catonis, and Peniteas cito; the
second the two grammatical works, and the third the Liber Parabolarum. In the medieval
table of contents, written after the entire manuscript had been compiled, the two parts of
the Disticha Catonis are listed separately.

31 Contents transcribed from Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 219–32, and Catalogue of
Additions to the Manuscripts in the British Museum in the Years 1900–1905, 344–49.
Studied by Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin,” 2–3, 7. The manuscript appears to have
been the schoolbook of a London grammar student. Based on the reference to St.
Anthony’s Day, it probably was used at the school of St. Anthony on Threadneedle
Street, attended by Sir Thomas More, John Colet, and William Latimer around this time
(Nicholls, Matter of Courtesy, 66).
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Accedence
Os facies mentum
Stans puer ad mensam (called Liber urbanitatis)
Treatise on neuter and abnormal verbs
Sum es fui
Formula
Description and moralization of the moves of chess
Two paragraphs on the length of the six ages in English
Form of Confession
Liber Ricardini
Facetus
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
English proverbs with Latin renderings
Treatise on syntax
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Treatise on construction of sentences
Treatise on defective verbs
Treatise on declension of Greek nouns in Latin
John of Garland, Synonyma
Notes on etymology
A cisiojanus, mnemonic verses on the calendar
Miscellaneous verses
Latin-English vocabulary
Notes on construction
Notes on the derivations of some Latin words
Notes with verses on arcesso
Treatise on preterites and supines
Treatise on deponent verbs
Equivoca
Latinitates exercises (each sentence is given twice; the Catalogue conjectures that one

version is by the student and one by the master)
Distigius
Disticha Catonis
Treatise on orthography
Treatise on verbs
Treatise on orthography
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Treatise on prosody
Liber Parabolarum
Latinitates (similar to those above)
Eclogue of Theodulus
Collection of proverbs
A nominale
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Miscellaneous Latin-English vocabulary
Names of towns and countries, mostly English, in Latin and English
A nominale
Table of numerals
A verbale
Hymnale
Sequentiale

28. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS ADDITIONAL 1904632 (S. XV
2)

Facetus
Metrical treatise on proverbial wisdom
Synonyma
Treatise on preterites and supines
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Treatise on Latin syntax in English
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Lists of verbs with English equivalents
Dominus, que pars?
Treatise on constructions
Dominus, que pars?
Os facies mentum
Stans puer ad mensam
Bursa Latini
Liber Ricardini
Disticha Catonis (only first ten lines; added as notes)
Hymnale
Sequentiale

32 Contents transcribed from the online British Library catalogue and Thomson,
Descriptive Catalogue, 212–18. The main writer of the manuscript probably was a
secondary or custor of Exeter Cathedral while magister John Boryngton (see Cambridge,
Gonville and Caius College MS 417/447) was schoolmaster and rector of St. Mary
Major, beginning in 1437, and either attended school there or assisted with the instruction
(218). The work Es tu clericus?, according to Bonaventure, could have taught both
composition and elementary disputation (“Teaching of Latin,” 5).
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29. ABERYSTWYTH, NATIONAL LIBRARY OF WALES MS PENIARTH 356B33 (S. XV
2)

John Leylond, Informacio
John Leylond, Comparacio
Eclogue of Theodulus
John of Garland, Distigius
Series of moral and theological questions and answers
Bede, Prayer to Christ on His Seven Wounds
Latin verses
The Miller and the Grasshopper
Synonyma
Es tu clericus?
Treatise on the figures of speech
Treatise on the nine forms of construction in grammar
Sentences from Scripture with explanations
Ars minor
Dominus, que pars?
Accedence
Verb conjugations
Forty-one Latin proverbs
The Dreambook of Daniel
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Sequence for the mass of St. David
Collect for the mass of St. David
Two prayers to St. Elmo
John Pecham (?), De vano mundo
Disticha Catonis
Stans puer ad mensam
Os facies mentum
Verse vocabulary of household words
Equivoca
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Peniteas cito
O magnatum filii nostri comensales (Castrianus)
Lists of payments, probably school fees
Bursa Latini
John of Garland, Distigius

33 Contents transcribed from Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 114–31. Studied by
Bonaventure, “Teaching of Latin,” 7–8. Thomson suggest that the writer of the
manuscript, Thomas Pennant, was probably the abbot of Basingwerk in Wales from 1481
to 1522; his selections and scribblings suggest that he used it first as a student in the
1460s and later as a teacher at a school attached to Basingwerk Abbey (130).
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Nominale
Treatise on accidence and syntax
Collection of polite epistolary phrases
Treatise on cursus
Two treatises on orthography
Grammatical notes
Treatise on accidence and syntax
Accedence
John Leylond, Informacio
Exemplary letter in English

*30. CAMBRIDGE, CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE MS 23334 (1475–1487)

Treatise on syntax
Facetus
Peniteas cito
Treatise on construction
Treatise on preterites and supines
Verb conjugations
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Liber Parabolarum
Eclogue of Theodulus

34 Contents transcribed from James, Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the
Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 534–35; Thomson, Descriptive
Catalogue, 132–40; and my examination of the manuscript. Studied by Bonaventure,
“Teaching of Latin,” 8. Thomson notes, “The manuscript is the work of Wyllyam
Hampshyre of Marlow, Buckinghamshire, scholar at Eton 1475–9 and at King’s College
Cambridge from 1479 to 1486.” He probably wrote it at Eton (139). The manuscript
implies much about the practical process of learning. It appears to have been written
hurriedly and perhaps shows the signs of transcribing oral lessons; many words and lines
are transposed and corrected later. The student also uses various symbols within the body
of the texts to refer to notes below or to lines to be added. Much more space is left
between the lines of the literary works than the grammatical treatises, perhaps expecting
commentary and glosses. William began Facetus twice, once nearly illegibly, crooked,
with lines crossed out, and doodles on the page under the writing; his second attempt is
neater, but still not in a careful hand. His writing does become neater in the more
advanced literary works, Liber Parabolarum and the Eclogue of Theodulus; it looks as if
he is practicing his abbreviations in these texts, for he crosses out words and writes
abbreviations above them. The treatise on orthography gave him the opportunity to
practice what he had learned, for it is written in various sizes and scripts.
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Treatise on orthography
Grammatical treatise
Two treatises on verbs
Treatise on construction and the five figures of speech
Synonyma
Formula
Verses on the ten commandments, seven deadly sins, seven sacraments, etc.
Disticha Catonis, abridged in one page
Fabulae of Avianus
Two grammatical treatises on nouns
Treatise on pronouns
Treatise on verbs

31. ABERYSTWYTH, NATIONAL LIBRARY OF WALES MS NLW 423D35 (1480S)

Verses with lists of verbs, glossed extensively in English
John Leylond, Informacio
Os facies mentum
Verse vocabulary of household words
John Anwykyll, Compendium totius grammaticae
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale
Peniteas cito with additional material and glosses in Latin
A nominale
Eclogue of Theodulus with commentary and Latin glosses
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Sum es fui
Calendar with tables and explanations
Story of the Holy Cross

35 Contents transcribed from Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 105–13. Thomson
suggests that this manuscript, written by John Edwards the younger of Chirk, “is closely
related” to Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 356B, associated with
the Cistercian Abbey of Basingwerk, Flintshire, and might be connected with the
Cistercian Abbey of Valle Crucis, near Llangollen (112–13).
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32. LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY MS HARLEY 100236 (S. XV
MED–S. XVI

IN)

Formula
Treatise on construction
Treatise on orthography
First line of Disticha Catonis
English-Latin translation exercises
Verses on St. Katherine illustrating the rhetorical figures
Treatise on grammar based on Doctrinale
Rhyming couplets on the festivities of St. Nicholas’s Day
John Leylond, De declinationibus
Treatise on accent and the figures of speech
Disticha Catonis, the prologue and the prose maxims put into verse, with the original

prose in the margin
Stans puer ad mensam
Distigius
Bursa Latini
Os facies mentum
A verbale
A nominale
Treatise on heteroclite nouns
Treatise on adverbs
List of synonymous Latin words
John of Garland, Dictionarius
Boethius, De disciplina scolarium
Fabulae of Avianus, first seven, wanting 1 and part of 2
Treatise on figures of speech, based on the Graecismus
Verse treatise with prose commentary on colours of rhetoric
Verse treatise with prose commentary on monosyllabic nouns
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale

33. SOMERSET RECORD OFFICE, MS DD/L P 29/2937 (C. 1480–1520)

Verb conjugations

36 Contents transcribed from Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 239–53, and Catalogue of
the Harleian Manuscripts, vol. 1, 502. Thomson notes that the dialect in the manuscript is
Western but that internal references suggest at least part of it was written in Hampshire
(253).

37 Contents transcribed from Orme, Education and Society, 117–21. This notebook,
which was used to bind a book from the middle of the sixteenth century, was written by a
schoolboy at Barlinch Priory.
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Precepts about eating at table
Stans puer ad mensam
Versus differenciales
Liber Parabolarum
Disticha Catonis (prose prologue and maxims)

34. DUBLIN, TRINITY COLLEGE MS 43038 (S. XVI
IN)

Ovid, Heroides
Verses against womankind
Rules for Latin composition
Liber Parabolarum (part of Chapter 1 only)
Treatise on gender in Latin
Verse treatise on preterite and supine verbs

38 Contents transcribed from Thomson, Descriptive Catalogue, 179–84, and Colker,
Trinity College Library Dublin, 2.853–55. Thomson says that the manuscript was
probably bought in England after 1601, possibly for Trinity College. It formerly was
bound with two printed books, the Liber Theodoli cum commento and De modo
penitendi et confitendi (Peniteas cito) (181).
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